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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

ORIENTATION
Sport
Sport and Politics
Sport and Race

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

STATEmENT OF THE PROBLEm
Sport, Politics and Roce South Africa

LImITATIONS OF THE STUDY

DEFINITION OF TERms

ORGANISATION OF REmAINING CHAPTERS

ORIENTATION

Sport
Loy and Kenyon (1969 : 36) have tendered the suggestion that
sport during the present century has become a cultural phenome=
non of great magnitude and complexityo Snyder and Spreitzer

r

(1978 : 9) concur, but are less circumspect in their observa=
tion where they state the "Sport has emerged in the last half
of the twentieth century to become one of the most pervasive
institutions in contemporary society".

Clearly sport has developed its own identity and concomitant
significance within contemporary societies. Not unnaturally
this ph anomen on and its development, of which Natan (1958 : 47)
has said, »NeVar has a state risen so swiftly to world power
as spor t v, has attracted considerable interest from all facets
of society. "1~ part~cular-~his has lent credibility to the
academic study of iport.
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The emergence of sport is attributed by Sage (1974 : 11) to an
adoption of sport by the masses, increased leisure time,
increased incomes and to the introduction of television accom=
paniod by a greater orientation towards sport on the part of
the media. Edwards (1973 : 4) substantiated the role of the
media in the findings of Sage in a survey of twenty five
American neillspapers selected on random dates in 1969: three
had no economic sections, five had economic sections of two
pages or less, but all twenty five papers had sports sections.
Empirically Sage's premise can be further strengthened if the
steadily increasing number of periodicals, magazines, journals
and newspapers which devote themselves entirely to sport, are
notedo

Throughout its rise to world prominence sport for a considerable
period of time received only cursory acknowledgement from
academicso The difficulty encountered by sport in being taken
seriously by academics can probably be attributed inter alia to
its historical antecedents and to its generic connotation.

Weiss (1969 : 5) has suggested that Aristotle wrote brilliantly
and extensively on logic, physics, biology, psychology, econo=
mics, politics, ethics, art, metaphysics and rhetoric, yet said
hardly a word about either history or religion, and nothing at
all about sport. Sport, therefore, emerged from Gr~ek times
with the Platonic aura of being of value but only in the Sense
that it ensured that the mind remained healthy in order to
pursue disciplines considered more mentally orientated. One
of the results of this association was that sport received a
low status rating; a feature which until recently appeared to
be quite widely acceptedo

The non-acceptance of sport as a subject worthy of academic
endeavour was compounded by man, the media, and his socio_
economic system. Sport, as it began its upward journey, was
viewed journalistically and commercially as a phenomenon with
considerable financial potential : sport sold. The term
"sport" became commercialised, and was used to describe any=
thing from frog-jumping championships to snakes and ladders.
The term lacked seriousness, as did the concept; it became

2
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glemourised, and while it did sell newspapers and magazines,
advertising space and suitably endorsed products, it was
eschewed by those of academic aspiration.

Interest in sport, above and beyond the newspaper level, began
to develop when claims were made that sport, amongst other
things, could develop character, discipline and loyalty. The
validity of these claims has been questioned (Edwards, 1973 :
97-98), but the importance lay not so much in the validity or
non-validity, but in the suggestion that sport had more than
mere commercial poter.tial.

Cozens and Stumpf (1953 : 2) realised this when they suggested
that "Sports and games provide a touch-stone for understandir.g
how people live, work and think, and may also serve as a baro=
meter of a nation's proqress in civilization" ~ The LrnpLi ca,
tions were that sport could provide an insight into the beha=
vi our of those persons who indulged in it, an opinion supported
by Snyder and Spreitzer (1978 : 9)0 They suggest that this
new line of research contained the potential not or.ly for
exposing the myths about the world of sport, but also for con=
tributing new insight and understanding of human social beha=
viour.

The hypothesis that the serious study of sport may reveal more
about men and women and their society is appropriate in the
context of Scuth African sport. The combination of f~vourable
climat~, a vast outdoors and a socia-economic system that
provides leisure time in sufficient quantity to allow the
utilization to maximum benefit of both these factors, has
elevated White South African sport to a level where it has
become, in the word of Edwards (1973 : 90) "a secular quasi-
religious institution". Sport by itself in South Africa
warrants serious study •

.Sport and Politics·

-i~8 sport/politic~ nexus can be evidenced in the Greek epoch.
Mcintosh (1963 : 16) relates how the Spartans utilised sport
for the subjugation of the Helots and ieso facto for the

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/



assertion when he observed: «Sport has certain characteristics

propagation of their militaristic ideology.

In establishing the superiority of a particular ideology or
political system, war was, in Greek times, a frequent recourse.
There were occasions, such as the athletic festival at Olympia,
which witnessed all bellicose actions temporarily being held in
abeyance.

the professionalisation and commercialisation of the Olympic
Games by the Romans after 146 B.C. witnessed the decline of the
sports spectacular and ipso facto the association (albeit
indirect) of sport·a~d politics. mandelI (1976 : 27) suggests
that the sports of Christian Europe sprang anew from two
separate sourceso One was from the local peasant culture in
the villages, and consisted of informal athletic contests
usually performed as adjuncts to religious holidays a~d local
fairs. The other source was to be found in aristocratic
social life, and grew out of hunting and practice for combët.

In 1B96 the modern Olympic Games were revived by Baron Pierre
de Coubertin who held the theory, whjch mandelI (1976 : 72)
terms "the Olympic paradox", that patriotism and sports compe=
titian could be aligned to further international peace. De
Coubertin evidently felt that pitting one nation against
another in an Olympic arena would force prejudices into
abeyance and that athletic competition would eventually erode
them. mcIntosh (1963 : 90) doubted the reality of this

which perhaps impel it more readily than other activities
towards an association with politics". The re-emergence of
the Olympic Games as a world forum where one system could claim
superiority over another through athletic victory, presented
sport with the inevitability of politicization.

Hitler WaS one of the first to recognise that the Olympic Games
had potential for suggesting the superiority not only of one
political. system over another, but of one race over another. I

-A~ .mandelI (1971.: 2BO) in his :work,The Nazi Olympics points
out: _

,_,. __ ,,_ •• r> <J"'-:"https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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The tables of points kept by spDrts reports in
Germariy and abroad demonstrated that (1) Nazi
Germany did better than the Uni ted states; (2)
Italy outperformed France; (3) Japan did far
better than Great Britain. Consequently the
inescap8ble implication was that fascism and
totalitarianism were more effective mobiIisers
of human energies. These novel, anti-
historical, anti-egalitarian ideologies were
obviously the waves of the futureo The
inspired totalitarians would inevitably over=
whelm the soft, super-intellectualized demo=
cracies.

The success of German sportsmen in the 1936 Olympics brought
the sports/polities nexus to a new level. mandelI (1971 : 285)
"feels that the 1936 Games were a turning point. He argues:

In fact, one could cast the Berlin Olympics as
the beginning in earnest of the evolution (still
underway) of the role of the athlete as society's
sapo In 1936 as never before, the better an
athlete was as an athlete, the less he was
allowed individualism and the more he was cast as
an allegorical ideological battlero

In an attempt to limit the involvement of politics in sport,
Avery Brundage, who then was president of the Americari
Olympic Committee, declared in 1938 that sport transcended all
political and racial situations (mandell, 1971 : 289). This
was an attempted rebuttal of the criticism that Japan was being
allowed to hold the 1940 Olympic Games indulging in hegemonic
and inhumane actions in Asiao

Brundage's belief was an ideal to be cherished, but, it was
impractiCal as events at subsequent Olympics showed. In 1956
at the Olympics in melbourne, Australia, Hungary was drawn to
meet the Russigns in water poloe At that time the invasion
of Hungary by Russia was still not completeo Unable to defeat
the Russians militarily, the Hungarians attempted to extract
some kind of revenge in the swimming-pool. mcIntosh
(1963 : 199) reported th~t the game turned into a blood bath.
it was becoming ~~creasingly obvious that politically free
~port was merely an ideal. The only real protest at this
~evelopment in 1956, say~ Lund (1963 : 484), came from Dutch
and Swiss teams who stayed at home and gave all the money which

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/



had bee~ collected for the teamQ to Hungarian refugees.

The Olympics in more recent times have been politicized even
further with demonstrations by United states Black athletes in
mexico in 1968, by the massacre of Israeli athletes at the
1972 munich Olympics, and by the exodus of African nations
from the 1976 Olympics in montreal.

The indications are that most sport is involved to some
degree with the government or state in most nations of the
world. Natan (1958 : 54) suggests that in Eastern bloc
nations participation in international events has become
exclusively a matter for governments. "They are political
operations with political motives and for that reason they
cannot be left to the initiative of individual sportsmen or
clubs". In reference to the Western bloc he felt that sport
had never been immune to the infilitration of politics although
"thore can be no doubt that in most Western countries genuine
efforts have been made to exclude politics from sport. But I
am still convinced that such an unpolitical organisation of
sport today is apparent rather than real" (Natan, 1958 : 57).

Given the apparent pervasiveness of politics in contemporary
sport the suggestion appears that the survival of sport is
dependent on its acceptance of this politicization. However,
the world of sport has shown that it is selective in relation
to those political systems llihichit is preparod to accept.
Scotland was quite willing in 1977 to play soccer in a stadium
that had been used to torture and murder Chilean men and women
after a coup which cost the lives of 30 000 to 40 000 people
in 1973c The World Cup soccer tournament was held in 1978 in
Argentina, where about 6 000 had been killed and 15 000 were
reported missing as the junta established itself. There is
also the question of the 1980 Olympic Games being awarded to
the Soviet Union. The awarding of the Games took place in
the same year (1974) that the Soviet Union expelled Alexander
Solzhenitsyn and-imprisoned four ot.her dissidents, Viktor
Khaustov, Gabriel Superfin, Viktor stern and pacuir Airakyan
(Sunday Times, london, August 17, 1978). The apparent arbi=
trariness of the exclusion of South Africa from international

6
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sport is further underscored by Lund's (1963 : 485) statement
that Communist countries should be boycotted until such time as
they are prepared to show respect for human rights. However,
Dennis Follows, chairman of the British Olympic Association,
in a statement attributed to him, illustrated the difficulty
in interpreting consistently the question of discrimination~
"I'm prepared to play against anybody at any time, because if
I were to be discriminatory there would be three-quarters of
the world with whom I wouldn't play" (Sunday Times, London,
August 27, 1978). The extrapolation from this statement is
that if discrimination in various political r~gim8s was
objected to by means of sporting boycott, world sport in its
present form would be extirpatedo It must therefo~e be
either that an exception is being made in the case of South
Africa, or else that there is a specific factor or combination
of factors which allow her to be singled out for sporting
ostracism, while allowing other countries te compete with
relative impunity.

illomen were one of the first groups discriminated against;
they were barred by the Greeks from sporting events eve~ in a
spectatorial capacity. mandeli (1971 : 57) declares that
there have been outrages against the Jews since Diaspora with
the most overt display of anti-Jew feeling being at the 1936
Berlin Olympics. Lapchick (1973) has drawn parallels between
the Nazi Germany of 1936 and South Africa prior to 1973,
where, he says, the Black athlete faced similar suppression
to the Jew'in Nazi Germany. The common factor would appear
to be discrimination because of race.

That discrimination takes many forms is obvious and has been
remarked on by Loy and meElvogue (1972 : 310). They have
fur th €:Jrsug ges ted t ha t a maj or mode of di sc r-Lm i na tion is
$egregation, ~hich they state, denotes the exclusion of certain
categories of persons from specific social organisations or
particular positions within organisations on arbitrary grounds,
that is grounds which have no objective relation to individual
skill and talent.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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OlSUfl (1968) investigated discrimination against the Negro in
American sport. He found that:

Until very recently the Negro athlete - amateur and
professional - has been expected to stand fast and
take it, keep his mouth shut and perform valiantly
in front of cheering white audiences. If he wanted
respect off the field, if he wanted to collect the
hero worship and the social advantages that are the
traditional reward of the good athlete, he had to
go to Blacktown. There, long into the night, he
might hold court while one by one people of his own
colour dropped by... (Olsen, 1968 : 17)

This utilization of the Black American athlete has also been
described by Hoch (1972 : 387) as a modern version of the slave
trade, in which coaches send their scouts out looking for
quality Black horseflesh to reel in the trophies. Black
reaction to this phenomenon was slow in developing. In 1968
at the mexico Olympic Games Black American athletes Tommie
Smith and John Carlos gave a Black power salute while standing
on the victory rostrum~ Two other athletes, Vince Matthews
and Wayne Collett, stood casually on the winners rostrum while
the United States national anthem was played. Their demeanor
was meant to "reflect the casual attitude of White America
toward Black Americans" (Edwards, 1973 : 110).

This protest helped bring to world attention the conundrum
which was race and sport. As a practioner of discrimination
and segregation it was not unnatural that attention would also
be directed at South African sport, and that she would be
singled out for criticism.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
morton (1963 13) expressed the view that analysis of a
nation at play reveals the stuff of its social fabric and
value system. Edwards (1973 : 91) suggests that sport shares
with the polity the function of disseminating a~d reinforcing
~alues that are influential in defining societal means, and in

'-/,determinin.g acceptable solutions to problems. Sport, it
~ould appear, has the potential to reveal and influence;
therefore its study in the context which is South Africa,

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/



suggosts that much can be learned not only about South Africa's
sportsmen but, about her society and, possibly, the direction
in which it is inclined.

South African sport is, however, complicated in its potential
for sports research by the additional elements of international
sporting isolation, the internal involvement of politics and
race, and international disapprobation, politically, racially
and in sport. All of these elements contribute to present to
the sports researcher a unique contemporary sporting phenomenon.

Adam (1971 16) has stated that for a sociological study it is
necessary to analyse, rather than merely condemn, apartheid.
Kenyon (1974 : 24) feels that a researcher who allows his
personal values or social philosophy to influence his observa=
tiori is by definition simply engaging in. bad science. Further,
he suggests that the researcher who commits himself to a value-
neutral attitude while conducting research does not imply that
he is free of opinions, values or aspirations. However, the
extent to which he can hold in abeyance his personal values and
perhaps even his prejudices will dictate the degree of useful=
ness of his findings.

There arises, therefore, a need to strive for an objective
examination of a situation which is unique in the world of
sport. There is further need, in relation to South African
sport, of an objective documen~ation of the evolution of South
African sport under the unique conditions that South African
sport has had to endure.

It is an unfortunate indictment that when Adam's and Kenyon's
guidelines are p~t into perspective in relation to the study of
sport, politics or race in South Africa, it is noticeable that
there have been considerable deviations. To try and circum=
vent this pitfall, the researcher, who derives from a multi-
racial New Zealand environment, attempted, during a two-year
period of residencB in South Africa, to familiarise himself
with the problems faced by Black and White sportsmen in South
Africa. It is anticipated that this attempted value-free
inquiry will contribute data which may be useful to those

,~ illi/.~......
~;: ..
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interested in the research of sport per se, to those interested
in an objective evaluation of South African sport, and its
racial and political correlates, and that it may provide in=
sight into the complexity which is South African society.

Such an examination may also give insight into the possible
future developmental direction of South African sport and South
African society. As Ltlschen (1967: 11) has stated: "Sport
functions as a means of integration, not only for the actual
participants, but also for the representatives of such a
system". Further,. Daniels (1969 : 19) has added that those
who have chronicled life in America have made note of the
important place which sport occupies in all classes of society.
South Africa in this regard is similar, a value-free study of
her sports systems and its political and racial elements can
only contribute to the growing body of knowledge that is
associated with the serious study of sport.

STATEmENT ur THE PROBLEm

Sport, Politics and Race: South Africa
It would appear that the primary objection to South Africa's
participation in international sport is the racial problem that
is particular to South Africa~ Discrimination in its various
forms exists in other countries of the world and the political
involvement in sport of most contemporary governments has been
noted, yet they remain free to participate in international
sport~ Lapchick (1973 : 389-390) in his doctoral thesis,
The Politics of Race and International. Sport,; The Case of
South AfrJ~~, concluded that the major factor in the politics
of international sport has become the racial and not the
ideological factoro Nations, he suggests, are not added to or
excluded because of their political systems, and that South
Africa has been excluded because of the way race affects both
lts domestic and international competition.

tvidence of t~e pervasiveness of politics in world sport, covert
racism, and discrjmination would appear to support Lapchick's

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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conclusion. Other commentaries by rle Broglio (1971), Grace
(1974), Shaw (1976) and Brickh~ll (1976) offer further support
of this conclusion. The question that arises is: what is it
about the particular form of racial discrimination in South
Africa that takes precedence in terms of world criticism over
other violations of human rights in other parts of the world?

Brickhill (1976 : 4) has proferrod that to ~nter the realm of
South African sport is to enter a crazy world where race shapes
and distorts everythingo This complexity has been examined in
a serious study, in relation specifically to sport, by Lapchick
as previously citedo However, Lapchick chose to examine the
problem from an international perspectiveo In addition, his
study was completed in 19730 There was as a result a need for
(1) further research which would be cognizant of developments
occurring after 1973, and (2) an examination of South African
sport, politics and race which would consider the problem in
its context, fro~ within South Africao

It is proposed to review the evolution and examine the inter-
relationship of sport, politics and race in South Africa;
Within this frame of reference the sub-problems which will be
considered are:

(1) The origin of the sport, politics and rac.e relationships
in South Africa;

(2) The effect of international criticism and sporting
ostracism on the South African sports structure;

(3) The developments in the interrelated structure of sport,
poljtics and race;

(4) The factors affecting the relationship of sport, politics
and race.

lImITATIONS or THE STUDY !

The offi~~al lanQuages of South Africa are Afrikaans and
- English. "Approximately sixty percent of the White population
-$p~aks Afrikaans. As English is the 1~ngu3ge of the ~uthor,
English sources wore predominantly used. Afrikaans sources wer~

. . -'~ -~" '--e. ... r,, __ " ,'t ... • ...... ..)_ "~~- _ ' .. _I __ ~ .. "Ol' ~
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consulted where it was considered .relevant.

Acknowledgement is further made of the natural bias that appears
in newspapers, journals, periodicals and magazines of both
language groups. An attempt was made to circumvent this limita=
tion by restricting sources to verbatim accounts.

Interviews also had to be conducted in English. On several
occasions those being interviewed. suggested that their own
language (Afrikaans) may have enabled them to present their
thoughts, attitudes and ideals more lucidly.

The notation of sports events depends on their 'newsworthiness'.
Some items that may have been significant to this dissertation,
but were considered 'unnewsworthy', and have therefore not been
reported by the media, may as a result have been omitted.

DEFINITION OF TERms
The following terms are used in this dissertation. They are
defined as they are normally interpreted in the South African
context.

White: any person who in appearance, obviously is, or who is
generally accepted as, a White person, other than a person who
although in appearance obviously a White person, is generally
accepted as a Coloured person, or who is a member of any other
group.

Coloured: any person who is not a member of the White group or
of the Native group. Seven groups of Coloureds have been
prescribed. Theie are the Cape Coloured, malay, Griqua,
Chinese, Indian, other Asiatic and other Coloured groups.

African: any person who is generally accepted as a member of
an aboriginal race or tribe of Africa, other than a person who
is a member of a Coloured Qroup.

Bantu: a person who is, or is generally accepted as, a member
nr ~ny aboriginal race or tribe of Africa. This term shows a
current tendency to be replaced by the term 'Black'.

~
- -..... ~' •• , " ~ ,rt .._ ... 4 '.~ • • ~ •• _ • ." ~ ..
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Non-White: a person who is not White and is therefore not of
European descent. This term also shows a current tendency to
be replaced by the term 'Black'.

Non-racial sport: implies that there are no racial restrictions
whatsoever and that teams are selected therefore purely on
merit.

multi-racial sport: persons from different race groups partici=
pate together. Sport under multi-racialism may be integrated
but the term is used to connote integration with restrictions.

multi-national sport: strictly interpreted this concept
denotes sport between nations. Teams are drawn from one parti=
cular nation or race group and compete as a separate national
entity against another nation or race groupo rflulti-natio"lal
sport generally does not permit inter-mixing of different race
groups except where specific dispensation is granted by the
South African Government. This is usually in instances where
mixed teams are a prerequisite for int8rnatio~al competition~

ORGA~ISATION OF THE REMAINING CHAPTERS
The remainder of the dissertation is organised into chapters as
follows:

Chapter Two: outlines how the study was researched; from
where material was derived and the period in which research was
undertaken ..

Chapter Three: presents a historical political overview of
South AfricBo

Chapter Four: 8xamines the early developments of White and Non-
White eport in South Africa until 1950.

Chupter Five: is a synopsis of the development of White and
Non-White sport in South Africa, with consideration of the
political inf~uence to 1970.
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Chapter Six: examines sport in South Africa and the concept of
Multi-Nationalism.

Chapter Seven: examines sport in South Africa and the develop=
ment of multi-Racialism.

Chapter Eight: examines the deman~ for Non-racial or Normal
sport in South Africa.

Chapter Nine: is concerned with the first of several areas
which have been specifically involved in the development of sport
in South Africa. This chapter is titled Legislation and South
African Sport.

Chapter Ten: concerns the Anti-Apartheid Sports Movement and
South African Sport.

Chapter Eleven: concerns the Non-Racial Sports Movement in South
Africa.

Chapter Twelve: examines the role of the Broederbond in South
Africa's sports development.

Chapter Thirteen: examines White Public Opinion in relation to
sporting developments in South Africa •

.Chapter Fourteen: contains the summary, conclusions and a final
statement •

.Óc,
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CHAPTER TWO

mETHODOLOGY

ORGANISATION OF THE STUDY

SOURCE MATERIAL

TIME OF RESEARCH

ORGANISATION OF THE STUDY

many of the issues presenting themselves in contemporary South
African sport have their antecedents in colonial and post-union
South Afri~a. An understanding of the geneses of these issues,
it was considered, would contribute to a greater understanding
of present developments in the area of sport, race and politics
in South Africa.

The main consideration of this dissertation is sport and its
development within the context of South African society~
However, to adhere strictly to a sociological approach within
defined sporting parameters would have deprived this research of
valuable supporting and/cr exegetic material. Background
reading was therefore initiated in the areas of history~ econo=
mics, political science, political philosophy, law, sociology
and sport, to provide relevant material for this research~

The format of the study was determined by the recent occurrence
of events in the main period under study and by the Meed to
utilise a number of interrelated disciplines and sub-disciplines~
It was notable that there was a variance in the interpretation
of certain events and incidents, which created difficulties in
documenting objective developments. Analysis depends, to a
large degree, on the integrity, reliability and validity of
documented data. Analysis of historically biased data, for
Lns t anc a , may have resulted in a fallacious or erroneous coricLu«
sion. ~ognizanc8· of this possible shortcoming contributed to
the decision to present data chronologically with limited in-
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text interpretation and analysis. Where a number of sources
disagreed, and no congruity was obvious, a selection of sources
was quoted. After presentation of the data a number of con=
clusions and general observations were formulated.

This dissertation is divided into three partso The first part,
chapters one to five, considered: the period from the arrival
of the first White settlers in South Africa, the development of
racism, its manifestation in early sport in the colony, and
finally the consolidation of the colour bar in South African
sport and the initial opposition which developed against such a
practice~

The second part, chapters six to eight, dealt with developments
in South African sport specifically in the period 1970-1979:
Research presented was gathered primarily fro~ a chronological
evaluation of newspapers published in this period. This infor=
mation, which was derived from Afrikaans and English-language
newspapers in South Africa, was supplemented by additional back=
ground reading, personal interviews, public and private docu=
ments, correspondence and public opinion surveys.

Again there were difficulties in many instances in deriving
objective statements of incidents and eventso This made inter=
pretation difficult and to preserve the desired objectivity,
several accounts from different sources have on occasion been
Quoted. An attempt, except where it was considered relevant to
depict the majority of ruling opinion, was made to confine docu=
mentation to verbatim accountso

In the third part of the dissertation, chapters nine to thirteen,
there is conside~ation of particular influences which have
operated on the development of South Afric~n sport. The origin
of the influences is documented. Development or evolution is
then recorded from this point until the end of the period under
study in 1979.
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SOURCE mATERIAL

The material for this study was derived from multifarious sources.
A library search was initiated to collate relevant data. The
scope of this search was internationalo At California State
University, Long Beach, a computer search was undertaken to
identify pertinent materialo This was extended to an informa=
tion retrieval system for the sociology and social psychology of
leisure and sport, which is situated in the Faculty of Human
Kinetics and Leisure Studies at the University of Waterloo, in
Canada.

The scope of the literary research was further extended to the
libraries of The Times, London, England, and the New Zealand
Herald, Auckland, New Zealando In South Africa the libraries
of the Universities of Stellenbosch, Cape Town, Pretoria, Natal
and of the University of South Africa were utilised. The
National Archives Library in Cape Town was also used, as were
the libraries of the Cape Times, Argus, Die Burger, Cape Herald,
Rand Daily mail and the South African Institute of Race Rela=
tions~

Personal libraries were made use of on numerous occasions and
personal files were investigatedG

~
In order to gather data for the contemporary period under inves=
tigation, an extensive survey of newspapers was undertaken in
South Africa. Information, recorded in part two, was derived
primarily from: Cape Times (cape Town), Argus (Cape Town),
Hoofstad (Pretoria), Die Burger (Cape Town), Rand Daily Mail
(JOhannesburg), and the Star (Johannesburg)o most other news=
papers in South 'Africa were used to supply additional informa=
tion, as were newspapers from the United States of America;
Great Britain and New Zealand.

To add depth, perspective and objectivity, the South African
~fficial records of par~iamentary debates, Hansard, were used
~xt8Gcivcly. The Department of Sport and Recreation's annual

~'!epo~t was similarly used. Further information was obtained
·{fom other government publications, speeches, periodicals,
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quarterlies, journals and magazines, and through correspondence
and interviews with sports organisations, administrators, con=
sumers and·participants.

Interviews were conducted throughout South Africa.
of White and Black sportspeople were recorded in an

Opinion
attempt to

establish particular trends in thought and to assist in substan=
tiating or negating that information which had been previously
gleaned. Because of the interdisciplinary nature of this dis=
sertation, opinion UJas solicited under the following categories:
Politicians, Academics, Sports Administrators, Sports Partici=
pants and Sports Consumerso

This information was accommodated under three separate chapter
headings (chapter six, seven, eight of part two). These headings
were decided on after assimilation of all the relevant data and
consideration of the developments for the period 1970-1979~
It was considered that presentation in three chapters, each with
its own, although overlapping, identity, would lend clarity to
the overall pattern of development and make any final analysis,
interpretation or conclusion clearer and mars definitive.

The headings for each chapter are arbitrary and must be consi=
dered within the realms of their definitions in chapter one.
The first of these chapters examines the multi-National Sports
Concept. Attention is paid to the idea thát sport in South
Africa must confine itself to nationalities. Chapter seven,
multi-Racialism and South African Sport, examines the period
when strict multi-nationalism began to wane and greater contact
among the Black and White races occurred. With contact
between Black and White sportsmen becoming a possibility (with=
in carefully prescribed parameters) do~n to school level in
1979, chapter eight, The Demand for Non-Racial and Normal Sport,
·examines what remained in the form nf opposition, internal and
external, to South African sport.

Legislation and i~s involvement in So~th Africa's development
nas baen ~ c~ntentious subject since the inception of diseri=
~inatory legislation in 1911. While there is no law which
'spëcifiëally forbids sport between the races in South
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there is legislation llihichhas the potential to inhibit sports
participation amongst the various racial groups. In order to
ascertain the degree of influence of legislation on South
Africa's sports development, newspapers, law reports, govern=
ment gazettes and the Statutes of the Republic of South Africa
were reviewed to provide relevant information. Additional
information was supplied from the law libraries of the Univer=
sities of Stellenbosch, Cape Town and the lliitwatersrand.
Legal personnel and legal firms were consulted and personal law
libraries were made available. Interviews supplemented infor=
mation for this c8aptero

Pressure groups within South Africa were contacted personally
and by mailo Of particular concern to this study was the non-
racial 'South African Council on Sport' (SACOS). Interviews
were conducted with its administrators, in particular with its
current chairman, Hassa Howa, and correspondence was entered
into with a nu~ber of its personnel.

Pressure groups outside South Africa were contacted by mail~
Particular attention in this study was given to: the 'South

* ...African Non-Racial Open Committee' (SAN-ROC) in London;
'Citizens Association for Racial Equality' (CARE) in Auckland,
New Zealand; the 'New Zealand Defence and Aid Fund for Southern
Africa' in Wellington, New Zealand; the 'International Campaign
Against Racism in Sport' (ICARIS) in Evanston, United States of
America; and the 'Supreme Council for Sport in Africa' (SCSA)
in Yaounde, Cameroun. The 'United Nations Centre Against
Apartheid' also provided information pertinent to pressure
group activity and to the study per se.

Information received from these groups and from those associated
with the groups was combined with historical data to produce
chapters on the effect of internal and external pressure groups
on South Africa's sports development.

Th€ White Afrikaner Broederbond organisation sustained a number
rif revelations concerning ~ts role in South Africa's soci~l/

* Also referred to as the South African Non-Racial Open
Committee
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political/oconomic development during the period of research.
As a result it was considered that this organisation in so far
as could be ascertained and validated, had exercised a conside=
rabIe influence on South African sport. It was considered,
against a background of limited sources, that some acknowledge=
ment should be made of this influence. Chapter twelve thus
concerns the Afrikaner Broederbond's involvement in South
African sport. material was derived largely from two exposi=
tory books on this organisation, which material was supplemented
from articles, journals and newspaper reports.
were also conducted with various personnelo

Interviews

The development of sport in South Africa is the ultimate respon=
sibility of the White ruling population. For chapter thirteen
White public opinion from 1969 to 1979 was researched to asce~=
tain what effect the decision-making section of the population
had had on the development of South African sport. Assistarlce
was received from two market research organisations: 'market
Research Africa' (Johannesburg) and 'market and Opinion Surveys'
(Cape Town); both organisations, on numerous occasions, solici=
ted random national samples of public opinion. This informa=
tion was made available for this research. Additio~al sources
were private researchers and newspaper polls. White attitudes
were then compared with South Africa'S sporting development.

Chapter fourteen, summary and conclusions, was derived from the
research contained in the foregoing chapters.

TImE OF RCSEARCH
The majority of the research was collated in South Africa from
January 1978 to August 1979. Preliminary work was undertaken
in California (U.S.A.) from January to June 1977; New Zealand
from July to September 1977; and in London (England) from
September 1977 through'to December 1977. Writing commenced in

-November 1978. Originally the end of 1978 was designated as
~hB terminal point of the study. Subsequently there were
ce~tain important developments and the period was extended to

•-the-end of August 1979.
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CHAPTE-R THREE

SOUTH AFRICA - A HISTORICAL POLITICAL OVERVIEW

One of the most frequent criticisms levelled by South Africans
at foreign analyses of the South African 'situation', is that
no real attempt is made by critics to familiarise themselves,
or their readers, with those events in South Africa which
preceded present day mRnifestations. A political historical
overview is therefore included in a dissertation concerned with
the study of sport in South Africa in order to circumvent this
particular criticism.

It is also postulated by Parkin (1972 : 82) and Loy (1978 : 82)
that sport tends to reflect the ideological elements of larger
and more powerful institutionso An understanding of those
ideological elements will assist in analysis of the role of
sport in the South African environment.

The use of the term 'political sport' has become more frequent
in writings on contemporary sport (mcIntosh, 1963; Lapchick,
1973; Brickhill, 1976; Shaw, 1976). It is hoped that an
overview of South Africa's political history will clarify some
of the confusion that surrounds the term in its South African
frame of reference.

South Africa is like no other state in the world. Because of
her political structure, which can be described as an attempt
to institutionalise various races, she is unique. Apartheid
is often described as separate or parallel development and/or
multinational development. The theme, however, remains
constant, that is providing a territorial area where each
group can set up its own schools, businesses, political systems,
etc. (Greyling, 1972 : 94-98).

IDithin South Atr1ca there are more than two thousand different
religious sects, t~elve'major languages, racial groups
~epresenting ~ll the "main "biogenetic divisions of mankind
(negroid, caucasoid, mongoloid and mixed) and marke~ inequali=
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ties in the distribution of wealth and resources (Offici~l
Yearbook of Republic of South Africa 1976: 207). Separate
development as a system aims to allow these disparities to be
overcome and for the races to coexist harmoniously.

Those who object to separate development argue that in other
multi-racial cultures of the world one man is not dictated to
by another as to where he mayor where he may not live.
Cross reference to multi-racial cultures, such as those that
exist in New Zealand, Australia or America, can be made only
on a superficial level. Such comparisons, because of the
complexity of South Africa's situation, are inadequate. Said
and Simmons (1976 : 55) agree that in 53 states where the
population is composed of five or more significant ethnic groups,
nowhere is the problem more complex than in South Africa.

Southern Africa was inhabited by Bushmen (San) and Hottentots
(KhoiKhoi) when Van Riebeeck arrived in 1652. He was sent
to establish a refueling station by the Dutch East India Com=
pany which was to supply ships plying the East India trade
route. There was no initial intention of establishing a
colony.

Van Ja~rsveld (1975 : 12) says that more European settlers
arrived, comprising German, French and predominantly Dutch
nationals, the result of which was an indigenous race of people,
the Afrikaners, who accepted the country as their only home.

The early settlers encountered the Hottentots and the Bushmen.
The Hottentots were a nomadic agrarian race while the Bushmen
were a hunting group, who because they could not leave the
cattle of other race groups alone, were often involved in
hostilities (Van Jaarsveld, 1975 :.16).

Eventually the pressure exerted on the Bushmen by Bantu, Hot=
tentots and Whites largely destroyed them as a race and those
mho remained in the c~lo~y were eventually assimilated by the
Hottentots. s~aves from the West Coast of Africa, IndiaJ
malaysia ana ~lsewhere were introduced to the colony at an..
~a'rly st aqe , The contact that resulted between Whites,·
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Slaves and Hotte~tots produced another race group who are
known as Coloureds.

The Dutch East Indian Company, or 'the Company', as it was
more commonly referred to, established a r~gime that was both
oppressive and economically debilitating. It was largely as
a reaction to this t ha tv t he farmers began expanding the b oun e

daries of the colony. Expansion, says Van Jaarsveld (1975
52), was unofficial, as 'the Company' sought to prevent it.
Besides bringing these Vryburghers (free burghers) into con=
flict with 'the Company', expansion also brought them into
contact with the Xhosa-Bantu in the seventies of the eighteenth
century. The Xhosa-Bantu, a nomadic agrarian people, engaged
the Whites in a series of hostilities which became known as
the Frontier wars.

Britain took over the Cape in 1795, ostensibly to pre-empt a
similar move by Napoleon who was at the time a growing threat
in Europe. The colony was returned to the Netherlands shortly
afterwards, but was finally awarded to the British as part of
the peace settlement.

marquard (1952 : 10) makes the following comment on initial
British occupation:

The first thirty years of British rule at the Cape
were years of considerable economic expansion and
administrative reform. The British government
had, however, done many things which the Dutch
inhabitants had disliked. The English language
had been declared the only official language and
although this policy was reversed some thirty
years later it left a deep mark in the minds of
South Africans ••• the 50th Ordinance was probably
of equal significance. Passed in '1828 it repealed
the previous pass laws. Repeal established the
principle of equality in the eyes of the law for
all free persons of colour.

Six years later, in 1834, the British also emancipated slaves
~,hroughoLJt the colony.

·~~ciu~e bf:ths 1834 ann~uncement and other economic and poli=
"'t'icai 'r é asons tne movement into the interior by Dutch settlers
(the Great Trek) gathered momentum. Marquard (1952 : 11),
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estimates that ten thousand Dutch men, women and children
moved away from the Cape Colony between 1836 and 1846. De
Kiewiet (1956 : 20), asserts that these Voortrekkers or
pioneers envisaged an independent republican state free from
British interference and colonial ideology, a republic in
which there would be free and peaceful use of land with no
equality between Black and White. A society, adds marquard
(1952 : 11), in which proper relations between master and
servant could be maintained.

After asserting their mastery over the Zulu and matabele, the
Boers established their first republic in Natal in 1838.
British imperialism, however, was close on their heels and the
republic was annexed in 1843. There followed sufficient
respite from British interference to allow the establishment of
two more Dutch republics: first the South African Republic
(Transvaal) in 1852, and then the Orange Free State in 1854.

In 1895/96 the British again tried to extend their sphere of
influence. The Jameson raid was an abortive attempt that
eventually led to the hostilities known as the Second South
African or Anglo Boer war. The British envisaged a short
sharp conflict that would break the back of Afrikaner nationa=
lism (muller, 1969 : 320). This did not materialise and the
war dragged on for more than thirty-one months. In the
process it heightened the British/Boer antipathy. Boer women
and children were placed in concentration camps and houses
were burnt to the ground, in what was generally regarded as a
'scorched earth' policy.

By the end of the war in 1902 the British were generally
resented, both for their war victory and the methods used to
secure it. The Afrikaner had been subjugated, but not
~estroyed.

In 1910 the four territories, Cape, Natal, Orange Free State
and Transvaal, me~ged to form ~ union. It was felt "in
certain circles, although no~-in all, that a completely new

-,." ~
~eginning had .been made ~nd ~het the.past had been buried~
A spirit of optimism end foith that Boer and Briton would be
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one nation prevailed" (Van Jaarsveld, 1975 : 228).

louis Gotha was appointed prime minister and drew his cabinet
from the four provinces. Unity, however, did not last long.
Botha's policy was based on co-operation with the British.
Essentially it was a middle of the road approach attempting to
favour neither Briton nor Afrikaner. It was not interpreted
8S equitable by one member of Botha's cabinet, J.B.m. Hertzog,
who felt the British were being favoured. Hertzog then set
about trying personally to uplift the Afrikanero

The position in 1912 became intolerable. Botha resigned on
December 12th and formed a new cabinet, excluding Hertzog:
In 1914 Hertzog formed the National party which became
recognised as the mouthpiece for White Afrikaner nationalism
and initially demanded, inter alia instruction in both
languages (English and Dutch) in the schools (Brotz, 1977 : 54).

The period between the foundation of Union and the formation of
the National party produced several relevant pieces of
legislation. The 'mines and Works Act of 1911' introduced a
colour bar in employment which effectively prevented Africans
(Slacks) from holding the more skilled positions in the mines.

Further segregation was embodied in the 'Natives land Act of
1913'. This Act divided the-country into White and Native
areas and prohibited the sale of land owned by Whites to
Natives and vice versa. The importance of this Act was not so
much its segregationist line of development, as this had been
present previously, but in the fact that it was the first piece
of post Union legislation to reflect this line of thought
(muller, 1969 : 343).

Botha died in 1919 and was succeeded by Jan Smuts. The new
prime minister continued to pursue the'British connection',
which in turn served to fuel the Afrikaner Nationalist cause.

In 1924 Smuts was Defeated in an early election by a Nationa=
:ji~t/labour alliance. The development of segregation gathered
'momentum under this alliance. In 1930, for example, White
women only were enfranchised. In 1934 there was a further
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governmental change.
to be implemented.

Despite this change segregation continued

In 1936 there appeared the 'Representation of Natives Act' which
(i) removed Africans (Blacks) from the common roll in the Cape
and substituted a separate roll which was to return three White
members and (ii) abolished the right of Cape Africans to
purchase land anywhere (Worrall, 1971 : 42). This left the
African politically moribund as he had not enjoyed these privi=
leges in any other South African province. In 1937 there
followed the 'Native Laws Amendment Act' which required Blacks
to be removed from urban areas where, in the opinion of the
Governor General, they were in excess of reasonable labour
requirements (Worrall, 1971 42).

Apartheid was adopted as part of the election manifesto of the
National Party in 1948. Malan, who was the party leader,
campaigned on the twin menaces of communism and the rising
tide of colour (Brotz, 1977 : 16). Although malan has become
inextricably associated with the apartheid concept, Rhoodie and
Venter (1959 : 148-149) point out that "the apartheid idea
arose out of the ruins of segregation •••• As Afrikaner
nationalism grew in the 1940's, the tendency to compromise
disappeared and the apartheid idea came to the fore as the
nationalist Afrikaner's uncompromising answer to the challenge
of the native question".

The apartheid idea implies the practical implementation of a
policy which will gradually assure greater self government for
the Bantu in their homelands. This was the essential
difference between segregation and apartheid. Segregation
did not make adequate provision for the national and political
aspirations of the developing Black groups. In addition
segregation had failed to counteract or even effectively con=
trol the economic integration of the Black.

One of the first major pieces of apartheid legislation was
thé ~Group Areas Act of 1950'. This Act demarcated sepa=
rate -residential areas for all the various racial groups
(muiler, 1969 : 384). It is remarked that this Act did not
radically affect the !tatus guo, as residential apartheid
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between Black and White.was a long established South African
custom. However, the Coloured and Indian races which were not
clearly demarcated before this Act, were to become so following
its introduction. To clarify the vague distinction between the
races the Population Registration Act was introduced in 1950.
In terms of this Act every South African subject over sixteen
had to possess an identification card on which his race (White,
Asiatic, Coloured or Bantu) was indicated (Muller, 1969 384).
A host of discriminatory laws were to follow. The most
contentious of these, says Muller (1969 : 385), was the
government's decision to remove the enfranchised Coloured
voters, approximately 38 000, from the ordinary (White) voters'
roll and place them on a separate (Coloured) voters' roll where
they would return their own separate representatives to
parliament. The move was blocked in 1551 because it was
considered unconstitutional. This problem was circumvented in
1956 and the Bill was passed~ The Coloureds were legally
removed from the common voters' roll.

The Coloureds, who are officially described as "Cape Coloured,
malay, Griqua, Chinese, Indian, other Asiatic and other
coloured groups" (Hosten et al., 1977 : 683) were compensated
with limited legislative power in 1968 by the creation of a
Coloured Persons Representative Council (C.R.C.). The council
has forty ~lected members and twenty members nominated by the
State President. All members are [olourod and the council
elects its chairman from amongst its members (Hosten et al.,
1977 : 683). In order to pass any legislation, the council
must first ensure "that it is not repugnant to any act of
parliament" (Hosten et al., 1977 : 683), after which it has to
be sanctioned by the Minister of Coloured Affairs and the State
President.

The Indians in South Africa are like the Coloureds, in that
they are not destined to be returned to homelands or native
.reserves. likew~se they do not enjoy the same political
rights as the European. They, like the Coloureds, are
~eguired to live in specific areas (Group Areas) and make
political representation through a council (Indian).
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The Africans (Slacks) enjoy no political represen~ation except
that they can elect representatives in their respective home=
lands. Part of the apartheid plan was the establishment of
independent homelands (native reserves) which would provide a
satisfactory solution to the country's political problems
(malan and Hattingh, 1976 : 6). This solution is currently
being examined by the Nationalist party.

There is talk of reform in South Africa in 1979, and in the
last decade there have been a series of concessions to the
Non-Whites, especially in the realm of sport. other 'grey'
areas that have developed include, beaches, post offices and
international hotels, to name but a few. There are, however,
still some three hundred and fifty statutes governing race
relations in South Africa (Horrell, 1978).

The National party has shoillnan inclination to move away frcm
the apartheid concept as propounded by malan and various
predecessors. Their alternative is a modified form of con=
sociationalism which would create three separate parliaments,
one for the Whites, one for the Indians and one for the
Coloureds. At this point. the Blacks are to be excluded.

The new proposal aims at giving the State President control
over each of the respective Prime ministers. However,
legislation under this proposal, could be initiated by each
parliament to affect their own population group. Legislation
that affected either of the other two groups would require the
unanimous agreement of all three parliaments before it could
be enacted. The proposal is progressive, in that it would
give the Coloureds and Indians a greater say in their destiny
compared with what they have at present, although the Whites
would still retain control through the electoral college.

Lijphart (1977 : 236) agrees that some form of consociationa=
lism is the ultimate answer to the South African situation,
suggesting that "if South Africans are, to coexist harmonious:
ly in any kind of democracy, then it will almost certainly
have to be of the consociational typefl• Consociationalism
implies so~a form of power sharing whose members exercise
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the right of mutual veto, constructed along federational lines.
But, as mentioned initially, South Africa is unique in the
degree of complexity of her race relations, a~d any proposed
solution will confront different and difficult problems.

Against this background sport has evolved, developing an
identity that has reflected the ideological elements of the
more dominant institutions. However, during the last decade
sport in South Africa has grown in stature to the point where
its relationship with the more dominant institutions is no
longer unilateral. Sport in the late 1970's has assumed a
position where it has i no longer to b e drc t.at.ed to by ot-hemore
domincint i~stitutions but has e growing potential to assist in
societal growth and development.
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CHAPTER FOUR

EARLY DEVELOpmE~TS OF WHITE AND NON-WHITE
SPORT IN SOUTH AFRICA TO 1950

An eXamination of early manifestations of sport and race in
South Africa makes it obvious that both have been subjected to
various pressures, which have tended to be cyclical in nature.

In literature which describes life in the early Dutch colony
scant mention is made of sport, suggesting that what sport
there was, was of a generally informal nature (marquard, 1952
63; Leonard and Affleck, 1947 : 423)0

The arrival of the British in 1795 Ln Lt i.at ed a new ka in sport
in South Africao The British brought with them a capitalist
system and a military. Leck (1977 : 4) suggests that this
marked the beginning of organised sport in South Africa.

However, it was not until the beginning of the nineteenth
century that the first cricket match was recorded. A game
between the Officers of the Artillery and the Officers of the
Colony (Odendaal, 1977 : 306)0

Other forms of sport continued to exist. Bird (1966 : 160)
suggests that in the 1820s shooting was one of the fevourite
amusements at the Cape - an amusement indulged in by both Boer
and British alike •

•••• on the Cape side of the mountains and Berg river,
the sportsman follows bucks (antelopes) shooting with
most vigour and successo The English use double
barrel guns; one barrel of which is loaded with buck
shot, and the other with smaller shot, in order to be
prepared for the variety of game which presents it=
self.

The Boers carry heavy long single-barrel guns, with
which they almost unerringly bring down an antelope,
if within 100 .yards. They shoot with great precision,
but only at the larger game, (Bird, 1966 : 161)

: '.' -
.'"Such .arnus emanf s continued into the 1850s.. Luc as (1975 : 193)
-eeLat e s that:
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Our 'principal amusements were quail shooting and
deep sea fishing, which is very good; and off
the rocks as the tide came in we caught fina rock
cod and a very pretty species of sea perch, of a
silvery white banded with black.

lucas (1975 : 19B) also relates the procedure in hunting the
'paua' or great bustard •

•••• it is only to be got at in the veld by riding
round it in circles, ever lessening until the happy
moment when sufficiently near to get within shotoThe huge bird in the meanwhile, stupidly regards
the horseman with turning neck, apparently fasci=
nated by the manoeuvreso

On August 23rd 1862 a more organised sport, rugby, had its
first recorded match at Green Point common in Cape Town. The

military and the civilians (Leck, 1977 :
: 306) remarks that cricket had followed
interior of South Africa and that by 1860

the game was organised in the Orange Free State.

i game was betwe8n the
I 6) • Odendaal (1977I
I the British into the
I

The intervention of the South African war (2nd Anglo/Boer war)
temporarily interrupted the development of sport. Following
its conclusion in 1902 there remained a British/Soer antipathy
which was transferred to sporto Craven (1978) maintains that
early Boer/Sritish segregation had developed in South African
sport as a result of British dlass consciousness and exclusivity
and that the war and its outcome contributed to this developing
echism.

The beginningsof Non-White sport are obscure, most certainly
they were informal. Odendaal (1977 : 305) quotes the follow=
ing referense to 'Kaffirsl playing cricket in 1862.

After dinner the farmer paid us a visit, a good looking
fellow, but decidedly like all I have seen, having a
deuced seedy appearance, bonts all worn out on the sole1
Had been amusing himself playing cricket with the
Kaffirs.

There was early inter-racial contact as leek's (1977 : 8)
report of a boxing match illustrates. The boxing match was
between one Japie and a ·.mahoud 'circa 1862, and i t was a bare
knuckled 'contest which saw the two contestants arrested and fined
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five shillirlgso Leek reports the incident as part of the his=
torical tradition of boxing in South Africa. However, in
looking at the genesis of Non-White sport the names are also
of interest. Japie indicates that one of the fighters was of
Dutch extraction, wnile mahoud is not a Dutch derived name.
It is possible to suggest therefore that mahoud was either a
Non-White who was fair enough to pass for a White, or that this
was an instance of inter-racial sporting contact, albeit ~n a
rather limited and obscure form.

Inter-racial boxing contests did take place further North, in
and around the mines. These areas were flushed ~ith new
wealth, young men and entrepreneurs willing to provide enter=
tainment at a pricg. As a result boxing bouts started with
little concern for the colour of the contestants skin (Rand
Daily mail, September 20, 1976)0

As far as can be established the first recorded inter-racial
contest in South Africa, took place at King Williams Town in
1885 (Odendaal, 1979)0 The match was between an African side,
the Champion Cricket Club and the White Albert Cricket Club.
The Africans won this match and later in the year a similar
match was played in Port Elizabeth. Odendaal adds that it is
possible that games could have been played between the races
before this date but the history of Black cricket is vague and
not thoroughly documented.

In 1891 there was a 'Natives tournament' pl8yed in Port
Elizabeth (Odendaal, 1977 : 306)0 There was a suggestion that
Whites may have participated but the tournament basically
catered for Non-Whites of varying cultural backgrounds. A
similar tournament had taken place in Cape Town the previous
year, but says Odendaal (1977 : 306), it catered only for
"malay teams from Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, Johannesburg and
Claremont."

In the summer of 1891/92 an (nglish Crickst side toured South
Africa under W.ill.Read. Their itinerary incl~d8d a match
~g~inst a malay XI at Newlands in Cape Town (Odendaal, 1977
325). The -occasion was the first official cricket interna:
tional in South Africa in which Non-Whites played Whites. It
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took snother eighty-two years for the occasion to be reproduced.

In 1904 the Olympic Games were held in st. Louis in the United
States of America. Two South African Blacks competed in the
marathon. Lucas (1905 48) says that "two entries from the
Kaffir tribe, Zululand, South Africa, were Lentauw and
yamasani." He also suggests that they were unofficial entries
and that they were employed by a concession at the nearby fair=
grounds. There also appears to be a ·possibility that both
Blacks were there to assist the official White South African
entry B.W. Harris. However, Lentauw and yamasani acquitted
themselves well finishing ninth and twelfth respectively leading
Lucas (1905 : 57) to comment that the stamina and running abili=
ties of these two competitors received much merited attention.
Non-Whites did not compete again either unofficially or offi=
cially for South Africa at the Olympic Games.

The Rand Daily mail (September 20, 1.976) insists that further
international White/Non-White contact occurred in 1919 and 1928
in the sport of rugbyo In 1919 a New Zealand Defe~ce Force
rugby team toured South Africa and this was followed in 1928

*by a fully representative New Zealand All Black sideQ 80th
sides are reported to have contained Non-Whites. However,
Craven (1979) disputes this assertion suggesting that in th8
1919 team there was an Indian and of the 1928 side there were
only two players who were possible maoris but they were fair
enough to be Europeans and for the purpose of this tour had
chosen to be Whites. Further to this point Craven maintains
that there was an understanding between the South African and
New Zealand Rugby Unions that tourists sent to South Africa with
New Zealand rugby teams in the 1920~ would be ~hite. It
appears that the development of thB idea that Non-Whites had
participated in New Zealand rugby teams, in this period, was
supported b~ the Nationalist Party in 1970 as ~ further justifi=
cation for the official acceptance of Maoris in the 1970 All
Black side to tour South Africa •

. -_The name All Black is a misnomer and re fers to the c ol our of
. the uniform not the players.
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By the 19203 there wes an unofficial colour bar developing in
sport. Inter-racial sport was still played but with the con=
current development of White Afrikaner nationalism, inter-
racial contact decreased. Exceptions hav@ however been noted:
Thompson (1964 : 26) states that the former national tennis
champion G.H. Dodd in 1926 ignored convention and played a few
~ets against Africans at the Bantu men's social centre in
Johannesburg. In 1932, to mark the opening of the Bantu
sports club, White tennis players played exhibition matches with
the Africans.

In Grahamstown inter-collegiate athletic contests were reported
between the White Rhodes University and its affiliated Non-
White college at Fort Hare (Thompson, 1964 : 26)0

Several cities, says Thompson, had inter-r~ce boards in soccer
and cricketo Between 1936 and 1952 there existed inter-raci~l
committees for cricket in the Transvaal, Eastern Province,
Western Province and Northern Cape. The Tran~vaal body in=
eluded a White team in its regular competition.

In 1944 a South Afric~n Indian team played against a White XI in
aid of the Bengal Relief fund (Rand Daily mail, September 20,
1976). Such occasions were not the normo A more correct
indication of the state of inter-race play was the official
statement of the South African Amateur Athletic Association in
1931:

It (South African Amateur Athletic Association) WCJld
uphold the colour bar and in view of conditions existing
in the Union would not permit athletes from countries
such as India and the West Indies to take part even at
the risk of appearing discourteous. (Grace, 1974 : 108)

The statement was made in reference to the possibility of South
*Arrica staging the Empire Games in 1934.

Reaction to the developing colour bar in sport was officially
~ecorded in 1946. T. Ragasamy appli8d to the British Amateur
."?

* :~ow known as the Commonwealth Games.
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Weightlif~ers' Association for recognition of the Non-White
weightlifters in South Africa. At the time the officially
recognised organisation was the all-White South African Weight=
lifting Federation which the Non-Whites could not join.
Replying to Ragasamy's application the British association
stated that mixed contests were not permitted in South Africa,
therefore no Coloured man could be chosen to represent South
Africa in the international contests. However, affiliation
would be granted as an Indian or Coloured Weightlifters Asso=
ciation, if a properly drawn up constitution and rules were
submitted (Lapchick, 1973 : 61-62, 413).

Although at this stage racism in sport in South Africa had not
been entrenched by various pieces of legislation, it was none=
theless firmly rooted. With the coming to power of the
Nationalists in 1948 the lines became more finely drawn. On
the one side the Nationalist Government with great determina=
tion set about structuring an ap~rtheid society and ipso facto
apartheid sport, while in opposition were the non-racialists
who envisaged an egalitarian sport society.

* * * *

This reaction to apartheid sport became a major influence in
. "f

South Africa's sporting development. It is an influence
that has been previously researched and documented by:
lapchick (1973), Draper (1963), Thompson (1964), Brickhill
(1976). In addition Horrell has contributed by recording a
year by year development in the annual Survey of Race Relations.

[ach has given his or her own interpretation and it is not
proposed to replicate those philosophies in this disserta=
tion. ·Such inclusion, although warranted, would be practi=
cally infeasible. An objective selection that will précis the
developments in ~port and politics to 1970 is therefore in=
eluded. It is hoped that such a synopsis will provide an
adequate basis for comparison with those events which occurred
after 1970. It is considered imperative, in a study that is
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mainly concerned with changes in South African sport after 1970,
that there be some notation of those"events which preceded this
period.
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CHAPTER FIVE

A SYNOPSIS OF THE DEVELopmENT OF WHITE AND
NON-WHITE SPORT IN SOUTH AFRICA AND THE

INFLUENCE OF POLITICS TO 1970

The period to 1970 is included in pr~cis Form for the reason
that it has been extensively researched by other authors.
It was felt that to have omitted the period entirely would have
left a void in the area immediately preceding the ~ain thrust
of the study; 1970 to 19790 To try and maintain a perspective
of the development of sport, racialism and politics in South
Africa a synopsis was derived largely from the works of Horrell
(1950-1970), Draper (1963), Thompson (1964), Lapchick (1973)
and de Broglio (1971)0
from these sourceso

Newspapers supplemented information

1954

The South African Soccer Federation (SASF) made representations
to the International Football Association (FIFA) for affiliation.
The SASF maintained they were more representative than the White
South African Football Association (SAFA), who SASF claimed had
fewer players. FIFA offered to accept the SASF as an affiliated
body without voting powers since the SAFA was already affiliated.
The SASF refused to comply with this request (Horrell, 1956 :
226).

1955

South Africa was accused by Dr. Herman Santa Cruz of Chile, the
head of the United Nations Inquiry Commission into South Africa's
racial situation, of violating the Olympic Games Constitution by
excluding all Non-Europeans (The Times, London, October 13, 1955).

:The free State"~ugb~ Union announced that it supported the ban of
~~on-[ur9~eans at ~he new Bloemfontein stadium even if separate...~- : -

"::'facilities were provided (The Times, London, December 5, 1955).
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1956
The World Soccer body (FIfA), put off the South African Soccer
Federation's (Non-White) application for two years until the
next congress in 1958 (Magubane, 1963 : 7).

The International Table Tennis Federation .(ITTF) recognised the
Non-White South African Table Tennis Board. The ITTF completely
withdrew its recognition of the White body (Horrell, 195? :
226-227).

The Non-White Cricket Board of Control (SACBC) was denied
membership of the Imperial Cricket Conference (ICC) (Horrell,
1957 : 226-227).

The Non-White South African Weightlifting and Body Building
Federation requested participation in the 1960 Olympics (Horrell,
1957 : 226-227)0

The lihite South African Amateur Cycling Federation indicated its
willingness to assist Non-Whites by stating that it would bring
Non-White riders to South Africa. It would not allow South
African Non-Whites to join their association (Horrell, 1957 : 220)'.

~r. Dënges, South Africa's Minister of the Interior, made a
statement in regards to sport in South Africa:

1. llihites and Non-Whites must organise their sports separately.

5. Non-White sportsmen fróm overseas could compete against South
Afr i can _Non -UJh ït e sin SOLI t hAf ric a Q

2. No mixed sport would be allowed within the borders of South
Africa.

3. mixed teams going abroad should be avo~dedo
4. International teams coming to South Africa to play against

White South African teams must be all-White according to
South African custom. When South Africa travelled overseas,
it would respect the customs of the country in which it was
playing (it would play against multi-racial teams abroad).

;I.;"

~. Non-White ~rganisations seeki~g international recognition must
do this through the already recognised White organisations in
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their particular spcrt~

7. The Government would not issue passports for· Non-White
activities designed to change South Africa's traditional
racial divisions by any process of eliminating White South
Africans from international competition (Draper, 1963 : 6).

1957
The British Empire and Commonwealth Games Federation announced
that Non-Whites from South Africa would not have the right to
compete until they were affiliated to the international federa=
tions controlling their particular sport (Horrell, 1958 : 217).

The Transvaal Cricket Union announced that it might consider
raising admission prices for Non-Whites to keep out an undesira=
bIe element. This followed a spate of booing and shouting at
the first test match between South Africa and Australia; for
which the Non-Whites were largely blamed (The Times, London,
December 28, 1957).

1958

The ,tou~ had been arranged by the Non-

The White Football Association of South Africa (FASA) was recog=
nised by the World Soccer Organisation (FIFA) as being the only
true governing organisation in South African soccer (Horrell,
1958 : 217).

The South African Sports Association was formedo This associa=
tion was the forerunner of two important protest movements: the
South African Non Racial Olympic Committee (SANROC) and the
South African Council on Sport (SACOS) (de Broglio, 1971 : 3-4).

1959
The minister of the Ir.terior, Naude, announced that a West Indian
Cricket team would visit South Africa and that the team would

White ,Cricket .Boar d of' Control, (The Times, london, march 11,
1959).

The tour by the West Indian Cricket team ~as cancelled after
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pressure was exerted by the newly formed South African Sports
Association (Lapchick, 1973 : 79).

The Brazilian soccer tour to South Africa was cancelled
(Lapchick, 1973 : 79).

The Indian boxer Pancho Bathacay was refused 3 visa to enter
South Africa to fight the Non-White champion Sexton mebena
(Th~imes, London, February 24, 1959).

The passports of a Non-White non-racial table tennis team were
withdrawn (Thompson, 1964 : 22).

Reg Honey, president of the South African Olympic and Common=
wealth Games Association, said that Non-European sportsmen who
warranted selection would be given every opportunity of crimps=
tinge However, he added, that he did not know of any Non-
European at the time who would qualify on merit (Star~ February
24, 1959).

1960
In January 1960 ne~ boxing regulations were gazetted. These
prohibited inter alia boxing contracts or tournaments between
Whites and Non-Whites (Herrell, 1960 : 265) (cf. Chapter
Nine).

The South African Sports Association lodged the following
charges with the International Olympic Committee:

There was no sport in which there was an open, non-racial trial;
there was not a single body affiliated to the South African
Olympic Committee·that admitted all South Africans as members
without racial discrimination, and all offers of affiliation
made to Non-Whites were made on the condition that the Non-llihites
accept apartheid in the administration of sport in South Africa
(Horrell, 1960 : 263).

Th s osw,·minister of Interior for South Africa, mr. Naude , cLa r i e
f~ed gov€rnment attitude towards spert (Lapchick, 1973 : 87):
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The Government doos not favour inter-racial team
competitions within the borders of the Union and
will discourage such competitions taking place as
being contrary to the tradilional policy of the
Union - as accepted by all raêa~,the Union.

He also added that the policy of separate development was in
accordance with the traditional South African custom that Whites
and Non-Whites should organise their sporting activities sepa:
rately. The inclusion of different races in the same team would
therefore be contrary to established and accepted custom
(Lapchick, 1973 : 87)0

The New Zealand Rugby team, the All Blacks, arrived in South
Africa without their indigenous playerso The maori's were
excluded in order to comply with South African Government policy
(Horrell, 1960 : 264)0

The White South African cricket team visited England (Horrell,
1960 : 264)0

The White South African Soccer Organisation (FASA) was directed
by the World So~cer Organisation (FIFA) to integrate or face
suspension (Horrell, 1960 : 264)0

1961
Britain abandoned her traditional 'hands off' policy and gave
support to a United Nations Council Assembly resolution calling
for separate and collective action to bring about the end of
racial segregation in South Africa (cape Times, April 6, 1961).

The Pakistan Cricket Board announced that it would oppose South
Africa's admission to the Imperisl Cricket Conference unless
South Africa dropped her exclusiveness and engaged in interna=
tional contests with other conference countries irrespective of
colour (~e Times, July 18, 1961).

The Imperial Cricket Conf~rence deferred consideration of South
a y ....ar (C~~ .... Ju Ly 20 100"'1)ou \~, ~V~ , J 0

The White-South African Soccer Organisation (FASA) was suspended
fr om the illor1dOr ganisat ion (Hor reIl, 1951 : 431 )•
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The South African Non-European Boxing Association was affiliated
with the White South African Amateur Boxing Association after
pressure from the International body.

The following were listed as conditions of affiliation:

A liaison committee was established, with three White and three
Non-White members with the Chairman of the White body as over311
heed. It was agreed that:

1. The policy to be followed should be one of parallel develop=
ment of amateur boxingo

2. There would be no mixed bOXi~ tournaments in South Africa
because of Government polioy~ ~.

3. mixed teams might be selected to tour overseas.
4. Seleotion would be based on separate trials.

final mixed private trials might be heldo

If necessary

5. Whites would help to organise Non-White tournaments and tours
and to train officials (Horrell, 1961 : 278-279).

The International Rugby Board refused to interfere with the South
Afr ican Rug bY 80 ard : "the re wou Id ben 0 p0 Iiti0 sin Rug b Y !I

$tated the I.R.B. (The Times, London, April 8, 1961).

The minister of the Interior, mr. Naude, stated that government
policy had not changed since 1956 and that he would continue to
withhold passports to ensure this policy remained intact (Horrell,
1961 : 273).

The New Zealand crioket team toured South Africa (Draper, 1963
22) •

1962

The Japanese swimming team who were tourin~ South Afrioa were
denied the use of the Pretoria municipal pool because they had
not been declared ~hite b~ the South African Government (Horrell,
1962 ~ 223). The Pretoria City Council management Com~ittee
late~ 1ifted the ban.
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The Government charged two Whites, two Indians and five Coloureds
with contravening the Group Areas Act by participating in a foot=
ball match in October 1961. The nine were acquitted (Horrell,
1962 : 219) ..(cf •.Chapter Nine).

The president of the Bantu Football Association, B.P. Morola,
became the first Non-White South African to attend an interna=
tional sports conference when he attended a meeting of the World
Soccer Association (FIFA). He was to assist the South African
Association (FASA) by having its suspension lifted, but tho move
failed (Horrell, 1962 : 218-219)0

The Minister of Community Development, P. Botha, stated that
applications from Indians and Coloureds would be considered if
they wanted to use White golf courses (star, April 17, 1962).

On April 16th, the Minister of Bantu Administration, Mr. De Wet
Nel said:

I am against mixed sport meetings in principle ••••
There is sufficient evidence to prove that such a
policy would lead to the most distasteful racial
tensionso It is senseless injudiciousness to
encourage such a thing (Star, April 17, 1962).

The Minister of Community Development then reversed his stand on
the use of White golf courses by Coloureds and Indians.

The Government announced that it could not approve of mixed
sports teams going to world events; that mixed teams from other
nations were not welcome in South Africa; and that separate
White and Non-White teams from South Africa could compete abroad
in international competitionso Reference was also made to
multi-racial sports events which had circumvented both law and
government policy in neighbouring Basutoland. Minister De
Klerk said:

It must be understood that all attempts to evade or
undermine the South African custom in neighbouring
territories by inviting or inducing White and Non-
"mhite teams to play one another across the border
(or by inviting mixed teams .from South Africa in

~·~what are non internationalccompetitions, but only
..cornpet Itions org ani sed spee ific all y tod 0 th ere,
'with South Africarl sportsmen as participants, what
is n6t permissible in South Africa itself, will be
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viewed in an unfavourable light.
As regards th~dministration and control of sports
actiyit~ would be in accord with the Govern=
mentis policy if Non-White associations were to
exist and develop alongside the corresponding white
associations. The latter 8ssociations could then
act as co-ordinating bodies between the association
at top level and serve as representatives in the
corresponding white bodies. (star~ march 31, 1962;
Draper, 1963 : 7) -----

General H.B. Klopper, president of the South African Olympic and
National Games Association reacted with "Now we have no case
to argue with the International Olympic Committee" (Star,
march 31, 1962)0

The South African Amateur Athletics Union announced that an all-
White athletic team would be sent to Lourenco marques even
though two Non-White athletes beat times of the White reserves
in a special trial at Welkom (Star, April 30, 1962).

The International Olympic Committee gave South Africa until
October of 1963 to eliminate racism in sports (Lapchick,
1973 : 108).

The United States Amateur Athletic Union banned an American
Universities I swimming team preventing it from visiting South
Africa. The racial selection of the South African team and
White spectators only were given as reasons for the banning
(Horrell, 1962 : 222-223).

The South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee was formed.
In sport it was to become the foremost anti-apartheid movement.
Its stated objective in 1962 was to apply for membership of the
International Olympic Committee as the only truly representative
Olympic Organisation in South Africa (de Broglio, 1971 : 4).

,1963
Papwa Sewgolum won the Natal Open Golf Champidnship. As a Non-

'~"~~ite he was prevented from receiving his award in the clubhouse
by the Group Areas Act. The ceremony was conducted outside
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where it rained (Horrell, 1963 : 298). The South African
Broadcasting Corporation refused to broadcast results of the
tournament (Draper, 1963 : 38).

The minister of Community Development, P. Botha, said that
Sewgolum had not had a permit to participate in the Open and the
necessary action was being contemplated (Draper» 1963 : 38).

The leader of the South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee,
Dennis Brutus, was arrested. Brutus was shot while trying to
escape (de Broglio, 1971 : 7-8).

The White South African Olympic Committee was given a directive
by the International Olympic Committee: A firm declaration or
the acceptance of the Olympic code had to be made particularly
with regards to Principle 1 and Rule 24 read together. A
change in policy had to be extracted from the South African
Government by December 31st 1963 regarding racial discriminatien
in sports, competition within South Africa~ Failing to comply
with the directive, it was stated, South Africa would be debar=
red from entering the future Olympic Games (Lapchick, 1973 :
117).

This was followed by minister De Klerk's statement:

South African custom is that within the boundaries of
the Republic, Whites and Non-Whites exercise their
sports separately and this custom must be adhered to,
that is; that within our boundaries Whites and Non-
Whites must not compete with each other, either in
individual items or in teams or as members of teams.
Participation of mixed teams as representatives of
South Africa as a whole in world sporting tourna=
ments cannot be approvedo Where, for example,
Whites take part in such tournaments individually,
they must do so as the representatives of the Whites
of our country and in the S3me way, Non-Whites will
represent Non-White South Africans •••• South Afri=
cans could compete outside South Africa with men of
other races who were not South Africans. (1..b.SL
Times, London, February 5, 1963).

Whites and Non-Whites were chosen fat an amateur boxing tour of
-North--Amer ica follow ing sep arat e tri als. (Five UIhit esa nd
~hree Non-Whites.) The party left on separate aircraft, and
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they wero not allowed to be photographed together. They com=
peted in the United States amateur boxing championships as
individuals, and none were awarded Springbok colours (Horrell,
1963 : 295-296).

Ten African (BlaCk) athletes toured Britain for six UJeeks
(Horrell, 1963 : 296).

It was announced that Springbok colours belonged exclusively to
the White population. This developed into a controversy in
1976/77 when a decision was finally made to award Springbok
colours on merit irrespective of race.

The White South African Cycling Federation announced that it
would send qualified Non-Whites overseas and, possibly to the
Olympic Games (Horrell, 1963 : 293).

Precious mcKenzie, a Non-White world class weightlifter, refused
to affiliate to the White organisation when offered a place in
the South African team to compete in the World Championships in
Stockholm (Horrell, 1963 : 299).

The Bloemfontein City Council banned Non-White spectators from a
game against an Australian rugby team (Horrell, 1963 : 290).

A South African all-White cric~et team toured Australia (Horrell,
1963 : 288)0

A South African team competed in the 1963 Commonwealth Golf
championship in Australia. Tbe team eQmprised of White
members only (Horrell, 1963 : 296).

The Internatio~al Football Association (FIFA) lifted its suspen=
sion of South Africa. This was the result of a visit by the
executive of FIFA following which it was decided that the South
African Soccer Association (FASA) did not practice discrimina=
tion (Star, January 24, 1963).

FA SA announced that a mixed team would not be sent to the World
tup in 1966 in k~~ping with G6vernment policy (Horrell, 1963 :
291-292 )_•. -
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Zambia became the first nation to break sports relations with
South Africa (Lap ch i ck , 1973 : 131).

The IntXational Ulympic Commi ttee wi thdrew South Africa's
.____.-/

.Lnv i t at i n to compete at the Tokyo Olympics (Lapchick, 1973
133).

John Harris, a leader in the South African Non-Racial Olympic
Committee, was arrested and sentenced to death for bombing a
Johannesburg railway station and killing three people
(Lapchick, 1973 : 114)0

The Davis Cup Nations, following anti-apartheid demonstrations
at the South African-Norway match, passed two resolutions:

1. In no circumstances shall there be raciál dis~
crimination at international tournaments.

20 Teams or players whose entry has been accepted
shall not withdraw except for reasons of health
or bereaV8~ent, or unless with the permission of
the organising committeeo

Any transgressor was to be refused entry to future competitions
unless a written guarantee was given that such acts would not
occur again (Horrell, 1964 343)0

South Africa was censured by the International Table Tennis
Federation for continuing to practise discrimination in sport;
especially the withholding of passports of Non-Whiteso

The Bloemfontein City Council refused a request by the National
football League (White) to allow six Non-White players and
officials to attend matches there to improve their playing
standards (Horrell, 1964 : 341).

The International Soccer Organisation (fIfA) suspended the White
South African Organisation (fASA) (Lapchick, 1973 : 143).

·_norncnstr?tion:::; ,~e:r6 encounter-ed i?y the iilhiteSouth African
cricket ts am touring Australis and New Ze aLane (Lap ch i ck , 1973

.:.144). :
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1965
The Government issued proclamation R26 of the Group Areas Act
1965. This necessitated the obtaining of permits if mixed
spectators were to be present at any place of public entertain=
ment (Horrell, 1965 : 303).

The minister of Community Development announced that if a sports
facility was in a predominantly White area it should in general
be used by Whites onl~ However, if separate facilities
(toilets, entrancesi~d seating) did exist Non-Whites could
attend provincial and international events if this did not dis=

\

turb the Whiteso Bantu could never attend events below provin=
cial level, while Indians and Coloureds could, once'again, as
long as it did not disturb the Whites (Horrell, 1965 : 307).

Africans who went to the Rand Stadium to watch soccer were
ejected by the police (Horrell, 1965 : 307)0

The South African Rugby team toured New Zealando

no demonstrations (Lapchick, 1973 : 147).
There were

South Africa's prime minister Verwoerd stated:

When we are the guests of another country we have to
behave according to their traditiono illewill play
there in the exact way that it has been arranged by
New Zealando Like we subject o~rselves to their
customs, we expect that when other countries visit
us, they will respect ours of no mixed teams.
(Horrell, 1965 : 311-312)

South Africa was excluded from the University World Games in
Budapest because of her ~partheid policy (Horrell, 1965 312).

1966

The South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee was reborn in
london (Lapchick, 1973 : 161-162)0

mr. Ie Raux, minister uf the Interior, stated that South Africa
would never ~llow a mixed team to represent all of South Africa
_-{Cape Times, April 28, 1966).
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The South Afric8n Lawn Tennis Union (White) announced that Non-
Whites UJould have to affiliate to their organisation to have any
chance of international ~ompetition (Horrell, 1966 : 299).

Mr. F. Braun, head of the White South Afric3:l Boxing Associa=
tion, announced that there would be a Non-White tour of Italy, if
the two Non-White groups reached agreement in regard to trials
(Horrell, 1966 : 297).

The supreme~ou cil for Sport in Africa was formed in December
of 1966. ong with SAN-ROC it was to bec8me the most vocal of
South Afric's opponentse It stated:

I,

It is the firm decision of the Supreme Council to use
every means to obtain the expulsion of South African
sports organisations from the Olympic movement and
from International Federations should South Africa
fail to comply with the IOC rules~ (Lapchick, 1973
169)

1967

Dr. Po]o meyer, chairman of the South African Broadcasting Cor=
poration,said that if integration was the pricE Soutil Africa had
to pay for participation in world sport, then the price was too
high (Evenino Post, April 10, 1967)0

The minister of Sport, mr. Fe Waring, announced that the govern=
ment had made it clear on many occasions that it opposed mixed
sbort and that "if Non-Whites and Whites start competing against
each other there will be such viciousness as has never been seen
before" (Lap chLc k , 1973 : 175) 0

Minister Le Roux spoke on the possibility of a Marylebone cric=
ket team (MoC.C) visiting South Africae

Our policy is quite clear, he said, we will not allow
mixed teams to play against our White teams. If this
player (DfOliveira, a self exiled South African Coloured)
was chosen he would not be allowed to come here. That
is our policy. _ It is well known here and overseas ...
(5uil~ay Expr-éss, _January 22, 1967)

fmr-. -v'or~tsr, South Africa's new prime minister, said that the
'-national party had only one policy. [ach groupis ~port had to

y '.. • ,. ~'~. •• .~ , - ~ .. -
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Ibe practised and administered separately. He said South Africa
should not open sports relations with the West Indies, Pakistan
and India as South Africa did not have traditional sports rela=
tions with those countries (Horrell, 1967 : 321).

mr. F. Braun, head of the South African Olympic Committee, then
announced five new concessions at the International Olympic
Committee meeting in Tehran.

1• The team would represent all South Africans.
2. The team would travel together.
3.

4.

The team would live together, wear the same uniform and
march together as an integrated team under one flag.
llihit~on-whites could compete against each other at
the games.

5. An equal number of Whites and Non-Whites, under Braun's
chairmanship, would select the participants (Star, march
22, 1967).

Vorster then warned sportsmen not to make promises they could
not fulfil. There was as a result general confusion as to
whether the possible changes promised by Braun, could be imple=
mented.

~In April South Africa's prime
!
I statement on sports policy:

minister Vorster made a detailed

I therefore want to make it quite clear that from
South Africa's point of view no mixed sport between
Whites and Non-Whites will be practised locally,
irrespective of the standard of proficiency of the
participants. •••• we do not apply that as a cri=
terion because our policy has nothing to do with
proficiency or lack of proficiency. If any per=
son, locally or abroad, adopts the attitude that he
wiIl ent er int ore Iations illith uso nIy if we are
prepared to jettison the separate practising of
sport prevailing among our own people in South
Afr i ca, the n I wan t tom akei t quitee 1ear that, n0

_.matter how important ~hese sport relations are in
~my view, I am not prepared to pay that price. On
·~hat score~ I want no misunderstanding whatsoever •
•••• in respect of this principle we are not pre=
pared to comp~omise, we are not prepared to nego=
tiate and we are not prepared to make any conces=
sions.
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In the second place, our attitude in respect of
sport •••• is that attendance of members of one
group at such recreational events of ths other
group takes place by way of permit, if at all
•••• providing that separate facilities are avail=
able and as long as it does not result in situa=
tions which are conducive to friction and disturb=
ance, and I want to add, provided that it will
not hamper the development of their own facilities_
(Hansard, April 11, 1967. Cols. 3960-3961)

Vorster's comment on various sporting events, including the
Olympic Games, was:

I have no objerition to the Canada Cup tournament
being played here in South Africa. In fact, I

.have issued an invitation to that effect ••••
The same ap~lies in respect of the Davis Cup com=
pet ~ •0 ifit liJere to hap pen th at w 6 had to
pl~y against a Coloursd country in the finals, we
would do so, whether in that country or in South
Africa, because here one has to do with an inter-
state relationship •• 00 We must draw a very clear
distinction between personal relations on the one
hand and inter-state relations on the other.
To illustrate it even further •••• it is not our
policy that there should be social mingling of
Whites and Non-Whites in South Africa, but
because I was deal~ng with an inter-state rela=
tionship in that instance, I could receive the
Prime minister of Lesotho as I did, because it
was not a personal relationship but an inter-
state relationship. I received him as the Prime
Minister of his country just as my forefathers
received people of that rank many years ago •••••
I therefore say that this is my attitude in
respect of the Olympic Games and in respect of
the Canada Cup tournament and in respect of the
Davis Cup competition. (Hansard, April 11,
1967. Cols. 3963-3964)

The Supreme Council for Sport in Africa described South Africa's
methods for selecting international sport teams as intolerable.
They would tend to consolidate and consecrate apartheid
(Evening Post, April 10, 1967).

The financial Times, London, (April 12, 1967) comme~ted that
there-was a danger; hcwEv~r~ that mr. Vorster might be thought
to-have made more concessions than actually was the case. A
clDse study of the ~ul1 ~eport of the speech showed that,
while the new policy was a major departure from the old one,
it was a cautious evolution.
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mr~ A. Brundage, president of the International Olympic Committee
said his organisation was interested in compliance with the
Olympic code which called for no discrimination at all (Evening
Post, April 12, 1967).

mr. A. paton, renowned South African author, said it would be
wrong of the m.c.C and the All Blacks, for instance, to consider
that the immoral practice of apartheid had been relaxed merely
because South Africa would allow maori's and Basil D'Oliveira to
play there •••• mr. Vorster had made it clear that South African
Non-Whites would never be allowed to play against Whites on the
sports fields of South Africa (fvening Post, April 15, 1967).

The Sunday Times, Auckl~nd, (April 17, 1967), inquired whether
the new policy extended to maori's being allowed to visit South
Africa as New Zealand rugby representatives.

The minister of Sport, mr. Waring, stated:

Our policy is separate sport and if the demand is made
on us - a political demand - that we must change our
pattern of sport and mix it, we are not prepared to
pay the price.

We are quite prepared that our Non-Whites should
take part in the Olympic Games. We will pick a white
and a black team. (Argus, September 16, 1967)

An International Olympic Committee delegation consisting of:
Lord Killanin, Reg Alexander and Sir Abraham Ademola visited
South Africa to investigate sport (Lapchick, 1973 : 200-201).

Two groups of South African athletes toured Britain in July, one
White, one Black. The teams had separate itineraries and the
Black group was n.ot allowed to wear the colours of South Africa.
The athlet~s finally met at White City Stadium in London,
against the special request of the South African Department of
Sport not to do so (Horrell, 1967 : 323).

1968

The 1nterriational .olympic Committee decided that South Africa
c~tild compete in the mexico Olympics. Algeria and Ethiopia
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withdrew in protest (Lupchick, 1973 : 224).

By march 1st, thirty seven nations had officially joined the
boycott (Lapchick, 1973 : 229).

In may the International Olympic Committee at a special meeting
decided to withdraw South Africa's invitationo

A decision was made to resurrect the South African Games, last
held in 1964, as compensation for athletes not allowed to com=
pete in the Olympic Ganles (Le pch i ck, 1973 : 240)0

The minister of Sport, mr. Waring, announced that all sports
bodies had to consult the Department of Sport and Recreation
before inviting overseas' teams to South Africa (Horrell, 1968
295)0

The Non-White Games which weI'S to be held concurrently with the
Ulhite South Afr.ican Games were postponed until 1970 (st.ar,
August 12, 1968)0

South Africa was expelled from the International Amateur Boxing
Association$

Basil D'OliveiI'a, a Coloured South African, was chosen at the
last minute for. an English (moCoc) cricket team (Brickhill,
1976 : 13)0

Prime minister Vorster announced:

We are not prepared to accept a team thrust upon us by
people whose interests are not the game, but to gain
certain political objectives Which they do not even
attempt to hideo

. ....... '- ,_",.' .. .;'; ".

The team as constituted now is not the team of them.c.c but the team of the anti-Apartheid Movement,
th.e tea mof SAN -ROC and the tea mof 8 ish 0 pRe eve s ••• 0

the matter has passed from the realm of sport to the
realm of politics .0 •• Leftist and liberal politicians
have entered the field of sport and wanted to USB it
to suit their own purposes and pink ideals.
(Rand Daily mail, September 17, 1968)

The m.c.c cricket tour was cancelled on September 25th (Horrell,
1968 : 30G).
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1969
West Germany agreed to send its strongest athletics team while
the American Amateur Athletic Union refused to allow four athle=
tes to participate in the White South African Games (star,
January 4, 1969).

france and Australia decided not to send their athletes (sta£,
January 9, 1969).

There was controversy over South Africa's use of the Olympic
five rings symbol. The minister of Sport, mr. Waring, said:

South Africa is a member of the lOC and even though we
did not participate in the Olympic Games at mexico
City, we have the right to use the five ring symbol in
this connectiono

As far as the SAN-ROC people are concerned, this is
the type of propaganda they would like to use. They
are not interested in sport only in destroying it.
I am not really surprised at their action, as this is
typical ••••• (Sunday Express, February 9, 1969)

The venue selected for the White Games was Bloemfontein. At
first there were indications that no Non-Whites would be able
to view the Games. Eventually the City Council agreed that
Non-illhites would be admitted to those venues where temporary
separate seating, separate toilets and separate refreshment
facilities could be arranged (Horrell, 1969 : 248)0

The Supreme Council for Sport in Africa saw the following as the
reasons for the existence of the White Games:

1. Compensation for being excluded from the mexico Games.
2. To consolidate the spirit of White su~remacy.
3. To display the solidarity between llihite~estern sportsmen

- ,

and South Africa's racialist sports policy (Lapchick, 1973 :
276).

~he increasing pressure from the African Nations saw most
nations withdraw, including West Germany. New Zealand and
~ritain still remained (Lapchi~~, 1973 : ~76).

'An inter-racial soccer match which was to ba played in neigh=
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bouring Swaziland was cancelled because the Government announced
that it would withdraw all passports of those involved (Horrell,
1969 : 250).

South Africa was suspended from the International Weightlifting
Federation (Horrell, 1969 : 252).

Hungary refused to grant visas to South Africans for the World
Modern Pentathalon Championships in Budapest (Horrell, 1969 :
252).

The Times, London, (march 31~ 1969) carried the announcement
that South Africa would waivi its apartheid laws for two
months to cater for the Iranian Davis Cup tennis team. The
team would still be classified officially as Non-White but
would be treated as any other overseas touring teamG

Arthur Ashe, the American Black tennis player, announced that
the South African Government had refused to give him a visa to
compete in the 1969 South African championships (Horrell,
1969 : 250).

The Sunday Express (July 27, 1969) carried the announcement
that there was a possibility of Non-Whites being on the South
African Davis Cup team, if they were good enough.

The Government decided that if a White golf course was used
for a Non-White championship, the Whites could not enter
their own clubhouse for the duration of the tournamento

Horrell (1969 : 254) commented that at the end of 1969 there
was not a single Non-White course in South Africa which was
of an adequate standard to cater for a Non-White championship.

Anti-apartheid demonstrators interrupted the Springbok rugby
tour to Britain to the extent that Dr. Craven, president of
the South African Rugby Board, suggested that the tour might
be called off (Lapchick, 1973 : 306-317).
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Discussion----
Political involvement in sport in South Africa stems from the
days of colonisation. The degree of political involvement has
varied. Evidence seems to indicate that inter-racial sport
did occur in South Africa in the early nineteen hundreds; Non-
Whites at first being utilized to 'make up numbers'. Identity
and status amongst the various Non-White gro~ps developed to

I fthe point where (in the 1920s and 1930s) several cities had
inter-racial boards in soccer and cricket (Thom~son, 1964 : 16).

The development of nationalism in the 1920s and 1930s brought
with it discriminatory legislation. The election te power in
1940 of the Nationalist pa~ty saw racial discrimination given
formality. Legislation was enacted to propagate an ideology
of segregation of the raceso Sport, as had been its destiny
since earlier ti~es, followed party policy. Sport would be
separate; White and Non-White, no mixing would be allowed with=
in the borders of South Africa and there would be no mixed teams
sent abroad. ITeams of international status co~ing to So~th
Africa had to be White if they were to play against White teams;
Non-White teams could come to play against Non-Whites but Non-
White organisations must affiliate to the White associations for

1international recognition (Horrell, 1956 : 227)~

rAs the concept of apartheid evolved it became evid8nt that the
Nationalist government considered sport to be an integral part
of the apartheid development: the idea of separation of the
various racial groups was to be strictly enforced in the sports
world. The ideology purported that separate did not neces~
sarily mean unequal. However, it was a premise that did not
find total acceptance inside or outside of South Africao

Opposition and revocation of separatism in South African sport
first emanated from largely Non-White non-racial sports organ=

\isations. In 1956 international recognition was accorded to
.../'

the non-racial cause when ~he International Table Tennis Federa=
, '

tion recognised the~~on-Whfte South African Table Tennis Board
8S being reprssentative of South African table tennis. The. .' .
federation -UI.!thdrew its. suppor t of the Whi te organis ati on
(Horrell~ 1956 : 226-227). This precipitated the official
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White sports policy previously outlined, dnd caused a definite
bifurcation in South African sport. On the one side there
was the Nationalist government which was immutably committed to
separate sport, while on the other side there were the non-
racial sports groups which amassed behind the idea of sporting
integration and equality.

~he non-racial sports cause was slow to develop in South Africa
! primarily because it was contrary to government policy and it
was therefore restricted in its development by prosecutions,
bannings and the u:i'Lhdrawal of passports from its leader~
The establishment of the anti-apartheid organisation, the South
African Non-Racial Olympic Committee (SAN-ROC), in London in
1965 revived the cause and gave it an international base from
which information could be disseminated. Awareness of the
plight of the nQn-racial sportsman in South Africd which
SAN-ROC was able to create, initiated and nurtured anti-South
African sports feeling which was to increasingly dominate the
next decade. SAN-ROC having created this awareness worked in
conjunction with sports participants and administrator.s and with
governmental departments to effect an isolation of South African
sport .:

In the 1950s and 1960s the African and Third World countries
had not yet become a world force in sport! there still remained
a considerable degree of sympathy towards White South Afr.ican
sports from the international sports associations. Howover,
the South African Government did little to assist the White
sportsmen by presenting a intransigent facade when requested to
ameliorate their sports policy. As a result Ln t ernat LonaL
bodies began gradually, under increasing anti-South African
pressure, to withdraw their sanction of White South African
sport.

South Africa's sports isolation at the beginning of 1970 had not
.reached crisis proportions, although she was obviously aggrieved
by her exclusjon ffom the 1964 Olympic Games and the withd=awal
~f her invitation to compete in the 1968 mexico Olympics. At
the beginning of 1910 it did appear that the non-racialists and
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the anti-apartheid groups had failed to bring apout change in
South African sport. But South Africa, by committing herself
inexorably to a separatist sports policy, had also left her=
self with the prospect of a decreasing world of international
sporting contact.

The period 1970 to 1979, which is the second section of this
dissertation, is examined more specifically. The motivation
remains unchanged although the perspective is more South
African orientated in so far as research is concerned.

, ,,;,' ,,~I ........ : ..... ,' "". ' ... ,~rl~~ ..t'r~ ..~.IL •• '~ -r-cÓ, _. '.r' . > ~.' "~.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE mULTI-NATIONAL SPORTS CONCEPT

EVENTS LEADING UP TO THE NEillCONCEPT

·mULTI-NATIONALIsm

CONSOLIDATION OF mULTI-NATIONALISM, INTERNATIONAL REACTION
AND INTERNAL PRESSURE

THE SOUTH AFRICAN GAmES, 1973

FURTHER mULTI~NATIONAL DLVELOPMENTS IN 1973 and 1974

INTERNATIONAL OPPOSITION GROWS

EVENTS LEADING UP TO THE NEW CONCEPT
With the election to power in 1948 of a Nationalist government,
the majority of White South Africans sanctioned the formal
introduction of apartheid as the basis of their political
infrastructure. It was not unnatural that an ideological
approach such as this would also be manifest in spo~t (Parkin,
1972 : 82; Loy, 1978 : 82). The intensity with which sport
is pursued in South Africa approaches that in the United States
of America, where Edwards (1973 : 90) had described its status
as that of "a secular quasi-religious institution". As a
major element in South African White society, it is unavoidable,
from the point of view of ideological consolidation, that sport
reflects the ideological elements of the larger and mor·e po~er=
ful institution.

,
Amongst other things, a characteristic of sport after the 1948
election, was its reflection of the apartheid ideology of the
South African Government. This state of affairs, where Slack
sportsmen were left to their own develQpmental devices, existed
~nchallenged until the m~ddle nf the 1950s, when Black sports=

• rmen in South A[rica organised ·themselves into non-racial organ=
;;i5.ations in ~an attempt to obtain right of entry into Ln t ernae

tional competition (de Broglio, 1971 : 3). As noted in Chapter
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five, world recognition of the plight of South Africa's Black
~portsm8n was slow in doveloping. South Africa consequently
found continued acceptance of tier all-Ulhite sports teams int_er=
nationally, and the apartheid approach to sport went virtually

tunchallenged. The beginning of the 19605 saw increasing world
awareness of the divided nature of South African sport, when the
United Nations passed a resolution calling for' separate and
collective action to bring about the end of racial segregation
in So~th Africa (Cape Times, April 6, 1961)0 In 1962 the
International Olympic Committee, after representation was made by
tha non-racial South African Sports Association, stated that
South Africa had until October of the same year to elimirlate
racism in sport (Lapchick, 1973 : 108). In the face of develop=
ing antagonis~ te her apartheid approach to sport South Africa
remained resoll!te: an adjustment in approach to racially segre=
gated sport, it appeared, would weaken the ideological foundatio~
which had been constructed around apartheid. As a result of
this intransigence the International Olympic Committee withdrew
South Africa's invitation to compete at the 1964 Tokyo Olympics,
and the International Soccer Organisation (FIFA) in the same
year, 1964, suspended South Africa1s White affiliated organisa=
tion (Lapchick, 1973 : 133, 143)0

Under threat of decreasing international sports competition, there
were signs that South Africa was trying to maintain this contact
without compromising her appro8cho The suggestion by South
Africa that she would in the case of the 1968 Olympic Games send
a mixed (alack and White) team nearly secured this form of inter=
national competition for South Africa ; a form of which she had
been deprived since 1964. However, the South African Non-Racial
Olympic Committee (SAN-ROC), which had operated out of London
since its self-imposed exile in 1965, frustrated this South
nfrican attempt by direot intsrvention (Lapchick, 1973 : 193).

from this point international criticism and condemnation began to
increase steadily, ~s did South Africa's sporting isolation at the
9f f.i cial Lavel inin tor nat i en als por t ./ Itwa s the t. hr p. El t tot he
traditional rivalry in White South Africa's number one sport,
ru~by~ th~t first brougIlt indications that so~e amelioration of
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approach was likely. South Africa had until 1967 sent all-White
rugby teams to New Zealand, and in turn had hosted all-White New
Zealand rugby teams for tours of South Africa. Cr~ven (1978)
says this arrangement was official, and that the New Zealand
Rugby Union was a party to it. The problem that resulted was
how to maintain contact with New Zealand (who had in 1967 reneged
on this agreement and demanded that a multi-racial New Zealand
team visit South Africa) without compromising the principles of
segregated sport; or without appearing to do sOo

The basis of the argument, which was to allow New Zealand to bring
a multi-racial team to South Africa to play against South African
White teams in 1970, centred around several itemsD Firstly, the
New Zealand team was a representative team, and therefore could
be considered under the inter-st~te taxonomy which allowed Non-
Whites to receive temporary White status for the duration of their
visit (Hansard, April 11, 19670 Colso 3959-3964). This was
equated with the example of the South African Prime minister
receiving a Black Prime minister from another country: it was
necessary in order that relations be maintainedD Secondly, the
theory was propagated that allowing Non-Whites (maoris) to play
against Whites in South Africa was not unprecedented. Craven
(1978) claims that this theory was an attempt to assuage conser=
vative opinion and convince those of the conviction that thero
should be an absolute approach to segregated sport, that the 1970
New Zealand rugby tour was not a deviation from Verwoerdian ideo=
logy. Craven maintains that the theory cannot be justified in
terms of the agreement which the South African Rugby Board
had with the New Zealand Rugby Union. Any maoris, he says,
that came to South Africa with New Zealand teams before 1970,
were White enough to be regarded as Europeans and had nominated
to be known as such. Therefore all New Zealand teams previous
to 1970 had been in official construction, all-White.

cf that ...h; _h
UJJI.LL.dl had gonG b~fore, if not il deviation, then a minor

From this obfuscation the important point arises that what was to
be seen as not being a deviation in sports policy, was, in terms

adjustment. " In light of the intransigence that had preceded it,
it was significant in that it suggested a realisation that apart=
heid sport could isolate South African rugby internationally, and
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that there was some possibility of a more flexible approach which
hitherto had not been achieved.

The acceptance of the maoris on the 1970 tour to South Africa did
not introduce multi-national sport to South Africa. It was at
best a temporary deviation or expediency. After acknowledgement
that a multi-racial rugby side could visit South Africa from New
Zealand, there was a period at the beginning of 1970 which further
contributed to the idea that, although South Africa's strict
segregationist approach could not remain intact in world sport,
it would not be relinquished easilyo

At the end of 1969 and the beginning of 1970 the South African
White Springbok rugby team tour80 Great Britain. The protests
and demonstrations which accompanied the rugby team were of an
unprecedented intensity (Lapchick, 1973 : 302-314). There was,
however, no announcement from South Africa which suggested concern
or expressed the idea that South Africa's sport policy would be
reviewed.

Any tho~ght of an amelioration was eli~inated in April When Arthur
AShe, the Black American tennis players applied to play in the
Sou th Afr ican 0pen t enn j_ s cham pion ship 3 and had his vi sar efuse d
(Cape Times, January 28, 1970)0 Because of Ashe'S international
standing the issue had far-reaching repercussions. The United

IStates State Department commented that the decision would damage
United states/South African relations (star, January 29, 1970).
Altho~gh South Africa maintained that Ashe had not been excluded
because he was a Black tennis player, this conclusion, because of
South Africa's racial sports policy, could not be escap8do South
Africa maintained that Ashe was Cl political activist,and that he
had applied to play tennis in South Africa purely as an attempt lito
put a crack in the racist wall i~ South Afric~ (Hansard, September
1, 1970. Cols. 3075-3076). The South African Government judged,
therefore, that Ashe wanted to play politics rather than tennis:

mr." Ashe's present desire to compete in South Africa
cannot be reconciled with his active support of the
~ovo to' exclude South Africa from the Ol~mpic Games

"',~'~'in1968. "It therefore follows that mr.- Ashe's appLf e

cation- for a visa to compete in the South African
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tennis championships cannot be acceded to.
August 31, 1970. Col. 3007)

(Hansard,

To support this contention further, the minister of Sport and
Recreation recalled the testimony of a mrs. Court, a wellknown
woman tennis player from the United States.
to have:

mrs. Court is alleged

•••• noticed a profound personality change in Ashe in
the last year. •••• Where he had been frank, open,
friendly and talkative, mrs. Court said A~he had now
become reserved, withdrawn and uncommunicative.
Having known him for a long time she taxed him with
this saddening change.
This is what he said to nel':
I was called on by some guys from Blackpower Powere
They said they wanted me to lead an anti-South African
crusade among tennis players. I answered that I had
no opinion about South Africa. I knew and had played
with South Africans and liked them. I did not want
involvement in politics. These guys insisted that I
had to be with them in their Blackpower movemento
They had recruits from other sports. They must have
one from tennis. When I said no again they stood
over me. If I did not see things their way, I would
have many regrets, they saido One of these days may=
be I would find I could not play tennis because my
right arm had been broken. There was no escape. I
had to submito Do you wonder why I have changed?
(Hansard, August 31, 1970. Cols. 3006-3007)

Ashe suggested that his association with radical political elements
was pure hyperbole, stating that his primary objective had been to
play tennis at Ellis Park in Johannesburg. A secondary objective,
he said, was to initiate positive movement in both the athletic
and racial state of affairs, so that in two or three years other
Non-White tennis players would have been able to follow his
example. He added that he had even signed a notarised statement
to the effect that he would not make any political statements to
the press (Objective Justice Quarterly, 1970 : 5).

The incident served to focus world attention again on South
Africa's sports-policy contributin.Q'further to world awareness of
the inequities that __l!JeTe-extant .Ln South African sport. It is
possible .the t; .South AfricaJ'S'--primaty objection to Ashe's visit was
because of his political inclination, but such a conclusion loses
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a certain degrcE of credibility when it is considered that Ashe
would have been acceptable hsd hE been part of the American Davis
Cup team; which implied that such status politicully deactivated
Ashe. Also the Blackpower movement with which Ashe allegedly
associated, was firmly against AstlE'S visiting South Africa:
they had no faith in his building bridges or developing an in=

roads philosophy (Le pch i ck , 1973 : 350).

The controversy surrounding Ashe's visa rejection almost certainly
in flu ene edt he rfiarc h dec isi 0 n toe xcIudeS 0 uthAf ric afr 0 m the
Davis Cup tennis tournament (Horrell, 1970 : 279). Opposition to
South African sport generally also continued to escalate: the
Jamaican Government refused visas to South African women who were
to take part in a world natbali tournament in Jamaica; five Wes=
tern European states turned down a suggestion that South African
athletes should tour their countries as they feared international
repercussions; a So~th African schoolboys cricket tour to
Australia was postponed because of concern over the boys' safety,
and the International Amateur Cycling Federation announced that
it was not satisfied with the constitution of the South African
Cycling Federation as it did not represent fairly all population
groups (Rand Daily Mail, February 28, 1970; Star, March 11, 1970;
Horrell, 1970 : 280).

At this stage South Africa still enjoyed relative sports freedom
in her two major sportso The Australian cricket team had arri=
ved in South Africa in January 1970 to begin a tour which inclu=
ded four internationals (South African Dioest, January 30, 1970),
and the New Zealand rugby team was due to arrive in the middle of
the year. The position of South Africa'S international sport,
however, was obviously deteriorating, although mr. Marais Viljoen,
Minister of Coloured Affairs, thought it would only be temporary.
He cited three reasons. Firstly, South Africa'S Non-White sports
policy was based on moral grounds, as the Whites supplied the
conve~iences for the No~-Whites to practice their own sport.
mr. Viljoen tendered that there may come a time when world
opinion would recognise this. Secondly, South Africa was one of
tene best sporting countries in the world. Sportsmen the world
Dvar wanted to compete against South Africa. Therefore South
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Africa's isolation from international sport would only be tempo=
rary. Thirdly, Viljoen felt that South Africa would not sit back
and do nothing about the mattGr. South Africa would encourage
sports teams and individuals to come to South Africa (Die BurgGr,
April 13, 1970). The prime minister, mr. Vorster, viewed the
attempted sports isolation as of less significanceo The follow=
ing day he was reported as stating:

The fact is that during the last couple of years we
have had more international spo~ting teams touring
South Africa and more South African teams 19ft our
shores than in the whole decade preceding these years.
I say to you, nobody has done more than I have to keep
the traditional sporting ties of South Africao I
went out of my way and I will go out of my way in the
future. But, there is one thing you mustn1t expect of
me and that is to knuckle down to communist countries
anywhereo (Cape Times, April 4, 1970)

A few weeks later Vorster did recognise that there was growing
pressure from the outside world on South Africa to change her
sports policy, but he gave no indication that South Africa was
prepared to deviate from the status quo (Argus, may 2, 1970).
South Africa's intractability over her sports policy brought her
the distinction later in may of bGing the first country to be
expelled by the Internatio~al Olympic Committeeo The vote was
35 to 28 against South Africa, with three abstaining (Cape Times,
may 15, 17, 1970). This was followed shortly afterwards by an
announcement from the British Home Secretary, Callaghan, that
the Springbok cricket tour scheduled for June 1970 would not take
place (Horrell, 1970 : 278).

The Nationalist-orientated newspaper Die Burger (may 25, 1970)
reacted with an editorial titled 'Blackmail'o Die Burger
observed that much could be said about the decision to cancel the
visit of the South African cricket team to Britain and the
circumstanées in which the decision was taken.

It was further stated that even if the individual members of the
I

British £overnment and the Government itself as a whole had been
in favour of cancellation for entire~y different reasons, the
Tact r~mained that conditions had ~een created as a result of

- . .which the decision had been taken under pressure fro~,' oh the one
hand, people who blackmAiled Britain with violence, and on the
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other hand, countries which threatened to boycott the Commonwealth
Games in spite of the fact that the Cames had nothing whatsoever
to do with cricket.

Further, Die §urger speculated that even those in Britain who, for
whatever reason, had welcomed the cancellation of the tour, had,
if they still had any sense of responsibility, to be apprehensive
about what this capitulation of the authorities of their country
could entail. It implied an open invitation to anyone who felt
encumbered by any aspect of British policy, to choose the short=
cut of blackmail, street protests and riots. This could become
a shortcut to anarchy (Die Burger, lYlay25, 1970).

In this editorial Die Burger reflected what appeared to be
Nationalist policy: that capitulation on the issue of sports
segregation could lead to greater demands for integration. The
minister of Sport and Recreation confirmed this view shortly
afterwards when he stated: "the Government will not be intimida=
ted by demands for integratod sport, mixed trials will not be
permitted, nor will South African White and non-White teams be
allowed to compete against one another, whether inside the
country or in neighbouring territoriesll (Rand Daily lYlail,may 30,
1970) 0

Sportsmen tried to circum~ent this new approach twice towards the
end of 1970. Several top South African cricketers travelled to
Rhodesia where they played against two West Indian cricketers.
Waring, the minister of Sport and Recreation in South Africa,
subsequently stated that the government's sport policy would not
allow itself to be circumvented by geographical snakes and
ladders (Hansard, August 31, 1970. Col. 3015). In November,
the minister of the Interior advised the South African Table
Tennis Goard (the non-racial association and the first to be
internationally recognised in place of the White association)
that the granting of passports would be considered only if appli=
cations were made through the White body. But the Non-White
~pplic~nts weuld th~n have te go te the world championships as
r-eprBsenta~ives .o f ,Non-White players, and not as a national
team, and .their application would have to be approved by the
White Union. These conditiuns were not accepted by the SATTB
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or the International Table Tennis Federation (Horrell, 1970 : 281).

At the beginning of 1971 there were indications amongst White
South African sportsmen that they were not all satisfied with
South Africa's racial 9ports approach. Altho~gh these indica=
tions were not significant in the sense of being large scale
protests against the government's treatment of the Non-White
athlete, they were significant in that some form of protest had
been initiated in White South African sport. Up to this point,
protest and demand for change in South Africa's sports policy
had emanated largely from agencies outside South Africa's borders.
This made it very easy for the government to dismiss this pres=
sure as being inspired by the ulterior motivations of some
hegemonic forceo The beginnings of protest amongst White sports=
men made it increasingly difficult to dismiss criticism out of
hand.

The biggest protest in this period that preceded the multi-
national sports announcement occurred at Newlands cricket ground
in Cape Town, where there was a mass walk-off of cricketers on 3
April 1971. As Odendaal (1977 : 26) observed, it was the first
move of any real significance by White players in South Africa
on the subject of mixed cricket. The walk-off was an expression
of support for the White South African Cricket Association, which
had requested that the South African Government allow Non-Whites
on a South African cricket team to tour Australia later in the
year. The occasion chosen was especially poignant, as the game,
says Odendaal, was virtually a final Springbok trial, between
the champion provincial side, Transvaal, and a Rest of South
Africa side.

After the walk-off the cricketers handed a prepared statement to
the press, which as reported by the Cape Times (April 5, 1971),
read: "We cricketers feel that the time has come for an expres=
sian of our.views. We fully support the South African Cricket
Association's application to include Non-Whites on the tour to
nustralia, if goed enough, nnd furthermore subscribe to merit
-being the only criterion on the cricket field". In an editorial
in the same edition, the ~e Times remarked that sportsmen were
ill at east with the government's attitudes, and that the
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government had made politics so central to the whole sports issue
that sportsmen and admjnistrators alike could hardly keep out of
political policy. The P.frikaans newspaper eie Bu~ (April 6,
1971) said what was crystalising was that countries were really
going to require national sports teams that were open to the
entire population. Die Burger perorated that this did not imply
full integration down to club level, but it certainly did imply
mixed trials, which meant a drastic change in established customs,
customs which were deeply rooted in South Africa long befo~e the
word apartheid originated.

The significance of Die Burger'~ attitude derives from its non-
critical stance. It is regarded as a rerlector of National party
ideology, and while it questioned the cricketer's move, it did net
overtly condemn the protest es en effront to Nationalist ideology.
The implication was that if a newspaper such as Die 8urge~ was
taking a softer line in regard to the question uf integration in
South African sport, then this implication could be the result
of political insight, indicating that a softer line may be in the
offing at state level.

further indications of possible change, had been the granting of
permission esrlier in the year to the aboriginal tennis player,
Evonne Goolagong to compete in the South African Opeil tennis
championships (Horrell, 1971 325). This particular departure
from the norm should also be considered in perspective. The
Arthur Ashe affair the year previously had contributed unfavoura=
bly to South Africa's racial sporting image. This was an
ripportunity to display worldwide that the primary objection to
Ashe had been because of his political motivation. Goolagong
was acceptable because theoretically she was not politically
motivated.

In march 1971 the all-White South African National Olympic Games
Association met to discuss the possibility of a National Non-
White orqaru sa t Ion (Rand Daily mail, march 1, 1971). Although
this conf ormed to -the ap art he i d p,rinci pIe of sap aret edevel. op=
~~n~, the ~ignificance uf the occasion derives once again from
the fact that White sportsmen were beginning to doubt the
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continuing viability of strictly segregated sport.

MULTI-NATIONALIsm

It was under these circumstances of increasing sports isolation,
growing opposition at the international and domestic levels,
that Prime Minister Vorster introduced the concept of multi-
national sport to So~th Africans and to the worldo Horrell
(1971 : 314-316) supplies the following outline of mr. Vorster's
April 22nd sports announcement:

(a) The policy is based on the conception of South
Africa as a "multi-national" ("veelvolkige") rather
than a multi-racial countryo Hence South Africa'S
Whites and non-Whites will only be able to compete
against one another within the country in certain
"open international" eventso mixed or multi-racial
sport on club, provincial or national level will not
be allowed, nor will South Africa be represented
internationally by mixed teams except in special
caseso
(b) A distinction is made between international and
open international events, although exactly how many
countries would have to participate to make an event
an open international is not clear. Presumably,
houever, it would have to be a significant number.
A cricket tour is an international event, while the
Olympics, the Davis Cup competition, the world
cycling championships, and so forth, are open inter=
nationals. Open internationals held in South Africa
will be open to non-~hites as well as to Whites, but
they will be competing as individuals and not as
members of South African teams. Furthermore, with
possible rare exceptions, only the premier open
international event of the year in each individual
sport will be open to So~th African non-Whiteso
Ordinary international events - as distinguished
from open internationals - will continue to be uni-
racialo The implications of this aspect of the
policy are that Papwa Sewgolum, for example, may
compete in an open international golf meeting in
South Africa, and Arthur Ashe will be allowed to
play in an open international at Ellis Park as a
mentber of the American Davis Cup team. Every seeded
player, irrespective of race or colour, may partici=
pate in such a tournament, including South Africans.
It ~ppear~ that open internationals will be permitted

:in all Olympic sports - athletics, swimming, boxing,
. ; . .wrestling, karate, judo, etc.
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(c) multi~r~cial teams from countries with which
South Africa has traditional sporting relations can
tour South Africa, but Dilly to play against separate
White and non-White teams Bt segregated venues. No
permits will be given to Whites to watch overseas
teams play South African non-Whiteso Under this
aspect of the policy, the British rugby team touring
South Africa in 1972 is to play against Coloured and
Black teams. The same prinsiple applies to cricket.
A mixed athletics touring team may also compete
separately against Africans, Indians, Whites and
Coloured people; however, if the meeting is an open
international all the races will be allowed to com=
pete together. l'he S3me principle applies to Davis
Cup tennis and to golf, but not otherwise. In terms
of this policy, Basil D'Oliviera .will be admitted to
South Africa as a member of the British cricket
team - provided he is not politically motivated.
(d) South Africa will not send multi-racial teams
overseas, except in four specified instances; tha
Olympic Games, the Canada Cup golf competition, the
Federation Cup and the Davis Cup tennis co~p8titions.
These exceptions are only made because the rules of
admission to these contests require it. There will
be no mixed trials to select overseas teams. but an
open international tournament held in South"Africa
with participation of both White and non-White South
Africans will serve the purpose" Teams for the
four specified events will be regarded as South
Africans, and not as Springboks, the Springbok
blazer being reserved exclusively for ~hites. Legis=
lation to control the award of Springbok colours is
being prepared"
(e) SQuth Africa's non-White sports bodies will be
encouraged to establish their own international
sports relations"
(f) The establishment of a national sports council
to co-ordinate the activities of all sports in the
country is to be considered.

~ ~multi-nationalism.as a concept was based on Nationalist belief
that each nation must be free to develop its own identity.
multi-national sport was the accommodation of this ideology with=
in a sports framework. Essentially it connoted sport between
nations, although as the nations were not defined by interna~
·tionally recognisable bouhdaries, it was more correctly sport
~~twe8n distihct iacial 9roups. multi~naticnalism did very
;1ft tlef' 0r the '''B1ackat hlet ein Sou t hAf ricab es ide spr eselltin g

.. ,-=

him ivith -a "few occ asI uns, (t op an in ternat ionals t), per year, wh en
he could pit his talents against those of the Whites and where
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he could make use of their superior facilities. For this reason
it cannot have been expected that this development would notic8=
ably assist South Africa in her international sporting relation=
ships. However, it was stated on numerous occasions previous to
this announcement that while sport was important, primary conside=
ration would be given to the national interest. Multi-
nationalism therefore resulted from a desire to thwart the total
demise of sport internationally, as South Africa had known it,
without making any ideological concessions to the Non-whites~
Central and essential to the theme was that the identity of the
White South African must not be alchemised. Around this tenet it
was proposed to invoke certain dispensationso Multi-nationalism
would allow touring rugby teams to play against the Coloured popu=
lation group. Spectators at any such event would be limiteD to
Coloureds, the only Whites allowed to attend were those who had a
utilitarian role in the event. The extension of this idea was
that any White supporters of a touring team could not watch
'their' team play against a Black team.

Considered in toto, there was little difference between multi-
nationalism and "inter-stateism" which had been adopted in 1967.
There had been no change in subjacent principles: the parameters
of segregation had been expanded slightly. It was, within the
frame of reference of sport being subservient to the national
interest, a compromiseo It did not antagonise the majority of
conservative supporters (cf. Chapter Thirteen), nor did
it have the effect of placating those opposed to South Africa's
international sports participation on the grounds of her racial
policy. As a result, the reaction of the critical English press
was predictable: 'tortuous', 'as clear as mud', 'an unbelieveable
muddle' were the h~adlines that the Rand Daily mail (April 23,
1971), the Natal Witness (April 24, 1971) and the Natal mercury
(April 24, 1971) respectively accorded the announcement. However,
Die Burger (April 23, 1971), in its editorial, felt that Mr.
Vorster had done everything possible within the South African way
rif life to' assure ·South Af~ica's sports people international
competition. Die Burg~r felt that it would not satisfy the
activists, who were attempting to destroy not only South African
sport but the entire social and political pattern, but that
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oversoes cr i t Lc i sn, would be undermined by the sports rueet i nqs
which would be allowed under multi-nationalism.

To the outside world, the concept of multi-nationalism was confu=
sing and difficult to interpret. The Supreme Council of Sport
in Africa, through its president, Abraham Ordia, recognised it
for the compromise that it Uias and dismissed it as "an utter
sham". mr. Bert SBelfors, vice-president of the International
Swimming Federation, saw it as a half-measure which was hardly
likely to do South Africa any good internatio,elly (Cape Times,
April 23, 1971).

As mentioned, the pri~ary concern of multi-nationalism was not to
appease world opinion. This was further underscored by Vorster
when he commented on the introduction of the policy in parliament.

I am not insensitive to the attitude of the outside
world. I am perfEctly prepared to take it into
consLd era t i on , HOU/8ver, I am not prepared t.o lay
down a policy which would satisfy the Allti-Apartheid
movement. I cannot and do not want to lay down e
policy which would satisfy the Sports Council of
Africao I am not prepared to lay down a policy
which would satisfy the Communists •••• In cases where
we have been kicked out, it has not, except in isola=
ted instances, been the Western countries which took
the initiative or which were in favour of it, it has
been blatant blackmail by the co~munist~. I could
mention so many examples of thiso (Hansard. April
23, 19710 Cols. 5052-5063)

Vorster obviously wished to make it clear that these concessions
had not been wrought because of certain pressure groups.
However, the suggestion is inescapable that growing isolation and
criticism forced the realisation onto the National government
that pursuance of a strict apartheid ap~roach to sport would mean
the extirpation of international sport as South Africa had come
to know it. Undoubtedly South Africa did not wish to give the
impression that her policy had been a result, either indirect or
direct, of pressure from antagonistic factions. This would have
given overt recognition to the efficacy of the various pressure
-g~'oups-'Ulhich-in South African terms would have left her suscept Le
-ble--t'Qf-ur-thar 'blackmail'.
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The advent of multi-nationalism, when measured in terms of con=
cessions demanded and/or expected for South Africa's Black
sportsmen, resulted in an evaluation which categorised the event
as being insignificant. Nevertheless, multi-nationalism deri=
ves significance from its historical alignment. When viewed
in historical perspective, it can be ascertained that the advent
of multi-nationalism in sport in South Africa in 1971 marked the
beginning of an evolution away from the strict apartheid, ,
approach of the 1950s and 1960so In may 1971 this was not a
stated objective; subsequent statements confirmed th~ theory
that multi-nationalism at least initi~lly was intended to be an
absolute concept. That in the long term it proved not to be
so, is again significanto

CONSOLIDATION OF mULTI-NAJIONALISM, INTERNATIONAL REACTION AND
INTERNAL PRESSURE

The period following Vorster's introduction of multi-nationalism
was one of consolidation of the concept and of continued world
reaction to a system of sport which failed, even with its multi-
national concessions, to find large-scale acceptance.

The proposed tours of Australia by South African rugby and
crioket teams began to be subjected to increasing pressure from
various sources in Australia. On may 4th 1971 the executive of
the Australian Council of Trade Unions announoed that this organ=
isation had deoided to ask the South Afrioan Government to seleot
sports teams (on a non-raoial basis) to visit Australia. If
they did not comply, said the ACTU, individual Unions would exer=
eise their consciences as to whether to boycott cricket 'and rugby
teams (cape Times, may 4~ 1971). In May 1971 the French rugby
team arrived with a Blaok winger Roger Bougarel. Briokhill
(1976 : 23) asserts that White sports fans displayed their inhe=
rent racialism by screami~g for joy whenever Bougarel was tackled.
Greyvenstein (1977 : 334) disputes this theory and suggests that
Bougarel's courage endeared him to large portions of the crowd
in''thes am e .W iiy th at his per son aI ag gres siv Elnes san tag 0 nis ed
many. Discrimination did present itself in overt form during
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this tout', when Blacks were refused admittance to the game against
Western Transvaal, the reason given being that they had applied too
late for tickets (RapprJrt, fYlay30, 1971).

Although the concept of multi-nationalism was apparently accepta=
bIe to the French Rugby Union, as demonstrated by their willing~
ness to tour South Africa, the prospect of South Africa finding
greater acceptance for the concept was contra-indicated by
developments in Australia, where South Africa's rugby and cricket
teams were due to touro Demonstrations against the Springbok
rugby tour occurred in Perth, Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney and
Brisbane, with violent clashes between demonstrators and police.
Opposition to the tour spread beyond the active minority who
attempted to disrupt matches and who captured the headlines.
In addition to sev8ral major ne~spapers and many leading politi=
cians, the Australian Co~ncil of Churches and the Council of
Trade Unior.s opposed the tour, as did a group of fifty ~elbo~rne
lawyers who cabled the Australian Prime Minister urging the
tour's cancellation" In spite of this opposition the tour went
ahead, although many trade unionists refused to staff hotels
where the Springbaks were scheduled to stay, and unionists
threats to olacklist airlines carrying the Springbaks resulted in
their having to be transported throughout Australia in six
chartered light aircraft" The railways also refused to trans=
port the team (Star, August 9, 1971; Horrell, 1971 : 320-321).

After this rugby tour it must have been increasingly clear to
South Africa's cricketers that for their tour of Australia to go
ahead, cricket would have to be multi-racial. The Balfour Park
Cricket Club and the Pirates Cricket Club both passed resolutions
in favour of multi-racial cricket" A few days later the Univer=
sity of Natal Cricket Club in Durban expressed support for the
principle of integrated teams. They were joined by the Durban
and District Cricket Union, the Natal Cricket Association and
the Old Grey Club in Port Elizabeth (Rand Daily mail, August 13,
17, 18, 1971).

Un August ~8th 1971 the minister of Sport, r€plied by issuing a
~arni~g to cricket clubs that they would not be allowed to play
multi-racial cricket at any level~ R8fe~ring to reports of

-
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resolutions by certain clubs expressing support for mixed matches,
he said:

These hollow resolutions, which are apparently intended
for popular local and overseas consumption may make
interesting reading in newspapers, but they are in
practice meaningless •••• Should cricketing bodies in
South Africa wish to contradict and confront government
policy they must bear the full responsibility. (Rand
oai1 y mail, ,l\ ugus t 18, 197 1) ---

In Australia, reaction from the rugby tour was being di~ected at
the proposed cricket tour schedules for September. It was cal=
culated that the to~r would cost the 'Australian taxpayer R40
million" The State Governments of South Australia and Western
Australia, had already announced their intention of extending
the boycott of the rugby tour to the cricket tour (Sunda1_lime~,
August 15, 1971).

lYlearlwhileSouth African sport continued to be plagued at various
levels. At the United States professional tennis championships
in massachusetts, three South African players were the targets of
demonstrators. A French team from a visiting warship became
embroiled in the apartheid controversy: a game of basketball had
been arranged against a Natal Technical College Club team, who,
on discovering that two Non-White Frenchmen were due to play
against them, refused to play. The Transvaal Boxing Board of
Control turned down an application for the Jamaican, Bunny
Sterling (British and Commonwealth middleweight champion), to
fight the Transvaal champion Jan Kies in October. The reason
submitted was that the law prevented Black and White from meeting
in the ring (Rand Daily mail, August 4, 19, 23, 1971).

A bigger blow to South African sport presented itself in
September 1971, when South Africa's cricket tour to Australia was
cancelled. Odendaal (1977 : 12-13) says the announcement was
made to a packed press conference in Sydney, and that the
announceme~t read:

I

The Australian Board of Centrel fer Intornational
Cricket today reviewed all-aspects of the proposed
South African tour of Australia in 1971/72.
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Ulhilst there was sub s t an t.t eI ev.i den ce that many
Australi2ns felt the tour should go on, the Board
UfoS eq uaIIy ma d El anare of the ui i despr ead di sapproe
val of the South African Government's racial
policy which restricted selection of South Africa's
team.

The Board faced the unenviable situation that
whatever decision it made would meet with the dis:
pleasure of a large percentage of the people but
it could not let that factor influence it in
coming to a decision.
It weighed carefully the views expressed by respons=
ible Australian authorities, including political
leaders, union officials, church"dignatories, police
commissioners, ground authorities and others.
There could ba no do~bt the tour would engender
internal bitterness between rival groups and demon=
strations on a large scale would be inevitable.
Pulice would be called on to provide massive and
prolonged protection at matches and elsewhere.
The Board ha3 complete confidence in the ability,
and t.he willingness, of the police forces to ;nain:..:
tain law 2nd order, but had to question whether it
was reasonable, in the circumstances, to ask those
men to u~dergo the severe ordeal whjch would be
demanded of them to enable cricket to be played in
peace, while at the same time other members of the
public were deprived of their servicesG

The Board decided to advise the South African
Cricket Association, with great regret, that in the
present atmosphere the invitation to tour must be
withdrawn.

It earnestJ.y hopos that the South African Govern=
ment will, in the near future, so relax its laws
that the cricketers of South Africa may once again
take their place as full participants in the inter:
national field, and the Board will give its utr.1ost
support to the South African Cricket Association to
try and bring about this end. (Odendaal, 1977 : 12-13)

The minister of Sport and Recreation reacted to the a::noullcement
by stating that the government was not prepared to change its
policy for rugby and cricket. multi-racial sport, the govern=

,
ment believed, woald lead to considerable racial conflict~
l~~re was no"possibility, he added, that individual s~orts clubs
wd~ld be allowed to hold mixed"trials, although Nori~Whites would
bG Blloilied to t3ke part in open internationals if they complied
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with required standards. He suggested that other countries
should accept this policy in good faith, although he was not
over-optimistic about the future prospects for South Africa in
international sport. He felt that there was a determined
international power doing its utmost to isolate South Africa
,from international sport: its aim was to break down South
Africa's resistance for a political take-over (Die Burger,
September 13, 1971).

The following day the Prime minister criticised the reasons
given by Sir Donald Bradman and the Australian Cricket Board
for cancelling the tour. He said if it were ever necessary to
protect any sports match in South Africa with the help of the
police it would not cost the government a cento It was the
duty of the government, he said. Also, if the tour had been
cancelled because of the pressure that would be brought to beur
on the South African players, then this should be disregarded
as a reason, because South African players had never said that
the pressure would be too much for them. Vorster said that
South Africans could look after themselves. Therefore he con=
eluded that the cancellation of the tour was not the fault of
the South African Cricket Association or of the South African
Government: the tour had been cancelled by Sir Oonald Bradman
and his committee; and if it was suggested otherwise by Sir
Donald Bredman, then he was talking through hi~ hat. Supporting
this contention, he cited the historic tradition established
between England, Australia and New Zealand, where a link forged
with White South African cricket teams only had been accepted by
all concerned. He was not going to change this policy to
satisfy communists and anarchists. He warned that democracies
in the wcrld should take note of the fact that minorities were
dictating to majorities (Oie Burger, September 15, 1971).

In October attention switched to women's tennis in South Africa.
The federation Cup ,competition to be held in 1972 was awarded to
South Africa. Th~ South African Lawn Tennis Union stated that
~he event would be held in Johannesburg and that the side would

,.'.:be picked on merit (Sunday Express, October 3, 1971 ).' This \lias
within the parameters of multi-nationalism, the federation Cup
being an 'exception'. However, the gesture of the SALTU was
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somewhat hollow as there were no Non-Whites at that time who
were sufficiently skilled to challenge for a place.
obvious that a t eam chosen on merit would be White.

rt was

The English Rugby Union displayed an attitude to multi-
nationalism similar to that of the French Rugby Union, by invi=
ting a team from the South African Rugby Football Federation
team, known as the Proteas, to tour Englando The Proteas were
representative of the Coloured race in South Africa, which the
non-racial organisatio~G had earlier pointed out made them
'racial', and conformists to White separation in sport. The
non-racial rugby union would have no truck with this policy
(Rand Daily Mail, October 27, 1971)0

The implementing of multi-nationalism was witnessed by two
events in November 1971, one a golf championship, the other en
athletic meeting. These developments uie re not qreat ed with
universal approval.. Hoofstad (November 26, 1971) reported
that two of the athletic organisers, mr. Ivor Potgieter and Mr.
Jan momberg, were threatened on numerous occasions via the tela=
phone. They were told, reported the Hoofstad, that multi-
racial athletic meetings were the beginning of the dismantling
of apartheid.. The organisers W8re also told that they were
responsible for leading youth in the wrong direction, a deve=
lopment which would make them susceptihle to liberal thoughts.

The first 'Open International' sports meeting was a Professional
Golf8r's Association ch8f!lpionship in Johannesburg. Sixte8n
South African N~n-White golfers took part, along with thirty-six
foreigners from seven countries. There was a field of OVEr one
hundred, with some 20 000 spectators of all races, with seg1'ega=
tian being kept to a minimum.. There were no incidents and in
multi-national terms the event was a success (Sunday Times,
November 28, 1971; Cape Times, November 24, 1971).

South Africa's first 'Open International' athletic meeting was
the ~econd multi-national event of Nove~ber. ThG meeting took

-pla~e at the Green Point Stadium in Cape Town. Over 200
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athletes from nineteen countries participated, among them ten
Black South Africans and athletes from the four Black African
States of Lesotho, malawi, Ivory Coast and malagasy (cape Times,
November 26, 27, 1971). The Sunday Times (November 21, 28,
1971) noted that while athletes shared facilities, spectators
remained segregated. Press reaction nonetheless was generally
favourable to the idea of integration, even allowing for its
strictly controlled state. Die Burger (November 27, 1971) felt
that the athletics meeting deserved full marks as there were no
problems or incidents. Die Burger (November 29, 1971) in an
editorial also felt that the multi-national sports meetings
would assist in blunting the weapon which the enemies of South
Africa used against hero This referred to those who were
makiQg a political weapon of sporto In a further editorial on
November 30, Die Burger suggested that what happened at the two
multi-racial sports meetings was proof that the National policy
of separation provided the essential foundation for the success
of such sporting contact. The possibility that events of this
type might lead to further integration was dismissed by Die
Burger, which opined that South Africa had a government and a
policy which would not permit such contact to lead to unrest.
The Cape Times (November 27, 1971) attempted to summarise White
feeling by stating that the two multi-national events were a
good way to start conditioning the South African to a new environ=
ment through sports contact, confronting him with scenes of
social integration.

The reaction of non-racial sports people was both warm and cold.
Syd Lotter, president of the Western Province Amateur Athletic
Union said:

I will agree that from an activity point of view, the
multi-national athletics meeting was a success. From
the point of view of principles, however, I am afraid
that it was not such a success. One of our sprinters,
Herman Gibbs, was invited to compete, but he required
a temporary permit. I would like to know whether
these visitors from overseas were also granted special
nO ....IT1-H..S. 1,-....,-:"" Tl" me s No v ernb e r ':Irt 19..,1)r~- ~ y \l,c..tt-ic I IICu, Vt:lIlIUt:l.L ....U, I I .
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Mr. Hassan. Howa of the non-raci2l cricket association saw even
less merit in the multi-national concept:

Right from the beginning the whole idea of a multi-
national athletics meeting left me cold. I honest=
ly feel this was just a piece of window dressinQJ
However, I also feel that this international meeting
backfired on the organisers. This was intended to
be MULTI-NATIO~AL, in other words separate nations'
competing against each other, and as such within the
framework of apartheid. But it did not quite work
out that way.

The athletes themsel~es, their whole bearing, their
joining hands at the end, all indicated that it was
in reality a non-racial affair; and the crowd took
it as such.

All this goes to prove that allowing people to mix
will not cause racial friction. (Cape Times,
November 30, 1971)

However, irrespective of principles still being infringed, Mr.
Howa in his condemnation had also underscored the significance
of the two moetings, which was the presentation to White South
Africans of a semi-integrated sporting event. While not non-
racial, it was movement towards that objective, rather than away
from it as had been the case in the past. There were indica=

",---tionsthat in 1971 the government was not prepared to allow this-,

dÊ\velopment to gather momentum.. The Minister of Sport warned
\

t hosa who thought mul ti-racial meetings were part of a natural
\

pro~ression, that the policy of separate sport was clearly
desbribed and would not be dsviated from (Hoofstad, November 29,
1Q71 ) •
/

Signs that International opposition wes organising and hardening
became apparent at the end of November, when the United Nations
General Assembly passed its first major resolution 2775 D
(XXVI) on 'Apartheid in Sport'. At its 1997th plenary meeting
on 29 November, it declared the following (United Nations
General Assembly. Resolution 2775 D (XXVI) 1971):

• _, • ~ • r _ ' • _~...,_. ,

The General Assembly,
.'.'.Recalling .t.h at Momber 5 ta tes hav e pledged thems elves
...under .article 1 of the Uni ted Nations, to promote and

encour.agi3 respect for human rights and for fundamental
freedom~ for all without distinction as to race, sex,
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language or religion;
Recalling further its requests to all States and
national and international sports organisations to
suspend exchange of sporting events with South
African teams selected under apartheid policiBs;
Bearing in mind that 1971 was designated as the
International Year for Action to Combat Racism and
Racial Discrimination, to be observed in the name
of the ever-growing struggle against racial dis=
crimination in all its forms and manifestations
and in the name of international solidarity with
those struggling against racism;
1. Declares its unqualified support of the Olym=
pic principle that no discrimination be allo~ed on
the grounds of race, religion or political affilia=
tion;
2. Affirms that merit should be the sole crite=
rion for participation in sports activities;
3. Solemnly calls upon all national and interna=
tional sports organisations to uphold the Olympic
principle of non-discrimination and to discourage
and deny support to sporting events organised in
violation of this principle;
4. Calls upon individual sportsmen to refuse to
participate in any sports activity in a country in
which there is an official policy of racial dis=
crimination or apartheid in the field of sports;
5. Urges all States to promote adherence to the
Olympic principles of non-discrimination and to
enco~rag8 their sports organisations to withhold
from sporting events organised in violation of
this principle;

7. Condemns the actions of the Government of SQuth
Africa in enforcing racial discrimination and
segregation in sports;

6. Requests national and international sports
organisations and the public to deny any form of
recognition to any sports activity from which
persons are debarred or in which they are subjected
to any discrimination on the basis of race religion
or political af;iliation;

8. -No t es with regret that some national and inter=
national sports organisations have continued ex=
changes with teams from South Africa that have been

,B.slccted for international competition on the basis
of competition closed to otherwise qualified sports=
men solely on the basis of the~r race, colour, .
descent or national or ethnit origin;
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9. Commends those international and national sports
organisations that havo supported the international
campaign against apartheid in sports;
10. Requests 611 States to urge their national sports
organisations to act in accordance with the pr.esent
solution;
11. Requests the Secretary General:

(a) To bring the present resolution to the
attention of international sports organisations.
(b) To keep the Special Committee on Apartheid
informed on the implementation of the present
resolution ..
(c) To submit a report on this matter to tho
General Assembly at its twenty-seventh session.

The resolution could have been termsd 'South Africa: parameters
for effective sports desegregation', in that it was directed
primarily at South African sport.. Essentially, the resolution
lacked influence and any real power. It did serve ·to lay the
issue before the world and indicate that international cognizance
had now been accorded the undesirability of discrimination on any
grounds in sport.. As such it was a triumph for the anti-
apartheid crusaderst in that their international causs had been
acclaimed officially by such a prominent body as the General
Assembly of the United Nations. However, it was necessary that
the muscle behind this most impressive roar come from those who
could create pressure beyond the sports arena.

The success of both multi-national sports meetings in 1971 was
doubly instrumental in the continuing development of South
Africa's sports policy .. Firstly, tr.e success ensured that
further events would receive governmental approbation. Secondly,
the policy of multi-nationalism allowed the inter-mingling of
Black and White athletes, which to a degree counteracted the
negative segregated image previously created overseas by the
strict segregationist apptoach to sport in South Africa.

I
Whi.le

the plan was clearly defined in Nationalist minds, the minds of
thDse ~uts~de -Nationalist circles, especially outside South
AfI'ic8_. were c-onfused as t-o,i ts interpretation. Ulhether con f ue
sion in~nternation~l sporting circles was an object of multi-
nation31ism is open to conjecture. The cbfuscatior: was
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particularly successful in tennis. In January 1972, South Africa
was readmitted to the Davis Cup competition. In April this
decision was resci~ded and South Africa was expelled. In July,
at a meeting in Helsinki of the International Lawn Tennis Union,
South Africa was readmitted and new regulations were introduced
to prevent teams withdrawing because of South Africa's presence.
Because of the hostility encountered by South Africa from coun=
tries in the European zone of the Davis Cup, South Africa re-
entered the competition in the South American zone (Star, July 12,
1972). This indecision underscored the difficulties interna=
tional sporting organisations wer~ having in deciding (a) whether
multi-nationalism was in fact a change or alteration of the South
African sporting status qUO; (b) whether multi-nationalism
connoted multi-racialism; (c) whether multi-nationalism was to be
encouraged as the possible harbinger of brighter and better things
in South African sportQ

In South Africa the Afrikaans newspaper Die Burger (July 15, 1971)
greeted the tennis decision as being enlightened, stating that the
government, to wit the Prime minister, must continue on the chosen
road in the knowledge that sensible South Africans were fully
conscious of the delicate boundary between success and failure.
Die Burger added that setbacks should not be taken too tragically,
because it was possible to reverse them with ingenious exertion
and without allowing the price to become unbearably high. multi-
nationalism, it asserted, was capable of providing a solution to
South Africa's sporting isolation.

Under the multi-national concept, where international competition
was concerned, dispensations were to be made to allow Non-illhites
to compete. The Federation Cup, in women's tennis, was one of
th~se occasions. This dispensation allowed South Africa to
secure the venue for the competition in 19720 However, the
implementation of mixed competition~ even on this restricted
level, was not untroubled. Trials for tIle selection of South
Africa's women's team were to be multi-racial, but because of the. -
po~itioning of an Open .International (the Federation Cup was to
~receed this:event)_~ special mixed trial was necessary if South

:Africa was going to attach the label of merit-selected to her
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federation Cup team. This W8S strictly against the government's
multi-national policy, acc~rding to which the only mixed events
were to be Open Internationals. mr. waring explained his deci:
sion:

firstly, the representatives of the Tennis Association
had made a statement, with the approval of the Govern:
ment, that an open international would be held to pick
teams for the Davis Cup and federation Cup on the basis
of merit only; because these are world sporting events
and we recognise world sporting events as all South
African events~ The two representatives of the tennis
association came to me and said: 'illeare in a big jam,
we have made all the arrangements for the federation
Cup, but the federation Cup tournament is taking place
before the Open International (thus under the condi=
tions outlined above effectively debarring the tennis
officials of their opportunity to select a team based
on 'multi-racia~ performance). We have already said
we are going to pick a team on merit; how are we going
to do it?' They then asked wr.ether they could hold
open trials at Ellis P3rk. I said that was absolutely
against Government policyo They know that an open
international is the basis on.w~ich we allow teams to
be picked on merit. Eventually after we had discus=
sed the issue, the decision was reached that they could
arrange what amounted to B sort of trial match. I
have 31ways understood that a trial match is a match
played on a public court with the public as spectators.
I then said 'In view of your predicament I have no
objection to your arranging the matches on a private
court, without the presence of representatives of the
Press and S.AoB.Co The only people who may be present
are those who are going tG select the team'. (Hansard,
may 2~ 1972. Cols. 6288-6289)

BriekhilI (1976 : 24) interpreted this clandestine arrangement as
8n attempt to obscure the merit selection process, as she says
that after the private trials it was announced that no Blacks
were selected. While this is a possibility, consideration needs
also to be given to the thesis that the government was not
inclined to distend the parameters of multi-nationalism down to
national level; which is the implication open mixed trials would
have conveyed. Waring in his ruling was attempting to interpret
the policy of multi-nationalism consistently~ At the Open Inter=
nát Lone'I tennis championships in April, seven Black tennis play=
ers participated. There was critici~m of this event, in that
the·selebtors~had flot considered those playors who were members
of the non-racial South African Lawn Tennis Union (SALTU).
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SALTU me~bers refused to affiliate to the White South African
Tennis Union and thereby accept subservient status; as a
result the BJ.ack tennis champion did not participate in the
championships (Daily Despatch, March 16, 1972).

further acceptance by the English Rugby football Union of
the multi-national approach was demonstrated when their repre=
sentative team arrived in South Africa in May 1972. This
acceptance was not without criticism. The non-racial rugby
union in South Africa (SARU) refused to participate against
the English side, as they felt multi-natio~alis~ was an insin=
cere development which was designed to keep South Africa in
international sport (Sunday Times, London, may 14, 1972).
Two Non-White groups did co-operate with the White South
African Rugby Board: the Coloured South African Rugby foot=
ball federation (SARf) and the Black South African Rugby Board
(SARB)o Both groups supplied teams representative of their
race groups to play against the English side, thereby esta=
blishing a rugby precedent in South Africa (cape Herald,
June 3, 1972). However, if the Non-White organisations
assumed that their co-operation with the White Rugby Board
would lead to mixed rugby in 1972, they were incorrect in
their assu~ptionso Oro Craven, president of the White Rugby
Board, stated that there was no chance whatsoever of mixed
trials for the Selection of the 1973 Springbaks. South
Africa would not be prescribed to by anybody; world opinion
would not influence SOuth Africa at all, he said. mixed
trials were something he felt he could not recom~end, and he
stressed the fact that government sports policy was not inhi=
biting rugby, but merely expressing the general consensus of
the Rugby Board (Star, may 12, 1972; Sunday '"imes, may 21,
1972).

As anti-apartheid factions in New Zealand, where the 1973 Spring=
bok team was to tour, ga~hered momentum, it became increasingly
obvious that such_~ segregated approach, as adopted by the South
~frican Rugby Board could endanger the fulfillment of the tour.
Die-Trans0aler (August 23, 1972) suggested that attention should
be given to the claim of Coloured rugby player~f adding that
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there ura s strong pressure for such a step. Although Di.e
Transvaler is regard~d as a reflector of Nationalist opinion,
the Hoofstad (August 24, 1972) reflected more accurately
current Nationalist thought on further mixed sporting events.
Hoofstad carried the comment that if Coloured rugby players
were invited to multi-racial rugby trials, the National Party
would be signing its own death warrant. Hoofstad carried the
assurance to its readers that a Cabinet Minister had stated
that such a developm8nt was completely irreconcilable with
the policy of separate development. Shortly after this
commentary Dr. Koornhof, the new Minister of Sport and Recrea=
tion, reaffirmsD that there would be no deviation from multi-
national principleso He cculd not, he said, understand the
sudden insistence on mixed rugby trials. A few days later
Dr. Koornhof made another statement again rejecting mixed
trials: "At club leve.!.,provincial and national level ....
there will be no mixed sport of any nature at all" (~
Times, August 30$ 1972; star, September 7, 1972). He also
added that he would not allow social mixing to take place
after racially mixed international sports meetings. Social
events would have to be confined to the various race groups
areas. Strengthenin~ the statement made by Dr. Koornhof was
one by the minister of Labour and Posts who stated that as
long as the Nationalist party ruled South Africa, there would
never be mixed rugby trials, mixed rugby at club level or
provincial level, or anything but White Springbok rugby and
cricket teams (cape Times, September 9, 1972; Die Burger,
September 11, 1972)0

Dr. Craven then revealed that the South African Rugby Board had
done something of an volte-face and asked the government for
permission to include Coloured players, on merit, in the 1972
Springbok touring side (Rand Daily Mail, September 5, 1972).'
This allowed the South African Rugby Board to suggest that al=
though they (SARB) wished to have a mixed team, the government
would not allow it. This apparently was an attempt to foil
'those, such ,as the anti-apartheid organisations in New Zealand,
.who wêr~ demanding an integrated team~ The Star (September 14,
1972) reported that the le~ders of HART (Halt All Racist Tours)
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and CARE (Citizens Association for Racial Equality) had had a tele=
phone conversation with Or. Craven, in which they had suggest8d
that if Or. Craven could persuade the government to give Coloured
players a fair chance to make the team, they would drop all plans
to disrupt the tour. In view of the previous statement it was
extremely unlikely that Dr. Craven could give such an assurance.
Mr. Vorster confirmed this: "There would be all-White Boks or
no tour", he said (cape Times, September 14. 1972). Predictably,
the opposition in New Zealand grewo

In New Zealand the Federation of Labour came out in opposition
to the tour, while the brewery and the hotel workers' unions
said they would blacklist hotels accommodating the Springbaks.
The New Zealand police meanwhile were preparing for the tour,
taking massive precautions to ensure the safety of spectators
and players (star, September 4, 11, 1972).

While plans for the tour appeared to be in jeopardy, they we~e
not, in September, moribund. The president of the New Zealand
Rugby football Union, Mr. Jack Sullivan, said that the invita=
tion to the Springboks was still open (Cape Times, September 16,
1972).

Further government intractability was displayed in the sport of
cricket. Permission for a mixed cricket match in Cape Town
was refused. The objection to the match was that it was to be
played on a ground open to the public. It appeared that mixed
sport could be played only if the venue was private. The
Minister of Sport and Recreation, who at this juncture was
still F. Waring, explained the anomaly thus: "Sir, the hone
member must understand that on a private court a non-white can
play against a white; no permit is needed". The hone member
T.C. Hughes replied: "I understand that on a private court
non-whites can play against whites. Why cannot they play on a
private cricket field as well?" The minister then replied
that it was left to the government's discretion. If the
government fell that ft match was arranged to challenge their
8p~rtá policy, thereby allowing it to become a major policy
i~sue, the 90vernment would not stand for it (H~nsard, May 2,
1972. tols. 6289-G290)
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This was the reasoning Hpparently applied to another cricket
match organised to mark the departure of ene of South Africa's
most controversial cricketers, Basil D'Oliviera. The match
was arranged by st. Augustine's (a Non-White club) who invited
three Whites to play. Subsequently, after pressure had been
exerted by White authorities, these three players withdrew
their services. Hassan Howa stated that the players had no
guts (Cape Herald, January 29, 1972). Into the breach then
stepped former Springbok cricketer Owen Wynne, who offered to
play. The Minister of Sport and Recreation in turn warned
Wynne that if he played he would be arrested. Wynne replied
that he did not think he was breaking the law, and "in any case
if it was a crime to play in a cricket match against a fellow
South African then it was time someone went to gaol for doing
so" (Odendaal, 1977 27)0 The issue was bearing all the
marks of becoming a policy issue confrontation. Mysteriously
at 11 o'clock on the night before the game the invitation to
Wynne was indirectly withdrawn. It was obvious that some form
of pressure had been exertedo Theoretically the Non-Whites
playing with Wynne would have been as guilty of any infraction
as Wynne himself: perhaps they too had been threatened with
arrest. If this was the case then SACBOC did not appear to
be as determined as Wynne to pursue the cause of multi-
racialism, and Wynne had justification for stating: "my only
satisfaction from all this was on the Monday when I was able to
tell Hassan Howa that as he had baulked at striking a blow for
integrated cricket it would be a good idea if in future he kapt
his mouth shut" (Odendaal , 1977 : 27).

Following this confusion, which had threatened tu load domestic
cricket outside the specific limitations of multi-nationalis~,
the Department of Community Development issued a ztatement that
mixed cricket matches on private grounds planned for the follow:
ing season would not be allowed; if people tried to arrange
them, ~t was added, they' would merely hasten legislation to b~n
+he~ (~~a~~~n p~n\;'~n~OHe~~ld 'u1y ~ 10??' .ft.m.on.astthis' ",Wfl.-t • ..__ .. _. ... _ ... __ .. ,_~ 1 __ ,-.I - -, ---). _ •
conf usLon ·the' Ln ternat i onaL Football Federation (FIFA) boos'téd
multi-ng,tionalism',s credibility by giving a special dispensa~.~on
to the White South African Football Association (FASA) ~hich

, "
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allowed foreign teams to participate in South Africa, and in
particular in the multi-national South African Games which were
scheduled for early 1973 (Post, July 9, 1972). This was an
unusual development from an international organisation,
especially in view of the non-racial South African Soccer
Federation's application for membership to the International
Federation. In this application the non-racial organisation
(SASF) stated that the Whites were attempting to undermine
Black unity by the policy of "divide and rule" and by requesting
the government and municipalities to bar the use of public
fields by non-racial organisations (Post, July 7, 1972). The
motivation from FIFA can only have been that FIFA regarded
multi-nationalism as progress which, if it was encouraged,
would possibly lead to greater integrational developments.

In August 1972 Dr. Koornhof was appointed to succeed F. waring
as Minister of Sport and Recreation. This was important, not
in relation to the immediate future, but in relation to the five
and a half years that he would hold the portfolio. Dr.
Koornhof's opening remarks, however, did not hold promise of
better things to come. As mentioned, he remained firmly
committed to segregated rugby and to no mixed sport at any
level other than were specified by multi-nationalism. In
October Dr. Koornhof attempted to minimise the effect of sports
isolation. Dr. Koornhof said that South Africa's isolation in
sport was being exaggerated. .Since the beginning of the year
65 overseas sportsmen or sports teams had taken part in 38
types of sport in the South African Republic. Further, South
Africans had made 122 visits to other countries to take part in
32 types of sport. These figures referred only to amateur
sport. The total nu~ber of visits overseas by South African
sportsmen and visits by sportsmen to the Republic during the
year was a record, he said (Rand Daily mail, October 31, 1972).
While Dr. Koornhof's statement was correct, his logistics had
not taken into account the real effects of isolation: South
'A"rricans could -compet e ov~erseas~~nd therefore qualify for Dr.
-:Koo-rnhof's' computations, but in many sport s they were denied- - .
the honour nf competing in an official or representative
capacit~. It also had the effect of depriving those who
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competed of their Springbok colours. South Africa was still
participating internationally, but it was becoming more diffi=
cult offi~ially. The International Amateur Athletic Federa=
tion suspended South Africa for two years, which entitled South
Africa's athletes to compete abroad as individuals only.
Furthermore, several countries in Europe advised the South
African Badminton Union that her team would not be welcome during
their overseas tour in 1973, despite South Africa'S good standing
with the International Badminton Federation (cape Times, August
31, November 7, 1971). Then in November the General Assembly of
the United Nations requested "all States to take appropriate
steps in accordance with the General Assembly resolution 2775 D
(XXVI) and to uphold the Olympic principle of non-discrimination
in sports, and to withhold any support from sporting events,
organised in violation of this principle, particularly with the
participation of racially selected teams from South Africa".
In paragraph 16 the Assembly invited all organisations, institu=
tions and information media to organise campaigns in 1973 on
various issues, including the "boycott of South Africa in sports
and in any cultural and other activities" (United Nations
General AssemblYG Resolution 2923 E (XXVII) 1972).

At the end of November New Zealand elected a Labour Government
and with it a new prime minister, mr. Norman Kirk, who served
notice on South Africa's sportsmen. Kirk said they would not
receive as sympathetic an ear as they had under the previous
National Govern~ent. The Labour Government, he said, would
totally dissociate itself from the proposed 1973 Springbok rugby
tou rof New Zea1and (Star, Nove IT!ber 27, 1972 )G. Kir k's sta t e=
ment threatened future New Zealand South African rugby rela=
tions, although in a statement by New Zealand's minister of
Sport, J. Walding, it was clear that they were not moribund.
Walding said although the New Zealand Government would not offi=
cially recognise the South African rugby tour, they would not
intervene, and the Springpoks would be entitled to full protec=
tion against demo~strators (Die Burqer, December 20, 1972) •.
Australia had also returned a new prime minister, who was less
circumspect than New Zealand's Kirk in regard to future
sporting relations with South Africa. Whitlam stated:
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"Australia will definitely sever sporting ties with South Africa
unless teams chosen purely on merit are sent to this country.
Sporting teams chosen on racial grounds will be refused permis=
sion to enter Australia for touring purposes" (Cape Times,
December 7, 1972).

~Internal opposition to multi-nationalism largely emanated from
the non-racial sports organisations. These organisations
wanted an egalitarian sports society. Some of the Non-White
organisations which had joined the White organisations obviously
cherished this objective as wello The difference was that the
non-racialists did not believe that multi-nationalism would
ever le~d to anything else in sport other than the multi-
national approach 0 I They therefore refused to co-operate wi th
the White organisations and continued to believe that only
through boycotting sport, internally and externally, would
meaningful change occur. Non-White groups who had co-operatgd
with White organisations tended towards the belief that progress
is by nature slow and that their co-operation would catalyse the
evolution. In the interim their co-operation was also useful
to the White organisations who sought to preserve international
sporting contact. When, (1972), the President of the White
South African Olympic Committee was sent to lobby the Interna=
tional Olympic Committee Executive in Japan over South Africa's
possible readmittance, Brickhill (1976 : 29) reports that he
was ~oined by two Black South Africans, the President of the
Black Olympic Committee and the head of one of the racial
sporting bodies. The impact of this confrontation is not
directly ascertainable, but the contrast to previous years must
have seemed spectacular to outside obser.vers, especially since
previous indications were of no Blacks in South African sport,
let alone in administration. Therefore, it was not surpr.ising
that after mesting the four, the International Olympic Committee
Executive passed a resolution which noted with pleasure the
~rogress in mutual participation by Whites and Non-Whites in
'international sp ce t s -ev sn t e and in national s por ts adminis tra=
~tion in_ South Ar"rica (Brickhill, 1976 : 29'!:..7
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ïhere wss less co-operation from the non-racial cricket associa=
tion (SACBOC). They met with the White South African Cricket
Association and their Black affiliate, for discussion. SACBOC
proposed a moratorium o-n .a Ll overseas cricket tours to and from
South Africa for three y~ars. The purpose of this, it was ex=
plained, was to allow time to be spent in reaching a goal of
selection on merit at all levels (Post, may 7, 1972). This

twas obviously not within the governments multi-nstional guide=
lines and an alternate suggestion was adopted: touring teams
would play against White, African, Indian and Coloured teams
(Cape Times, may 2, 1972).

The non-racial South African Amateur Swimming Federation for=
warded a suggestion to the White association that a single
national controlling body be formed to give all swimmers an
opportunity to represent South Africa on merit. This proposal
was rejected and the non-racial organisation was offered the
opportunity to affiliate to the White swimming association.
The non-racial body refused stating that it had no wish to
accept subservient status.

~AlthOU9h non-racial opposition at this point was only loosely
organised under the Ad Hoc Committee of Non-Racial Sport Organ=
isation (cfo Chapter Eleven) there was already a considerable
schism developing between non-racial and multi-national organisa~
tions. Kane Berman (1972 : 8-9) in a paper titled "Sport:
multi-nationalism versus Non-racialism", suggested that the
relations between the two factions were further bedevilled by
mistrust which derived from the Whites desire to rescue South
Africa from isolation rather than racism in sport •. Kane Berman
also suggests that in 1972 it appeared that the non-racial
organisations were gaining in number, at the expense of those
organisations who co-operated wi th U/hite associations::J

In spite of developing opposition internal and external, there
was little doubt that at the end of 1972 multi-nationalism was
to be South Afric~ls sporting idiom for the immediately fore:
seeable future;" Further change was not indicated for 1973 and
~~e'year ~as'on~ of further consolidation. The epitomisation
~f multi-nationalism was the 1973 South African Gam~s. Herein,
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a sports spectacular was created which (a) gave South African
White sportsmen international competition on a level comparable
to that of the Olympic Games, which they had been denied since
1960, (b) presented South Africans and (c) displayed to the
outside world the integrational disposition of multi-
nationalism.

Confusion as to tIle integrational disposition of multi-
nationalism manifested itself when the international controlling
body of soccer (FIFA) announced that foreign member countries
would be allowed to compete in the South African Games. This
condonement of multi-nationalism by the FIFA executive was then
challenged by the African Football Federation who claimed that
the executive did not have the right to lift the suspension
which had been imposed on South African soccer since 1964 -
that, they charged, was a matter for the congress of FIFA to
decide (Cape Time~, January 29, 1973).

At this point South Africans, primarily soccer administrators,
were delighted. Dave marais, who was chairman of the South
African Football Association, reacted by inviting a delegation
from FIFA to attend the Games at Pretoria. He stated that he
hoped to satisfy the FIFA delegation that what was being done
was"the best for soccer in South Africa and for all race groups.
He would also put a strong case for the final and permanent
lifting of the suspension imposed by FIFA (cape Times, February
3, 1973). The feeling was short-lived - a result, states
Brickhill (1976 : 31), of the direct interference of the anti-
apartheid sports faction SAN-ROC and the Supreme Council of
Sport in Africao BriekhilI maintains that these two organisa=
tions petitioned FIFA and enlightened the soccer organis~tion
as to the meaning of multi-nationalism. FIFA then made the
announcement that the suspension was replaced, and that she had
been misinformed and lead to believe that multi-national meant
multi-racial (8rickhill, 1976 : 31).

This decision placed the soccer programme of the South African
Games in jeopardy, as normally two overseas entries were
required in order for an event to qualify as an open interna=
tiorial. Dr. Koornhof consulted with mr. Marais áfter which
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it was decided that a departure from the multi-national format
would, in the case of soccer, be sanctioned. Dr. Koornhof
explained the departure by saying: "Seeing that the South
African Games - of which soccer is an Olympic sport, is a sub-
division - is an international multi-national event, the soccer
arrangements will proceed" (Argus, February 17, 1973). Horrell
(1973 : 368) reports that the Football Association (FIFA) and
its two affiliates, the South African Bantu Soccer Association
and the South African Coloured Football Association, went
ahead and selected four teams to represent the four main racial
groups. However, Horrell says the Indian team (and to a
lesser extent the Coloured one) was weakened by the fact that
many of its best players were members of the non-racial South
African Soccer Federation, another group who refused to parti=
cipate in the "racial games". This departure from formal
multi-nationalism antagonised the more conservative White in
South Africa, who obviously saw the development as a potentially
damaging to the segregationist philosophy. This antagonism
was obviously a consideration in the decision to move the soccer
venue from Pretoria to Johannesburg. The HerstigtE Nasionale
Party, which is an ultra-right-wing faction with a history of
devotion to the principle of White minority rule in South
Africa, was one of the most vociferous critics of the soccer
dispensation; consequently they claimed the shift of venue was
the result of pressure mounted by opponents of the multi-
national games. Dr. Koornhof denied this (Rand Daily Mail,
march 15, 1973), stating that the decision was based on a
greater spectator interest and better facilities in Johannes:
burg.

Contemporaneous with the soccer development was the formation
of a new swimming association in ·the Transvaal consisting
mainly of Black and Coloured swimmers. The new Non-White body
was then affiliated to the White South African Amateur Swimming
Union, with powers equal to those of a White provincial asso:
ciatione The President of the White organisation (SAASU) then
announced that in future all swimming teams would be selected
on merit. This did not, however, imply mixed teams or mixed
carnivals. However, the governme~t saw fit to offer direction,
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lest the Swimming Union drift from the predetermined path of
multi-natio~alism. Beyers Hoek, secretary for Sport, advised
the SAASU that it was wrong if it thought it would be able to
select mixed national teams on merit .. The policy had nat
changed, he said, and separate teams would have to be chosen to
represent the various race groups; Black swimmers could
compete in the games, but would have to do so as individuals
(Cape Times, February 27, 1973)0

THE SOUTH AFRICAN GAMES, 1973.

The South African Games encountered opposition internally and
externally.. Internal opposition as mentioned emanated from
the more conservative or verkrampte White South Africans and
from the non-racial sports organisations.

In the vanguard of conservative reaction was the Verwoerd Action
Group which had been established to intensify public opinion
against the multi-coloured ('bont') gameso This group regarded
the Games as the thin edge of the wedge which would eventually
-raise the Non-White and enable him to intermarry with the
Whites: wa desired objective of the enemies of South Africa'.
The Verwoerd Action Group circulated material to primary and
high schools. Hoofstad (march 14, 1973) reported that a .
circular titled 'The Verwoerd Action against Undermining in
Sport' suggested that Non-White athletes competing at the Games
would receive the same treatment as White competitors. This
was of utmost significance since sportsmen were the young people
who became leaders of the country. In a similar vein, Dr.
Albert Hertzog, leader of the breakaway conservative Herstigte
Nasionale party, blamed the liberals, suggesting that they were
breaking down the feelings among young Whites not to compete
against Blacks. He felt that the White man must remain master
(tbaas' ) in his own country; once the White man accepted the
Black as his equa~in sport he-wás only a small psychological
step away from accepting him as his political equal (Hoofstad,
April-'9, -1973).

further internal opposition emanated fron: the newly formed South .~
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African Council on Sport .(SACCS), which had become the mouth=
piece of the majority of non-racial sports organisations (cf.
Chapter Eleven). SACOS issued a statement wnich declared its
opposition to the games on the grounds that they were a
substitute for non-racial sport, a negation of the principles
of non-discrimination in sport, and were designed to maintain
racial discrimination in South African sport. SAeos felt that
merit selection was the alternative, but that it was only
possible if there were equal opportunities, equal facilities,
equal training and equal experience at all levels (Argus,
march 19, 1973). Outside South Africa the Supreme Council of
Sport in Africa (SCSA) announced that it had sent five protest
telegrams to the national Olympic committees of West Germany,
Japan, Britain, Belgium and Holland concerning their particip3=
tion in the games (Natal Witness, march 15, 1973). The South
African Non-Racial Open Committee (SAN-ROC) then denounced West
German participation in the Games, through a cable to the West
German chancellor, Willy Brandt. SAN-ROC said it was greatly
distressed at the massive German participation in the apartheid
Games. A second cable was sent to the President of the West
German Olympic Committee. It said that West German support
for South Africa was a direct insult to Africa after munich,
and a show of political support to compensate South Africa for
exclusion from the munich Games. SAN-ROC said it would call
for a total boycott of West German sport by the whole of Africa
(Natal Daily Ne~s, march 15, 1973).

The Rand Daily mail (march 15, 1973) reported that anti-
apartheid activists had mobilised in America. An anti-
apartheid group, the American Co~mittee on Africa, sent letters
of protest to champion pole-vaulter Steve Smith and four others
who planned to compete in the Games. The letters said that as
pressure to end apartheid in sport mounted in South Africa,
American athletes could make an 'important and positive' con=
tribution by disavowing ~ompetition that clashed with the
nlympic principle of non-discrimination.,
, ~
~Two ~e~ks later, the American Amateur Athletic Union banned
~f~v~ track and field stars, including world pole-vault record=
holder Steve Smi th from competing in the South Afri,?~.~Games ~ __-----,
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By a unanimous decision the National Tr~ck and Field
Board h3s voted to honour a long-standing policy of
non-involvement in Track and Field (athletics) in
South Africa.

The statement, greeted with elation by the anti-apartheid
groups, read as follows:

The move is an expression of solidarity with the
majority of African nations represented by the
Supreme Sports Council of Africa.
Whether or not the athletes from the United States
travel as individuals or not, they are construed
to represent the United States of America in
international competition.
Consequently the National Track and Field Board
deems it to be reasonable anq responsible not to
lend legitimacy to South Africa's official policy.
(Rand Daily mail, March 29, 1973)

Notwithstanding the withdrawals, the Games were officially
opened on march 23rd. Representatives, official and unoffi=
cial, included the following countries:

West Germany
America
Britain
Ireland
Switzerland
.Japan
Italy
Canada
Israel
France
Holland
Belgium
Austria
African competitors
Black, Coloured,
Indian, South
Africans

White South Africans
(South African Digest,

130 sportsmen plus 4 officials
47 sportsmen plus 6 officials
40 sportsmen plus 8 officials
28 sportsmen
25 sportsmen
17 sportsmen
14 sportsmen
14 sportsmen
12 sportsmen
11 sportsmen
11 sportsmen
10 sportsmen
10 sportsmen

175
120 sportsmen

741 sportsmen
April 3,1973)

The reaction of the media in South Africa confirmed that the
tames were an organisatiónal success (star, April 7, 1973;
~atal Witness, April 7, 1~73; Sunday Times, April 8, 197~; .~
Burger, ..April '7, 1973). .There was a dichotomy over the
greater,implications of the Games. The English-orieniated
newspapers generblly saw the Games as a progressive step away
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from the apartheid approach to sport. The Afrikaans-
orientated newspapers tended towards a more circumspect inter=
pretation, as epitomised by Hoofstad's (April 9, 1973) politi=
cal correspondent, who suggested that the Games were not a
crack in the wall of apartheid, but rather a substantiation of
the viability of the concept of multi-nationalism~ Further,
the Games illustrated clearly that the policy of apartheid meant
equal opportunities for every nation in South Africa without the
abandoning of their own identity. The Games, he suggested, were
one of the ~ost important victories that the National Party had
gained to dateo They provided further proof that all the
problems of South Africa could be solved within the framework of
the National Party policy. Although the success of the Games
predisposed the climate of White public opinion to further
change (cf. Chapter Thirteen), the government was apparently
more cognizant of the threat of a conservative backlash. On
April 15th it was stated that there would bs ~ change in sports
policy: multi-nationalism would be continued (Cape Times, April
15, 1973). Tournaments and competitions would thus continue
through 1973 and into 1974. Even with this confirmation that the
Games were not to be utilized immediately to advance the cause
of sports integration, there can be little doubting the signifi=
cance of the Gameso It was not the end of apartheid, and the
Games were at best a token gesture to Black sportsmen in South
Africa; but they did indicate a flexibility previously unknown
in the field of race relations and sport. Dr. Koornhof had
observed that the Games were "the most significant steps this
country has ever taken to improve relationships across the
colour line" (South African Digest, march 30, 1973).

In essence Dr. Koornhof was correct, but his observation was
general: more specifically it ,enabled White South Africans to
observe Blacks association with Whites at a sports level.
This event may not have metamorphosed Whita prejudice but the
nccasion must have demonstrated to the more conservative Whit~
South Africa, that racial conflict was not a compulsory by-
~roduct of integration, albeit in a limited, strictly controlled
format. In South Africa's gradual move away from the strict
apartheid approach to sport, the Games in 1973 were a valuable
development.
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FURTHER MULTI-NATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS IN 1973 AND 1974

multi-nationalism found manifold forms of expression following
\

the 1973 Games: almost as a reaffirmation of the commitment to
the subjacent ideological principles of separatism. Horrell
(1973 : 366) reports that for some twenty years a popular multi-
racial soccer league had existed at Tongaat in Natal. Black,
Coloured or Indian teams, or teams consisting of all three
groups, had come at weekends from surrounding small towns to
play matches at the Watson Park stadium~ which had been donated• •to all the people of Tongaat by the Saunders family. Later,
when the Group Areas Act was proclaimed in 1950, the stadium
was included in the Indian areao During June 1973 the police
warned players that they were liable to prosecution under the
Group Areas Act if sportsmen, other than Indian sportsmen,
played in that area. Sportsmen continued to do so and the
police demanded lists of the players and addresses of the club
officials.

About a fortnight later, the Town Clerk of the (multi-racial)
Town Board wrote to the chairman of the soccer league, stating
that although the Board had been pleased to encourage sport at
the stadium between any members of the community, it had been
advised by a higher authority that inter-racial sport was not
permissible unless a permit had been granted under the Group

-Areas Act. The Board later confirmed that it was no longer
able tG make the Watson Park Stadium available to the commu=
nity for the purpose of multi-racial sport, unless a-permit
authorizing the fixture"was issued (Rand Daily Mail, June 19,
20, 25, 29, 1973).

In Durban a multi-racial cricket club was formed. The Aurora
Club then applied for permission to play in the White second
league matches of White clubs in that city. This was obviously
throwing down the gauntlet at the government and multi-
nationalism, and by way of reply Dr. Koornhof warned cricketers
~hat the government_would not allow mixed sport at club, pro=
vincialor national levels. He would not allow government
~olicy to be flouted, he said: "Knowing what the policy of
the Government is, it appears that these parsons who agitate
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that the :lo r 8 ctions d0 in fact havepa lit i ca]. mot i ve b eh i nd the m "
Cc a !? e Tim es, Jun e 2 9, 1 9 7:5 ) • H0 ill eve r , th (l A u l' 0ra Cri cket C.lu b

was not legally obliged to cease its sporting activities (cf.
Chapter Nine). ,

But its continued existence was an embarras~=
men t tom uI tjv-n ati0na 1ism; it flout edt he pre ce pt s , ase xp 1a i n 8d

by Dr. Koornhof; it also suggested a viable alternative to
multi-nationalism: multi-racialism, and it suggested that con~
tact at a club level between Black and White sportsmen did not
necessarily cause racial friction.

Although from Dr. Koornhof's statements there wes still an
unequivocal commitment to multi~nationalism in sport, thore w~re
those within the Nationalist Party who suspected possible devi3=
tion from the predetermined line of separate sport. Delegé'tes
at the National Party's Transvaal congress requested a clórifi~
cation of the sports policy fr om DI'. Koornhof. They fel t ·C~181'e

u.a s great confusion and that the policy W3S so c oraoLi.cet ed t l.et
the voters could not understand it. They s8id it was i~~crtBi'~
that the policy should I.:!..Ptgive the impression thet the 98\'01'::=
ment was on the road to integration.

Dr. Koornhof's reply was an assurance that integration in sport
on a cl ub , prov inci aI or na t .ioriaI 1evel was out of the C:U88 ti. Of1

in 1973 or in the future; it would not, he adDed, b8come the
thin edge of the wedge by which integration would be for::ed on
South Africa. The government would never give way to ex t ernaI
pressure, he said, delegates did not need to be afraid th~t the
government would make concessions, as National policy was so
beautifully pure and correct that it could evan 8vclva logically
in the sphere of sport (Die Burger, Septembe~ 14, 1973). He
also mentioned that the government was drê:dting J.egislatiOIl to
prevent the Aurora Cricket Club from playing' against Ulhite
clubs on private grounds. Or. Koornhof said the law already
prohibited integr~ted spo~t on public grounds but integreted
spo-rts meetings -on private ground's had not been envisaged by

l~w-makars:~Capa Times, September 14, 27, 1973).
; .
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·The threatened legislation preventing mixed sport on private
grounds was presented as an Amendment to the Group Areas Act
36 of 1966. Full details of Proclamation R228 will be dealt
with in Chapter Nine. Let it suffice at this juncture, to
say the clause of particular concern stated that any person
who was at any time present in or upon any land or premises in
a controlled area, or in a group area, as the case may be, for
a substantial period, without necessary permission, was liable-----to prosecution (Die Burger, October 6, 1973). Infringements
carried R400 fines or two years imprisonement, or both. The
efficiency of the new legislation was doubted, however, from
the moment of introduction. The problem arose from the defi=
nition of what actually constituted 'a substantial period of
time'. The Aurora Cricket Club felt that there was sufficient
laxity in interpretation and announced that they would continue
to play mixed cricket. It is interesting that when questioned
Dr. Koornhof (Koornhof, 1978) stated that no-one had been pro=
secuted under Proclamation R2289 indicating that any court
would indeed have difficulty interpreting 'a substantial period
of ti me' •

This may have been deliberate so as not to destroy the progress
which had been made in South African sport and to prevent
further criticism internally and externally. In such a delibe=
rate manoeuvre there was a considerable political risk if the
conservatives, who had demanded a positive reply to the Aurora
Cricket Club, felt that Proclamation R228 had been left delibe=
ratelyopen ended. Professor van Niekerk of the Natal Law
Faculty, saw the nebulosity of Proclamation R228 in more
simplistic terms: he opined that Dr. Koornhof and his advisers
had become the victims of their own expediency (Cape Times,
October 9, 1973). As a result it appeared that Proclamation
R228 was of use only as a vague threat.

Confronted with the continuing intransigence of multi-
nationalism, opposition towards this policy continued to grow;
-?~ the beginning of June 1973 Hassan Howe announced that his asso=
9ation ~es going to apply to the International Cricket Confe=
renee for recognition. Mr. Howe indicated thet he had received
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personal assurance frDm the West Indies that any movement in
this direction would receive unofficial support (Odendaal,
1977 : 14). It was the first determined attempt to undermine
the White-dominated South African Cricket Union; it was an
attempt that met with resistance from the South African Govern=
ment. mr. Howa's passport was withdrawn and he was not able- _- -_ ... -- _- __ .--

to travel to London to present SACBOC's request to the Inter=
national Cricket Conference (star, June 6, 1973; Odendaal,
1977 : 14).

INTERNATIONAL OPPOSITION GROWS

The New Zealand Government, following the earlier deprecatory
remarks of its Prime Minister, finally inter~ened and cancelled
the Springbok rugby tour to New Zealand which was scheduled for
the middle of 19730 It was a success for the anti-ap8rtheid
sports pressure groups in New Zealand who had threatened public
disorder and unrest if the tour went ahead.

Die Buroer (April 11, 1973) in an editorial endorsed the South
African Govern~ent's attitude of not capitulating to the demands
for a multi-racial team. Die Burger opined that there was no
comparison between an event such as the South African Games and
rugby, especially Springbok rugby, where there were old senti=
ments and tradition at stake. However, six weeks later Dr.
Craven made an appeal to the government for greater leniency in
its sports policy. He wanted Coloureds to be considered for
South African international rugby teams (Hoofstad, June 29,
1973).

In July New Zealand again declared its opposition to the multi-
national sports concept taking South Africa to task over two
more sporting events. The first concerned women's tennis.
The Federation Cup tou~nament, which South Africa had hosted in
1972, was to be hosted by New Zealand in 1973. The Rand Daily
Mail (July.27..:. 1973) reported that New Zealand's Prime Minister
had informed the New Zealand tennis authorities that a South
'A_fr,icant eam would only be acceptable if it were selected on
merit. Mr. Blen Franklin, South Africa'S Lawn Tennis Union
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president, assured the International Lawn Tennis Federation
that the team would be selected on merit. However, mr. Franklin
was obviously concerned at the possible interpretations of the
word 'merit'. It seemed likely that New Zealand would not
accept South Africa's interpretation, because as he pointed out
to the Federation, they (the Federation) had ruled that the
tournament would be held in New Zealand only if the authorities
there accepted entries from all__!!!-.B'mbercountries wishing to
participate. Alternatively, the venue would be switched to
Italy. The answer and the veiled intimidation did not appeal
to mr. Kirk: further discussions were held.

New Zealand's second point of conflict with South Africa and her
sports policy occurred in the area of women's bowls. Horrell
(1973 : 375) reports that South Africa was one of the founder
members of the International Women's Bowling Board which arranged
for the world championships to be held in New Zealand that
December. The South African team was selected and comprised
five White players. The team was then informed, by the Presi=
dent of the New Zealand Union, that they would not be admitted.
The New Zealand Association had consulted the Prime minister
after a protest had been received from Zambia, concerning South
Africa'S entry. In the interests of other participating coun=
tries (and undoubtedly bearing in mind that the Commonwealth
Games in New Zealand were only nine months away), South Africa's
entry was refused (Rand Daily mail, July 24, 1973). New
Zealand'S Prime minister delivered another tirade concerning
sporting contact with South Africa in Septembero He said:
"New Zealand sporting teams playing all-White sides before
segregated audiences in South Africa would tarnish New Zealand's
multi-racial reputation" (cape Times, September 5, 1973).

In Britain the anti-apartheid movement displayed its determina=
tion to maintain pressure on South Africa. The major anti-
apartheid organisation, the South African Non-Racial Olympic
Committee (SAN-ROC), along with Peter Hain, the leader of the
stop the Seventy Tour campaign, The Young Liberals, the
~ational Union of Students and the African National Congress-in-
exile, joined forces and formed a new organisation Stop the
Apartheid Rugby Tour (SART). The prime objective of this
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organisation was to obtain the cancellation of the proposed 1974
British Isles Rugby tour to South Africa (Sunday Express, August
5, 1973).

The General Assembly of the United Nations lent its voice to
the South African issue in December 1973.
issued the following statement:

The General Assembly

Commands Governments which have boycotted, and organ=
isations and individuals that have campaigned for the
boycott of exchanges with racially selected sports
teams from South Africa.
Calls upon all Governments which have not yet done
so.
(a) To take all necessary action to ensure the
cessation of exchanges with South African sports
teams selected in violation of the Olympic princi=
pIe.
(b) To draw the attention of national sports organ=
isations to the provisions of United Nations resolu=
tions on apartheid in sports.
(c) To deny any assistance or recognition to
exchanges with racist sports teams from South Africa.
(d) To end all cultural, educational and civic con=
tacts and exchanges with racist institutions in
South Africao (United Nations General Assembly.
Besolution 3151 G (XXVIII). 1973)

World opposition to South Africa's sports policy during 1973,
extended also to boycotting events in which South Africa partiei=
pated, and suspending South Africa from international competi=
tions and sports organisations. However, Dr. Koornhof sug=
gested that the effect of this action was being exaggerated:
"Of 72 registered amateur sports, only 10 have not been repre=
sented at an international level in 1973. Of the 72, 43
participated overseas and 48 were hosts to tours from abroad".
The Department of Sport and Recreation in its annual report
X1973 : 23-29) also pointed out the following statistics:
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-Visits to South Africa 1972
Percentage

1973 Increase/Decrease
Number of sports
Number of countries

37
36

48 29.73%
44 <, 22.22%

Visits abroad
Number of sports
Number of countries

37
21

43
25

16.22%
19.05%

Number of sports where
representatives compe:
ted at an international
level 59 62

Number of sports in which
representatives did not
compete at international
level 13 10

Although they degraded the effect of sporting isolation, the
statistics did not consider in their computation whether South
Africans were competing abroad as individuals or official
representatives. In many cases it was in the capacity of
individuals, and this created the effect remarked on during the
year by Dr. Craven. He said the impact of the sports boycott
was obvious when the form of South African cricketers was com:
pared with that of a touring Derek Robins Xlo South African
batsmen were nervous and tentative, which Dr. Craven felt,
illustrated the lack of international competition (Cape Times,
November 13, 1973). Although Dr. Craven's conclusions were
based solely on observation, they did underscore one of the
major effects of sports isolation not determinable through
statistical evaluation: a deterioration in international sport:
ing t.echnique and expertise.

(Ca~o Times, April 11, 1974). This failed and the British

This by-product of sports isolation was obviously considered a
small price to pay for the maintenance of South Africa's sport:
ing status qUOo South Africa's sports policy therefore
endured 1973 with its tenets intact and its multi-national para:
meters firmly aligned. However, pressure against multi-
nationalism continued to grow in 1974. In Britain an attempt
was made to propose legislation to curb British sports tours to

.
countries, such 85 South Africa, that practised discrimination

Lions rugby team remained free to undertake its tour of South
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Africa. However, the tour was to create further controversy.
Kenya, singularly displeased, announced that she would boycott
all United Kingdom sport if the Lions tour went ahead. A week
after this threat, when no announcement of, any can ceLl at Lo n was
made, Kenya proved true to her word and broke of all sporting
links with the United Kingdom, citing the forthcoming Lions
rugby tour as the reason. Uganda and Nigeria then followed
suit. Britain showed considerable concern at these develop=
ments. The Minister of Sport, Dennis Howell, suggested that
all sports should not be punished because of the actions of
others. He stated:

While the British government appreciates the views of
the African countries, and has made authoritative
public statements to this effect, I feel it is unwise
of them to take retaliatory action against sports
which have no responsibility for the event concerned
and where international sporting bodies will not
accept South African participation in their cOGpeti=
tion.. (Cape Times, fl'lay9, 1974)

African Relations to Nairobi. Joan Nestor, as Minister

Britain also directed her embassy staff in South Africa to hsve
no official or unofficial contact with the British Rugby Lions.
This was not sufficient to mollify the Supreme Council of Sport
in Africa who announced that they too would boycott all British
sport .. Britain then dispatched her British Minister for

concerned, was to placate Kenyan authorities and explain that the
British Rugby Lions, in spite of their name, were a private
sporting team and that the British Government could not stop them
visiting South Africa. Kenya and the Supreme Council of Sport
later announced t~at they would reduce their boycott to British
rugby (Rand Daily mail, May 21, 27, 1974).

Japan, in June 1974, announced that she would be closing her doors
to all South African sportsmen, even individu~ls. She also
announced the end of cultural and educational exchanges (cape

• • • 7

Time-s, June 8, 1974)_ The World ~hess federation suspended
So~th ~fricB in June the s~spensi~n ~eaning n~n-participation
until there was no racial discrimination in chess in South
Atrica (~tar, June 27, 1974). Although the British Lions rugby
team had arrived in ffi8Y 3nd thereby re-established rugby contact
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for South Africa at the international level, the tour was
underscoring the effect of isolation. The British team was
immensely successful, which raised the question of whether
isolation was contributing to the inferior showing of the South
African teams. Die Vaderland (June 25, 1974) felt that an
urgent look at the obstructionists who weFe keeping South Africa
out of international sport, was neededo Die Vaderland's com=
ment suggested that it was gradually being realised that an
inordinate amount of damage was being done to South Africa's
major sport, as a result of her political ideology. With
international sport being the vastly different game that it is,
South Africa'S isolation and deprivation of regular international
rugby contact meant that she did not benefit from the free
interchange of ideas that is the by-product of international
sporting contacto The indications were that her major sport,
rugby, was regressing in the desert of isolationism. The
government nonetheless showed that it was not allowing itself to
be cajoled into mixed rugby, when Dr. Koornhof rejected a
request for two Blacks to be allowed to play in an invitation
Barbarian/Quagga's team which was due to play against the Lions
(cape Times, June 20, 1974).

South African sport was embroiled in further controversy in July
1974. when she was literally thrown out of the World Gymnastics
championships in Bulgariap This was after much debate, as
first the Int8rnational Gymnastics Federation stripped Bulgaria,
who had refused to issue visas to South African competitors, of
the right to hold the contest. The Bulgarians then called a
special meeting ~nd defeated this· proposal, after which South
Africa was not allowed to compete (cape Times, July 22, 1974).

Controversy was not confined solely. to Gymnastics. A South
African &hletics team, which included a Black South African,
Titus mamabola, had been competing in Europe. In Naples,

. ~-

_ygandan, Tunisian and Kenyan athletes refused to compete against
4IIam_abola,.s o the entire South African team walked out of the
~eeting.~n protest (star, July 3, 1974). Earlier, in a meeting
in paris, the communist countries had participated only on con:
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dition that the South African team was not officially presented
and the South African flag was not flown (Star, June 6, 1974).

In August Italy announced that all sporting ties with South
Africa were to be severed (cape Times, August 23, 1974).
llihether the response was the result of Italy's statement, or
whether it was a culminati~g effect, is difficult to ascertain;
but a day later two Transvaal Nationalist oriented newspapers
criticised the government for not implementing their liberal
sports policy quickly enough. They said that sport was on the
brink of total isolation, and that only multi-racial teams
selected on merit could alleviate the situationo The Qg£~nd=
blad (August 24, 1974) said that the sport policy with all its
consequences should either be implemented immediately, or it

should be accepted that it was a waste of time merely t~ying to
postpone the sad day of sports isolation. There was no time
left for a gradual evolution of policyo It added that by the
time the policy reached its 'final stage of evolution all inter=
national sporting ties would be lost. At this crucial point
the Oggendblad was showing more insight than had previously been
displayedo At no stage had Nationalist sports policy suggested'
an evolution to multi-racial or merit-selected teams. ffiulti-
nationalism alone was the purported goal. The Oggendblad was
presuming that multi-nationalism would lead to multi-racialism,
an idea which had been refuted, up to this point by Nationalists.
Die Vaderland (August 24, 1974) also expressed concern about the
probable future of South African sport, although their suggestion
of a solution was more Nationalist-orientatedo Die Vaderland
suggested selecting teams that were representative of all ·of.
South Africa's population groups: this state of affairs, it
suggested, would only exist until the Black homelands become
independent.

Elsewhere, the question of full merit selection was being dis=
cussed as a possibili ty, and -the question of Springbok colours
was again raised. On this occasion, forty Springboks called
f.nr the Springbok ""Elmblem'to be awarded to all races. Dr.
Ko~rnhof ~éplied that "evan if ~ -alack were selected for a South
ATric~n team, he 'would not be awarded the Springbok emblem.'
The Springbok had been and would remaih a llihite~ymb~l(Sunday
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Times, August 25, 1974). On September 9th Hoofstad presented
an editorial which called for merit selection in rugby and
cricket. Hoofstad pointed out that this did not mean that
mixed sport should be played on a club, provincial or national
level, other ways could be used to compile a representative
team consisting of the best players from other racial groups.
merit teams in rugby and cricket, it perorated, were going to
have to come, if not in 1974 then in the near future.

At this point the government displayed a steadfast commitment to
multi-natl·onall·sm. Dr Koornhof ·t t d th t• rel era e e governmen 's
viewpoint:

With regard to the present speculation about so called
merit teams in rugby and cricket, the policy of the
Government has been put repeatedly and the position is
unchangedo The putting of view points on this in the
public press serves no purpose and does not promote
sport. (cape Times, September 9, 1974)

This intractability did not help South Africa in her interna=
tional sports relations, and Italy announced that she would
refuse to play against South Africa in the interzone Davis Cup
tennis final unless the matches took place at a neutral venue.
A special meeting of the Davis Cup Nations Committee was organ=
ised, and it was declared that South Africa's Ellis pgrk stood
as the venue and that Italy would have to play there or forfeit
the tie (Rand Daily mail, September 5, 1974).

In October it appeared as though the South African Government
realised: (a) that the continued build-up of pressure against
South Africa's sports policy was not going to ebate of its own
accord or because of limited concessions made to Black sports=
men by multi-nationalism; (b) that there ~as in South Africa
an increasingly receptive climate (mainly the media) as epito=
mised in Hoofstad's (October,", '974) editorial, wherein the
enemies of South Africa were castigated and the suggestion was
made that the time was ripe for further change in South African
sport which 'urouLd assist -Ln ~tren'"9thenihg the arguments 'of
South Af-riea's "friends. Hoofstad felt 'that if Non-Whites were
chosen in '8 .Sout'h African ,rugby team, as requested by the French
Rugby Union, it would be easier for the president of the FRU,
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mr. Ferasse, and his Minister of Sport, to stand up to the
communists.

On October 14th 1974, Dr. Koornhof addressed parliament. He
first assured the house that progress in sport had been possible
because it had been built on a foundation of multi-nationalism
(Hansard, October 14, 1974.

"'----.--Colso 5225-5317). He then went on
to explain how he envisaged the development of the sports
policy. Firstly, sport would be practised and administered by
the various population groups on all the various levels within
a national context. Secondly, the national sporting bodies of
the various population groups, each on the road to self deter:
mination, would be able to enter into their own relations with----- ---- .--- - .----------- - .__ -------------------- - - - -_----

similar sporting bodies of other nation5. Thirdly, individual
sportsmen and women would be able to rise te· the highest interna:
tional level. Fourthly, within South Africa full opportunities
would be afforded for inter-nation and international competition.
fifthly, organised participation in sport within this framework
would be encouraged among all natio~s in South Africa. Sixthly,
co-ordination on the highest administrative level among the
sporting bodies of the various population groups in South Africa
would be brought about. Seventhly, the development of organ=
ised sport would be related to the social and political develop=
ment of the respective population groups (Hansard, October 14s
1974. Colso 5303-5306).

The Minister then stated: "It is the standpoint of the Govern=
ment that all the Olympic sports, as was decided by the Govern=
ment of Dr. Verwoerd in 1962, may select an inter-nation team
on merit, consisting therefore of the best individuals of al+
the natjons in S~uth Africa to represent South Africa under
the Scuth African flag until the Non-White nations become
independent and conclude their own sport relations as Lesotho,
Swaziland and Botswana ara already doing" (Hansard, October 14,
1974. Col~ 5305).

The next-peint the "mi~ist8r ~ent ~n ~o make was that national
:SPO:l't-~ein 'which p ar t Lc Lpan tei.c ompe t ed in bona fide world
championships, for example, 'the Federation Cup for women and
the Davis Cup for men in the case of tennis, and the Eisenhower
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Cup (amateur) and the P.G.A. World championship in the case of
golf, it would be possible to choose an inter-national team on
merit, with th~ same qualifications as above.

With regard to cricket and rugby (which did not fall into any
of the above categories), Dr. Koornhof said that the historic
developments of these varieties of sport would force relations
with the associations of the various rugby- and cricket-
playing countries to be maintained by the White Cricket
"Association and the White Rugby Board, as had always been the
case. The various Non-White nations would then have to con=
elude their own cricket and rugby relations, as it was not
possible to establish a cQ-ordinat~~g body, either for cricket
or for rugby (Hansard, October 14, 1974. Cols. 5306-531ó).

Before Dr. Koornhof's policy is analysed further, it must be
mentioned that there was another incident which was discussed
in parliament, and which had further implications for South
African sport. Problems had arisen in South African tennis
when India refused to play South Africa in the final of "the
Davis Cup. Dr. Koornhof had heard that a mr. A.S. Pilay was
going to India, and so he had arranged a meeting between mr.
Pilay and himself (Race Relations News, November 2, 1974).
mr. Pilay then reported (Rand Daily mail, October 14, 1974)
that the minister of Sport had given him two dramatic assura~ces
about mixed sport: (a) That if India sent a cricket team to
South Africa, a multi-racial team would be picked to oppose it;
(b) That apartheid in South African sport would disappear
completely.

•••• indicated that he (mr. Pil~y) should say in India
that our policy in South Africa, as ! indicated again
this afternoon, is not based on discrimination on the

""grounds of race or colour_ I have also told him "
-that if mr. "Khanna (Secretary of the All-India Lawn
'T~nnis Association) means by apartheid in sport dis=
crimination on grounds of colour or race, I can give
him ~he assurance that apartheid is disappearing
from sport in South Africa.

The last assurance was dramatic indeed, and, if it was substan=
tiated, indicated a departure or change in the very basis of
South African Nationalist thinking. Or. Koornhof then stated
in parliament (Hansard, October 14, 1974. Cols. 5311-5312):
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The implication was immediately seized upon by journalists, and
with much elation aligned with the sports policy. The elation
would have been tempered somewhat if Dr. Koornhof's statement
had been more closely scrutinised. Dr. Koornhof's last
statement was an exercise in syntax and semantics. He had
defined apartheid in his terms and then suggested that South
Africa was moving away from it, because it implied discrimina=
tion on grounds of race or colour. Apartheid was the separate
development of separate nations. It was an argument propoun=
ded by Hoofstad (October 15, 1974). In an editorial the com=
ment was mAde that other countries should take note of the

extent to which South Africa's sports policy had developed along
the path to the total eradication of discrimination on the grounds
of race or colouro It added that the government deserv8d praise
and thanks for its attempts at keeping South Africa in interns=
tional sporto However, delight was to be short-lived. On 29
October, 1974, India refused to mest South Africa in the Davis
Cup final, and issued the following statement (Rand Daily mail,
October 30, 1974): "That in the absence of any assurance for
the removal of racial discrimination and starting of integrated
and mixed play in all sports in the country at national and
international levels, India is not in a position to play South
Africa"o

/

The sports policy statement in October 1974 was a compromise.
The variables which contrived to produce this compromise were
world opinion, which demanded the abolition of racial discrimi=
nation in sport, and the media, which were demanding that fur=
ther adjustments be made in South Africa's sport pulicy. Parti:
cularly important was the involvement of the Afrikaans press.
At the other extr~me, exerting considerable pressure, was a fac=
tion of conservative opinion which wished to see the Verwoerdian
principles of separatism adhered to in sport. The Nationalist
Party's problem was how to make the concessions, which enlight=
ened and world opinion were demanding, without (a) appearing to
c~de to world'opinion, (b) abandoning Nationalist principlei of
apartheid ~nd'separate development, or (c) losing support from
-ihe'ulti~:cons~rvative faction within the National Party itse'",
As a res uIt, mul ti -na tianal ism was sti11 a dominan t t hem= ..:1:-_:-

.r-:"':
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this policy statement, although there was a definite attempt to
move away from 1971·s format. The dissolution of Open Inter=
nationals allowed teams to mix at the national level, which had
not been condoned in 1971. The selection of national teams
irrespective of race was another concession in 1971 terms, merit
selection not being a consideration in 1971. While the couching
of the statement in Nationalist terminology may have confused the
conservative faction, and therefore mollified their ideological
opposition, it did not placate opposition from non-racialists
opposed to multi-nationalism. Ebrahim Patel, secretary of the
non -r ac ial South Af rican Rugb y Un i on, sa.i_dth e co nc es si ons uiere

---------- -- ---- -+---- ----------- --- - -- ----
not primarily in the interests of Black people in South Africa, or
made out of g60dwill towards Black people. Rather, they were
piece-meal adaptations of a confused and incomprehensible sports
policy made for overseas consumptiono He flJrther stated:

This is further illustrated by the fact that the
concessions come at a time when South Africa is
virtually begging to play India in the Davis Cup
final. It lacks spontaneity and goodwill and
there seems to be little for my union to rejoice
about. (Cape Times, October 16, 1974)

Hassan Howa was even more condemning. He said:

The utterances of the National Party m.p.ls fill
me with a feeling of deep contempt, mixed with
pity. Contempt because they are still filled
with the idea that South Africans are only white
people. I feel pity for the National Party and
its supporters. Here I include those stooges
who wish to tell the world that South Africa is
moving towards non-racial sport by these dis=
honest concessions ••00 Politicians should leave
sports administrators to sort out where or with
whom we should play. (cape Times, October 16,
1974)

Anti-apartheid movements outside South Africa showed that they
were unimpressed by South Africa's concessions. The movement
Against Racism, Anti-Semitism and for Peace (mRAP) in france
w~s joined in Octoper by 21 other organisations, including the
_french _Co.nrnun Ls t Party and _.t he Roman Catholic International
, :

f~mmission "for Justice and _Peace, which threatened to disrupt
the Springbok rugby tour of france in November. There were
also threats of travel-hampering tactics when the Springbaks'
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._p l-ailest, 0ppedin Zaire --Cr~and -0~-.flY !Ylail, 0ctob er 26, 1974 )•
The tour came about amid demonstrations, and the expressed
dis appr 0 val 0 f Inany Fren ch !Ylem bers 0 f Par 1iam ent/-and pol itic al
figures, who had earlier registered their disapproval of the
tour by signing a letter drafted by the !Ylove~ent Against
Racialism asking the French President d'Estaing to cancel theI .

tour. The Springboks were apparently untroubled by the demon=
strations, although Greyvenstein (1974 : 235) seys the play was
generally uninspiring. In the middle of December 1974, the
General Assembly of the United Nations indicat6d that it was
not satisfied by the concessinns which the South African

Government had introduced, and in
passed a further resolution (3324
paragraph (c» which requested all

accordance with thjs feeling
E (XXIX) of December 16,
governments "to prohibit all

cultural, educational, scientific, sporting and other contacts
with the racist rêgime and with organisations or institutions in
South Africa which practise apartheid" (United Nations General
Assembly. Resclution 3324 E (XXIX), 1974)0

Further disapprobation greeted Dr. Koornhof when he undertook a
trip to London to hold meetings with cricket and rugby dele=
gates. Dr. Koornhof did not guarantee multi-racial sport in
the immediate future; instead he informed them of the progress
madeQ He said cricket and rugby had not come under the syno=
nomous multi-nationaljmulti-racial billing in his October
announcement (cape Times, December 10, 1974). When he met with
French authorities, the response was in a similar vein; espe=
cially as he refused to give permission for a South African
multi-racial rugby team to play again~t a French team, during
the projected rugby tour of the Republic in 1975. This refusal
threatened to har~ the relationship between the French rugby
organisation and the South African body, and the 1975 tour it=
self. This relationship had established itself as one of the
most consistent that South Africa had had with any of the major
r,ugby .~laying nations, wi ~h the French maintaining contact
irrespective of th~ pressure against this association. The
,attitude of the French :must therefore have been viewed with
,~larm ~y ~ou~h African;rugby·administrators and governmental
adviserso Antagonism·of the French could lead to a total rugby
isolation. The conservative faction in South Africa could
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also see the pressure -d~v~ïopTng-- f·o~·-a·_·co-~-c-~~sionto be rnade ,
Two ministers moved promptly to allay conservative fears that
mixing might be imminent. Dr. Treurnicht, who had been in
the vanguard of conservative thought, announced that those

,
people who were talking about mixed rugby and cricket teams
were not interpreting official National Party policy, but were
merely thinking wishfully. In reply to a remark that 76
of South Africa's 78 sports were already mixed, Dr. Treurnicht
said he was referring to cricket and rugby, which were not
Olympic sports as all the others were. The rules of the Oly~=
pics required that teams should represent countries, not (

---------------nations. South Africa, therefore, had no choice. He said
this was merely a transitional arrangement. The ideal remained
to make all the nations self-sufficient in all matters, inclu=
ding sport, so that each could be represented by its own people
at international level (Cape Times, FeDruary1S, 1975). There
seemed to be a power-struggle looming, as on February 25th
Oro mulder, minister of Interior and Information, confirmed Dr.
Treurnicht's statement. He said that the government would no~
permit merit selection of teams for the proposed French rugby
tour which was to take place later in the year (cape Times,
February 22, 1975).

While the public at large had endorsed the policies of the
Nationalists in the April 1974 election, there was still strong
opposition within the cabinet to mixed sport. Dr. Treurnicht
had been appointed to a key oabinet position, becoming Deputy
minister of Bantu Administration and Education, and it was
obvious that he could dig in and obstruct verligtes like Dr.
Koornhof. Treurnicht and m~lder obviously gambled on the
belief that Vorster would not swing all his power behind
Koornhof and sport, thus risking National unity for the sake
of rugby and cricket.

Thus it appeared that in 'february the possible distension of
~atiDnalist _ideology in the sports of rugby and crioket had
beeh effectively shelved. This of course jeopardised the
¢r6jected french rugby tour, sinoe the french had requested a
game against a multi-racial South African team. Dr. Craven
was obviously annoyed by developments, and attempted to mini=
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mise any effect that Mulder and Treurnicht could have by
stating: "We deal with the Minister of Sport, Dr. Koornhof,
not Dr. Mulder" (Argus, February 24, 1975). But the die
seemed to have been cast: multi-nationalism would remain as
it was, without greater movament or further straying from
Verwoerd's principles. It was a belief that Vorster tried to
encourage in a February speech:

And now, my friends, we have entered the third decade
of our policy. We have imparted status to peoples,
separate peoples; we have given them governments.
We have given them people to be in charge of those

-----·--i~_f!{n~J.e~;J~sa~~t-h;~V1I\E?~P~::--fs~~~Ju~also;m6ë~fJ;~~-·_·
they are leaders of their nations and I am the
leader of my nation. I respect them as leaders
of their peoples and I speak to them very frankly
and I tell them: Look, I am not prepared - and we
must understand one another very clearly - to give
you a say over my people, not today, not tomorrow
either. But I will not have a say over you for
all time either. You must lead your own people,
and we are now in the era, the third decade, in
which we must face up to the multi-nationalism of
our policy, for out of it certain consequences are
going to arise. Certain consequences have already
risen from it in the field of sport, and certain
consequences will arise from it in every other
sphere, and I shall face those consequences square=
ly, in the knowledge that my policy is aimed at
that, and the corner stone of my policy is that I
wish to preserve the identity of the Whites, that
I also wish to preserve the sovereignty of the
Whites over themselves at all times. If this is
the case then I am prepared - and Dr. Verwoerd
foreshadowed this in his time - to face the conse=
quenees of multi-nationalism squarely. (Hansard,
February 7, 1975. Cols. 384-385)

Vorster's speech was an attempt at placating the more conserva=
tive White opinion; it reassured this faction that the deve=
lopment of multi-nationalism would not compromise the approach
of Verwoerd, multi-nationalism would not threaten the identity
of the Whites. However, in speaking about 'certain conse=
_quences' Vorster also intimated that the 1974 policy announce=
mgnt on sport may not be 'absolute. The announcement when it
did come in march 1975 marked the beginning of greater devia=
tion within the parameters of multi-nationalism; a deviation
which was to direct South African sport closer than just a
semantical aligriment to multi-racial spor t ,
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mULTI-RACIALIsm AND SOUTH AFRICAN SPORT IN 1977

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL PRESSURE ON SOUTH AFRICAN SPORT

At the end of 1974, des~ite the October spoits policy annou~ce=
ment, it was apparent that world opinion was hardening ag3inst
South Africa's re-entry into international sporto The recep=
tion which Dr. Koornhof received when he had talks with British
rugby and cricket delegates, and with French rugby delegates,
at the end of 1974, left little doubt that greater change in
South Africa's sports policy would need to be forthcoming if
South Africa cherished any desire to maintain her international
sports contacts, especially in rugby. Further distension of
the multi-national parameters would not suffice; the French
Rugby Union were demanding, as a pre-condition to the 1975 rugby
tour, a degree of mixing hitherto unprecedented. The French
wanted to play against a team which included Blacks and Whites
a multi-racial South African team. This was a clear deviation
from the demarcations of multi-nationalism which had seen
separate Black and Coloured teams, but never mixed teams.
Separate teams theoretically representi~g separate nations were

. .

acceptable to the~adherents of separate development; integrAted
tsams:would gainsay this basic philosophy.

At the beginning of march 1975 it appeared that the National
p~rty would remain bound by its more conservative element to
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maintaining the status guo •. Appearances conveyed the idea that
National party unity was a far higher prerogative than the
advance towards multi-racialism in South African sport. The
announcement which came on march 4th was therefore something of
a gamble. It was a gamble which challenged the ideological
commitment of the more conservative faction within the National
party, which had openly opposed any form of mixing in rugby and
cricket, and which had repeatedly asked for assurances that
multi-national sport would not lead to further mixingo The
odds, however, were considerably shortened in Vorster's favour.
At the 1974 election the most vociferous critic of the National
party's sports policy, the Herstigte Nasionale Party, had failed
to win a seato While not automatically a mandate for further
change it was a positive indication. Vorster was also
reasonably assured of a favourable reception from the media
which had been agitating for further implementation of the
sports policyo The electorate, a great many of whom were rugby
orientated, would hardly supply' a negative reaction to an
announcement which would virtually assure them international com=
petition in White South Africa's number one sporto The speech
on March 4th made by Dr. Koornhof almost certainly saved the 1975
french rugby tour, it also introduced a branch called multi-
racialism, which would run ~ff the multi-national continuum and
initiate and consolidate its own parallel development. Dr.
Koornhof's statement read:

At the request of the french Rugby Union, the Govern=
ment had decided that the South African Rugby Board
may arrange a special match in which an invitation
team consisting of the various nationals of South
Africa may participateo

In view of t ho fact that this tour is the South
African Rugby Board's tour, the team will be selected
by in~itation by the Rugby Board. It will not in=
clude mixed trials, and it is not a merjt or repre=
sentative side of South Africa. _/
The playing of this match does not mean that there
is change in the Government's position, that is, that
sport on club~-provinciBl and national levels is to

·~be played separately by-the various racial groups.
It co~firms that m~rit teams, which naturally assumes
integration in this respect, is against Government
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policy. It also does not prejudice selection of R
White Springbok team.

The tour program also includes two test matches
against the Springbaks, as well as a test against
the Coloureds and a test against the Bantu peoples.
Completely in line with this attitude, the Government
has by request also agreed to an invitation cricket
team, selected on the same basis, to play against the
Derek Robins XI. (Argus: March 5, 1975)

This occasions did not mark the demise, formal or informal, of
multi-nationalism. The accordance of test matches against the
Coloureds and Africans evidenced the desire to maintain the con=
cept, a desire which is still manifest in 1979, as evidenced in
the use, for example, of multi-national terminology in the
annual report of the Department of Sport and Recreation (1978 :
2). The announcement by Dr. Koornhof was therefore more sig=
nificant for what it initiated than for anything it aspired to
end. It was not true multi-racialism in that the announcement
only extended to a few invitation games at the national level:
there were to be no mixed trials, and the team selected in rugby
would be a South African XV, the Springbok team remaining the
preserve of the White rugby playing population~ The announce=
ment was at best tokenistic multi-racialism, and as such the
reaction variedo The president of the South African Rugby
Board Dr. Craven was "very pleased". Boon Wallace, .president
of the South African Cricket Association, thought that it was
the dawn of a new era in South African cricket, an era in which
all of South Africa's cricketing hopes could be realised (Argus,
march 5, 1975). Wallace was being decidedly optimistic on the
strength of what amounted to a small concession, but obviously
he hoped to convince those watching and listening overseas that

\the potential implicit in the announcement was more significant
..

than that which it seemed to contain.

The reaction of the non-racial bodies added some perspective to
the development. They said they would turn down any invita:
tions to their players to take part in any of the invitation

...;.'~.... _'.
~g~mas. There ~ad been rio ~~ariingfui 6hange for the majority of
F:t:~ecountry's cr'icketers or r'ugby 'followers, they said: "The
'~overnment's policy on mixed cricket and rugby at club,
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provincial and national level remained exactly the same" (Cape
Times, march 6, 1975). The majority seemed to agree that at
worst the government was pointed in the right direction. ~hile
Die Burger (march 6, 1975) in its editori.al appealed for the new
arrangement to be given a chance to see if and how it worked,
the Hoofstad (march 6, 1975) was a little more circumscribed.
In its editorial it stated that the decision had raised new
questions. Dr. Craven was reported as saying that it was not
the French rugby bosses who had demanded a mixed team, but the
demands which had been made of them. The Hoofstad wanted to
know who these people were that were making the demands, and
what their aim was. If they were trying to force a policy of
integration on South Africa through sport, then no notice should
be taken of their demands, let alone accede to them. Hoofstad
then suggested that Dr. Craven and the French rugby bosses should
reveal who was making the demands and what their aims were. If
there was the slightest doubt that sport was being used to
further political aims, then the tour should be cancelled, it
concluded. Two days later Dr. mulder explained what had led
to the government granting permission for this development.
Dr. mulder stated that the French had wanted to come and tour
South Africa, but had indicated that problems might ensue if they
did not play against a team in which ~hites and Non-Whites were
represented: other international teams like Australia, New
Zealand and England might refuse to play against themQ This was
the choice with which the French Rugby Union was faced, said Dr.
mulder, so the government considered it on merit and decided that
the South African Rugby Board could nominate a mixed invitation
team, although no mixed trials would take place and it would not
be a merit selected team (Hoofstad, march 8, 1975).

This presentation obviously reassured some of the conservatives
that this concession to the French Rugby Union did not herald
mixed rugby per se in South Africa, and Dr. Treurnicht did not

\resign as he had threatened to do on numerous occasions if
mixed t.Bams became a reali'ty in South Africac However, he did
promise to resign if there were any more concessions and Dr.
mulder gav~ further reassurance t~ his constituents by stating
that this recent government decision still fell in line with
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government ~olicy, invitation teams were merely an extensionG

The nationalists were not becoming a 'bunch of liberals', he
added (cape Times, march 10, 1975).

History was made when the French rugby team arrived in South
Africa and met a mixed invitation South African XV for the first
time. The game was played at Newlands in Cape Town and while
the team was integrated Black and White spectators were kept
apart. The South Afric~n XV beat the French 18-3, which was
not held as being as significant as the fact t~at the crowd
appeared to be, for the first time in South African rugby, uni=
fied in their support of a semi-national team (Cape Times,
June 7, 1975)0 The general success of the venture argued for
greater implementation and more occasions of multi-racial sport.
The theme was taken up by the opposition in parliament when the
debate on Sport and Recreati on started on June 11th: "The fact
that 15 Slack, White and Brbwn South Africans played against and
beat the touring French, is to be entirely welcomed as a limited
improvement which we hope in future will become the rule rather
than the exception" (Hansard, June 11, 19750 Col. 8066).

The government was again implacableo Dr. Koornhof claimed that
integrated sport would lead to chaos, saying that he had on a
previous occasion appealed to certain people not to use sport
as a medium for trying to force the government to abandon its
policy, because they would not succeed. Sport was, he said,
important, but there were other things more important. The
basic principles of the National Party's policy of separate
recognition, existence and development of the race groups, were
more important than sport (Hansard, June 11, 1975. Colo 8097).
In reference to violence at soccer matches which had led to
the suggestion that multi-nationalism was polarising feeling
and making decisions against a team personal and therefore
racial, the minister replied that the riotin~ surrounding the
Soccer was a 'slight difficulty'. He further stated that "if
any person in this, country wants to suggest that the soccer
~atches whi9h were pl~yed between the various peoples, cxeated
anything b~t Bound relations ~n South Africa, that person does
not know what he is talking about.... The facts of· the matter
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are that relations are not being marred. It is absolute
nonsense to allege t ha t " (Hansard, June 11, 1975. Col. 8098).
The ministor's statement again indicated that multi-nationalism
in sport was in no way moribund. His reaffirmation of the
controlling influence of the subjacent separatist ideology
committed the exercise in multi-racial teams firmly to the
tokenistic taxonomy; equally important, it offered reassurance
that the National Party still controlled sports development and
that they would not be cajoled into change, nor were they beco=
ming, in Dr. mulder's words, 'a bunch of liberals'. Extending
the defe~ce of multi-nationalism still further, Dr. Koornhof
commented on the recent Comrades marathon where Blacks who had
participated were forced to wear tags reading 'Xhosa' or 'Zulu'.
In replying to criticism that this practice'was degrading and
would cause racial resentment Dr. Koornhof stated: lilt is a
downright disgrace and an absolute reflection on the entire
Opposition •••• to level the accusation that if a Black man runs
under the banner of his own people it means, 'putting a tag on
a Black rnan '" (Hansard, June 12, 1975. Colo 8103).

Dr. Craven intervened in Au~ust with a rather puzzling statement
to the effect th~t multi-national rugby in South Africa was the
same as multi-national British Lions rugby. Perhaps Dr. Craven
was taking his cue from Dr. Koornhof's parliamentary speech in
June. At this stage it was pointed out by the Opposition that
in this respect the difference between South Africa and Britain
was that there was no law stopping a Scottish national from
moving to London or Swansea or Dublin and playing for England,
Wales or Ireland if he was good enough; whereas in South Africa
two Non-White players like John Noble (Coloured) and morgan
Cu she \li 0u1d not b'e allowed to j0in a UIhit e cl ub , le talon e ,P1ay
for a White provincial team (cape Times, August 26, 1975).
That the policy of multi-nationalism was not proving acceptable
to all those who played rugby in South Africa, was indicated by

\

another rugby incident in August. The Coloured and African
Rugby Organisatio~s (the Proteas and Leopards), which were
affiliated to the White Rugby Board, arranged to play against
8ach,~ther 'along the lines of British multi-nationalism', as
Dr. Craven had suggested. The Coloured Labour Party, which
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epposed apartheid, and the Johannesburg Coloured management
committee, which was similarly disposed, called for a boycott
of the game and urged potential spectators instead to attend a
match organised by the non-racial union at a nearby stadium.
The evening before the Proteas/Leopards match, a demonstration
was held outside the Proteas' hotel. The next day, only 600
spectators turned up at the game while 3 000 attended the non-
racial game. This prompted the leader of the Labour party to
observe: "The message is loud and clear that people want non-
racial sport" (Brickhill, 1976 : 3ó).

The issue of the Springbok emblem was a further product of the
multi-national/multi-racial developmento With Blacks being
selected for White teams it seemed logical that they would be
entitled to wear the Springbok emblem wnich accompanied the
honour of national selectiono However, there was a considerable
body of opinion who thought this would be eroding White identity
as the Springbok had been the exclusive property of the White
race. Dr. Koornhof tried to circumvent the problem by a~noun=
cing that a new emblem was being designed. He added that the
Springbok would always remain the emblem for White sport teams.
It would be unfair to ask the Whites to give up their emblem,
because it would imply that the Leopards and Proteas had to give
up th~irs. This attempt to maintain White exclusiveness was
not enough to stem the conservative attack that was to follow
at the National Party's Transvaal congress, where a number of
delegates complained bitterly that the policy, as it was being
applied, was rapidly setting the scene for integration between
the country's races. At the same time a number of younger
delegates surprisingly pleaded for more mixed sport, suggesting
that Currie Cup ind Sport Pienaar (rugby) competitions be made
multi-national to increase the dignity of the Black teams
(cape Times, August 27; Natal mercury, August 27, 1975). Dr.
Koornhof rejected suggestions that sport would lead to integra=
tion (multi-national sport, according to Nationalist dogma,
led to separate nations ~ot to an integrated society). He
insisted "that"application of the policy was the logical conse=
~uence of sep~~ate development. With regard to the private
mixed teams playing in the Aurora (Durban) and Green Point
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to legislate on this matter because only one Coloured player was
involved in each team (Die Burger, August 27, 1975).

The fears of those who criticised government policy for its
possible leading to integration, were not assuaged by Dr.
Koornhof's reassurances at the Nationalist Party congress.
Early in September the separatist approach had again to be
defined to allay fears over multi-racial invitation teams. Dr.
Koornhof said that these teams were not opposed to the idea of
separate development, nor were they the result of overseas pres=
sure: they were merely an extension of government policy.
That the conservative element may still have been confused is
possible, taking into account the announcement which followed
two days later. Under the heading "Policy of South Africa not
racial", Dr. Koornhof explained that the South African Govern=
ment was doing its best to get away from race/colour discrimina=
tion. He said that it was not easy to get away from colour
discrimination quickly, but that if Non-Whites showed real
ability, the government would Igo out of its way to assist
them'. He continued by saying that the more Non-White spo=ts=
men South Africa could produce, the better South Africa'S image
would be overseas (Cepe Times, September 17, 19, 1975).

The conservatives were unimpressed and renewed their calls for
legislation to prevent the multi-racial Aurora Cricket team in
Durban from continuing its participation. Dr. Koornhof deviated
slightly from his original defence that had declared this parti=
cular example of integration to be insignificant, by stating
that an approach to sport which was too dogmatic should not be
allowed to damage ·South Africa's detente programme. He said
that sport should be seen against a background of a rapidly
changing world (Die Burger, September 27, 1975). It appeared
that·Dr. Koornhof was becoming tired of pampering the conserva=
tive element, when he continued:

•••• The National Party is a party which accepts the
challenge, which is ~yrlamic and which is not afraid _

. ~ South Africa could not sit aro~nd the meat-pots and do
~ ~'nothing about attempts to isolate ~t. There were
,,those who ~imply wanted to put up the white flag •.. _"
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of change. When we deal with sport it should not be
in isolation, but in its entirety as part of detente.
(Natal mercury, September 27, 1975).

It also seemed that Dr. Koornhof might be adopting a more
realistic position with regard to multi-racial sport, but he
soon made it clear, or at least gave the impression, that he
had not strayed too far from multi-nationalism. "The party's
biggest task is to secure White identity, but the sports policy
does not threaten this", he said. "While it will never lead
to integration •••• people should not be petty and should try
and understand the entire situation"(Natal lYlercury, September
27, 1975)0

The more conservative section of Nationalist support wo~ld have
had to have been extremely short-sighted not to have understood
that without further concessions South African sport and in
particular rugby was going to be deprived of its traditional
international competition. It appeared that the conservative
element considered the need of South African sport to be sub=
ordinate to the need of preservation of White identity. They
were not prepared to condone multi-racialism, as it ostensibly
threatened to compromise the essence of separate development.

If the conservative element were not prepared to accept this
form of multi-racialism, neither were the non-racial sports
organisations. Norman middleton, the president of the non-
racial South African Council of Sport and the South African
Soccer Federation, felt that South Africa was not moving away
from discrimination and that there was no sincerity in the
approach of White administrators. Ebrahim Patel, secretary of
the non-racial rugby union, SARU, added that: "The argument for
or against non-racial sport is an argument on principle, and in
this regard one can surely not compromise •••• You either ad=
here to it or you don't". Hassan Howa, of the non-racial
cricket organisation, SACaOC, felt that the so-called break=
throughs were merely 'window dressing te appease world sporting
opinion and help South ~frica back into world sport' (Sunday
Times, July 13, 1975). Considering Dr. Koornhof',s statements
following his march announcement, the non-racial organisations ~
had a valid point.. ~'.

_r/_~.
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Internationally theie appeared to be a similar attitude, namely
that there had been insufficient change in the sporting status
quo to warrant an amelioration of attitude towards South Africa.
In London the British Government threatened to withhold a grant
from the World Youth Sailing championships on the Firth of
Forth, if the participating South African team was selected on
a racial basis (Argus, July 12, 1975). The Royal Yachting
Association, which was hosting the event, announced that it
would forego the British Government's grant of nearly £10,000,
since under international yachting rules the host country is
bound to accept the entry of any member nation wishing to com=
pete (Cape Tim~, July 17, 1975).

The British Government interfered in sport again in A~gust by
banning South Africa from the world water-ski championships.
The Caee Times reports that the decision was really made by
the sponsors, 'Leisure Sports Ltd.', who sought and obtained
permission to ban South Africa from the World Water-ski Union,
after pressure fro~ SAN-ROC who threatened adverse pubiicity.
It was felt that it was better to hold the world championship
without South Africa, than to cancel the event (Cape Times,
August 22, 1975).

The Canadian Government adopted a similar attitude when it
demanded, its money back from the local organisers of the World
masters Amateur Track and Field tournament, because a South
African team was allowed to compete. The government said that
their policy had applied for some time, and that the organisers
knew about it. Don Farguharson~ president of the association,
said that the government had not announced its stand until the
South Africans ware en route, and that if the organisers had to
repay the government there would be insufficient funds to do so..
(Cape Times, August 14, 1975). There was some criticism of
the Canadian Government's lack of consistency, as two South
Africans participated in and won the 16-18 year age group
synchronised trampoline event in Canada a week later. The
V~c_~_of ,consistency appe ared to stem from the fact that,

Jalthough this was also in contravention ~f government policy,
. .' ~
the Canadian Government, not having sponsored the competition,
was not directly involved in contravening its 0wn policy.
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In New Zealand the question of sporting contact with South
Africa was becoming a political issue. New Zealand elections
were due in November and mr. muldoon, the ~ational Party candi=
date and opposition leader, estimated that there were political
advantages by promising New Zealanders contact with their
traditional South African rivals. ·muldoon stated that if the
National Party was the government in New Zealand, threats of
violence and civil strife would not cause the government to
call off a tour by a South African rugby team. muldoon said:
flWe wouldn't cancel a tour if the police said there would be
riots. It was on the basis of such reports that Norman Kirk,
the Labour prime minister, did so in 1973, after stating in his
pre-election canpaign in 1972 that they would not do so"
(AUCkland star, October 15, 1975)0 South Africa recognised
that if the National party were elected to power in New Zealand·
the chance of re-establishing sporting and especially rugby
contact was good. A New Zealand television team which sought.
to obtain permission to enter South Africa had their visas
'ill i thhel d • T his pre vented the m fro m fiImin g a ei Cl C U me nt a r- yen
sporting contacts between New Zealand and South Africa. The
South African Government WHS a~parently concerned that the
report. would not be fav6urable and that its release in New
Zealand could interfere with the approaching November elections
there.. In this regard the following statement was released by
the South African Consulate in Wellington (New Zealand): "Wa
have a strong policy of non-interference in the domestic affairs
of other countries •• 00 It is felt the program~8s could be seen
as a kind of interference on the political scene here, parti=
cularly with the General Election coming" (Auckland star,
September 29, 1975). The statement was paradoxical, since by
refusing visas to New Zealand T.V.-1 'Seven Days' team, the
objectivity of public opinion was being influenced. The tele=
vision team were told that they could re-apply in six months'
time.

Although the anti-apartheid in New Zealand campaigned91' rHI .....e;- --,...-
vigoriou~ly against the re-adoption of sports contact with
South Africa, and attempted to create public awareness as to
the inequities extant in South African sp crt, t h ey \!Jere
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unsuccessful and ~he National party was swept to power with a
landslide victory. This victory assured South Africa of future
sporting contact, especially with regard to rugby. muldoon,
New Zealand's new prime minister, stated: "I want to see the
All Black team go to South Africa next year and lick the pants
off the Springboks. If I can personally be there to cheer
them on, so much the better" (Christchurch Press, November 15,
1975). He added that he had "not the slightest doubt that
continuing sporting contact with So~th Africa helped the
process of integration" (Auckland Star, Novembe~ 15, 197~).

Hassan Howa reacted to mr. muldoon's speech with the prediction
that there would be an African backlasho He foresaw a back=
lash against New Zealand as a result of its dealing with apart=
heid, and claimed that mr~ muldoon's government would change its
tune when the reality of pressure from other countries, parti=
cularly in Africa, hits home (Auckland Star, December 4, 1975).
Howa's words were to be prophetic.

The United Nations General Assembly was not as satisfied with
South Africa's 'international' sport as New Zealand was. In
November, the General Assembly adopted a separate resolution on
apartheid in sports,. stressing the importance of the sports boy=
cott of South Africa. Resolution 3411 E (XXX) reads as follows
(United Nations General Assembly. Resolution 3411 E (XXX),
1975)0

Noting that the campaign for the boycott of South
African sports teams, selected on the basis of
apartheid and in violation of the Olympic principle
of non-discrimination, has been an important measure
which has effectively demonstrated the abhorrence of
apartheid on the part of Governments and peoples.
Rejecting the attempts of the racist rêgime to gain
acceptance for participation in international sports
by superficial and insignificant modification of
apartheid.
Noting with regret that some national and interna=
tional sports boáies have continued contacts with
racist South African sports bodies in violation of
the Olympic principle and the resolutions of the
United .Nations.
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Condemning th~ racist régime of South Africa for its
repressive measures against non-crac i aI sports bodies
in South Africa.

1. Reaffirms its unqualified support of the Olympic
principle that no discrimination be allowed on the
grounds of race, religion or political affiliation;
2. Commends all Governments, sports bodies and other
organisations which have taken action, in pursuance

'of the Olympic principle and the relevant res6lutio~s
of the United Nations, for the boycott of racially
selected South African sports bodies O~ teams;
3. Calls upon all Governments, sports bodies and
other organisations:

(a) To refrain from all contacts with sports
bodies established on the basis of apartheid or
racially selected sports teams frum South Africa;
(b) To exert all their influence to secuLe the
full implementation of the Olympic principle,
especially by the national and international
sports bodies which have continued co-operation
with South lI,frican sports bodies established on
the basis of apartheid;

40 Commends all sports bodies and sportsmen in South
Africa which have been struggling against racism in
sports;

5. Requests the Secretary-General to arrange for the
production and widest distribution of information
material on apartheid in sports in South Africa, and
the international campaign against contacts in sports
with South Africao (United Nations General Assembly.
Resolution 3q11 E (XXX), November 21, 1975)
i

Irrespective of the general non-acceptance initially of multi-
racialism, 1975 witnessed two significant developments in South
African sport. The first was thB match between a multi-racial
South African team and a touring French side, and the second was
a similar occasion in cricket. Both events demonstrated that
it was possible for South Africans of all races to come together
in a sporting environment, and in doing so to succeed in dis~
peIling some of the extant myths and prejudices that had been
developed over the centuries. While they were nonetheless
brisf tokens - players had to return to their own group areas,
to carrying a pass, and to separate sport - both occasions
underscored that in multi-racialism there was a viable alter=

,

native for South Afric3~ sport; one that would not result i~
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During 1975 the United Nations Special Committee Ag8inst Apart=
heid met on two occasions. The first occasion was in Paris
where a seminar was convened which was attended by official and
non-governmental representatives from many of the countries
interested or involved in Southern African affairs. Recogni=
tion was officially accorded the principal anti-apartheid
organisation, the South African Non-Racial Open Committee
(SAN-ROC)o The seminar also suggested that financial assistance
be given to SAN-ROC to assist in developing and co-ordinating its
future activities$ In may the United Nations Special Committo8
Against Apartheid met again in Havana. At this meeting it was
decided that sport was so inextricably involved with politics in
South Africa, that it would remain a political issue until
apartheid was eliminated (Briekhili, 1976 : 40-41)0 This
intimated that as far as the Special Committee was concerned, it
did not matter what progress was made in South African sport, or
what the changes were called; sport was by its very nature the
victim of political persuasion, and therefore could not be free
from discrimination unless there was a total governmental policy
change. This commitment to politically free sport was ideelis=
tic, especially if it was applied universally as a criteria for
inter-nation ~omp~titiono It was significant in that it showed
an escalation in the campaign against South African sport and a
recognition of the potential of sport to influence or to bring
about change.

145

racial aggravati~n. Although these developments were greeted
by non-racial and world sporting organisations with insouciance,
and by the conservative White element with ope~ antagonism
(the former because they were insignificant concessions, and the
latter because they signified an erosion of rudimentary ideo=
logy), there were signs that even adopting a multi-racial
approach to sport might not regain South Africa international
sports contact; with the exception of New Zealando

Opposition to South African sport continued to develop early in
1976.-- At this juncture the governments of Australia, Brazil,
Bulgaria, Canada, Cyprus, Czechslovakia, Ecuador, Egypt, Fiji,
Finland, Corman Democratic Republic, Hungary, India, Iran,
Ireland, Japan, Kenya, mauritius, mexico, Netherlands, pakistan,
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papua New Guinea, Peru, Philippines, Spain, Syrian Arab Republic,
Senegal, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, U.S.S.R., Tanzania,
Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia had indicated a willingness
to participate in the sports boycott of South Africa (United
Nations, Notes and Documents, January, 197ó. 76-11680, pp. 4-27).
Tanzania attempted to apply further pressure against New Zealand
to sever her sporting relations with South Africa by threatening
to cancel a tour of New Zealand by her world-class runner
Filbert Bayi, unless New Zealand renounced its ties with South
Africao When New Zealand failed to do so, Bayils trip was
cancelled (Cape Times, January 9, 1976). The Philippines,
MeXico, Argentina and the Bahamas withdrew from a world softball
tournament, which was being held in New Zealand, as a protest
against the inclusion of a South African team (Newnham, 1976 :
18)0 The Guyanan Government an~ounced that they would ban non-
Guyanese sportsmen who had co~tact with South African sport5~sn.
This statement followed the banning by GUy8na of Barb2Jdos'
opening batsman G. Greenidge, who had played cricket in South
Africa in 1975. Barbados responded by recalling their cricket
team from Guyana. Unperturbed, the Guyanan Government re=
affirmed its unequivocal support for the 5-year old United
Nations' resolution on non-discrimination in sport, a resolution
which called on all states to promote adherence to the Olympic
prinCiple of non-discrimination, and to encourage their sports
organisations to withhold support from events organised in
violation of this principle (cape Ti~8s, February 27, 1976).

of sur p r i z-e• The South African Council on Sport and the

Contemporaneous with these developments, were indications that
South African sport was itself escalating its development. On
18 January the representatives of South Africa's three cricket
bodies met to discuss the possibility of uniting as one body.
A decision was reached to form one united controlling organiso=
tion, subject to the agreement of the provincial affiliates of
the respective organisations. The meeting then resolved to
pursue 'Normal Cricket', a term taken to reFer to competition
between all cricketers regardless of racs, creed or colour at
club ~evel, urider one provincial governing body. Odendaal
(1977 : 42) states that the reaction from most parties was one
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Committee for Fairness in Sport hail8d the new moves with
enthusiasm. SAN-ROC in London said that the decision of the
three bodies was admirable, but that as they were sceptical of
White sports officials, they would only believe it when it was
done. Peter Hain welcomed the ~ove as a positive courageous
step, and said that South African cricketers would no longer be
hindered if they implemented their plans.

Successful implementation was dependent on government approval.
The Minister of Sport and Recreation announced that the govern=
mant approved the formation of one body, but refused to commit
itself on the question of mixed cricket from club level u~wards.
This was interpreted in some quarters as a sign of disapproval
(cape Times, January 26, 1976).

THE 1976 ALL BLACK RUGBY TOUR

South African rugby, which had been slow in adjusting to the
increasing demands for multi-racial sport, announced that fro~
the beginning of 1976 there would be a new policy in So~th
African rugby. Dr. Craven, who was in London (Guardian,
February 1, 1976) announced that future So~th African teams
would be ~icked on merit, after multi-racial trials. All South
African national teams, he said, would be selected by a multi-
racial selection committee, comprising delegates from the fo~r
rugby organisations. This wo~ld be known as the co-ordinating
rugby committee. Dr. Craven's statement is significant in view
of the repeated statements by himself, and at governmental
level, that South African rugby would remain White. Although
the statement did not imply full integration, that is, mixed
clubs and mixed teams, it was an indication that rugby would
distend the concept of multi-nationalism further and in so doing
move closer to multi-racialism. Peter Hain, however, in this
instance was unconvinced. He announced the plans would go
ahead to disrupt the proposed Springbok rugby tour of Britain in
1978-79, and that only if there was a genuine commitment to~ards
a i~reversible policy on non-racial spo;t, especially at club
lev~l, would there be an amelioration of attitude (Guardian,
february 1, 1976). With South African sport not yet having
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achieved true multi-racialism, Hain's demand of a commitment to
non-racialism, with its implications of discrimination-free
sport, would likely be seen as too great a demand at-that time.

With little appreciation outside South Africa nf the signifi=
cance of the developments in rugby, the proposed mid-year tour
of South Africa to New Zealand continued to gather controversy.
Abraham ordia, president of the Supreme Council of Sport in
Africa, addressed a letter to the New lealand Herald's sporting
cor res pon dertt, Ter rym ct,ean, wh ichwa s pub I i s~lt3don nlarc h 9th •
In it, he declared that if New Zealand persisted in its suppo~t
for racist South Africa, she would have to be prepared to face
the co~sequences. She would b8~boycott8d not only by Africa,
but also by the friends of Africa. He added that these nations
would not take part in the Olympic or Commonwealth gumes, if
New Zealand also took part. I

I.

The New Zealand Prime Minister was not ve~y concernod, saying
that time would tell, and that he did not take much notice of
inflam~atory and extravagant statements by people like Ordi3_
ordia replied that he thought New Zealand was being very
childish. He could understand, he said. why some sporting
associations occasionally took the law into their own hands
against the wishes of the government, "but it is \!Jhenthe
government itself gets involved, as with New Zealand, that it
gets very bad" (Newnham, 1978 : 56).. The New Zealand mini.ster
of Foreign Affairs, mr. Brian Talboys, replied that mr. ordia
had misunderstood New Zealand's attitude to apartheid. New
Zealand was not pro-apartheid (Cape Tlmes, march 13, 1976).

'ijI~

I
I
I
I'
I

I
I
I

I

The conclusion re9ched after this debate was that New Zealand
had not stated that she \!Jasin favour of racism, but that by her
deeds and muldoon's statements she had not rleclared herself
opposed to racism. This had left a definite suggestion of a
South African/New Zealand alliance. ordia, in fact, left the
door open for Muldoon by suggesting that the New Zealand Gouern=
.~nt officially denounce sporting ties wittl South Africa.
~uldoon chose instead not to follow the precedent set by the
British Government two years earlier, when it had dissociated
itself entirely from the Lions rugby tour. To all intents and
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purposes, irrespective of Talboys' statement, the All Blacks rugby
team would tour South Africa with the approval of Muldoon, and
therefore of the New Zealand Government.
shortly afterwards when he stated:

Muldoon confirmed this

We are certainly not going to be blackmailed by Mr.
Abraham Ordia, or have anyone else tell us what we
can do in our own country. I don't know hDw
strong his recommendation is, and frankly I'm not
greatly interested •••• If this goes on, about half
the countries in the Olympics will be out ••••
South Africa has sporting relations with about half
the nations which will take parto I believe we
will have an Olympics and that all those nations
who wish to take part will take part. This time
next year we will wonder what it was all about.
(Auckland star, April 12, 1976)

Mr. Muldoon was only parti~lly correct. Firstly, those nations
who had sporting relations with South Africa did not hold them
officially (with governmental approbation), as New Zealand did.
Secondly, Mr. Muldoo~ underestimated (a) the abhorrence of
African states to apartheid, and eb) the depth of the sentiment
aroused by this issue, as the Montreal Olympics would later
illustrate. Following a meeting of the Supreme Council of
Sport in Nairobi on April 27th, ffireOrdia directed Mr. Muldoon's
attention to the folloilling two points:

New Zealand can have South Africa or it can have the
Black African countries - it cannot have bathe Let
them play against the South Africans, but they can
forget the other African countries. All the other
countries which have sporting ties with South Africa
pale into insignificance alongside what New Zealand is
doing. (Newnham, 1978 : SS)

He also mentioned the increased importance of the All Black tour,
because of rugby's priority status in South Africa, and because
of the traditional ties between the two countries (Newnham,
1978 : 58). The meeting of the Executive Committee a few days
later endorsed mr. Ordia's sentiments, and decided to go ahead
and boycott the Olympics if the All Blacks toured South Africa.
The Cammi ttee added- that the New Zealand Government aided and
abetted, pushed and encouraged the rugby union and made no
pretences about it (Auckland star, April 30, 1976).

I
I
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The Australian Government, on the other hand, had realised the
diplomatic implications of sanctioning sports contact, and stated
that they were opposed to racial discrimination. They would not,
however, sto~ Australian touring teams visiting South Africa, nor
would they support any expulsion of South Africa from the United
Nations. Australia felt that total boycott was not conducive to
constructive change (cape Times, march 15, 1976).

At the end of June, the much-threatened and by now deeply con=
troversial New Zealand ~ll Black tour took place. The contro=
versy did not abate. There were large crowds of Blacks amongst
those welcoming the All Blacks, but they were not as large as
expected. Undoubtedly the racial unrest in South' Africa, which
was gaining momentum (and with which the All Blacks would come
face to face with lator in the tour), contributed to the turfl=
out's being smaller than expected. However, also contributing
to this lack of support were the anti-All Black sentiments voiced
by the non-racial sports bodies. mr. S. Sokupa, president of
the King Williamstown and District non-racial Rugby Union,
stated before the first All Black match at East London:

We strongly condemn the All Blacks tour. iliedismiss
the so-called multi-racial match as an attempt by the
Government to convince the world that positive
attempts are being made to establish multi-racial
sport in South Africa. In fact, concerted attempts
are being made to crash the attempts of advocates of
non-racial sport. (Newnham, 1978 : 100)

Newnham also reports that at the same time Mr. M. Mvovo, vice-
president of the Black Peoples Convention, said that by coming
to South Africa the All Blacks were helping to maintain the
current racial policy, not only in sport, but also as a general
principle (Newnham, 1978 : 101).

July 1, 1976). There was implicit irony in Talboys' statement.

The realisation of the tour, sanctioned by the New Zealand
Government, created the unprecedented possibility of an Olympic
boycott. Mr. Talboys attacked the ethics of any such boycott
saying: "Any boyco~t of the Olympics would only undermine the
Olympic principle of free competition regardless of race, creed
or colour, and by introducing colour in this way, they might well
jeopardise the future of the Games themselves" (Cape Times,
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The New Zealand tour of South Africa progressed amongst the
growing racial violence and on one occasion in Cape Town several
of the New Zealand team were caught in racial violence and the
teargas attack which followed (Newnham, 1978 : 115).

THE 1976 OLymPIC BOYCOTT

Controversy did not end with the final game of the All Black
rugby tour. In July at the montreal Olympics South Africa and
New Zealand found themselves, their sports policies and their
relationship, the cynosure of the world. In early Greek times,
the Olympics had tended to be a non-political event, but in the
20th century, with such saturated media coverage, the Games had
become arguably a more effective political platform than even the
United Nations. Thus it was no surprise that it was in montreal
that the African Nations decided to lodge their greatest protest
at the continuation of racist sport in South Africa. The
protest was also aimed at those who continued to have sporting
contact with the South Africans.

Initially the apartheid issue and New Zealand's sporting rela=
tionship with South Africa were eclipsed by the move to have
Taiwan excluded from the Olympic Gameso Finally with Taiwan
ousted, the issue was presented to the International Olympic
Committee, only days before the games were due to start. A
statement was handed to Lord Killanin which read:

We are deeply grieved to bring to the notice of the
IOC the indignation of the entire body of sportsmen
and sportswomen of Africa, at the collaboration of
the sporting authorities of New Zealand with racist
South Africa despite world wide condemnation of such
sporting relationships. It will be recalled that
the IOC expelled the South African National Olympic
Committee for its apartheid policy in sport. UIe
have no other peaceful remedy against the barefaced
support of New Zealand for acts of inhumanity against
Africans in South Africa to callan the I.O.C. to bar
New Zealand from participating in the 1976 Olympic
Games in montreal, Canada.
Should the IOC fa{l to heed this humanitarian call,
~he respective national Olympic committees of Africa
xese~ve the right to reconsider their participation
in the games of the XXlst Olympiad. (Newnham,
1978 : 147)
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The sixteen signatory countries were: Chad, Ghana, Kenya, Upper
Volta, Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Togo, Mali, Cameroun, Morocco,
Senegal, Niger, Zambia, Congo, Ethiopia and Uganda (Newnham,
1978 : 147). The issue was not put to the vote: Lord Killanin
made an arbitrary decision, stating that from where he sat opinion
appeared unanimous against the proposal. Newnham (1978 148)
says that the Africans took it as a contemptuous rebuff.

The Nigerians immediately took it upon themselves to withdraw
from the Games. The other African nations, because of a last-
minute attempt at solving the dilemma created by New Zealand's
refusal to withdraw, did not appear in the traditional opening
ceremony of the gameso At this stage Dennis Brutus, represen=
ting SAN-ROC, and Jean Claude Ganga, representing the African
states, were trying to obtain a condemnation of racism and a
public dissociation by the New Zealand Olympic Committee from
the New Zealand rugby tour to South Africa. Since the demands
were not met the African nations departed for home (Newnham,
1978 : 147).

The events of Montreal must have left an impression on other
world bodies. The International Football Association (FIFA)
expelled South Africa from their association, charging South
Africa with failing to meet the statutes which specifically
forbade any discrimination by FIFA members (South Africa had
been suspended since 1964). South Africa was then expelled
from the International Athletics Federation for practising
racial discrimination in sport. The congress voted 227 to 145
in favour of the expulsion. This meant that South Africa would
be unable to take part in any athletic events against other
countrieso Mr. ~anga, secretary for the Supreme Council of
Sport, commented that only by closing the door would any change
be achieved. The International Amateur Swimming Federation
expelled Rhodesia and South Africa for practising racial dis=
crimination. Small consolation to South Africa was the reten=
tion of her membership of the International Shooting Federation.
The,International body argued that it had nothing to do with
politics; it therefore ig~ored the motion, put forward by
Russia ahd East Germany, to expel South Africa (Cape Times,
July 23, 27, 29, 1976).
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South Africa paid an unexpectedly high price for the much
sought-after New Zealand rugby tour in July. Expelled from
three world bodies, the backlash even to isolation-hardensd
South Africans must have' come as something of a shock. At the
beginning of August, repercussions were still being experienced.
South Africa was expelled, along with Rhodesia, from the optimist
class of the World Yachting championships. In this particular
case, Yugoslavia was the catalyst, staging a walkout protest
which led to the expulsion (Cape Times, August 4, 1976).

INTERNAL mULTI-RACIAL SPORT DEVElopmENTS

Although the Olympic protest served to focus attention on South
Africa's sports policy and thereby effectively increasing the
pressure for change, there had been indications of further
flexibility in approach previous to this occasion, although
there was also omnipresent conservative antagonism. Early in
march an international cricket side arrived in South Africa.
Called the 'illanderers', it contained players from Australia,
England, New Zealand and the illestIndies. The team played
eight matches with all but the first being against racially
mixed sides. The three cricket organisations combined to pro=
duce mixed teams that played against the illanderersg There were
signs of dissent, and one cricketer from the Transvaal, who
belonged to a non-racial cricket organisation, was suspended for
playing against the international team. However, Odendaal
(1977 : 45) reports that the idea became more acceptable to
non-racialists as the tour progressed.

The momentum tow~rds multi-racialism generated by the Wanderers
tour was maintained through the formation in July of a nine-man
motivating committee whose purpose was to amalgamate all the
cricket organisations and form one national cricket body which- " "

would administer 'normal' cricket in South Africa. Such an
announcement indicated that in cricket a further attempt was
being Dade to-widen "the schism between multi-nationalism and
multi-racialism." This was especially so since 'normal'
cricket implied cricket as it was played elsewhere in the world,
which meant free of racial restrictions. In order for such an
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ideal to be accomplished, certain pieces of legislation had to
be cLrcumv ent ed , Raschid Varachia, who had been appointed
chairman of the nine-man motivating committee, did not envisage
too many problems: "The Group Areas Act was a bridge that would
be crossed when the time came; players good enough to play in
any club side would not be rejected on purely racial grounds"
he said, although he added that each club still had the right
to choose its players (cape Times, July 17, 1976).

Hassan Howa, president of the non-racial Western Province
Cricket Board, indicated that his board would disband and operate
under the Western Province Cricket Union. He too foresaw no
difficulties with the laws: "The laws do not concern.us", he
said, "as there is no law forbidding people of different races
playing together, although the government may have to amend,
ignore or remove the Group Areas and the Liquor Act" (f_~.§.
Times, July 28, 1976)0 While cricket pursued multi-racialism
with vigour there was no indication that the government would
allow their idealism to be converted into pragmatic form.
Opposition emanated from Dro Treurnicht who had announced a 'New
deal for Black sport'. According to this statement, Black
sport appeared to be falling under the aegis of the Department
of Black Administration, of which department Dr. Treurnicht was
deputy ministero He was seeking, he said, to improve and
create facilities for the better use of leisure time, with
special regard to migratory labour and Black youtho He hoped:

(a) To make available the necessary recreational
facilities at hostels;
(b) To encourage big industrialists and employers
to erect hostels and compounds which although not
luxurious, w6uld nevertheless be attractive, and
where provision would be made for sports fields
and indoor recreational facilities;
(c) To provide instructors and administrators on
a voluntary or remunerative basis;
(d) To develop and improve sport and recreational
links between urban areas and homelands;

" (e) To develop strong and healthy national sport
'organisations within homelands (Cape Times,
may 2, 1976).
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While it was admirable that concern was being shown for Black
sport, a closer examination of the modus operandi revealed that
it was simultaneously entrenching the multi-national approach.
The development would, if carried to its natural conclusion,
thwart the moves toward mixed sport, since it linked Black
township sport to the homelands, thus restricting Black/White
contact to the multi-national level. Additional criticism
was that the Black Administration Board suffered from a
'chronic lack of finances', and that as an administration unit
it was primarily concerned with the strict enforcement of in=
flux and labour control (Argus, may 6, 1976). The aims were
therefore laudable, but a question mark hung over the underlying
motivation, and the utilitarian potential of the new initiative.
Displaying further concern about the movement away from the
strict multi-national approach to sport, Dr. Treurnicht tried
to exert further pressure by ~aking a statement condemning
mixed sport (Cape Times, July 19, 1976).

With indications from the government suggesting a willingness
to allow greater flexibility of approach in sport, there was
still no definite commitment by way of official proclamation.
It appeared that the government was prepared to allow sport to
progress towards multi-racialism without official condonement or
condemnation. This approach also had the benefit of obfusca=
ting official policy on sport and therefore decreasing the
possibility of open antagonism between liberal and conservative
elements within the National Party itself. Therefore when the
nine-man motivating committee met Dr. Koornhof seeking govern=
mental approbation for their plans to introduce normal cricket,
there was neither a negative nor a positive reply. Dr.
Koornhof merely described the meeting. as encouraging, and
requested 'additional information'. The provinces, however,
took the initiative and pushed ahead with plans for normal
cricket. These plans received a setback at the next meeting
the committee had_with Dr. Koornhof in August. The cabinet
considered the plan and adopted a 'no decision' attitude
{Odendaal, 1977 : 52). Although such non-commitment was a
setback, the request to introduce normal cricket effectively
increased the pressure on the government to mako a further
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policy statement. It was a situation further exacerbated by
the racial riots, which produced considerable racial tension,
which could possibly be eased if there was further i~tegration
in sport. Of importance also was the effect of the Olympic
boycott. This had served to refocus attention on South Africa's
sports policy : the reaction to this had seen international
sporting relations further damaged. In short, a situation had
been created which was the product of internal and external
pressure.

THE 1976 SPORTS POLICY ~NNoUNCEMENT AND REACTION

c- on September 23rd Dr. Koornhof initiated further development in
South African sport and ipso facto committed South Africa to
greater integration in sport; it was, as Horrell (1976 : 394)
reported, a quslified commitment:~

1. White, Coloured, Indian and Black sportsmen and
women should all belong to their own clubs. Each
should control, arrange, and manage its own sporting
fixtures.
2. Wherever possible, practical and desirable, the
committees or councils of the different race groups
should consult together or have such contact as would
advance the interests of the sport concerned.
3. Inter-group competition in respect of individual
types of sport (will) be allowed at all levels, should
the controlling bodies so decide.
4. In respect of team sports, the councils or com=
mittees of each racial group should arrange their own
leagues or programmes wj.thin the racial group.
5. Where mutually agreed, councils or committees
may, in consultation with the Minister, arrange lea=
gues or matches enabling teams from different racial
groups to compete.
6. Each racial group should arrange its own sporting
relationships with other countries or sporting bodies
in 'accordance wi th its own wishes, and each should
award its own b~dges and cblpurs.
·7•. If and when invited or agreed, teams compr asi nq
plByofs from all rscial groups can represent South
Afr1~a, and can be awarded colours which, if so
desired, can incurporate the national flag or its
colours.
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8. Attendance at sporting fixtures (will) be
arranged by controlling bodies.

most of South Africa's top sports administrators considered the
announcement a positive development in South African sport.
Dr. Craven thought it was a far-reaching move that would help
South Africa maintain its position in inte~national sport.
[delston and Thabe, of the Black South African Soccer Association,
thought it was great news for Black soccer, in that it would
protect all race groups and stop one from dominating the others.
Professor Hannes Botha, president of the South African Amateur
Athletic organisation, saw the announcement as a great step
forward for athleticso Frank Braun of the South African Boxing
Association saw it as a step in the right direction but was
disappointed that each race group was still expected to fo~~ its
own sporting ties with other countries and sporting bodies.
Such a situation contained an element of discrimination, he said,
and was not practically possible because international sporting
organisations did not negotiate with a particular race group,
but with one affiliated controlling body in each countrYD
Hassan Howa agreed. He felt that the announcement did not go
far enough, that players should be allowed to choose for them=
selves which club they wanted to belong to: White or Coloured.
It would not satisfy world opinion, as all that had happened was
that multi-racialism had moved from national to club level
(Die Burger, September 24, 1976)0

~[SSentiallY the announcement of September 23rd was a compromise.
It did not re~ove racial restrictions from sport, but it did
move South African sport a little further away from the 1371
concept of multi-national sport, although with the government's
refusal to condone mixed clubs, it did not do so completely.
Ghe policy held that all racial groups should belong to their
own clubs, that team sports were to remain separate and that
each racial group was to arrange its own international sporting
contact~~~ National colours would be awarded to agreed upon
na~ional o~ mixed tBamR: . It did appear, according te both the
above criteria and the fact that there had been no concomitant
law changes, that cricket would have difficulty implementing its
plan for normal cricket, should approval be forthcoming.
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membership of clubs was still circumscribed and multi-racial
leagues could only be arranged with ministerial approval.

Two days following the sports policy announcement Dr. Koornhof
approved the non-racial cricket committee's request for multi-
racial cricket. This was a significant development as it
allowed, with government permission, multi-racial, as opposed to
multi-national, sport. mr. Howa reacted in a positive way and
indicated that they would co-operate in the implementation of
normal cricket (Odendaal, 1977 : 55). However, there were
conditions: there should only be one national controlling body
for all cricketers in South Africa, with the same applying at
the provincial level; clubs should exercise their discretion as
to whom they admitted; facilities at grounds should be open to
all; and spectators should not be segregated (Odendaal, 1977 :
55).

The first official mixed club cricket match in South Africa was
played at the i112nderers ground on October 2nd (cape Times,
October 4, 1976)0 The road towards greater integration in
sport was not destined to be smooth, however. misinterpreta=
tion, within the Department of Sport, of the sports policy, led
to a mixed game being cancelled in Kimberley. Repercussions
were felt throughout South Africa and Odendaal (1977 : 57)
reports that the whole cricket set-up was threatened as the non-
racial bodies were under the impression that they had been mis=
led. Die Burger (October 5, 1976) pleaded for the new policy
to be given a chance, stating that all patriotic people should
try to promote its success, or at least should refrain from
attitudes that might try to wreck it. Anomalous was the fact
that strict adherence to the sports policy would have compromised
the very aims claimed for it by Die Burger. The aims included
the improvement of local sporting relations, and, simultaneously,
of relations among the other national groups as well as the
putting in order of South Africa'S foreign sporting relations.

This is ~hat·developed in Natal on October 7th, when the Natal
Cricket Association decided to opt for strict adherence to
government policy, and not to allow mixing. ThB coloured
Representative Council was disenchanted with developments and
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on October 8th voiced its opposition. The Council requested the
government to leave participation in sport on club, provincial
and national level to the sports administrators concerned; to
repeal all legislation harmful to the normalisation of sport;
to make merit teams the rule and not the exception; and to
award Springbok colours to anybody who represented South Africa
in the international sports field (cape Times, October 8, 1976).
On the same day, the Deputy Secretary for Sport, Mr. J.H. Verwey,
announced that the various races should belong to their Own
clubs, and that the intention of playing a mixed rugby match in
Port Elizabeth was contrary to government policy. It was, in
fact, illegal, because the White players did not have permits
to be in a Black areao

The game went ahead with eight White players mixing with Blacks
before 10 000 spectators. Horrell (1975 : 395) reports that
after the game the Wllite players were carried shoulder high off
the field by the Black players. Dr. Koornhof, when asked to
comment, stated that the match was contrary to the sports policy
which did not provide for mixed teams. It had also been illegal
because the White players had lacked permits to play on public
grounds in a Black area (Rand Daily Mail, October 12, 1976).
The Sunday Times of October 17th reported that an attempt had
been made tG obtain permits, but that th~re had been no response.

Dr. Craven announced that disciplinary steps would be taken
against those White players who had participated in the Port
Elizabeth match. The players concerned, he said, would be
suspended (Cape Times, October 12, 1976).

Mr. Abul Abass, president of the non-racial South African Rugby
Union, SARU, reacted by describing the government's policy as
totally unacceptable, adding that there was no chance of SARU
co-operating with Or. Craven's White organisation. He said,
"I'm afraid we have been misled in the past, and because of this
we ~ave taken a firm decision not to co-operate again, until

, -
such time as integraled rugby down to club level, mixed trials,
~erit s~lettion, ~nd Springbok colours for all, regardless of
race, can be guaranteed to players of our union" (cape Times,
October 20, 1976). Hs then stated that SARU was not anti-White,
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but Lti ey wer·e not pre par 8 d t0 cornpro mis e, nor wer e the y see kin g
instant miracles, "in that we don't believe clubs should be
forced to open their doors to all comers. But we do believe
a club should have the right to admit urh orn they please".

Abass further contended that Dr. Craven had said that mixed
clubs, mixed provincial teams, mixed stands and Springbok colours
could be just around the corner. "Well if he is prepared to put
a time limit on this - say two years - and to commit himself in
black and white to a blueprint for its eventuality, we would
certainly meet him for talks right now" (cape Times, October 20,
1976)0 Dr. Craven and/or his executive obviously were ~ot
prepared to go to such lengths in 19760 Around the corner
therefore appeared to imply longer than two years.

meanwhile, the South African Rugby Federat~on (Coloured) and the
South African Rugby Soard (Black) who were affiliated to the
South African Rugby Board (White), were quite happy with develop=
ments, seeing them as the ultimate step towards integrated rugby.

A further setback occurred in cricket when mr. Billy Woodin,
the president of the White Cricket Association, SACA, stated:
"We never agreed to multi-racial clubs. We do need clarifics=
tion on whether or not the odd cricketer can play for a club of
a different race group" (Odendaal, 1977 : 60). This caused ar.
immediate reaction amongst the non-racial bodies, and Odendaal
(1977 : 60) feels that it was only after Dr. Koornhof had
personally intervened and told mr. Woodin to stop making stat8=
ments in public, that any type of peace was restored amongst the
various factions. Natal and the Transvaal then fell into line,
and mixed cricket was established in these two provinces in 1976.

·mUlTI-RACIAlIsm AND SOUTH AFRICAN SPORT IN 1977

following the lead of cricket Dr. Craven announced that there
would be mixed ~ugby in 1977. Arthur Rice, chairman of the
South ftfrican Cycling Federation, announced that South African
cycling had openad its doors to all races. Any Black or
Coloured club could now become affiliated directly to any
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There was no apparent amelioration of attitude internationally
towards South African sport as a result of the September
announcemento In early 1977 there were indications that the
demands originally made on South African sport, for mixed sport
down to club level and merit selection, would be escalated.
Tho non-racial sports organisation, the South African Council
on Sport, through its chairman Norman middleton, made a condem=
natory speech on racial sport. Middleton called for the isola=
tion of South African sport until non-racial sport had been
introduced at all levels. He said that the longer international
sportsmen continued to come to South Africa and to participate
in racially segregated sport, the longer the racial system in
South African sport would endure. South Africa would make
Meaningful ~hanges in its sports policy only when it was totelly
excl~ded Tr~~ all international participation (Cape Times,
January 7, 1977).

provincial body and cycling would in future be chosen on merit.
This was a progressive gesture on the part of the Cycling
Federation, but still the question of open clubs remained.
more progressive was the decision of the South African National
Olympic GaInes Association, that the Springbok emblem be awarded
to representative South African teams or individuals irrespective
of race (cape Times, November 16, 17, 1976)0

Within the context of South African sport these developments were
undoubtedly progressiv6. Outside of South Africa there was
limited recognition. Peter Hain stated that the merit selected
cricket teams were being watched with interest end added that
there appeared to have been genuine advancement towards non-
racial sport (cape Times, November 20, 1976)0

New Zealand, also the subject of world scrutiny as a result of
the Olympic games, was less circumspect. After consultations
with Kenya New Zealand's deputy prime minister, Brian Talboys,
announced that there had been a review of New Zealand's sporting
relations with South Africa. He expressed the belief that there
would be no further sports contact until there was a policy
change (Auckland Star, October 2, 1976)0
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From London it was announced by Peter Hain that the anti-
apartheid movement had derived a blueprint for South Africa's
readmittance to world sport. Firstly, the multi-national
spo~ts policy would have to be publicly buried. Secondly, a
public declaration would have to be made by the South African
Rugby Board (SARB). This declaration would have to state
that the SARB would eradicate racialism from its organisation,
and in future conduct rugby according to the principle of merit.
This would have to be endorsed by the government and other
sports bodies. Thirdly, there would have to be a commitment
to integrate all clubs fullYG Fourthly, there would have to
be an undertaking that only players who were members of non-
racial clubs would be considered for selection in provincial and
national sideso Fifthly, assurance would have to be given that
all legislation (for example the Group Areas Act) restricting
the full integration of club facilities would be suspended and
ultimately repealed, so that sport could be truly non-racial in
all its dimensions. Sixthly, there would have to be desegrega=
tion of spectator facilities at all grounds, whether club or
international, to cover such matters as entrances, seating or
standing space, toilets, refreshments facilities etco (cape
Times, February 18, 1977). The anti-apartheid movament in
sport, in particular the London based SAN-ROC organisation, had
been largely responsible for creating a worldwide awareness of
the position of the Slack sportsman in South Africa (cfG Chapter
Ten).

The position adopted by the anti-apartheid movement was relevant
to South Africa's re-acceptance into international sport. Their
blueprint, and the less moderate stance adopted by SACOS, which
had been accorded full member status of the influential Supreme
Council of Sport in Africa in December, 1976, did not bode well
for South Africa'S future in international sport unless there
was further substantial change. Change was occurring: on
January 19th South Africa's four national rugby organisations
agreed 'to come together at a later date to work out a means of
organising mixed rugby at all levels. Following the meeting
Dr. Craven announced that multi-racial rugby at club laveI in
South Africa had been agreed upon (Cape Timen, January 19, 1977).
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There was some doubt surrounding the announcement as it appeared
that those negotiating for the non-racial SARU were doing to
without a mandate from their organisation. Nonetheless, dialo=
gue b8twee~ the four organisations continued,_ and in April it
appeared that one multi-racial controlling body for South African
rugby was imminent, although there was still some doubt as to the
role to be played by the non-racial SARU. It was announced that
a steering committee had been formed by the four organisations.
This committee then drew up a proposal for the development of
South African rugby, the aims of which were:

1. All recognised unions will affiliate to the
national body and will have one or two delegates
(as decided) on ito

1-~ To have one national controlling body of rugby.
(In the meantime the present national controlling
bodies of rugby in South Africa will strive for full
co-operation to promote the game of rugby and good=
will. )
2. To have one national team selected on merit.
3. To leave the membership of clubs entirely to
their discretiono

40 To make equal seating and accommodation availa=
bIe to all spectators irrespective of colour, rEce,
religion, langu8Qe or creed on the rugby grounds and
stands.
5. To allow players and rugby officials of all race
groups to attend rugby functions after matches.

The committee also decided that the following would be immediate
objectives:

2. This body is to function on the same lines as
the South African Rugby Board as far as sub-
committees are concerned.
3. This body is to be known as the South African
Rugby Football Board (Football Board in short).
4. To invite the best players to trials after
which the team will be selected by the national
'selectors elected by the controlling body"
,(Draven, D.H. ~ al.)
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Craven (1978) says that a meeting with Dr. Koornhof was then
arranged which he and the three SARU delegates attended. It
was supposedly to evince good faith, but Dr. Koornhof was non=
committal and the SARU delegates felt dissatisfied. SARU
maintained (a) that the plan was not ratified by the South
African Rugby Board~ which could not envisage one national
organisation controlling South African rugby with equal repre=
sentation, and (b) that the blueprint was rejected by Dr.
Koornhof (patel, 1978). It would appear that SARU were unable
to secure a firm commitment from Dr. Koornhof for the implemen=
tation of nen-raeial rugby. As a result they were left with
a compromise; a national organisation with limited representa=
tion and no positive commitment on amelioration of laws. The
General Council of SARU subsequently rejected the dialogue and
condemned the arrangement (South African Council on Sport,
1977 : 83). South African rugby's movement towards multi-
racialism was effectively moribund.

Cricket which had invoked its multi-racial format in 1976,
continued its multi-racial expansionQ The South African
National Olympic Games Association announced that terms such
as multi-racialjmulti-national would be scrapped and that the
association would be completely normalised (Cape Times,
February 17, 1977). This did not imply a consensus in favour
of greater integration. In the town of Krugersdorp the town
council ignored the terms of the new sports policy, and banned
Black athletes from the Krugersdorp Wanderers stadium. The
council then lifted the ban after pr~ssure from the media and
the government, but refused to allow Black spectators. In
Johannesburg the Digger's Rugby Club turned down applications
for membership fiom two Black players (Rand Daily mail,
february 17; Natal Daily News, February 25, 1977).

·Or. Koornhof gave the movement further impetus in August. In
Bn interview recorded in a government sponsored publication
·S6uth African pannrama (August 1977 : 23), he stated that
-~lthou~h the government did not condone mixed sports clubs,
th~r~ was no law prohibiting mixed sports clubs in any sport
":1n .Sou t h· Afr i ca.
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It is the inherent right of a club to control its
membership, and the policy statement must be seen
as a guideline in this respect. A club has the
~ight at all times to decide who shall and who
shall not be allowed to join that club •••• sports
bodies in South Africa are autonomous bodies
arranging their own competitions at all levels.
The Government does not control sports bodies, and
neither I nor the Government will interfere in the
leagues of competitions arranged by South African
sports bodies. (South African Panorama, August23 : 1977)

In what was an indirect approval of mixed clubs it was not
unnatural that there would be a conservative reaction, in the
vanguard of which was Dr. Tr eur n i cb t , He announced: "We must
resist those who, in the name of moving away from discrimination,
are leading us into integration" (cape Times, August 12,1977).
These people he said want to break down those social structures
which are necessary for a nation'S identity, social structures
such as group areas, schools, universities, trade unions, sport
clubs and the like (Die Burger, August 12, 1977). Dr. Mulder
then added his weight to the cause by stating that anyone who
propagated mixed membership of sports clubs was not acting.
according to official party policy laid down at the Transvaal
congress in 1976 (Die Burger, August 3, 1977). Dr. Koornhof
was subsequently called on to defend his announcement. He
reassured the National Party congress held in Cape Town that
mixed sport at club level remained contrary to party policy,
adding that sport in no way would threaten the identity or self
determination of race groups. In mitigation he said that the
period ending in June 1977 had seen only 56 cases of Whites
playing for Black clubs or vice versa, and that 31 of these had
been in cricket. This he said represented a minute 0.0045% of
the actual sport-playing population, end indicated that there
had been a success rate of 99.9955% in applying the government's
new sports policy. This obfuscation was aided by his state=
ment in Durban where he said that multi-national sport was free
from discrimination on the basis of race and colour and then in
81oemf'ont"ein where llo said tho t i t was Bn infamous lie that.. .
govel'nment policy had changed (Die Buroer, August 25, 31;
September' B, 1977).
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The implications were that the government was not going to make
any concessions in general ideological terms, but that sport
could develop a degree of independence, which, it had been deter=
mined, would not effect the greater commitment politically to
separate nations. In early August, athletics took the initia=
tive offered by Dr. Koornhof's statement on mixed clubs and
formed a single controlling union called the South African
Amateur Athletics Union. Under this organisation there were to
be no race restrictions on clubs, and the athletes of all colours
would be able to compete at all meetings (Sunday Times, August 14,
1977). This decision elicited the resignation of the president
of the SAAU, Professor Hannes Botha, who felt that the decision
to open clubs was, inter alia, in direct conflict with government
policy, and that the constitutional plan for athletics made for
a direct confrontation with the government. Now that the iDea
of throwing things open had become a reality, he felt that thos9
who had tackled this undertaking had to face the political conse=
quences. Professor Botha stated that he did not want to be part
of "surrendering one's heritage" (cape Times, August 31, 1977).
Although the athletics development was obviously progressive,
multi-nationalism continued its association with this particular
sport. Black and Coloured athletics, which were to be incorpo=
rated into the new co~stitution, were given affiliated status at
provincial level only. This meant that the status of the Black
and Coloured athletic organisations was lowered from that of
national organisations to affiliated associations (Botha, 1978).
This also meant that Blacks and Coloureds were represented at
national level, but that it was not equal representation.

their pol~cy with z system that thEy felt required the obtaining
of -parmits, -whether sp eci fie .or blank et, to hold spar t s meet ing s ,
They stated: "Since the policy of the South African Amateur
Athletic Union is said by this Union not to run counter to any

The formation of the new union in athletics also demonstrated a
movement away from gQvernment interference in sport. The athle=
tic association, in adopting the new constitution, had not
soug~t governmental approbation, choosing to present what was in
essence a fait accompli. The non-racial athletic organisation
was not impressed by the development. They could not reconcile
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of the laws of the" country, we have to accept that it will
operate under a permit system with all inherent indignities
consequent upon such a system". The non-racial union also
reiterated its standpoint of rejecting umbrella organisations
which they felt had no other aim other than the retention of
racial division (South African Council on Sport, 1977 : 32).

Cricket advanced the cause of multi-racialism still further
in September with the formation, after eighteen months of con=
tinuous struggle, of one national cricketing organisation,
pledged to the implementation of normal cricket in South Africa.
The new organisation was called the South African Cricket Union.
The new president was Raschid Verachia, who in his inauguratio~
speech outlined the principles of the new Union.

1. There would be open club membership~ with no
restriction according to colour, race or creed.
2. There would be merit sel~ction.
3. There would be mixed cricket from club level
upwards so as to facilitate true merit selection.
4. There would be a sharing of all common faci=
lities. (Odendaal, 1977 : 8S)

Odendaal (1977 : 91) says that the formation of one controlling
body, SACU, in most quarters was hailed as a breakthrough and
even Peter Hain saw it as an encouraging sign.

The formation of the South African Cricket Union was historic.
Unfortunately it did not speak, as with athletics, for all
sportsmen in this particular code~ Dissent from the non-racial
quarter was soon heard. Hassan Howa formed a non-racial cricket
committee to represent the interests of cricketers truly commit=
ted to the non-racial causs. Horrell (1977 : 565) reports that
of the original 5 000 cricketers who belonged to the non-racial
cricket organisation approximately 1 000 left and joined the new
SACU. The remaining 4 000 committed themselves to Howa's non-
racial South Afriêan Cricket Board of Control. Horrell further
states that three Black cricket clubs agreed to join seven
. ' ....~.
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White clubs in the Griqualand West premier cricket league for
the 1977-78 season, after hsving been assured that they would
not need to obtain permits in terms of the Group Areas Act.
Three other Black clubs refused to take part. In the Transvaal,
three Whites joined a predominantly Black club, Kohinoor, while
in Natal two Black clubs joined SACU leagueso

Following the developments in athletics and cricket, soccer dis=
played a willingness to progress. The White Football Associa=
tion of South Africa (FASA) and its professional league disbanded
and joined the non-racial South African Soccer Federation (SASF).
This did not produce one controlling organisation, as operating
in competition with the SASF was the South African National
Football Association, which also maintained a professional
organisation: the Nation~l Professional Football League (NPSL) •

. - -
The SASF, although non-racial by inclination, was, because of the
rival SANFA, largely made up of Coloured and Indian players.
Norman middleton felt that the decision of the White soccer
association FASA to dissolve was a victory for soccer and non-
racialism in sporto He felt it was something that non-racial
soccer had striven for over the past 25 years (Daily Despatch,
October 4, 1977)0

~y the end of 1977 it was clear that White sports administrators
mere positively inclined towards multi-racial rather than towards
multi-national sport as it had been introduced in 1971. It
appears that the government had capitulated on the enforcement
of the strict multi-national approach, although there had been
no indication of any concomitant change in the political or
legal infrastructure, or in society ~~~ At the end
multi-racialism in sport in South Africa was regarded by

of 1977
anti-

apartheid organisations, countries opposed to apartheid, and by
the non-racial sports movement in South Africa, as being too
little,. too late. mixed sport down to club level, as well as
selection, which had been requests made of South African sport
in the early seventies, had escalated. The demands were now
for non-racial sport, normal sport and for a normalisation of
SOciety:'?
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE DEMAND FOR NON-RACIAL SPORT

GROWING DEMANDS FOR NON-RACIAL SPORT IN SOUTH AFRICA

THE COMMONWEALTH STATEMENT ON APARTHEID IN SPORT AND INTERNAL
AND INTERNATIONAL REACTION

DEVELOPMENTS AND DIFFICULTIES IN THE SPORTS NORMALISATION
PROCESS IN SOUTH AFRICA IN 1978

INTERNATIONAL REACTION TO SOUTH AFRICAN SPORTING DEVELOPMENTS
IN 1978

SOUTH AFRICAN SPORTING DEVELOPMENTS IN 1979 AND CONTINUING
INTERNATIONAL OPPOSITION TO SOUTH AFRICAN SPORT

/

~he unofficial acknowledgement in August 1977 that sports clubs
could be integrate~, although it would not be condoned at govern=,
ment level, complpted the movement away fro~ multi-nationalism,

iwhich had been initiated at the end of 1974 and during 1975.
Multi-racialism, ~s it developed, did not replace the concept of

\

multi-nationalism. There were constant reminders that multi-
racialism was built on the foundation of multi-nationalism and
that there had been no fundamental change of policy and nu com=
promising of principles. Multi-racialism therefore did not
remove discrimination from SOuth African sport, as tacitly
acknowledged by specific pieces of legislature (cf. Chapter
Nine).:? Nevertheless it was clear by the end of 1977 that sports
clubs were to a large degree using their own discretion as to

. .
whom they admitted, and while some obviously found it difficult
to overcome years of separate sport, by the end of 1977 mixing
was taking place at club level in South Afric&.

GROWING DEmANDS fOR NON-RACIAL SPORT IN SOUTH AFRICA
In"1977 there were indications that those who opposed South
African sport were becoming more radical in their demands, and
that the original requests for merit selection and mixed sport
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down to club level would, if met by the White authorities and
administrators, be insufficient to ensure the co-operation of
the non-racial Black sportsmen. The co-operatio~ of the non.,..
racial organisation had become increasingly important as a means
by which South Africa would ultimately return to international
sport. This new-found significance accorded to the non-racial
South African Council on Sport derived directly from an enhance=
ment of status at the end of 1976 and the beginning of 1977.
SACOS was accepted as a full member of the Supreme Council for
Sport in Africa. The significance of such a development can
be realised only when it is considered that SCSA was the fore=
most organisation, along with the Londcn-bas6d anti-apartheid
organisation SAN-ROC, in the active 2nd successful campaign
against So~th African sports. The Supreme Council. for Sport
in Africa monitors South Africa's sports developments for the
United Nations.Commission on Sport, which functions thiough the
United Nations Special Committee Against Apartheid. In order
to achieve permanent/international recognition, South African
sports organisatioMs could be at 3 distinct disadvantage if the

/sanction of the United Nations Commission on Sport was not
Iforthcoming. This commission relied on the Supreme Council

for Sport in Africa for their information. Without the approval
of the SCSA the commission would not recommend South AfricaJs

isports organisafions being reaccepted internationally (Supreme
\Council on Sport'·~n Africa, September 20, 1978. United Nations

Centre Against Apartheid, September 14, 1978)0 The granting of
full member status of the Supreme Council to SACOS implied that
South African sports organisations would now also require the
sanction of SACOS before they (or the sports policy with which
they were associated) were accepted internationally.

~The attitude adopted by SACOS at the beginning·of 1977, there=
fore, assumed a greater importance than had previously been the
case. Norman middleton~ the chairman of SACOS, demonstrated
its new-fou~d position of strength and suggested possible
philosophical deviation in a condemnatory speech on racial sport
in January 1977. middleton called for the isolation of South
African sport until non-racial sport had been introduced at all
levels. He said that the longer international sportsmen
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continued to come to South Africa and to participate in racially
segregated sport, the longer the racial system in South African
sport would endure. South Africa would make meaningful changes
in its sports policy only when it was totally excluded from all
international particiPatio~~ Visiting sportsmen, he said,
often argued that they came to South Africa to build bridges and
change the attitudes of the White South Africans; some even
argued that by isolating South Africa in sport the Slack sports=
man would suffer the most. Middleton suggested that the Slack
sportsman had never enjoyed or experienced any privileges and
that therefore such an argument was'not logicalo ~It was, he
said, the White sportsmen who felt the results of isolation
(cape Times, January 7, 1977)Q Middleton's speech did not
introduce the term non-racial, as it had already been used
frequently, but it did serve to give the term greater pre-
eminence. Non-racial sport, as opposed to multi-racial sport,
implied that all racial restrictions, that is legislation
restricting racial sport, would need to be removed before
approval was forthcoming from SACOS. Further indications of
a more radical stance manifested themselves in a,memorandum
which was presented to the United States ambassador to the
United Nations, ArH(rew Young, who was visiting South Africa.
SACOS took this~pportunity to claim, inter alia, that there

/
had been no a~~ance toward non-racial sport, but merely the
consolidatio; of apartheid; that White sportsmen of South

/Africa merely hid behind the government's policy; that there
had been no'mixed integrated play at club level; that dialogue
with White sportsmen had proved a waste of time, and that it
was the considered opinion of SACOS that White racist sportsmen
would only yield if there was an international isolation of
their sport (South African Council on Sport, 1977 : 113-115).
The suggestion implicit in this statement was that a change in
the entire apartheid structure, not only in sport, was reqUired~

Howa, who succeeded Middleton as chairman of SACOS, expanded on
this theme in July. Under the title "No normal sport in an
abnormal society", Howa explained that the non-racial organ=
i~ations had decided that the normalisation of sport should be
concomitant with political and economic equality for Slacks.
Justifying the philosophical aberration, Hows stated that the
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1976 race riots had hardened attitudes and initiated a proc~ss
of soul searching. People, he said, questioned how one could
be a White man's equal playing sport at the weekends, and for
the rest of the week his inferior. They questioned how one
could co-operate with a system thet was depriving one of one's
ordinary rights as a citizen. mr. Howa then went on to explain
how, when t~e South African Sports Association, forerunner of
the London based SAN-ROC, had been formed about 20 years ago,
officials had felt that the government's Achilles' heel was
sport. He claimed that if apartheid in sport could be broken,
then the main apartheid structure was wollon the way to being
broken. However, the non-racial association had now realised
that winning concessions in sport and making progress towards
integration, the main structure of apartheid had not be8~ broken
down, as anticipated. Therefore, to have settl8d for non-
racial sport in an apartheid society would hove meant reneging
on the original objective of total equality (Rand Daily ~ail,
July 14, 15, 1977).

An additional consideration not stated but acknowledged by
Howa, was the increasing potency of sports as a lever which
could be used s4~cessfully to secure further concessions.
Sport had become the most efficacious implement available to
Blacks; through sport, pressure could be brought to bear on
White authorities (Howa, 1979). To have ceded to White sports
authorities bt this juncture would have removed this weapon
from the Bla'cks'limited arsenal. Capitulation at this point

\would have c~mmitted the non-racial sports organisation to the
vagaries of evolution and an uncertain future. To have joined
forces with the White organisations would have deprived Blacks
of a significant' pressure group. However, in the move towords
becoming unofficinlly more politically orientated (ther8 was
no little irony), as the Ron-racialists had since 1958 been
demanding a depoliticization of South African sport. By their
announcemént in July 197~ SACOS had committed non-racial sport

,\

in South Africa to greater political involvement.
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THE commONWEALTH STATEmENT ON APARTHEID IN SPORT AND INTERNAL
AND INTERNATIONAL REACTION

With this readjustment of philosophy and the increasing
politicization of sport by the non-racialists, there seemed
little hope of a complete return to world sport by South African
sporting associations, even with multi-recialism. This premise
was supported by two previous developments, which had simul=
taneously escalated demands made on South African sport and
committed politics to a part of the solution. On June 14th,
1977, the British Commonwealth leaders formulated a 'Common=

as the 'Gleneagles Accord'or'Gleneaglos Agreement', the declara=
tion committed Commonwealth member states to a policy of non-
involvement in sport with South Africa. The statement read:

The member countries of the Commonwealth, embracing
peoples of diverse races, colours, languages and
faiths, have long recognized racial prejudice and
discrimination as a dangerious sickness and an un=
mitigated evil and are pledged to use all their
efforts to foster human dignity everywhereo At
their london meeting, the Heads of Government
reaffirmed that apartheid in sports, as in other
fields, is an abomination and runs directly counter
to the declaration of Commonwealth principles which
they made at Singapore on 22 January 1971.
The y w 8re cols ci0 us that 's por tis anim por tan t mea ns
of developing and fostering understanding between
the peopl?~ and especially between the young people,
of all c~ntries. But, they were also aware that,
quitea p,.artf rom 0 the r factor s, spo rtin g con tact s
between/their nationals and the nationals of coun=
tries p~actising apartheid in sport tend to encourage
the belief (however unwarranted) that they are
prepare~ to condone this abhorrent policy or are less
than totally committed to the principles embodied in

\ .their Singapore declaration. Regretting past mis=
understandings and difficulties and recognizing that
these were partly the result of inadequate inter-
governmental consultations, they agreed that they
would seek to remedy this situation in the context
of the increased level of understanding now achieved.
They reaffirmed their full support for the interna=

..tiona1 campaign against .apartheLd and uieLcome d the
-~fforts of the United Nations to reach universally

~~accepted ~ppr08ches to the question of sporting
.£ontacts within the framework of that campaign.
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mindful of these and other considerations, they
accepted it as the urgent duty of each of their
Governments vigorously to combat the evil of apart=
heid by wit.hholding any form of support for, and by
taking every practical step to discourage, contact
or competition by their nationals with sporting
organizstions, teams or sportsmen from South Africa
or from any other country illheresports are organized
on the basis of race, colour or ethnic origin.
They fully acknowledged that it was for each Govern=
ment to determine in accordance with its laws the
methods by which it might best discharge these
commitments. But they recognized that the effect=
ive fulfilment of their commitments was essential
to the harmonious development of Common0ealth sport
hereafter.
They acknowledged also that the full realization of
their objectives involved the understanding, support
and active participation of the nationals of their
countries and of their national sporting organiza=
tions and authoritieso As they drew a curtain
across the past they issued a collective call for
that understanding, support and participation with
a view to ensuring that in this matter the peoples
and Government of the Commonwealth might help to
give a lead to the world.
Heads of Government specially welcomed the belief,
unanimously expressed at their meeting, that in the
light of their consultations and accord there were
unlikely to be future sporting contacts of any signi=
ficance between Commonwealth countries or their
nationals and South Africa while that country conti=
nues to pursue the detestable policy of apartheid.
On that basis, and having regard to their commit=

~~ ments, they looked forward with satisfaction to the
~lding of the Commonwealth Games in Edmonton and to
ths continued strengthening of Commonwealth sport
generally (Commonwealth statement on Apartheid in
Sport. Gleneagles, Scotland. J~ne 14, 1977)

Die Burger reacted by asking what had become of the Common~eBlth
when the question of sporting relations with South Africa was
allowed to take precedence over more urgent matters. It felt
the whole matter ,would only be settled when the countries of
the 'Old Commonwealth' gave way completely to the blackmail of
the £lack states or challenged them to go their own way. Die
aurger felt that a compromise development, such as the Common=
wealth Accord, was not going to get them out of trouble (Die
Burger, 'June 15, 1977).
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Dr. Koornhof's reaction was to invite the Commonwealth leaders to
South Africa to see for themselves whether the decision to iso=
late SO'Jth African sport was justified by local circumstallces.
Deprecation of the Gleneagles Agreement followed: III learned
with indignation of the decision of the Commonwealth conference
concerning sporting relations in South Africa" (cape Times,
June 16, 1977). Dr. Koornhof said he could find no other
explanation for this decision other than what had been motivated
by political expediency, by ignorance about sports activities in
South Africa, or by a wilful refusal to take note of the meaning=
ful progress which had occurred in connectiGn with the participa=
tion óf all sportsmen in South Africa, irrespective of race,
creed or colour, from club level to national and international
participation (Die Burger, June 16, 1977)0

Although the Gleneagle's Accord by its existence indicated that
Commonwealth members were cognizant of the inequities extant in
South African sport, Dr. Koornhof was correct when he suggested
that the issue was becoming politicizedo

Attention, as a result of the Gleneagles Agreement, was drawn to
New Zealand, for so many years one of South Africa'S traditional
sporting rivals, and her interpretation of the Agreement was
awaited. Abraham Ordia decided to pre-empt and pressurise New
Zealand, by stating that African states were awaiting co~mentary
from New Zealand before deciding whether or not to participate
in the 1978 Common~ealth Games (Daily Post, June 17, 1977).

mr. muldoon, New Zealand's prime minister, announced that New
Zealand would discourage contact with South Africa in agreement
with the Gleneagles Accord (Auckland Star, June 20, 1977).

With the obvious politicization of the sport issue by Common=
wealth members and by the South African Council on Sport, the
anti-apartheid sports movements outside South Africa were
presented with a dilemma. Previously accused of being politi=

they hnd on numerous occasions stated their
dedication to the sports issue only, as had the Supreme Council
for Sport in Africa through its president Abraham Ordia (cf.
Chapter Ten). The anti-apartheid organisations we~e now faced
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with stating eittler that they adhered to their original philoso:
phy, or that they were going to commit themselves to the new
politically-orientated demands. Peter Hain subsequently stated
that he sympathised with mr. Howa, but that this did not mean
that if the government and sport officiols bypassed the discri:
minatory laws and provided equal opportunity for all sportsmen,
he would not look sympathetically at South Africa's case. "We
would not slam the door", he said (Rand Daily lYlail,July 16,
1977). The indecision as to what stance should be adopted was
fur the r ref 1ect edin e ilris deB rog 1io's sta t 8 n, ent on be hal f of
SAN-ROC. The suggestion w~s that SAN-ROC was more favourably
disposed to the new political orientation: "There can't be a
fight only against sports racism. Blacks have to get equality
in every field. If the non-racial groups in South Africa urant
equality in all walks of life as a pre-condition to mixed spart,
we will put that view across to international bodies who will
certainly listen" (Rand Daily lYlail,July 14, 1977). A further
announcement in August suggested that discussions hod occurred
and the anti-apartheid sports movement would concern itself
basically with the issue of discrimination in South African
sport. The demands had, however, grown. They were presented
as 'the lifeline for South African sport - a proposal for
normalisation'. Essentially an expansion of the Hain blueprint
proposed earlier in the year, this plan covered ten points and
was sanctioned by the SAN-ROC organisation, viz.:

1. Passport restrictions on all non-racial sports
officials - including IYl.N.Pather, Norman middleton
and Hassan Howa - must be lifted and all harassment
of non-racial bodies stopped. The banning order
on morgan Naidoo must be rescinded.
2. The Government must declare an official morato:
rium on all major sports tours for two years while
the sports system is reorganised.
3. The multi-national policy must be officially
buried and a genuine non-racial policy adopted in
its place.

40 Club sport must ba fully integrated, ~ith each
!club having in its co~stitution a mandatory clause

'..mJaking membership open to all races.
5. -All legislation which prevents the full inte=
gration of club facilities must be suspended and
ultimately repealed.
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6. All spectator facilities such as entrances, seating
and terraces, toilets and refreshments must be integra=
ted.
7. School sport, leagues and competitions must be
integrated.
8. Existing separate white and black national sports
organisations must merge into truly non-racial national
bodies for each sport. These should be democratically
organised and fully representative with non-racial
clubs to affiliate.
9. Teams representing South Africa should be chosen by
the new national non-racial bodies, which would seek
affiliation to international sporting organisations.
Only players who belong to non-racial clubs would be
considered for national or provincial sides.
100 psss laws for sportsmen must be relaxed.
Times, August 14, 1977)

(Sunday

The movement against South African sport had clearly entered a
new phase. No longer would the cre8tion of a multi-racial
sports society be sufficient for South Africa to win support for
her sports policyo The escalation of demands required a
normalisation of sport, or the establishment of non-racial sport
in South Africa. Normal sport was adjudged by some to mean the
removal of the various racial restrictions which surrounded
Black sportsmen and administrators. Others felt that the term
-- -
'normal sport' could not be applied in South Africa unless there
was a concomitant amelioration of political and economic racial
inequities. South Africa's reply to the new demands, as
previously stated, was the bestowing of unofficial sanction on
mixed sport at the club levelo While this may have been suf=
ficient to have won South Africa some recognition in 1970-73, in
1977 it was, in relation to growing demands, too little too
late. This point was underscored by a communiqu~ issued to
British sports clubs by the British minister of State mr. Denis
Howell. Howell advised the sports clubs, inter alia, that the
United Kingdom Government, in common with every other Common=
wealth Government, publicly recognised that it was their urgent
duty to take all practical steps to discourage sporting con=
tacts with South Africa. He said that it was accepted in the
United .Kingdom that sport was organised on a voluntary basis,
and that the governing bodies of sport were free to make their
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own decisions. However, Bbhorrence of apartheid policies was
a humanitarian problem and could not be regarded as the concern
of politicians alone: sportsmen and sportswomen were as involved
as anyone else in following huma~itarian principles. He then
asked all those who were concerned with sport in the United
Kingdom to take note of the unanimous declaration of the
Commonwealth leaders and to act within its spirit. Not only
should governing bodies seek to discourage participation in
competitions in which teams or individuals representative of \
South Africa1s apartheid policies are involved, but a similar
attitude should then be adopted in dealing with international

land welcomed indications of progress in South Africa towards the
federations. Howell perorated that his government recognised

was the Liquor Act. At the beginning of 1978 this created

breaking down of some of racial barriers in sport, but that such
progress fell short of the standards set by the Gleneagles
Agreement (Sports Council, Directive to Governing Bodies of
Sport, October 18, 1977)0

DEVELopmENTS AND DIFFICULTIES IN THE SPORTS NORmALISATION
PROCESS IN SOUTH AFRICA IN 1978

Against this background, and the demand for a normalisation of
sport and society, South African sport was struggling to adjust
to the possibility of mixed clubs. Although Dr. Koornhof had
stated that there was no law against mixed (Black and White)
sports clubs, certain conditions prev~iled which militated
against such integration. These conditions derived from
legislation (cf. Chapter Nine) of which one of the most notable

further barriers ·to integration, as Digger's Rugby Club, one of
the foremost, rugby clubs in South Africa, expounded. They felt
that there should be no colour barriers in sport, but there was
the stumbling block of the social restrictions which would,
under the Liquor Act, app~y to Black members. A spokesman for
Oigger~ stated: "We do not want to ~rant conditional member=
~h~p to people, which is not fair. If, for instance, we have

• 'r. '.

a dance, what happens about the Black members? And each time
, .

~e played with the Black members we would have to go to the
government in relation to the Group Arpas Act" (Sunday Exoress,
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January 22, 1978). This was a situation that was experienced
by bther clubs. If, like Diggers, they refused Black players,
they were identified further as racialists. If they opened
their doors to all, clubs ran the risk qf (a) embarrassing both
Whites and Blacks and/or (b) having their liquor licences
suspended, because they were contravening the law. Although
there appeared to be an understanding that clubs might proceed
with mixing at their own discretion, the co-operation of the
Black Affairs Administration Board could not always be guaranteed,
nor was it guaranteed that the clubs would not be prosecuted if
they served liquor to Black sportsmen. This the Sunday Express
discovered when it surveyed other top rugby clubs: all clubs
agreed in principle to admitting Black members, but present
laws did not encourage them to do so.

I

llihileit was possible to accuse these clubs of being negative
about the situation and of not taking the initiative, or, alter=
natively, to suggest that conditioned racialism dies hard and
clubs were merely using government policy to protect their
exclusive identity, it also had to be considered that for many
clubs their survival, financially, depended on the retention of
their liquor licenceso Without covert motives the risk for many
was too great: the onus was on the govern~ent to create a situa=
tion which did not militate against integration at club level.
However, to have repealed the Liquor Act or the Group Areas Act,
by way of example, would have indicated a change in policy, a
moderation of the subjacent ideology. Reaction came in the
form of 'International status'. This was a dispensation
granted under the Liquor Act which was usually bestowed on
hotels that catered for international guests. International
status was, in february 1978, made available to sports clubs
(Argus, february 28, 1~78). Sports clubs could apply to the
Department of Justice for international status. If granted,
this would allow sports clubs to entertain Black sportsmen and

Iadministrators at White ~lubs. Although this had been possible
previousl y, the s ystern .Lnv oI vad in ob t aLnLnq permissi on was
.cumberso.me and -,time-consuming. ' Ad hoc application had to be
made to'the Department of Justice each time it was anticipated
that a Black person may be a member of an opposing team.
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International status circumvented this problem: it virtually
gave certain sports clubs annual permission to antertain Black
sportsmen, if certain conditions were met (cf. Chapter Nine).
Although this did advance the cause of multi-racialism and did
assist in the process of normalising South African sport, there
remained certain anomalies which underlined the fact that this
development was a distension of, rather than a change in, policy.
The conditions that had to be read with international status
were: (a) liquor, refreshments and meals could only be supplied
to a non-White person who: (i) was a competitor taking part in
any match or practice on the grounds owned or controlled by the
club; (ii) was an official accompanying conpetitors taking part
in any match; (iii) was a guest of a club rnemb er ; (b) when these
conditions were operating no dancing was to take place while non-
Whites were present (Hansard, April 2, 1979. Questions and
Replies, Cols. 590-594)0 In addition, the Croup Areas Act 36 of
1966 had to be read in conjunction with the conferral of inter=
national status, which meant that a permit, which was objectiona=
bIe to non-racialists, still had to be applied for.

isations sink their identities to form one new non-racial tennis
bod.y;. aod.-(iii) t-hat the International Tennis Federation imposes
a moratorium on all players from overseas playing in South Africa
until such time as the new non-racial tennis body be accepted by

l

Further reaction occurred later in February when the Internatio~al
Tennis Federation sent a commission to South Africa to investi=
gate the advances made in South African tenniso The commission
consisted of mr. Phillipe Chatrier (France), mr. David Gray
(Britain), mr. Leslie Ashenheim (Jamaica) and mr. Theodore Zeh
(Austria). During their ten-day visit the commission managed to
bring together the three dissenting factions in South African
tennis. These were the predominantly White South African Tennis
Union (SATU), the formerly affiliated and largely Black dominated
South African National Lawn Tennis Union (SANLTU) and the non-
racial South African Lawn Tennis Union (SALTU). The mesting
ended in discord. SANLTU and SALTU submitted three points for
acceptance, with which SATU felt it CQuld not comply. These
were: (i) that the SATU relinquish forthwith its membership with
the .}nt ern ati 0naI 1enn i s Fed era tion; (ii) th at the th ree or 9 8.n=

c
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the International Tennis Federation (South African Digest,
march 3,1978).

Following this meeting, mr. Chatrier said that although no
mutually acceptable solution emerged, all parties had agreed to
meet again after the departure of the commission to try and find
some common ground on which a new governing body could be
speedily built. The prime necessity, according to mr. Chatrier,
was the dissolution of the three existing organisations and their
replacement by one non-racial governing body (Press release.
Po Chatrier: President International Tennis Federation, Cape
Town, February 22, 1978)0 Chatrier also revealed that he had
been given a letter of some significance by Dr. Koornhof. The
letter, dated February 21, 1978, stated:

Dear mr. Chatrier

In terms of our discussion this morning, I would like
to state:

a. That no permit or other legal permission is needed
by any player to play on any court in South Africa or
to join any club. As for spectators, the National or
Provincial Governing bodies can by arrangement with
the Department of Sport, get a clearance annually in
advance for their full programme of events.
b; That early steps are being taken to modify any re=
strictions as far as the Liquor Act is concerned by
enabling sports clubs to get international status on
application so that licencees can provide liquor to
all participating sportsmen without application for a
permit, bringing this matter on a par with similar
sporting events in other parts of the world.
c. That early steps will be taken to ensure that allo=
cations of money spent by the government on sport give
all groups their fair and proportionate shares, based
on population and participation. The Department of
Sport will endeavour to use its influence with local
authorities to provide sport facilities to all populs=
tion groups according to their needs and the resources
available •

.1 regard this statement as a clarification and a con=
firmation of the normalisation of sport on a non-
..racial basis in South Afr I ca,

Yours sincerely
Or. P.G.J. KOORNHOF
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Dr. Koornhof's letter held much significance for South African
~port in general. This was generated by what appeared to be a
dissolution of the permit system. Although the permit system
was not e tangible obstacle to normal sport, it was considered
by non-racialists and others to be an important factor, on
principle, in the inhibition of progress towards normalisation~
They felt that sport should be a human right, not a privilege
that had to be requested from a White authority. The implica=
tions were that this right had been restored, which, if correct,
would have been a significant step in the normalisation of South
African sport. However, there was some doubt surrounding the
issue, especially as there had been no concomitant change in
the Group Areas Act, the Black Urban Areas (Consolidation) Act,
the Reservation of Separate Amenities Act and the Liquor Act;
pieces of legislation which required Blacks and llihitesto obtain
permission to indulge in mixed sporte David Dalling, oppasi=
tion spokesman on sport, surmised that some form of change llieS
implied, which in practice proved incorrect (Hansard, march 1,
1978. Questions and Replies, Colo 261). Reaction from the anti-
apartheid sports movement was, not unnaturally, circumspect,
although statements illustrated that this group was also cogni=
zant of the potential significance of the statement. Peter
Hain said: "Superficially, it sounds like an important step
forward, but I went to see the small print in this". Chris de
Broglio, on behalf of the South African Non-Racial Olympic Com=
mittee, commented: "I am cautious about this because in the
past we seem to have made headway and then found we had notl1

(Argus, February 25, 1978).

Events later in the year demonstrated that the permit system
had not been eliminated from South African sport. In August,
Dan (Cheeky) Watson, the rugby player who had previously
appeared in court for contravening the Black Urban Areas Con~
solidation Act, was indicted again. '"he Sunday Times reports
that he was charged with entering New Brighton (a Black tOUln=
ship) _without a permit, speeding (two charges), not stopping at
Ei st op -street, and reckless or negligent driving (Sundav Times,
Augus t 27, 1978).
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The issue surrounding permits was raised again in September,
when a soccer match planned for Cape Town had to be switched to
Johannesburg. Tembalethu Hearts of Langa in Cape Town, a Black
club, were to playa White club Highlands, at home. However,
they could not get permission to do so. An attempt was then
made to switch the match to Hartleyvale, a White area, but
permission could not be obtained for the Black members of
Tembalethu Hearts to play there. Finally, in order that the
match be played, the game had to be'transferred to a Johannesburg
location, where a permit was obtained (cape Herald, September 16,
1978) •

The word 'clearance', in Dr. Koornhof's letter to mr. Chatrier,
obviously had not implied the removal of the permit system.
Instead, it meant the granting of permission for specific sport=
ing events. The principle of obtaining permission to play sport
remained unchanged, while the process had been refined. Permis=
sian or clearance could now be obtained from the Department of
Sport and Recreation for multi-racial sports events, if an annual
league fixture list was submitted in advanceo This clearance
would be operative for a year. This circumvented the process
of applying for permits for each multi-racial event (Rand Daily
mail, August 24, 1978). This dev eLo pn.en t reduced the bureau=
cracy surrounding multi-racial sports events, but it did not
reduce the objection to the principle that permission or clearance
was still a factor in South African sport.

Sport (CARDS). The presentation was entitled 'A Charter for

In April other obstacles in the way of normal sport were out=
lined in a presentation which was produced by the non-racial
Councils of Sport in the Transvaal, Natal, Eastern and Western
Provinces and the Committee Against Racial Discrimination in

Normal Sport', and it functioned around the hypothesis that com:
plete non-racial sport was essential for the rapidly-changing
social situation in Southern Africa. The Charter demanded:

1. National Bodies: Every code of sport in South
Africa must have only one, non-racial national body
to ~ontrol and administer that sport. In any par=
'ticular sport code, every sportsman and woman irre=
spective of rac8, colour, creed or religion must
fall under the jurisdiction of this national body.
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This non-racial national body must represent SA at
international and Olympic level. This basic prin=
ciple nullified the concept of umbrella bodies c3te=
ring for different "ethnic" or colour groups and is
the very opposite of multi-nationalism or separate
development in sport.
2. Provincial bodies: Every National sporting body
must be composed of one, provincial, non-racial body
controlling all unions (and clubs), in any code.
3. Clubs: Every provincial body must consist of
unreservedly open clubs. Such clubs must not prac=
tice discrimination on the basis of colour, language,
religion or social status.
All Sportsmen and lliomenmust be eligible for membership.
All clubs must not only have a non-racial constitu=
tion but, in fact, play non-racial sport. No pretext
to promote any form of racial discrimination must be
tolerated. Racially exclusive clubs must be aboli:
shed or thrown unreservedly open.
4. Facilities: All club members must have equal
opportunities to develop their skills and abilities.
All training, coaching and playing facilities must be
open.
5. Touring sides: All overseas touring sides must
only compete against non-racial sides at national,
provincial or club level. The practice of touring
sides competing against racially selected sides must
be abolished. .

No visiting side in any code of sport must be enter=
tained until complete non-racial sport has been intro=
duced.
6. Spectators: Any form of player or spectator segre=
gation at any sport meeting or function must be abo=
lished.
7. School sport: Schools' sport and junior leagues
must similarly be implemented on a completely non-
racial basis.
Separate school leagues, for Black, Brown, and llihite
must, just like the school systems, breed racialism,
and can never provide equal opportunity for school
sport.
·6. Spar tmdflsh i p: Th~ Lmp Iica tion of s port on a non-

. t. rac La I basis, as outlined above, will prevent the
.incitement of racial hatred and will instead mould a
~healthy sportsmanship that will cut across colour,
language Dr religious lines.
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It will create the opportunity for any player to
attain the highest colours or awards in his codes.
9~ Concessions and Dignity: To play non-racial
sport is not a pr~vilege but a basic human right.
Consequently the policy of granting patronising
concessions in sport is an insult to the dignity
and self-respect of any player. Furthermore, a
sporting policy that calls for:
a) The existence of different clubs for illhite,
Col~ured, Indian and African sportsmen;

/

b) Wherever possible, practical and desirable,
the consultation of contact or committees or coun=
cils of the different race groups;
c) Special permits from a political department to
enable teams from different racial groups to com=
pete;
d). IIFavours" to only certain codes of sport;
e) Separate development in sport to appease the
verkrampte right-wing elements; and
f) Humiliating provisions of restrictive Acts of
parliament, such as the Group Areas Act and the
Liquor Act, with separate and inferior facilities;
is basically a policy entrenching racialism in
sport. (Voice, April 1, 1978)

The Charter revealed the gap which existed betUleen the status
~ in South African sport and the ideal of normal or non-
racial sport. David Dalling, opposition spokesman on sport,
urged the government to give cognizance to the Charter and to
try and do more to fall in line with it (Cape Times, April 21,
1978). There was no official reaction, but in the same month
further demands were made on the government by David Dalling to
expedite the process of normalisation in ~port during South
Africa'S parliamentary debate on sport in April. mr. Dalling
suggested that the government start by lifting restrictions on
non-racial sports administra~ors, and allowing the Department
of Sport to cater·-for all' race .qr.cups, He further advised that
the permit system should b~ re~oved~.and that schools should be
allowed to :decide their .ournf.ixtures wi thout governmental inter=
f arenc e , This would prevent the deprivation of fields or
facilities being used to co-erce sporting conformity. Finally,
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it was suggested that moves away from segregated seating be
initiated (Hansard, April 20, 1978. Cols. 5173-5183). Dr.
Koornhof, in his reply as minister of Sport and Recreation,
argued that he had nev~r been involved in the withdrawal of
passports or the placing of restrictions on non-racial sports=
men. There was, he said, nothing to suggest that these
restrictions had anything to do with their activities as sports
administrators. He then continued to make the points that
discrimination would completely disappear once the sports policy
reached its full conclusion, and that the question of one
Departrnent of Sport and Recreation for all sporting communities
was being investigated (Hansard, April 20, 1978. Cols.
5223-5243).

Although mr.Dalling and" the non-racial sports organisations in
South Africa did not consider South African sport at this point
'normalised', the Sunday Express newspaper felt that there were
positive signs and that anti-2partheid activist Peter H3in
should be invited to South Africa to see these developments for
himself. Dr. Koornhof supported the idea on condition that
Hain was prepared to come with an open mind. Hain reacted by
stating that he would go to South Africa only if certain condi=
tions were met. These were: (i) The removal of a 1969 with=
drawal of his visa exemption as a British citizen, plus guaran=
tees of his safety; (ii) Complete freedom as regards whom he
saw, when and where, including the country's Black townships;
(iii) The lifting of passport restrictions on non-racial sports
administrators such as Hassan Howa, m.N. Pather, Norman
middleton, and the unbanning of morgan Naidoo (South African
Digest, march 24, 1978). There was not a strong possibility
of Hain's conditions being met, as two National party members
of parliament, mr. Karel Swanepoel and Dr. Connie Mulder,
respectively stated: "It is outrageous, we cannot allow him here

•because one does not cherish a serpent in ones bosom", and "I
want to say right now that Peter Hain is not welcome in South
Africa~ His audacity tn put con~itions to the South African
Government is the limit of bad manners" (South African Digest,
ma~ch 24, 1978). Hain did not visit South Africa, but the
proposal'did provide insight into White division on the subject
of further normclisaticn of South African Spo~t. Hoofstad
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(march 20, 1978) asserted that South Africans were not so naive
as to believe that Hain would,abandon his long association with
anti-apartheid movements, which had become his bread and butter,
for the sake of objectivity as far as South Africa wae concerned.
Die Transvaler (march 21, 1978) added that liberals such as Hain
stood out because of his intolerance and arrogance. It could
be expected that he would find nothing good in South Africa or
allow his mind to be broadenedo The Citizen (march 21, 1978),
under a leading article titled 'PAIN', expressed the hope that
there would be a stop the Peter Hain Tour of South Africa cam=
paigno The Citizen added that it could not see Hain coming to
his senses and telling the world what a "lekker" (nice, pleasant)
place South Africa was, and that there was no longer a need to
organise demonstrations against South African teams. This news=
peper could not see SAN-ROC and the other anti-apartheid move=
ments disappearing because Peter Hain had visited South Africa:
"Come on", it said, "how can a man like Hain, with his track
record, be convinced that anything South Africa or its Govern=
ment does is right". more circumscribed was the opinion
offered by the Rand Daily mail (march 21, 1978) which suggested
that if Hain arrived in South Africa he would step back into
fundamentally the same apartheid society he had left as a boy of
sixteen.

However, it is to the credit of our sportsmen - and
indirectly of Hain himself - that this is not true of
sport. At cricket, Black and Whites are playing
together, and not only in the major leagues. most
weekends a visiting Peter Hain could watch Black ath=
letes competing against Whites •••• Sports administra=
tors would tell him: We have achieved what you deman=
ded. There is mixed sport at club level and merit
selectiono And there are Black Springbaks to prove
it. But Haih would also find White spectators being
barred from soccer in Black townships (because there
are not separate toilet facilities) and clubs needing
international permits before they can admit Blacks.
And he would not have to travel far to discover all
the best facilities are in the White Areas,. (Rand

.Daily mail, march 21, 1978)

~outh African sport, during and following this period, reflected
the division ~f White opinion on further integration. In April
the formerly all-White South African Rugby Board disbanded and
then initiated its own renaissance by reforming under the same
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title but with a multi-racial constitution and executiveo making
up the new South African Rugby' Board were the South African Rugby
Federation and the South African Rugby Association _ the Coloured
and Black organisations respectively - both of which had pre=
viously co-operat~d with the White organisationo Although both
these organisations had representation on the executive of the
new South African Rugby Board (which in effect meant that South
African rugby was governed by a multi-racial organisation), they
were still individually responsible for the administration of the
rugby affairs of their respective race groups. This meant that
White, Coloured and Black South African rugby continued to be
administered by, respectively, the White, Coloured and Black
members of the SARBo Such an infrastructure did little to move
South African rugby closer to normal sport, and elicited from the
non-racial unco-operative South African Rugby Union the criticism
that such an arrangement was laughable, since the two New Black
member organisations had merely virtually been given provincial
status. The new body,. they claimed, was multi-national not
multi-racial (Cape Times, April 12, 1978).

Dr. Craven, who was elected to head the new organisation, jUS~l=
fies the structure of the organisation by stating that rugby is
comparable to no other sport in South Africa. He maintains that
it is not feasible to have one national body administering non-
racial rugby in South Africa. Any attempt to do so, he feels,
would result in chaos, because of the numbers involved, and
because the geographical demarcations used by the various organ=
isations are so different that insurmountable problems would
ensue in trying to organise inter-prOVincial and inter-club rugby.
He also sees the present structure being more practical in the
long term when the homelands become independent. The Black body
will then become an independent organisation with status similar
to that of the South African Rugby Board (Craven, 1978).

S.outh African cricket, which had undergone a similar metamor=
phcs Ls in 1977, but had emerged with El genuine multi-racial
administrative structure and competition. albeit without the
sanction ~f the non-racial organisation, felt that enough had
been done to normalise South African cricket. Three members of
the multi-racial South African Cricket Union executive,
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R. Varachia, J. Pamensky and B. lliallace, left SQuth Africa in may
in an attempt to engender support for South Africa's reacceptance
into world cricket. They visited Britain, India, Pakistan and
New Zealand (Australia refused to allow the three to enter).
Talks were held with the respective cricketing organisations, but
the Gleneagles Agreement emerged as a major obstacle. This
stated that sporting contacts were to be held in abeyance until
the po~icy of apartheid had been abolished. Any progress that
may have been made towards normal cricket in South Africa was of
negligible significance when faced with this clause. Varachia,
who was heading the delegation, asked New Zealand's Foreign minis=
ter, mr. Brian Talboys, whether the New Zealand Government would
visualise some sort of waiving of the Gleneagles Agreement as far
as cricket was concernedo Talboys replied that there was no way
that the New Zealand Government on its own initiative could
exclude South African cricket from the Gleneagles Agreement (New
Zealand Herald, June 3, 1978)0

level. In October the South African Amateur Athletic Union

Athletics administrators obviously felt, as did the South African
Cricket Union, that enough had been done in South African athle=
tics to warrant favourable consideration at the international

submitted a memorandum to the biennal congress of the Internatio=
nal Amateur Athletic Federation, stating that the demands which
had been made on the SAAAU had been met. It further stated that
in terms of the SAAAU's constitution and the constitution of its
members, no discriminatory measures existed in South African
athletics: integrated executive committees and national selec=
tion committees had become the norm since 1974, and all provin=
cial and other associations as well as all clubs affiliated to
the SAAAU were autonomous. Furthermore, any person, irre=
spective of race or colour, could join the club of his choice;
there was one national emblem for all South African athletes;
there was one national championship at senior, intermediate and
junior levels; separate Black and llihitechampionships had been
abandoned, "and since 1977 integrated national teams had been
selected on merit and competed at prestige meetings in South
Africa (South African Amateur Athletic Union, 1978 : 5). The
International Amateur Athletic Federation viewed these develop=
ments with favour, said Professor Nieuwoudt (1978), president
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of the SAAAU. However, South Africa was advised to wait until
the 1980 Olympics in Moscow before pressing any claims. Profes:
sor Nieuwoudt also said that it had been established that South
Africa's expulsion from the IAAF, which had occurred in 1976,
was illegal in terms of the constitution of the IAAF. The
constitution only provided for suspension, not expulsion.
Also he felt that there was a possibility of a fact-finding
mission 'from the IAAF coming to South Africa in 1979 to ascer:
tain what progress had been made in the normalisation of athle=
tics (Nieuwoudt, 1978).

In November 1978 the South African Government announced that the
banning order which had bee~ placed in 1973 on Morgan Naidoo,
head of the non-racial swimming association, would be lifted
(Argus, November 2, 1978). It depended to a large degree on
the attitude adopted by Naidoo and his organisation, whether dis=
cussions would take place concerning the development of one
national controlling organisation for South African swimming~
Naidoo subsequently outlined the conditions he felt would have
to be met before he would consider dialogue with the predomi=
nantly llihiteSouth African Swimming Union. These were: (i)
all pools throughout South Africa should be thrown open to all
races for competitive and recreational swimming; (ii) all
clubs would show that they were genuinely open by way of word
and deed; (iii) multi-nationalism must at no stage enter the
swimming SC9ne: there must be no separate Indian, African or
any racial competition (Cape Herald, November 25, 1978). Any
thought that these conditions could be met was quashed almost
immediately. Twelve Black swimmers who presented themselves at
Ellis Park for a training session were turned away. The Black
swimmers were to attend a'training session organised by the
South African Swimming Union, when they were met by a city coun=
cil official and told that they could not enter the pool area.
mr~ Kramer, head of SASU, apologised for what he said was a
misunderstanding, but he -adm.i t t ad he &liasdisappointed. Mr.
mar:ath,~b0-:S6n,akonyána, .,pr6si~ ent of, ,the af f ili ated Black or gan:
isation which had been e~-Dperating.with mr. Kramer's associa:
tion. -r cac t ed angrily over the incident, saying that his assoe
eiation would take no part in mixed galas until all discrimina:
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tion was removed and equal training facilities for all races
were available (Cape Times, November 21, 1978).

Soccer displayed similar discord during 1978. In July the two
main protagonists, who were preventing the formation of one
national controlling organisation, indicated that they might
compromise and form one body. middleton, who was representing
the non-racial South African Soccer Federation, subsequently
announced that the principle of one national controlling body
was unacceptable to the SASF (Argus, July 29, 1978). It was
not greeted with .unanimous approval by some of the professional
clubs within the SASF, who could obviously fore-see greater
economic opportunity if the SASF and the rival South African
Natio~al Football Association should mergeo The SAN FA drew
its attendance largely from the large Slack population, where
soccer was the number one sport, and this virtually guaranteed
economic viability. The SANFA stated in August that any clubs
from the SA SF professional organisation which wished to join
their professional competition would find a willing ear (Ca~
Times, August 18, 1978)0 Hellenic, one of the SASF clubs,
then took the initiative and crossed the floor. Cape Town
City also defected, which prompted severe censure from SASF
president Norman middleton (Cape Times, August 23, 1978).
In October it appeared that differences had been resolved.
Dialogue between the two organisations took place and the
Sunday Times (October 15, 1978) dramatically exclaimed that
agreement had been reached between SANFA, SASF and Football
Council officials, to form one controlling body for the sport.
Further, it was stated that the new development had the sanc=
tion of the· London-based anti-apartheid group, SAN-ROC. The
Sunday Times was proved incorrect in both instances. Norman
Middleton admitted that he had had dialogue with the SANFA,
but that agreement had not been reached (Sunday Times, October
22, 1978). SAN-ROC described the allegation that it supported
-the formation of one national organisation as totally false.
Further, ~t £laimed that it would never approve of dialogue or
'-fller.gers:wi th racist sports bodies (Cape Herald, October 21,
1978 ):. ,
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Apparently the objectiol1 was to the fact that the SANFA func=
tioned within the permit system. This was totally objectionable
to the SASF, and although middleton obviously realised he was
putting his professional clubs in possible financial jeopardy, he
felt he could not compromise 27 years of non-racial principles.
South African soccer therefore remained divided, and as far away
from a return to international football as it had been previous=
ly. Shortly afterwards, SACOS accused the SASF of having
fallen prey to the multi-national sport concept, and of having
betrayed the non-racial principles under which the SASF had been
created. As a result the SASF was expelled from SACOS (cape
Herald, November 4, 1978).

By the end of 1978 two major approaches to the South African
sports situation had been' consolidated. There were those who
argued that progress in South African sport was significant
enough to allow South Africa back into international sport.
Disagreeing with this opinion were the non-racialists, who were
not satisfied with the status guo and demanded that South African
sport be normalised, that is, all racial restrictions removed
down to the primary school levelr. before they would co-operate
with White sporting organisations.

INTERNATIONAL REACTION TO SOUTH AFRICA'S SPORTING DEVELopmENTS
IN 1978

At the international level the inclination was towards the view
of the non-racialists. At a meeting of nine European Common
market countries in Brussels, a joint formal announcement was
made, stating that South Africans were not welcome to play
sport in Europe unless the sport they represented was shown to
be fully integrated at all levels. European governments, it
was stated, would commit themselve~ to discouraging their
citizens from any contact with racially selected players
(Argus, March 16, 1978). ,'This announcement, although further
emphasising the increased li~e ~f resistance to South African
spor~, did not ~ppe6r to be-~~ 'far-reaching as the Gleneagles
Accord 'signed by Commonwealth heads of state. The wording ~as
such that arbitrary interpretation of 'integrated teams' still
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provided a means for South Africa's entry into sporting Europe.
The statement was therefore more of a moral code, significant
only in its demonstrating that such a code was considered neces=
sary. Shortly afterwards, Britain showed that she, for one,
would abide by it. Derek Robins, an industrialist residing in
Cape Town, approached the British minister of Sport, mr. Dennis
Howell, to obtain permission to take a mixed cricket team to
Britain~ mr. Howell replied that the British Government could
not condone sporting contacts with So~th African teams while
racial barriers co~tinued to exist in sport (South African
Digest, march 24, 1978)0

Further condemnation emanated from the International Olympic
Committee. At a press conference in Lausanne, Switzerland,
Lord Kil~anin, president of the IOC, produced an 11-page
manifesto on how the IOC saw its role and that of other organ~
isations which interfered with its functioning. Lord Killanin
condemned exaggerated nationalism, discrimination of all kinds,
and the manipulation and exploitation of athletes. When asked
if he considered the 10C's expulsion of South Africa and
Rhodesia to be a case of politics interfering in sport, he
replied that South Africa and Rhodesia had been expelled
because their political situations prevented their National
Olympic Committees from abiding by the rules of the IOC.
Earlier he had suggested that there had been no material changes
in South African sport and he had advised South Africa to forget
about readmission (South African Digest, march 3, 1978). South
African reaction was manifold. The Beeld (march 23, 1978)
described Lord Killanin as the personification of spinelessness
in the face of pressure by the Soviet group and the Afri-Asians,
who were making a"battlefield of the IOC. Die Burger (march
28, 1978) suggested that for top South African athletes, who
yearned for competition against the world's best, it was
extremely frustrating th?t even South Africa's best efforts were
apparently in vain. The Pretoria News (march 22, 1978) was
more circumspect in its commente It felt that by interna:
tional standards there was still quite a way to go in South
Africa, and that there would be little change in overseas
opinion until people of all races overcame the old social con=
ventions and participated fully at club level with absolute
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freedom.

South African tennis found that opposition was increasing against
her participation in the Davis Cup competition, even though for
the first time she had included a Black tennis player, Peter
Lamb, in her team (Sunday Times, February 19, 1978). The Davis
Cup tie was to be played against the United States in the United
states. Anti-apartheid groups agitated for the cancellation of
the matches with threats of bombing if the tie went ahead.
BIen Franklin, the president of South Africa's Tennis Union,
tried to appease the two groups organising the demonstrations;
the National Association for the Advancement of Coloured People
.and the American Coordinating Committee for Equality in Sports;
by sending them telegrams giving background information on
South Af~ican tennis and ~tating that there was no discrimina=
tion in the sport in South Africa. Little credence was given
to mr. Franklin's telegrams; both organisations went ahead
with plans for demonstrations. One of the team-members was
non-plussed, but one of the others found the pressure inhibiting.
Ray moore announced that he was withdrawing from the team.
moore said that he regretted the intrusion of politics into
sport and then added that he thought South Africa would engender
a lot of goodwill if she stood down for a year or two and "let
them get on with the Davis Cup without having to worry about
us" (Argus, march 4, 6, 1978)0

moore was replaced and the tie went ahead. On the Saturday of
the match, 2 000 people, carrying banners and chanting slogans,
marched 20 blocks from the state capital to the venue at
Vanderbilt University. The effect of the demonstrations and
bomb threats reduced the attendance to a mere 1 200 people.
Victory was claimed by the demonstrators, one of whom, Bill
Silver, a member of the Revolutionary Student Brigade, said:
·What the world saw was not a tennis match - what the world saw
was ~rowing opposition to apartheid" (cape Times, march 21,
1978). ...
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Pressure was subsequently applied by Western Countries against
the South African Tennis Union. It was suggested that it,
would become increasingly difficult to support South Africa's
membership in the International Tennis Federation, if South
Africa continued to participate in the Davis Cup, with all the
adverse publicity this created. The South African Tennis
Union announced that it would withdraw from the Davis Cup when
the International Tennis Federation" met in July in Stockholm.
South Africa's withdrawal was to be for a yesr (South African
Digest, march 3, 1978).

Initially it appeared that South African cricket might be
treated more favourably at the international level. In June
the secretary of the Australian Cricket Board announced that.Australi? would welcome South Africa back into world cricket
(Friend, June 23, 1978). In South Africa the press
replied that South African cricket deserved to hear the kind
of remarks made about it (Rand Daily mail, June 23, 1978).
The Oggendblad (June 23, 1978) considered that the news was
good, but recognised the realities of being able to secure a
positive vote from the important members of the cricket esta=
blishment: India, the West Indies and Pakistan. The Oggend=
blad suggested that Australia should show its good faith by
undertaking an unconditional tour of Australia. The Friend
(June 23, 1978) however, felt that South Africa was not yet up
to international reacceptanceo It explained that there was
still too great a gap in the theoretical situation, as explained
by Dr. Koornhof, and the practical situation: the liquor laws,
Group Areas Act and public attitudes ensured that for all the
progress that had been made, South Africa was still a good way
from having"truly non-racial cricket. "

Supporting the contention of the Friend was a contemporaneous
report in the Sunday Tribune (June 4, 1978). Herein it was
stated that (i) six Black, athletes were refused entry to
Randburg's Verwoerd StadiGm, for a Republic day fun run; (ii)
A Pretoria bowls club marred the Transvaal bowls championship
by refusing to play against a coloured team; (iii) The
Pretoria City Council declared Trim Park, a new jogging course,
for 'Whites only', and unanimously approved the erection of
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notice boards at the park's entrance proclaiming such.

Irrespective of the fact that discrimination obviously continued
to exist in South African sport, mr. Varachia felt that the con=
ditions prevailing in South African cricket were far better than
those required by the International Cricket Conference in 1970.
Varachia asserted that in fact South African cricket had gone
200 percent further than the requests made by the ICC in 1970
(Sunday Times, June 18, 1978). Varachia's optimism failed to
take into account the growing world awareness since 1970 con=
cerning the plight of the Black, and Black sportsmen in South
Africa. The progress made by the South African Cricket Union
was considerable, and may have sufficed in 1970, but in 1978
the issue was no longer one of mixed sport at club level and,
merit selection, it was one of the removal of all discrimina=
tiono Varachia could not offer this; nevertheless, he
intended putting South Africa's case before the ICC. Varachia
explained that he was not seeking an immediate return to inter=
national cricket, but was hoping to succeed in convincing dele=
gates that there had been changes in South African cricket, and
then to secure from ~he ICC an undertaking to send a fact-
finding mission to South Africa (Argus, June 22, 1978).

At the ICC meeting, because t ha y had not been invited, Varachia
and his delegation had to wait outside. and lobby delegates as
they came out of the meeting. Although unconventional, this
tactic proved successful as the ICC subsequently decided to
send a fact-finding delegation to South Africa in 1979, pro~i=
ded an invitation was forthcoming from South Africa. Ther'8
were strenuous objections from the Ulest .Indies, Pakistan, India,
East Africa and ~angladesh, all of whom dissociated themselves
from the fact-finding delegation and the decision (Die Volks=
~, July 28, 1978). Die Volksblad felt that this decision
signified a noticeable change in the attitude of the ICC, and
that South Africa could darive hope for the future. Hassan
Howa was singularly unimpressed by the decision of the ICC.
-tie$ai~ that he would "re·fuse to see 'any delegatio.n frOm the
ICC-because (~) it wo~i~ be ~ointiess, and (b) since the dele=
gation would consist only of those na~ion& already favourably
disposed towards South Africa, any findings would be biased
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(Howa, 1978).

Howa's point was significant. In addition, while it was pro=
gressive to have a fact-Finding mission coming to South Africa,
the results would sustain little credibility without support
from the third world, the Carribean, or the Asian countries~
There was also the possibility that such a fact-finding mission
would adversely affect South Africa's chances of re-entry, not
only by emphasising that discrimination still existed, but by
creating a polarisation within the ICC itself.

Of the major sports, only rugby found any favour internationally
in 1978. This, in a sense, was ironical, as rugby had been
slow in implementing change. In November rugby in South Africa
received the news that an invitation had been extended by the
french Rugby Union for a multi-racial Springbok rugby team to
tour france in September/October 1979 (Cape Times, November 13,
1978). One of the conditions of the tour was that the touring
party had to contain at least three Black players not neces=
sarily chosen on merit (Argus, November 18, 1978).

This condition, which the South African Rugby Board accepted,
presented problems, not in finding three Black rugby players,
but in finding three players of international calibre. Craven
(1978) insiited that this would not be a major problem, that
efforts during the six months available would be intensified,
and that any Black players chosen would be worthy of the honour.

With the' exception of rugby, international reaction to South
Africa's progress in her major sports was unsympathetic.
However, there were no ind~cations that there was to be any
volte face at the international level, or a reacceptance of
South Africa. The evolution away from strict separ?tism in
sport could not be denied, but in 1978 it was not far-reaching
enough for the international sporting community. Dr. Koornhof
had asserted in April that the more pressure exerted on South
African sport, i~-ap attempt to isolate it, the greater the
failure of such pressure would be. South Africa, he said,
would C~8ate such an internal sporting environment that the
world would have no choice other than to take her back
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(Hansard, April 20, 1978. Col. 5243). This suggested that once
a situation of sufficient attraction had been created in South
Africa, the international sporting community would be prepared
to compromise its stand that sport be normalised and discrimina=
tion be completely removed. This was contra-indicated when,
during 1978, South Africa was either barred from, or had invi=
tations withdrawn which prevented her participating in thirty-
two international sporting events (Hansard, march 8, 1979.
Questions and Replies, Cols. 334~337)o At the end of 1978 South
Africa was expelled, barred or suspended from twenty five inter=
national sporting associations. They were: Ice-skating, Water=
skiing, Rowing, Lifesaving, Chess, Canoeing, Hockey (women),
Squash (women), Fresh Water Angling, Fencing, Athletics,
Badminton, Weightlifting, Roller skating, Speed skating, Swim=
ming, Cricket (women), Yachting, Netball, Cricket (men), Cycling,
Boxing, Football, Wrestling and Bowls for the Blilld (Hansard,
march 8, 1979. Questions and Replies, Cols. 337-339).

This situation did not in itself deprive South Africa of inter=
national sporting contact. Sportsmen continued to visit South
Africa in 1978 although in an increasingly unofficial capacity.
On the 133 occasions that overseas countries were represented in
South Africa, there were only 56 at a representative level, and
on only 44 of the 103 occasions that South Africa was represented
by her athletes abroad, was South Africa able to present repre=

*sentative teams (Oepartment of Sport and Recreation, Annual
Report, 1978 : Pp. 14-16).

1,-

Although at the end of 197B South Africa was not totally isola=
ted, she was being increasingly deprived of sporting contact at
international representative level. The effect that this was
having on South African sportsmen was difficult to evaluate,
as in those sports where such contact was withheld there were no
means, without international competition, of measuring degenera=
tion of skill or interest. The effect was open to conjecture,
but~he zeal with which international competition at represen=
tative level was pursued by South African sporting organisations,

* Taiwa~ ·and Rhodesia were excluded from these figures as they
are no longer members of the United Nations~
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underscored the importance of international contact, since
international contests are traditionally financial bonanzas for
the major sports, this finance in turn being used to stimulate
the sport at every level and maintain the overall health of the
sport.
loss.

Deprivation of this source of income was a particular

SOUTH AFRICAN SPORTING DEVELopmENTS IN 1979 AND CONTINUING
INTERNATIONAL OPPOSITION TO SOUTH AFRICAN SPORT

Early in 1979 considerable opposition was generated in the United
States over the presence of South Africa's heavyweight boxing
champion Kallie Knoetze. Knoetze was due to fight an American
Bill Sharkey in an elimination contest for the world heavy=
weight title. The American Co-ordinating Committee for
Equality in Sports and Society, which was lead by civil rights
activist, the Reverend Jesse Jackson, felt that Knoetze, because
he had shot a Black boy in the leg while on duty as a policeman,
epitomised the anti-Black sportsmen in South Africa (Los Anqeles
Times, January 14, 1979). Pressure was exerted on the United
States State Department and a revocation of Knoetze's visa was
obtained. Department officials said the decision had been made
after a revaluation of Knoetze's criminal record. (Knoetze
had pleaded guilty in South Africa to trying to defeat the ends
of justice by attempting to convince two boys not to testify
against a police colleague who was charged with assaulting them.
Listed as a misdemeanour in South Africa, it was a felony in the
United States, which theoretically prevented Knoetze obtaining
a visa.) The decision to revoke Knoetze's visa was hailed by
the Reverend Jesse Jackson as "a great victory for human rights"
(New York Times, January 10, 1979). Die Burger (January 10,
1979) commented that it feared no American explanation would
help to counteract an unfavourable reaction in South Africa.
Knoetze appealed successfully, however, and a temporary
re~training order ataying the revocation was issued. Civil
rights activists then tried to obt~in a revocation of Knoetz~'s
boxin~ license'from the Boxing Commission. When this failed
the fióht went ahead with Knoetie winning in the fourth round
(Independent Press-Telegram, January 14, 1979).
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Knoetze won the encounter Gutside the ring, but indications were
that greater difficulties over future participation for himself
and other South Africans would ensue. Escalation of opposition
to individual South African sportsmen was confirmed by the
South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee (SAN-ROC). Spokes=
man Sam Ramsamy observed:

tial of one, Department of Sport and Recreation for all~
sea~~QPposition~ at governmental level, accorded this new
development little recognition.

Over=

Individual sportsmen from South Africa have done little
or nothing to better the lot of Black sportsmen. In
fact they have made hay of the situation while we have
concentrated on attacking team sport, and individuals
like Gary Player have been outspoken in defence of
official government hypocrisy.
Well from now on it is going to get very tough for the
individuals. All those rich tennis players, Cliff
Drysdale, Bob Hewitt and Frew McMillan and the like,
who make fortunes around the world parading as South
Africans, while they use other passports, are in for a
hard time. (cape Times, January 11, 1979)

Significant progress was made in South African sport towards the
end of February. The Department of Sport and Recreation, which
had previously catered for South Africa's White sportsmen only,
announced that racial barriers were to be dropped, and that the
Department would become a truly integrated government department.
The new minister of Sport, Mr. de Klerk, said that the services
rendered to all population groups would include financing of
sport and recreation projects. There would also be technical
advice and aid in training and the administration of sports,
organisational help in sports promotion projects such as cham=
pionships, leagues and other organised competitions, and aid in
the presentation of fitness programmes (cape Times, February 23,
1979)~ This development, for the first time at governmental
level enabled Black and Whité to be cIDnsidered as an integrated
unit thereby giving overt recognition to greater integration which
in theory also allows the'needs of.all races e~ual consideration
and.ad~inistration~ ,However, this development did not
remove official and unofficial discrimination which continued to
militate against B~ack sports persons exploiting the full poten=
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Further opposition against sporting contact with South Africa
appeared as a result of a European sports ministers conference.
Britain's minister of Sport, Dennis Howell, stated:

This conference here has had evidence that there is
increasing participation by South Africa involving
itself with sporting teams from overseas countries.
illestrongly urge the governing bodies of sport not
to give credence to South Africa since we think it
undermines the traditional concept of sport •.
Let me tell the sportsmen that if they want govern=
ments to keep out of sport, they must not involve
themselves by accepting invitations to play against
South African teams. They are being used to give
respectability to South Africa's apartheid system4(Argus, march 14, 1979)

certain conditions were metD These stated that the constitu=

At the end of march mr. Howell made another attack on South
African sport. He said that the British Government was not
prepared to condone sporting links with South Africa until

tion of the governing body and its clubs had to be truly non-
racial; the development policy of sport had to be non-racial;
the quality of coaching had to be available at all levels with=
out regard to race or colour; facilities and opportunities in
clubs affiliated to the governing body had to be genuinely non-
racial, as shown for example in bars, toilet facilities and in
team selection at all levels; and there had to be a complete
absence of racial discrimination in the arrangements for specta=
tors at sporting events (Cape Times, march 30, 1979)0

Howell's statement was difficult to reconcile with the Gleneagles
Agreement to which his country was a signatory. The Gleneagles
Agreement had stated categorically that apartheid per se would
have to be eliminated before official sports contact with South
Africa was re-established. Howell's conditions suggested that
South Africa had only to remove discrimination from her sport.

Despite the probability that South Africa would not be re-
admitted to the wor+d sporting associations from which she had
been ~xpelled ~r suspended, tWD ~ommissions arrived in South
Africa in 1979 to investigate prog:ress which had occurred and
to report this position to their respective intern~tional asso=
ciations. The International Cricket Conference delegation
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arrived in February. After a ten-day visit, the delegation
reported that it did not know whether sport could be separated
from politics to allow South Africa back into world cricket.
They refused to comment any further on their findings. These
were, in the event, usurped by the British Minister of Sport
who said he knew all about the mission and was not impressed.
He asked how it could be regarded as a fact-finding mission when
countries like Pakistan, India and West Indies were not repre=
sented. The British Government would not recognise any recom=
mendations they brought back, he added (Argus, March 3, 13,
1979)0 The findings were not released at the International
Cricket conference meeting in June; there was a suggestion that
if the report was favourable and the South African Cricket
Union were admitted, the West Indies, pakistan, India and Canada
would have withdrawn and formed their own association (cape
Herald, July 14, 1979)0

On March 16th a four-man International Tennis Federation fact-
finding mission arrived in South Africa. This mission's brief
was to establish the progress that had been made in South African
tennis since their mission a year before. During 1978 the two
predominantly Black tennis organisations, the South African Lawn
Tennis Union and the South African National Lawn Tennis Union,
had amalgamated to form one non-racial organisation which was
known as the Tennis Association of South Africa (TASA). At
first this new organisation refused to have anything to do with
the fact-finding mission, but later it capitulated (Cape Herald,
March 17, 1979). In June it was announced by the committee of
management of the International Tennis Federation that it was
recognised that most of the restrictions which had prevented
progress towards non-racial tennis in South Africa had been
removed, but that the rate of this progress was still not
acceptable.

They do not believe that the SATU should be expelled
from ths ITf, but they feel that, in the present
situation: it would be wrong for South Africa to par=
ticipate in the Davis C8p, the F~deration Cup or any

~~ther team competition organised by the ITF or its
member nations •. ,
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They will ask the annual meeting to recommend that
no competition organised by a member nation should
be sanctioned if a South African team participates.
(Cape Times, June 14, 1979)

further deprecation, at the international level in major sport,
was witnessed in rugby. In April a South African provincial
rugby team, Transvaal, tried to conduct a short tour of France.
The Transvaal Union was apparently instructed by the French
authorities to include Black players in their team. The
Transvaal Union, states Loriston (1979), approached his Federa=
tion, which administers rugby for Coloureds and is affiliated to
the South African Rugby Boardo Because the two players required
by Transvaal were domiciled in the Western Province and ware
therefore otherwise committed, Loriston suggested that they take
two others, Abe Fillies and Japie Liederman. Transvaal refused
the offer and left without any Black players. When the team
reached France they were told that they were not acceptable.
This refusal lead to claims by Peter Hain that the hypocrisy of
South African rugby had been exposed (Sunday Times, April 15,
1979)~

* * * * * *
There. has been a gradual controlled evolution of the sport/race
interrelationship in South Africa since 1971. However, during
this evolution there has also been a crystalisation of world
opinion. A greater awareness has been forthcoming as to the
conditions faced by the Black man in sport and in South African
society. Consequently this has resulted in an escalation of
the demands made on South African sport: no longer is merit
selection and the opportunity for Black sportsmen to compete at
club level, sufficient to appease world opinion and allow South
Africa back into international sport.

Exactly what criteria South Africa is required to satisfy in
order to obtain recognition remains uncertain. Demands on
South African sport have fluctuated between the need for normal
or non-racial sport and the abolition of apartheid as such.
One demarid , in. essence, c on cerns .itself with sport, the other
is political. ~hese categories are, however, not nearly as
idiomorphic as the syntax would suggest, and herein lies part
of the problem in normalisation of sport in South Africa.
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There are indications that sport is being used to gain political
concessions for the Blacks in the same way that co,cessions have
been sought in sport itself. Although concessions have been
allowed to develop under the White South African Government,
there have been statements on numerous occasions that sport
would not effect integration on a greater level, and that there
had been no deviation in policy, the policy being that of sepa=
rate development. The realisation, therefore, that greater
political and social change is being sought by various agencies
under the amorphous sports mantle, has resulted in a conserva=
tive reaction against this development. Resistance to this
development has allowed a widening of the gap between what is
accomplished in South African sport, and what remains to be
accomplished.

Since 1976 South Africa has moved increasingly further fran the
multi-national approach in sport~ The point has now been
reached where further attention is needed to rid the infra=
structures of national and provincial sporting organisations
of the vestiges of multi-nationalism. Attention 'should also
be given to specific legislation which retains the potential to
inhibit the development of non-racial sport (cf. Chapter Nine)~
The question of integrated sport at the school level remains an
obstacle in the process of sports normalisation, although in
August 1979 progress was made in this sphere. It was announced
by the minister of Sport and Recreation that inter-racial school
sport would be permitted subject to the consent of school boards
(Argus, August 17, 1979). While this reduced some of the
bureaucracy which had previously inhibited inter-racial school
sport, it did not remove restrictions, and, iPso facto objections
by those demanding normal sport.

If attention is given to the above details there is still no
guarantee that South Africa will be re-accepted by the interna:
tional sporting community. The issue that is South African
sport concerns commitment to a higher political/social/economics
ideal. Sport, in the case of South Africa, has been seen to
have the 'potential to influence and bring about change. There=
fore, unless a substitute, such as equal political representa=
t~on in South Africa is found for sport, or unless the world
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sporting community decides that sport can be separated from
politics, there appears every likelihood that sport in the
South African context will continue to be used to achieve
extrinsic ends.

In the final section of this dissertation, the various aspects
related to South Africa's sports development are considered
individually.
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CHAPTER NINE

LEGISLATION AND SOUTH AFRICAN SPORT

THE LIQUOR ACT

THE BLACK (URBAN AREAS) CONSOLIDATION ACT

THE GROUP AREAS ACT

THE RESERVATION OF SEPARATE AMENITIES ACT

THE BOXING AND WRESTLING CONTROL ACT

It should be made clear at the outset that there is no law in
South Africa which prevents members of different racial groups
from associating in the pursuit of sport. However, there are
certain pieces of legislation which can and have been utilised
by South Africa authorities, to persuade sport in a predetermined
separate direction. It is the intention in this chapter to
examine the Liquor Act, the Bleck (Urban Areas) Consolidation
Act, the Group Areas Act, the Reservation of Separate Amenities
Act and the Boxing and Wrestling Control Act, to determine their
relationship to sport in South Africa.

THE LIQUOR ACT

Progress has been made in South African sport to the point where
sports clubs can be technically integrated. In order to be
able to entertain Black sportsmen and officials, that is, to
serve them refreshments and liquor, a White sports club first
has to obtain permisSion, in the form of international status,
which will allow them to do so without the fear of prosecution.

This has not always been the position. Under the original
liquor Act No. JO of 1928 there were certain sections which were
designed ~c prevent different race groups serving or imbibing
liq~6r with other race groups (Statutes of the Republic of
South Africa). Stuart (1978 : 8) stated that the only Non-
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White who could be supplied with liquor by a licensee (in the
ordinary course) was the Non-White who was employed by the
licensee and then only when the liquor was given to the employee
without charge. This did not create a problem as race groups
remained dividedjsiparate in sport. With the introduction
of multi-nationalism in 1971, and with the gradual move
away from strictly segregated sport, the problem arose that
because of the Liquor Act, post-match socialisation could not be
indulged in, unless permission authorising the supply of liquor
to Non-Whites could be obtained from the chairman of the
National Liquor Boardo

To circumvent the p08sibility of prosecution for serving liquor
to a Non-White, a White club applied to the chairman of the
National Liquor Board, on an ad hoc basis, usually eight to ten
days before an event, for permission to dispense liquor to their
Non-White sports guests. If the chairman of the Liquor Board
granted permission to the club applying, there were certain
restrictions that usually accompanied it: a special private
room had to be allocated for the entertainment of the Non-White
team, and the entertainment had to be confined to that room.
Only the team, team manager, coach and the reserves were allowed
to attend (wives, families and team supporters were excluded).
This procedure, besides being objectionable to most Non-Whites,
was inconvenient, and further problems sometimes arose when an
unexpected Non-White sportsman accompanied what was usually a
White team. Permission could be obtained at short notice, but
it was once again inconvenient and embarrassing (stuart,
1978 11 )•

This was not conducive to multi-racial sport. In 1977 a new
Liquor Act was passed: No. 87 of 1977. In February 1978 Dr.
Koornhof announced that the process of applying for permits, to
which White clubs were subjected to when they wished to enter=
tain Non-White sportsmen, ,was to be refined. Dr. Koornhof
explained that clubs would be allowed to apply to the National
Liquor Board for 'international status'. which, if granted
would allow the sports club to open its facilities to all races,
without the process of applying for ad hoc permission (Argus,
February 28, 1978).

214
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This was not an innovative development as previously interna=
tional status had been granted to hotels under the Liquor Act of
1928. However, this development did allow a greater degree of
integration in sport in South Africa.

Obtaining international status is a complex and time consuming
procedure, and its acquisition is not a carte blanche to inte=
gration. If a White sports club wishes to obtain international
status, notice of this intention must be lodged in a bilingual
newspaper fourteen days before actual application, or in both an
English and Afrikaans newspaper in the sports club's district.
The application, with details of previous licences, is then sent
to the local magistrate. Fourteen days later, the application
must be sent by the magistrate to the Natio~al Liquor Board.
There the application is processed and ratified, and either the
applicant or his legal adviser must appear before the Board.
All those requesting are then questioned, mainly on their reasons
for wanting international status. If the National Liquor Board
is satisfied, international status is granted to the club, with
certain restrictions (Levin, 1978 : 189-191).

The restrictions which have been enumerated by the Minister of
Justice, are: firstly, liquor, refreshments and meals can only
be sold or supplied to a Non-White who is a competitor taking
part in a match or practice on the grounds owned or controlled
by the White club; this ap~lies to officials accompanying
competitors and to Non-Whites who are guests of White club
members. Secondly, when these conditions are operating no
dancing is to take place while Non-Whites are present (Hansard,
April 2, 1979. Questions and Replies. Cols. 590-594).

Technically therefore, sports clubs in South Africa, if granted
international status, can claim to be integrated. The restric=
tions which accompany its acquisition, however, sustain the
criticism that in practice integration is difficult to achieve.

THE 'BLACK {URBAN AREAS) CONSOLIDATION ACT

Although there is no law which specifically prohibits members
of one racial gro~p from playing sport with another group, the
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a permit. He was cautionod and discharged. Watson was

Black (Urban Areas) Crinsolidation Act No. 25 of 1945 is an
example of legislation which has been an obstacle in the way
of integrated sport.

The Black Urban Areas Act was originally intended, as stated in
the preamble of the original act, to control the influx of
Blacks into urban areas (statutes of the Reeublic of South Africa).
The act also gave urban local authorities, with the approval of
the Minister, the power to define, set apart or layout separate
areas where Blacks could live. No person, other than a Black,
was to be allowed to enter these areas without the permission of
an officer who was appointed for the management of that area.

The influence of this act on sport can easily be identified:
White, Coloured and Indian sportsmen have to obtain permission
to enter a Black township to play sport. One of the most well-
known cases, concerning the effect of this act on sport, is that
of the rugby player Watsono Watson was one of a group of
several players who pioneered multi-racial rugby in 1976, much
against the stated wishes of the government and the South
African Rugby Board, by playing in a match in a Black township
in Port Elizabeth (Cape Times, October 8, 1976). No permission
had been obtained from the authorities for the match. While
those who participated were castigated by government spokesmen
and by the South African Rugby Board, there were, however, no
prosecutions. Watson then went on to become player coach of
one of the Black sides, Kwaru. He applied for permission to
do so, and in February 1977 was given an unrestricted permit to
attend training sessions. However, in August the Cape Midlands
Bantu Affairs Administration Board withdrew the permit. It was
replaced with one that allowed Watson and two other White play=
ers to enter the township from 4pm. to 6pm. during the week,
.and on Saturdays between 1pm. and 7pm. Watson claimed that
the conditions were impractical, because between 4pm. and 6pm.
during the week his teammates were still working, and if he had
to be out ~f the township by 7pm. ~n a Saturday he could not
attend a social after-match gatheri~g. In may 1978 Watson was
arrested. Ha was convicted of being in a Slack area without
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arrested again in 1978 and charged, inter alia, with entering
the Black New Brighton township without a permit. He was
acquitted of all charges (Sunday Times, August 27; October 17;
cape Herald, September 23, 1978).

Although the Black (Urban Areas) Consolidation Act was designed
primarily to contrril the influx of Blacks into urban areas, and
is therefore not specifically concerned with sport, it is obvious
that it can be utilised to inhibit the development of sport in
South Africa, and therefore, in its present form remains an
impediment to further normalisationo

THE GROUP AREAS ACT

The objective behind the original Group Areas Act No. 41 of
1950, as stated in the preamble, was to establish "group areas
for the control of the acquisition of immovable property end
the occupation of land and premises and for matters incidental
thereof" (Statutes of the Republic of South Africa). Although
the Group Areas Act of 1950 has been repealed and replaced by
the Group Areas Act Noo 36 of 1966, the effect is still, as
observed by Hasten et al. (1977 : 295), that of creating certain
areas which are reserved for the ownership and occupation of
persons of a certain raceo

The implications of this act for sport were that it could
prohibit one race group from entering a particular group area,
which area they were not entitled to enter under the Group Areas
Act, without special permission from the authorities concerned.
If the authorities could de~ermine who could enter a particular
group area, control over inter-racial sport could be exercised.
The prevailing ideology of the 1950's dictated separate develop=
ment. As a result, permissipn for inter-racial sport was not
generally forthcoming under the Group Areas Act. There were,
however, loopholes in the legislation. Horrell (1978 : 124)
reports that until 1956 the Croup Areas Act did not contain a
definition of ~occupation", as it related to land or premises.
In the case of Fen Sam Jackson v Conradie N.O. and Another 1955
(4) S.A. 266(E) a decision was handed down, which held that
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patrons (Black) who occupied seats in a cinema, in a White Group
Area, were not "occupying" the premises in terms of the Group
Areas Act, and accordingly they did not need a permit to attend
such performances.

The possible ramifications for sport were that "occupying" a
sports ground for a similar period might also be considered in
the same vein, and therefore regarded as permissible. However,
an amendment to the Group Areas Act in 1957, Section 1(4) Act
77, declared that the presence of any person at any time on land

I

or in premises in the area concerned: (a) for a substantial
period of time; (b) for the purpose of attending any place of
public entertainment or partaking of any refreshment at a place
where refreshments were served; (c) as a member of, or a guest
in, any club, would constitute "occupation" of such land or
premises. It appeared that inter-race sport under provision
(c) was being firmly directed by legislative means, in the
direction of segregation9 There were still those who were
determined to challenge this development. In October 1962 a
case was brought before the Natal Supreme Court. The case
centred around a group of White and Coloured soccer players, who
belonged to the Lincoln City club of Pietermaritzburg. The
contention which arose was whether by playing a game of soccer
in an area zoned for another race group, the players were con=
travening the Group Areas Act by 'habitually or physically'
occupying the premises where the game had occurred. In this
case, Proclamation 225 of 1960 was read in conjunction with
section 29 of the Group Areas Act No. 77 of 1957. It was
determined that since the players had not used the buildings, or
'club' buildings, as designated in the Act, they were not guilty
of any offence under the Group Areas Act. An appeal was lodged
in 1963 at which the original judgement was upheld. The judge
stated that he had interpreted the Act, as it then was, to mean
that what was forbidden "was the presence of the indicated
persons on club premises for the purposes of partaking of
rafraohman t .in the "rnann or i ndi cstad" (S.V. Brands ma and others,
1964(1) SA 261(n».
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This verdict, reports Kotz~ (1978 : 43-50), was interpreted in
Natal golfing circles as a possible gap in the legal situation
regarding mixed sport participation. The Natal Golf Union in
1963 therefore decided to accept the entry of a Indian golfer,
Sewsunker Sewgolum, in their Provincial Open Championship with=
out obtaining official permission or applying for a special
permit.
the event,
Areas Act.

Papwa Sewgolum, as he was more popularly known, won
which created further difficulties under the Group

To have allowed Sewgolum into the clubhouse to
receive his prize would have been in contravention of the Act,
and the executive would have invited the intervention of the
authorities and subsequent arrest. Kotz~ (1978 : 43-50) states
that the solution was to hold the prizegiving outside. How6vor,
it then started to rain and a shelter had to be erected.
Sewgolum received his prize under a tarpaulin and in so doing
emphasised the potential that the Group Areas Act had, if not to
prevent, then to restrict the development of inter-racial sport.

Changes to the Act followed in 1964 and 1965. In 1965 Proclama=
tion R26 was gazetted. This stated that in group areas, con=
trolled areas and specified areas, the provisions of the Act
relating to the occupation of land or premises would apply also
with reference to any disqualified person, who at any time was
present in, or upon, any land or premises in such areas for the
purpose of attending any place of public entertainment, or
partaking of any refreshments ordinarily involving the use of
seating accommodation as a customer in a licensed restaurant,
refreshment or tearoom or eating-house, or as a member of a
guest in any club (except as a representative or guest of the
state, a provincial administration, a local authority, or a
statutory body) (Government Gazette, February 12, 1965).
This made the p·laying of sport of "disqualified" persons in
certain areas illegalo

The Group Areas Act 77 of 1957 was repealed by the Group Areas
Act ~f 1966. This latter'Act specifically provided, however,
that the proclamations made under fOfmer Acts were not repealed.
Act 36 nf 1966 provides, inter alia, that the State P~e~ident
might, after consultation with the Administration of the
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Province concerned, declare, by proclamation in the Government
Gazette, that as from a specified date all buildinas, land or
premises in a specific area, or in the portion of an area as
defined in the proclamation, be occupied or used only for the
particular purpose mentioned in the proclamation.

Section 20(1) of the same Act provides that no disqualified
person shall occupy, and no person shall allow any disqualified
person to occupy, any land or premises in a controlled area,
except under authority of a permit.

The effect was that sports clubs were required to apply for
permits which would exempt them from the provisions of the Act,
if they wished to entertain guests from a 'disqualified' race
group in their area. Horrell (1978 : 128) cites the instance
of the Durban International Club, which was an inter-racial
club that had existed to promote inter-race harmony and under=
standing. Its constitution provided that no liquor was to be
served, that there was not to be any dancing on the premises,
and that the club was not to be used as a political platform.
As a result of the amendment, the club had to apply for a permit.
Upon doing so, it was informed that no Blacks could visit its
premises as members or guests. A similar restriction was
placed on White and Coloured persons, which left Indians as the
only possible patrons. The club closed shortly afterwards.

The aspect of the definition of "a place of public entertainment"
was examined as an alternative loophole. K.W. Stuart, in
preparing an Ex parte document for the Wanderers Club in
Johannesburg, surmised the following:

In the ultimate analysis it would appear from reading
the following cases:

Allen v Emerson and others, 1944 K.B. 362;
~ry v Brighton Aquarium Co. 1875(10) Q.B.D. 306;
Naylor and Preacher v Rex, 1910 A.D. 261;
Rex v Hattin9h~960(1)'S.A. 656 (T);
Rax v ffiphahele and others, 1942 T.P.D. 112
that a place of public entertainment is a place which
is open to the public with some degree of regular~ty,
that is, that the 'entertainment' is habitually held
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for the public as a matter of course, and that every=
one has general access to such place. (stuart, 1972)

What this meant was that mixed sport could be played within the
law, provided that it could be demonstrated that the game was
not for public entertainment. The antonym of "public" was
"private", so it was assumed that if a ground could be made
"private", then mixed sport could proceed. This, in fact,
meant that the public would have to be excluded and/or that a
select audience would have to be invited. Since the law could
be circumvented, it offered a possible solution for those who
wanted to proceed with mixed sport, but it was also obvious that
this was not satisfactory, and that it was not condoned by the
government.

mixed sport did go ahead, the most famous of the mixed events
being the case of the Aurora Cricket Club in maritzburg. They
continued playing as a mixed team in a White league. As such
they were a constant reminder that the law was being flaunted.
The National party was cognisant of this and there were requests
to legislate against sporting developments such as the Aurora
Cricket Club (cf. Chapter Six). Proclamation R228 under the
Group Areas Act in October 1973 was an attempt, inter alia, to
placate criticism.

Although the obvious intention of Proclamation R228 was to give
the authorities greater control over, inter alia, the playing
of sport by one race group in another group area, there was
considerable doubt from the outset as to the efficacy of the new
proclamation. The phrase of particular concern was 'for a
substantial period of time', which referred to any person who
was at any time present in or upon any land or premises in a
controlled or group area. Doubt surrounded the definition of
what actually constituted ·'a substantial period of time'. The
Aurora Cricket Club felt that there was a sufficient laxity in
in~~rpretation, and announced they would continue playing mixed
cric~et (Caoe Times, October 9, 1973). No prosecution rcs~lted,
and ·Or. Koornhof (1978) maintained that no other sportsman or

• .~ f,~ ~

spor~s club had, until the middle of 1978, been prosecuted.
Proclamation R228 existed therefore as a vague threat, with
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dubiou~ enforcement potential. It was, however, a tangible
reminder of the commitment to the subjacent philosophy.

mixed sport was in 1973 not condoned at government level, and,
on the occasions when it was deigned that it should take place,
special permission had and has still to be obtained from various
government departments: from the Department of Community
Development in the case of White, Coloured and Asian applicants;
from the ministry of Planning in the controlled areas; and in
the case of Blacks in all areas from the minister of Black
Administration and Development (Horrell, 1978 : 125).

Upon receipt of an application, the particular sports ground
selected as venue is inspected by liaison staff of the Depart=
ment of Sport. It is presupposed that a mixed sporting event
will have mixed spectators, so these have to be adequately
catered for. Separate spectator seating (where relevant) and
toilet facilities must be available, and where refreshments are
to be offered for sale to spectators, .separate sales points must
be offered to Blacks and W~ites. No separate facilities are
required for players, White and Non-White players may share the
same toilet, bath, shower and changeroom facilities in all
respects. If all these aspects are found to be in order, multi-
national games on that sports ground are then authorised
(stuart, 1978 : 6).

The principle of having to obtain permission to 'play a game'
became one of the major criticisms voiced by the non-racial
sports people. In 1979 it remains a problem in the implemen=
tation of normal sport in South Africa. There have been several
refinements since.1973, and on several occasions Dr. Koornhof
announced that he could see no reason for permits: "In my view
we don't need a permit system in our sport", he said (Cape
Times, August 24, 1978). On 2nd february 1978, he stated in a.
letter to the International Tennis federation that no permit or
legal permission was needed in order to play on any court in
South Africa or t? join any club. Technically, the statement
could be interpreted as being correct, but its accuracy did
depend· on where the court was located, and who actually·wanted
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to play on it. This, at least was the explanation offered by
some for the apparent incongruity.

Nonetheless, in 1978 the permit system was refined somewhat.
Blanket permission, or 'clearance' as Dr. Koornhof preferred it
to be called, was given to teams and players when their program=
mes or league fixtures were submitted at the beginning of the
year. In August it was further refined to allow White specta=
tors to attend Black matches under blanket permission (cf.
Chapter Eight). While Black teams can now liaise with the
Department of Sport and obtain blanket exemptions for their
teams to play in White areas, White, Coloured and Indian sports=
men have to obtain permits under the: Black (Urban Areas) Conso=
lidation Act to enable them to play in Black townships. However,
before Dr. Koornhof was succeeded as minister of Sport and
Recreation in November 1978, he did announce that his department
was giving serious consideration to amending this particular
part of the Group Areas Act. For the time being certain sports
meetings have taken place by way of permit, within a law struc=
ture that actually continues to forbid it (Stuart, 1978 : 7).
This could be a serious obstacle in the way of those who endea=
vour to promote mixed sporto

THE RESERVATION OF SEPARATE AmENITIES ACT

The preamble to the Reservation of Separate Amenities Act No. 49
of 1953 states that the purpose of this Act is:

•••• to provide for the reservation of public premises
and vehicles or portions thereof for the exclusive usa
of persons of a particular race or class ••••

The effect of this Act on sport is that it requires, in the
instance of a multi-national match where it is assumed that
there will be a group of mixed spectators, separate facilities
for Whites and Non-Whites.' This applies to seating (where

\relevant), toilet facilities and refreshment outlets. However,
• ~l:. -

no separate facilities are required for the players, so that
Blac~ 'and ~hite athletes may share the same toilet, bath, shower
and changing-room facilities. If there are no amenities of
equal status for other population groups, or if none exist at
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all, there are to be no exemptions.

Such an arrangement has bee~ rejected by those advocating normal
sport in South Africa. Their demand is for open facilities.
Some sport clubs, have on occasion, obtained permission from the
Department of Community Development, on an ad hoc basis, to allow
facilities to be used by all races! However, in the terms of
the permission, the signs, which normally designate which are
the facilities for Blacks and which are the facilities for Whites,
and which signs are removed to make the facilities open to all
races, have to be replaced.

There appears to be a growing tendency, as illustrated by the
new rugby stadium at Stellenbosch, to create facilities which are
available to all races. Nonetheless the principle remains:
there is legislation which can be invoked to require sports clubs
holding mixed sports meetings to provide separate facilities.
It is a law that is objectionable to many, and, irrespective of
the growing tendency away from separate facilities, the objection
to the principle will remain for as long as the law affects
sport in South Africa.

THE BOXING AND WRESTLING CONTROL ACT NO. 39 OF 1954

The Boxing and Wrestling Control Act 39 of 1954 is derived from
'the Volksraad Resolution' of the Transvaal, Article 58, dated
10 may 1890. This resolution was promulgated to control boxing,
and was amended in 1923 by the Boxing and Wrestling Act 5 of
1923. The objective in 1923 was to make the provision ·of the
Act applicable to the regulation of the holding of wrestling
contests. This was further amended by Act 10 of 1939 and then
again by Act 39 of 1954.

The purpose of the Boxing and Wrestling Act 39 of 1954, as
stated in the preamble, was to:

.•• ~ provide for the e~tablishment of a South African
National Soxin~ Boord'~nd 2 South African Wrestling
Control Board to define their objects, to prescribe
th~ir p~wers, duties and functions, and to provide
for other incidental matters.
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The objectives of this Board were to regulate, control and
exercise general supervision over boxing or wrestling at tour=
naments in South Africa, with a view to the diminuation of
undesirable practices, and the protection of the interests of
boxers, wrestlers, promoters, officials and the public generally.

As has been mentioned at the introduction to this dissertation,
early reports of boxing in South Africa indicate that prevailing
circumstances dictated boxing regulations to a great degree.
Multi-racial contests were therefore not unknown. Boxing,
however, followed the prevailing ideology and developed along
segregated lines, with the promulgation of the Boxing and Wrest=
ling Control Act in 1954, provision was not only made for the
control of professional boxin9 and wrestling, but regulation
(j) determined that official contests would be segregated
(statutes of the Republic of South Africa)o

The desire to see no contact between Black and White p~ofessional
boxers was further evidenced in 1960.' On January 8th Proclama=
tion R33 was gazetted. rt stated, inter alia, that:

No contract relating to boxing shall be entered into
between a White person and a Coloured person, nor
shall any contest, competition or exhibition between
White and Coloured boxers be permitted to participate
at the same tournament, nor shall any White person
act in the capacity of promoter, manager, second or
adviser at any Coloured tournament, nor shall they be
directly or indirectly interested in any such tourna=
ment or in any Coloured boxer there participating.
(Government Gazette, January 8, 1960)

Professional wrestling was catered for under Proclamation R34
which stipulated that White and Coloured wrestlers were not to
participate at the same tournament (Government Gazette, January
8, 1960). mixed professional boxing and wrestling contests
were therefore effectively prohibited by law, with further
consolidation in this direction deriving from regulation 15 of
Proclamation R423 in 1963~(Government Gazette, March 22, 1963).

With 't~e advent of multi-nationalism in sport in 1971 (cf.
Chapter Six) a small degree of flexibility was introduced, into
the regulations surrounding mixed professional boxing contests.
In November 1973 the Minister of Sport and Recreation, after
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consultation with the South African National Boxing Control
Board, announced that the Boxing and Wrestling Control Act of
1954 was amended by Proclamation R2173 which stated that:

(1) No contract whatsoever relating to boxing shall
be entered into between a White person and a non-
White person; nor shall any contest, competition or
exhibition of a White boxer versus a non-White boxer
be permitted; and a White boxer and a non-White
boxer shall not be permitted to participate in the
same tournament.

(2) A White persor. shall not act as promoter, mana=
ger, matchmaker, second or adviser, or in any other
capacity whatsoever at a tournament for non-Whites.
A non-White shall not act as a promoter, manager,
matchmaker, sEcond or adviser, or in any other
capacity whatsoever at a tournament for Whites. A
White person shall have no direct or indirect finan=
cial interest at any tournament for-nan-Whites or in
a non-White boxer participating therein, and a non-
White person shall have no dir8ct or indirect finan=
cial interest whatsoever in a tournament for Whites
or in a White boxer participating therein. Provided
that the Minister maj in the case of a world title
bout, or an internationally recognised final elimina=
ting contest for a world title, or a tournament which
complies with the requirements of a South African
multi-national tournament and in which South African
boxers participate who are registered with the recog=
nised National Boxing Control Board, approve any
departure from some or all of the provisions of this
regulation.

(3) This regulation shall not apply to a firm
belonging to Whites which prints programmes, adver=
tisements or brochures for tournaments for non-Whites,
where a firm belonging to non-Whites does not exist,
or where such a firm d08s exist but is not willing to
print such matters; nor shall it apply to a person
or an association of persons supplying advertising
materials or press advertisements. (Government
Gazette, November 16, 1973)

This announcement was notable particularly for the section
"Provided that the minister may in the case of a world title
bout, or_an internationally recognised final eliminating con=
test for a world title, or a tournament which complies with the
requirements of a South African multi-national tournament and
in ~~ich-South African boxers participate who are registered
wit~ the recognised Nat~onal Boxing Control Board, approve any
depa~ture from some or all of the provisions of this regulation".
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This allowed the Minister of Sport and Recreation to bring Black
and White contact into professional boxing, albeit at a restricted
level. Further developments followed in 1974 when it was
announced that it would be possible, with the Minister's approval,
for a White person, or a firm belonging to a White person, to
sponsor a tournament for Non-Whites (Government Gazette, May 24,
1974). In 1976 the Minister decreed, Proclamation R1082, that a
White boxer from abroad could be assisted by a Non-White second
and that a Non-White boxer from abroad could be assisted by a
White second as long as his permission was obtained (Government
Gazette, June 25, 1976).

Amateur boxing and wrestling in South Africa fall under the
Olympic mantle and therefore enter the category of other Olympic
sports, mixed tournaments being permitted with the approval of
the Department of Sport and Recreation (The South African
National Amateur Boxing Federation, 1978)0

In 1979, Blacks can fight against Whites professionally, although
the arrangements for the fight must still have the consent of the
minister of Sport and Recreation. With the minister's approval
boxing tournaments between Black and White fighters are now held
at the provincial level. Dockell (1978) says fights are not
generally sanctioned between the races at a level lower than
provincial. However, boxers do train with each other irre:
spective of colour, with training facilities being used by boxers
of all races.

It was stated in the introduction of this chapter that mixed sport
in South Africa is not specifically prohibited by law. However,
there are specific. pieces of legislation which inhibit or prevent
mixed sport. In 1979 the situation therefore exists where mixed
sport is played within a law structure, which, if strictly inter:
preted, could forbid such a development. This situati~n, while
being a considerable development on the pre-1970 sports situation,
still sustains the criticism that, for some, permission has to be
obtained for activity that in 'other p~rts of the world is consi:
dered an inherent right, and, ipso facto, free. It would
appear that a question mark will continue to be associated with
South African sport for as long as legislation retains the poten:
tial to interfere, directly or indirectly, in South African sport.
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After research was completed concerning Legislation and South
African Sport there were further developments in South African
sport which are relevant to this section and the study per se.
The staging of a world heavyweight boxing title fight in South
Africa, at a stadium which had previously catered for White
spectators only, created problems when the American boxer
John Tate, his camp and the promoter, demanded as a precondi=
tion to the fight taking place, integrated seating (Argus,
June 27, 1979). South Africa's sports administrators decided
that the Pretoria stadium Loftus Versfeld would be opened to
all racial groups. In July the Newland's rugby ground in
cape Town, removed its apartheid signs and also allowed inte=
grated seating (Sunday Times, July 15, 1979).

I
I
I

A more flexible approach to inter-racial school sport was
evidenced in August. White schools were to be allowed to
compete against Black schools subject to the consent of school
boards (Argus, August 17, 1979). This develop~ent reduceded
the bureaucracy which had hindered inter-racial school sport
but it did not amend or repeal any of the laws which have been
outlined previously.

Permission or clearance from the appropriate authority is still
required and this authority is in turn still governed by the
various pieces of legislature. However, when considered in
perspective these developments are progressive, to the point of
making inter-racial sport easier, rather than maintaining a
strict separatist attitude.
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CHAPTER TEN

THE ANTI-APARTHEID SPORTS MOVEMENT AND SOUTH
AFRICA'S SPORTS DEVELOPMENT

Of the many influences operating on the evolution of South
African sport, the anti-apartheid sports movement is one of the
most considerable. The movement consists of groups or factions
worldwide who share a common desire inter alia to see racism
eliminated in South African sport. In New Zealand the movement
is supported by six separate groups, with the Halt All Racist
Tours (HART) and the Citizens Association for Racial Equality
(CARE) the most prominent. CARE is also established in
Australia. In the United States the lanti-apartheid in sports
movement has been championed by human and civil rights groups,
the most prominent of which have been the American Co-ordinating
Committee for Equality in Sports (ACCESS), the National Asso=
ciation for the Advancement of Coloured People (NAACP), and the
International Campaign Against Racism in Sport (ICARIS).
However, the organisation which has been the vanguard of the
anti-apartheid sports movement, is the South African Non-Racial
Olympic Committee (SAN-ROC), or as it has been more recently
termed, the South African Non-Racial Open Committee (Newnham,

.1976).

This organisation had its genesis in the sporadic attempts by
Non-White sports organisations to challenge domestic and
international sports apartheid (de Broglio, 1971 : 2). In
1955, organisations representing Black soccer, table tennis,
cricket and weightlifting applied for recognition to the inter=
national organisations controlling these sports. Th8 only
success was in table tennis where the International Table T.ennis
Federation expelled the previously affiliated White South
African Table Tennis Unirin and accepted the Black non-racial
organisation (Horrell, 19~8 : 377). South Afr~cals reply to
this Development was a statement confirming that mixed sport
wo'uld not iJe allowed within South Africa, and that Non":White
organisations seeking international recognition must do this
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through the already recognised White organisations in their code
of sport (Draper, 1963 : 6).

In 1958 the various non-racial sports organisations formally
joined forces to become a united front under the South African
sports Association (SASA). The aim of SASA, as expressed by
the notable meeting in Durban, was: "To co-ordinate non-White
sport, to advance the cause of sport, and the standards of sport
among non-White sportsmen, to see that they and their organisa=
tions secure proper recognition here and abroad, and to do this
on a non-racial basis" (de Broglio, 1971 : 3).

One of SASA's first tasks was to submit a memorandum to the
International Olympic Committee (IOC). In this memorandum SASA
alleged: (1) that the White South African Olympic Association
(SAOA) was claiming that it had no colour bar, although its
affiliated National units dido It was stated that this, however,
was a result of conditions extant in South Africa for which the
SAOA could not be blamed; (2) that SAOA claimed she would accept
Non-White sportsmen as soon as they formed one united body in
their sports; (3) that Non-Whites had never been excluded from
national teams, there just had not been any acceptable quality;
(4) that it was against the tradition and the laws of the country
to allow mixed sport; (5) that mixed sport would lead to racial
friction and even bloodshed (de Broglio, 1971 : 3).

Newnham (1976) intimates that the matter was referred to the
South African Olympic Association, who passed down the ruling
that membership of its affiliates was restricted to White sports=
men and women.

In view of the intransigence of the White South African Olympic
Association, a decision was taken in 1962 to form a South African
Non-Racial Olympic Committee (SAN-ROC) which would make applica:
tion to the International Olympic Committee as the only truly
representative South African Olympic organisation. This organ:
isation claimed that it was subjected to a great deal of harass:
ment by the White authorities, and in 1965 went into self exile,
making its new base in london (de Broglio, 1971 : 4-8).
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Initial attempts by SAN-ROC to have White South African sports
organisations expelled from their international associations
were not immediately successful. While SAN-ROC was instrumental
in creating a new awareness of the plight of the Black sportsmen
in South Africa, the organisation really lacked any power. It
could protest, but its ability to create decisive action was
limited by its own inability to apply direct pressure. In this
sense the formation of the Supreme Council for Sport in Africa
(SCSA) in 1966 assisted the cause. The SCSA was a formation
which involved sports representatives from African states.
Lapchick (1973 : 169) reports that the first meeting was chaotic
but that such a state did not detract from the significance or
the potential displayed. South Africa was of primary concern,
and the council's stated objective was to obtain the expulsion of
South African sports organisations from the Olympic Movement and
from International Federations. It appeared that if an effective
liaison could be developed between the SCSA and SAN-ROC, South
African sport would face a formidable opp~nent; one that could
demand change by applying direct pressure to foreign governments
and sports organisations.

In the face of this development the South African Government
remained intransigent. Apartheid sport was to remain. However,
there were signs that combined external pressure was having an
effect on the South African way of thinking and that certain
concessions were being considered by the South African Government
to preserve South Africa's international sport. These were made
in regard to South Africa's Olympic participation at a Teheran
meeting of the International Olympic Committee in 1967. These
included: a mixed South African team marching under one flag and
wearing the same colours. It was also to be permissible for
Blacks and Whites to compete against each other. In addition a
Non-White Olympic Committee would be formed which would nominate
candidates from each racial group. A decision would then be
taken by a liaisqn committee of Whites and Non-Whites (Star,
March 22, 1967). While this did appear to be a major departure
from the previously immovable front presented by the South
African Government, it did conform to the principles of separa=
tism on which the sports sytem was founded. SAN-ROC therefore

•
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to participate in the 1968 Olympics was eagerly awaited. That
objected. The outcome as to whether South Africa would be able

she was denied entry underlined the increasing influence of
SAN-ROC, as Lapchick (1973 : 193) reports that de Broglio and
Brutus had see~ Senor Vasquez, president of the organising
committee of the 'Little Olympics' and had managed to persuade
him not to invite South Africa.

In 1968 there was something of a breakthrough for the anti-
apartheid movement. Kenya and Nigeria were persuaded to boy=
cott the 1970 Commonwealth Games to avoid contact with those
teams who were to participate in the 1969 South African all-White
Games. The effect was dramatic. European nations began to
withdraw teams from the Games in order to ensure that the munich
Olympics in 1972 would not be similarly jeopardised (Lapchick,
1973 : 273-274).

There were indications in 1969 that the movement initiated by
SAN-ROC was gaining momentum. A Campaign Agai~st Racialism in
Sport (CARIS) was started in Australia as a result of a speaking
tour by Dennis Brutus. In New Zealand Halt All Racist Tours
(HART), and the Citizens Association for Racial Equality (CARE)
were in the formative stages. In Britain a stop the Seventy
Tour (STST), whose aim was to demonstrate against the 1969-70
Springbok rugcy tcu~ to Britain, was formed. ïhis organisation
was headed by Peter Hain (Lapchick, 1973 : 276-280).

The campaign itself was successful on two major counts: firstly, •it created a protest movement of unprecedented proportions for a
sports event, which in turn focused unprecedented attention on
the apartheid sports issue, and secondly, it managed to disrupt
the tour sufficiently to cast doubt on the viability of future
sports tours by major South African sports teams.

SAN-ROC and 5TST had managed to interest churchmen, sportsmen,
journalists and trade unionists in their cause. This informing
of_public ~pinion yndoubtedly assisted in the cancellation of
the-1970 tour-of South Africa -by the English Cricket Club, the
M.C.£., and "contributed to the formulation of the multi-
nat~onal concept. multi-national sport as a concept was
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introduced in April 1971, however, Prime Minister Vorster denied
that change had resulted from people such as SAN-ROC (Hansard,
April 23, 1970. Cols. 5062-5063). Multi-national sport
appeared to earn South Africa a period of grace on the interna=
tional sports scene and during this period of 1971, a South
African rugby team toured Australia. The team met with demon=
strations but these did not appear to unsettle the team as
greatly as those which had occurred in Britain in 1969-70,
although the Rand Daily Mail (August 9, 1971) estimated that the
cost of security for this tour was R1 600 000. The same source
relates how opposition to the tour was not only confined to
anti-apaitheid factions but spread to leading politicians, the
Australian Council of Churches and the Council of Trade Unions.

New Zealand expressed reluctance to involve itself in sport with
South Africa in 1971, through the New Zealand Golf Association.
The Star (September 27, 1971) reports that one of the main
anti-apartheid groups in New Zealand, Halt All Racist Tours
(HART), exerted sufficient pressure on the NZGA to force it to
request South Africa to withdraw from its five nation amateur
tournament.

An attempt was made by the stop the Seventy Tour campaigner
Peter Hain, to prevent the 1972 English rugby tour to South
Africa. Despite various efforts and protestations to the
British Government, the tour by the English Rugby Union went
ahead (Sunday Express, September 12, 1971).

In 1973 SAN-ROC turned its attention to the White South African
Games to be held in Pretoria. SAN-ROC denounced the Games, and
then set about mobilising opinion against participation. A
cable was sent to the West Garman chancellor Willy Brandt,
expressing concern at the proposed massive German participation
in the apartheid Games. A second cable was sent to the Presi=
dent of the West German Olympic Committee. This stated that
West German support for South Africa was both a direct insult to
-Afr.,ica_after munich, and a show of poli tical support to compone

sate South Africa for exclusion from the munich Games. SAN-ROC
added that it would call for ~ total boycott of West German
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sport by the whole of Africa (Natal Daily News; march 15, 1973).

pressure was also exerted on American athletes and the American
Amateur Athletic Union to withdraw from the games. This pres=
sure was effective and the American Amateur Athletic Union
prohibited five track and field stars from co~peting in the South
African Games (Rand Daily mail, march 15, 29, 1973).

The result of this combined pressure, in particular from
SAN-ROC and the Supreme Council for Sport in Africa, was a spate
of withdrawals and although there were approximately 30 coun=
tries with athletes represented in South Africa, the South
African Financial Gazette (march 3, 1973) commented that most
athletes were there without the official approval of their
governments.

The 1973 South African Games did proceed an~ were an organisatio=
nal success, but they were also something of a success for the
anti-apartheid sports movement as withdrawal of official sanction
of the Games by many countries testified to the growing influence
of this movement.

Towards the middle of 1973 the Sunday Express (August 5, 1973)
observed that the anti-apartheid movement in Britain had been
joined by the Young Liberals and the African National Congress-
in-exile. These organisations had formed, along with activist
Peter Hain, an organisation called SART: stop the Apartheid
Rugby Tour. SART's apparent vehicle was to be the familiar
publicity one by which it hoped to generate sufficient anti-tour
sentiment so that the 1974 British Lions tour to South Africa
would be cancelled. In this instance SART was unsuccessful and
the tour did go ahead. There was, however, a secondary ·develop=
ment as Kenya denounced all sporting ties with Britain (Cape
Times, may 9, 1974). This necessitated the dispatch of a
minister to Kenya to explain that the British Government was not
condoning the tour and that the tour was actually by a private

" . . ,

sp~rting team. K~nya relented slightly and announced that her
~portirig ban would apply to British rugby only (Rand Daily mail,
may 21, 1974).
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In October 1974 SAN-ROC enlisted the aid of African heads of
state in applying pressure on the French Government. The occa=
sion was the Springbok rugby tour of France scheduled for later
that year. The tour went ahead amid demonstrations and pro=
tests. Although SAN-ROC was involved, their involvement was
not as significant as during the 1969-70 Springbok tour to
Britain, due perhaps to (a) tighter security arrangements, and
(b) the distance to be travelled from London.

In April 1975 SAN-ROC received official international recogni=
tiona The United Nations Special Committee Against Apartheid
conducted a seminar in Paris which was attended by official and
non-government representatives from many countries. The
seminar suggested that financial assistance be given to SAN-ROC
to assist in developing and co-ordinating its future activities
(Brickhill, 1976 : 41)0

New Zealand had returned a National Government at the end of
1975, a government which had included as part of its election
manifesto the promise that the 1976 All Black rugby tour to South
Africa would go ahead. Despite vigorous campaigning by the
various anti-apartheid groups in New Zealand, the new government
refused to renege its pre-election promise, or even to dissociate
itself officially from the tour. New Zealand therefore became
an international target for anti-apartheid criticism. SAN-ROC
working in conjunction with the Supreme Council of Sport in
Africa, warned New Zealand that if she "persisted in its support
for racist South Africa ahe must be forced to face the conse:
quences. She would be boycotted not only by Africa but by
Africa's friends" (New Zealand Herald, March 9, 1976). New
Zealand appeared unimpressed by the threats and the tour went
ahead.

The backlash was preceded by another event that illustrated how
organised SAN-ROC had become. Previous to the montreal Olym:
pics, the International Amateur Athletic Federatiom met to con=
sider, inter alia, South Africa's request for readmission.
Behind the scenes negotiation saw a systematic presentation of
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the case against South Africa by the African states. Le Roux*
(1978) recalled that the presentation was unlike anything the
South African delegation had encountered previously. There was
no chaos and little repetition. In addition, he said that
SAN-ROC members were to be found ~ith the various delegations,
advising and co-ordinating the plan of action against South
Africa. The South African Amateur Athletic Association was
not surprisingly refused readmission.

The Olympic boycott also sa~ SAN-ROC again active, although the
African nations once again made the front running. The Quebec
Peace Council, with the support of the United Nations Special
Committee Against Apartheid, set up a Centre Quebecois contre
l'Apartheid, which acted as a control centre for anti-apartheid
movements from all round the world (Newnham, 1978 : 132).

New Zealand was then asked to withdraw from the Games because
of her continued association with South Africa. When this was
not complied with, twenty-one teams withdrew in protest. It
was an unprecedented protest and helped refocus world attention
on the issue of South Africa and her sports policy. Almost
certainly this publicity contributed to four South African sports
associations being suspended, expelled or barred from their
international organisations shortly afterwards.

South Africa responded in 1976 with a further adjustment in her
sports policy, which allowed inter-racial sport down to club
level. Peter Hain was unimpressed and called it a "dishonest
sham" (cape Times, October 14, 1976). South Africa received no
support from the anti-apartheid faction and pressure continued
to be applied. ·Hain did suggest that cricket teams selected on
merit were being watched with interest overseas, and that any
sporting code which diminished all traces of apartheid would
immediately qualify for readmission to the international arena
(Cape Times, November 20, 1976).,

Hairi stated at th~ ~eginning of 1977 (Cape Times, february 18,
1977) ~fha~ he did not believe change could be accomplished in

* Secretary of the South African Amateur Athletic Union and
member of the South African delegation to the IAAf meeting.
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South African sport overnight. Before the anti-apartheid move=
ment would condone sporting contact with South Africa, he said
that the multi-national sports policy would have to be publicly
buried, and that the South African Rugby Board would have to
adhere to merit selection as would the government and other
sports codes. Also, there would have to be a commitment to
integrate all clubs fully, with an undertaking that only persons
who belonged to non-racial clubs would be eligible for selection
in national or provincial teams. An assurance would be needed
that all legislation that affected implementation of true non-
racial sport would be repealed.
unheeded.

Hain's announcement went

In march, Chris de Broglio, on behalf of SAN-ROC, endorsed the
remarks made by Hain, adding that he did not think Western
Governments understood how bitterly the African states felt about
sporting ties with South Africa (cape Times, march 3, 1977).

With no further change in sight, Hain announced in may that the
anti-apartheid movement would intensify its campaign and attempt
to stop tours by South African club teams. He stated too, that
there should be protests and demonstrations against individual
South African sportsmen. However, even the anti-apartheid
movement was surprised by developments which occurred in South
Africa in July. The non-racial South African Council on Sport
(SACOS), mouthpiece for the majority of non-racial sports organ=
isations in South Africa, announced a major change in philosophy.
Hassan Howa who was head of the organisation stated that SACOS
would no longer be satisfied with the normalisation of sport,
there would have to be a concomitant normalisation of society
per se before SACOS would sanction contact with White sporting
organisations (Rand Daily Mail, July 14, 1977). The implica=
tion of Howa'S statement was that sport had become a political
vehicle, a stance to which the anti-apartheid movement had been
opposed until this point~ Objections from SAN-ROC and the
other anti-apartheid groups had centred around the South African
G6vernmentts ihtBrfe~ence in sport. This decision by SAcoS to
deli~erately politicize sport place~ the anti-aparth~id movement
in the position where it had to either break with SACOS, and
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state that it remained faithful to its tenet of no politics in
sport, or it could be hypocritical and realign itself with the
new SACDS philosophy. Not surprisingly there was some confu=
sion. Hain commented that he had sympathy for mr. Howa, but
that he would not slam the door on South Africa while de Broglio
said that if non-racial groups in South Africa wanted equality
in all walks of life as a precondition to mixed sport, that
such a view would be put across to international organisations
who would certainly listen (Rand Daily mail, July 14, 1977).

The United Nations showed its increasing concern over the issue
of apartheid by declaring 1978 the Anti-Apartheid Year.· Dr.
Kurt Waldheim, Secretary-General, announced that 25 governments
had given R3 700 000 to fight racial discrimination in Southern
Africa (Rand Daily mail, march 22, 1978). In the same month
South Africa's Sunday Express decided that Hain should be
invited to South Africa. There was as a result considerable
discussion inside and outside South Africa, and when Hain u;as
approached as to his reaction to the invitation, he said he
would accept if certain conditions were met. These were (1)
the removal of a 1969 withdrawal of his visa exemption as a
British citizen plus guarantees of his safety; (2) complete
freedom of itinerary as to whom he saw, and when and where,
including the country's Black townships; (3) lifting of pass=
port restrictions on non-racial sports administrators such as
Hassan Howa, m.N. Pather, and Norman middleton, and the unbanning
of m. Naidoo (South African Digest, march 24, 1978). Evidently
the conditions were not met, as Hain did not visit South Africa.

further testament to the growing power of pressure groups was
evidenced in march 1978, when protests were organised in the
United States against the South African/United States Davis Cup
tie due to take place there. Protests and demonstrations in
this instance contributed to the withdrawal of one of the South
African players, although the tie was still played (Argus,
march 4, 1978). ~.Another significant occasion occurred at the
beginn~ng of 1979 when South African heavyweight boxing cham=
p40n Kallie Xnoetze entered the United States to fight an
American Bill Sharkey in a world heavyweight title fight elimi=
nation contest. The contest was opposad by the American
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Co-ordinating Committee for Equality in Sports which was lead
by civil rights activist, the Reverend Jesse Jackson. This
organisation requested the United States State Department to
revoke Knoetze's visa on the grounds that Knoetze had admitted
trying to persuade two boys not to testify against a fellow
policeman (Los Angeles Times, January 14, 1979). The State
Department reacted by revoking Knoetze's visa, a development
which Jackson regarded as "a great victory for human rights"
(New York Times, January 10, 1979). However, the decision was
not upheld on appeal, and Knoetze was able to fight Sharkey.

SAN-ROC, meanwhile, had decided to escalate the protest against
continuing South African international sports competition by
stating that they would seek to have individual South African
sportsmen barred from international competition (cape Times,
January 11, 1979). To date this part of their campaign against
South African sport appears to be the least successful.

Pressure has not eased on South Africa's international partici=
pation in sport. The Argus (march 29, 1979) reports that
during 1978 South Africa was barred, excluded or suspended from
twenty international sports organisations or countries, and
that she was excluded from thirty six international sporting
events. The anti-apartheid movement cannot claim credit directly
for all occasions, but recognition must be accorded to the move=
ment, and in particular to the SAN-ROC organisation, for the
world awareness they have created of the plight of the Black
athlete in South Africa. From an obscure beginning SAN-ROC
has risen to the position where it has been recognised and
financially sanctioned by the United Nations. This recognition
has increased its credibility which in turn has increased its
influence.

South Africa's former Minister of Sport and Recreation, Dr.
Koornhof, has disputed the effect of outside pressure groups on
South Africa's sports policy (1978). His contention is that
concessions h~vc been made as part of the natural evolutionary
process which is South African sport. However, in lieu of any
stated scheme or objectives as to what this evolutionary process
is and where it is going, the suggestion appears warranted that
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the anti-apartheid sports movement, in conjunction with the
Black African states, third world and communist bloc countries,
has had a catalytic effect on the development of South African
sport. This has been accomplished by protest and demonstration
which has been used to draw attention to South Africa's sporting
structure and to harrass South African sportsmen competing
abroad. The other avenue which has been developed in anti-
apartheid sports strategy is the sports boycott weapon. Coun=
tries, sports organisations and individuals have been encouraged
to sever sporting associations with South Africa. This has
gathered momentum and can be described as being successful.

South Africa still enjoys international contact but it is in=
creasingly on an unofficial unrepresentative basis. It would
appear that South Africa's re-entry into true international sports
competition is now largely dependent inter alia on the sanction of
SAN-ROC and her anti-apartheid movement associates. One of the
most powerful of these is the Supreme Council for Sport in Africa
which has stated that it will rely on information supplied to
them by the non-racial South African Council on Sport (cf. Chap=
ter Eleven). This Council has become politically orientated,
with the result that South Africa's return to sport may depend
increasingly on political change in South Africa and less on the
approbation of such groups which are involved in the anti-
apartheid sports movement.

' •• "':.:1.;..- _ ~
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

THE NON-RACIAL SPORTS mOVEmENT IN SOUTH AFRICA
AND THE SOUTH AFRICAN COUNCIL ON SPORT

It was noted at the beginning of this dissertation that sport
in South Africa tended towards racial exclusiveness long before
there was a recognised colour bar. There was not only a ten=
dency for Black and White sport to be separate, but there was
also a separation of the varioJs Black population groups.
magubane (1963 : 28) has suggested these sports groups were
founded according to various tribal demarcations which resulted
in a certain amount of inter-tribal rivalry, which was not
always peaceful. It was this mistrust of groups which contri=
buted to the early lack of organisation as a united Black front
against White domination in sport. Howa (1978) contends
that it is a problem which still has not been overcome comple=
tely in the contemporary non-racial sports movement.

,
f

In 1946 the first protest was voiced at international level
against White exclusiveness in South African sport, by T.
Ramasamy. He applied to the British Amateur Weightlifters for
affiliation on behalf of the Non-White weightlifters in South
Africa. His request was turned down and he ~as referred to
the White South African Association (Lapchick, 1973 : 61).
The election of the National party to power in 1948 on the
issue, inter alia, of racial segregation, must have confirmed
for the Non-White sportsman the idea that he could from this
point on expect little or no governmental support for his
sport. One of the earliest reactions was in 1954, when the
Non-White, non-racial South African Soccer federation (SASF)
started inquiries as to whether its players could indulge in
international sports competition. The SASF approached the
world soccer organisation (fIfA) for affiliation rights.
Bacaucia FIFA allowed only representation from one country SASF
was :t,urned down as the Whi te football Association of South
'Africa -;wasalready affiliated. This association then no t Ls
fiad the SASF that it could be affiliated to the White

2t46
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association under certain conditions: SASF would have no

" voting or management rights, the colour bar would be observed
and the Non-Whites were to promise not to ask for permission to
play against the Whites. The offer was declined (magubane,
1963 : 81).

The precursors of the non-racial South African Council on Sport
were the South African Sports Association, which was formed in
1958, and the South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee, which
was established in 1962 but which went into self exile re-emerging
in London in 1965 (cf. Chapter Ten)o These organisations
attempted to present a united non-racial sports front to com=
bat racism in sport in South Africa, and to further the ambi=
tions of the Non-White sportsmen internationally.

There was limited organisation in 1955 when the Committee for
International Recognition was formed. The aim of this commit=
tee was to try and obtain affiliation for South African non-
racial sports organisations to the international organisations,
thereby entitling the Non-White sportsmen to international
competition. Its first success came a year after its inaugu=
ration. In 1956 the non-racial table-tennis association was
given international recognition at the expense of the White
association. As mentioned in Chapter Ten this created a
backlash and Black sports organisations were instructed by the
South African Government to seek affiliation through already
recognised White organisations (Horrell, 1978 : 377; Draper,
1963 : 6)0

The restrictions of leading non-racial officials, which
led SAN-ROC to commit itself to exile, hampered the develop=
ment and effectiveness of the non-racial movement in South
Africa. From a report submitted by the Ad Hoc, Cornm.it be'e of
Non-Racial Sports Organisation (march 17, 1973 : 28, 29)
momentum was only regained when the South African Soccer Fede=
ra~tion ,.wasdeprived of facili ties by the Johannesburg mun i ci e
pal'iiy. The mun Lcipe La t y , states the report, alleged that
mj:.xed;,soccer was being played by SASF cl ubs, that is, Coloured
playing against Indian. Spurned by this overt display of
racism, the SASF resolved to call a conference of non-racial
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organisations to consider the problem. On September 6th,
1970, representatives from: The South African Soccer Federa=
tion, The South African Rugby Union, The South African Amataur
swimming Federation, The Southern AfricmLawn Tennis Union,
The South African Table Tennis Board, The South African Ama=
teur Athletic and Cycling Board of Control, The South African
Amateur Weightlifting and Bodybuilding Federation and the
South African Hockey Board, gathered in Durban to discuss the
growing problems facing Non-White sportsmen. The result of
these discussions was the making of several resolutions:

a) Recognition of the right of every South African to
enjoy international sport on merit.
b) To achieve internatio~al recognition by making
sincere overtures to white-controlled national
bodies to work with non-racial bodies to achieve
international recognition.
c) To attempt to solve the problems confronting
non-racial sport through the lack of facilities and
adequate sponsorship.
d) That the privets sector be urged to remedy the
disparate system of sports sponsorship.
e) The practice of applying for permits to
play sport be stopped. (This action was considered
degrading and humiliating.)
f) That all national sporting codes of the country
come together under the Federation of South African
Sport organisations.

g) That an attempt be made to obtain adequate prass
coverage for non-racial sport.
(Ad Hoc Committee of National Non-Racial Sports
Organisation, 1973 : 28, 29)

The Ad Hoc Committee of Non-Racial Sports Organisations, which
was the product of this meeting, then prepared a statement
which was to be forwarded to the International Olympic Commit=
tee which was to meet in munich during September 1972. The
statement attacke~ the South African sporting status guo as
being r~cist and discriminatory. Under the title 'Racial

~ , • ./. ¥

Discrimination (Apartheid) .and Sport in South Africa', it was
~~t'ete'd:
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(1) All codes of sp ort in South Africa are played
under the cloud of racial discrimination (Apart=
heid).
(2) The all-white sporting organisations do not
allow blacks to participate with them, either by
virtue of their statutes which confine membership
to whites only, or by custom and practice.
In order to maintain and continue their membership
in international bodies some all-white associations,
such as the Football Association (FASA) have in
recent years amended their statutes to give them=
selves a non-racial complex; but this move is
merely superficial and is designed to hood-wink and
bluff the international organisations.
It must be pointed out that despite the non-racial
aspect of their statutes these organisations still
remain 100% all-~hiteo In practice and reality
racial discrimination is still the dominating factor
and non-whites are refused membership.
(Ad Hoc Committee of National Non-Racial Sports
Organisation, 1973 : 35, 36)

During the period 1970 to 1973 the Ad Hoc Committee confined
itself largely to a monitoring role in South African sport;
its effectiveness once again hampered by its inability to
apply direct or indirect pressure to the South African Govern=
ment or the White South African sports associations to elicit
any degree of change. In this period SAN-ROC, the anti-
apartheid organisation, was the major force in generating out=
side awareness of the discriminatory nature of South African
sport. Added to this was the problem which was carried over
from the beginnings of the South African Non-Racial Olympic
Committee: restriction of officials. Geo Singh, founder of
the South African Soccer Federation, was banned in 1965 for
five years. The year the Ad Hoc Committee was due to meet
again in 1973, Morgan Naidoo, president of the non-racial
swimming organisation, was banned for five years. Norman
middleton was convicted and fined for quoting George Singh
and other non-racial sports leaders. Hassan Howa and
M.R. Pather were ~old, as was middleton, that their passports
were withdrawn (Ad Hoc Committee of National Non-Racial
?pórts Organisation, 1973 : 39).
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At the conference which lUas convened in Durban on March 17th,
the Ad Hoc Committee reported on its monitoring of South
African sport and its attempted dialogue with White sports
organisations. It concluded that dialogue was a 'waste of
time' because of the lack of sincerity on the part of White
officials; that 'Open Internationals' introduced under the
multi-racial concept were superficial; that public playing
fields were refused to non-racial associations; and that
commercial sponsorship of sport was unfair, as the majority
was received by White associationso Backing up this claim
was a study submitted to the committee which was titled: 'An
Analysis of the Assistance Each Code of Sport Receives'. It
was stated that sponsorship existed in the following propor=
tions (major sports only have been quoted):

Non-racial White
Athletics R 1 000 R 417 500
Cricket R 5 000 R 163 700Gol f R 6 650 R 310 000Swimming R 90 000
Tennis R 18 500 R 394 250
(Ad Hoc Committee of National Non-Racial
Sports Organisation, 1973 : 37-47)

Although sponsorship is the lifeblood of amateur and profes=
sional sport, and without which Black sport was destined to
mediocrity, consideration also had to be given to the commer=
cial viability of sponsoring Black spo~t. With limited
exposure in the media, sponsors could see very little return,
which is measured in terms of publicity received, for their
money invested. The circle that had been created needed to
be broken by greater exposure of Black sport, but with the
media generally White-controlled and White-orientated, it
appeared that there would have to be an amelioration of White
attitude before the condition of sponsorship, and ipso facto
Black sport, would improve.

Out ~f ~his~confer~nce ~n 1973 there developed the South
Afri.F.~n,iCouncil,-on Sport _(5I\C05). This Council then began,
a ~etermined drive to publicise the plight of the non-racial
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sportsman. Multi-nationalism was criticised as being discri=
minatory and the suggestion was made that merit selection
should replace discriminatory multi-nationalism •

••• ; the system of multi-national sporting events are
being offered as a substitute for non-ra~ial.s~ort!
as a negation of the principles of non-d~scr~m~nat~on
in sport and designed to maintain racial discrimina=
tion in South African sport, and calls on all sports=
men to reject any overtures being made by racial
sporting organisations to organise multi-national
sports events •
•••• merit selection is possible only if all partici=
pants in sporting events are able to compete with
each other freely at all levels, and calls on all
sporting organisations to reject any system or sche~e
which does not offer equal opportunities, equal fac~=
lities, equal training and equal experience at all
levels. (Argus, March 19, 1973)

At this juncture SACOS was prepared to enter into dialogue
with White organisations if facilities and organisations were
integrated at club level (Howa, 1978). This was not forth=
coming, and the non-racial organisations pursued their policy
of non-participation with White organisations while attempting
to gain international recognition of their plight. In June
1973 the non-racial cricket board (SACBOC) applied to the
International Cricket Conference in an attempt to gain recog=
nition, and ipso facto to undermine the affiliation of the
White South African Cricket Ass~ciation (Horrell, 1973 : 372).
The application did not succeed and Mr. Howa was prevented
from leaving the country to make personal representation, as
his passport was withdrawn (Howa, 1978). Howa says no reason
was given for t~is development, and Dr. Koornhof (1978),
minister of Sport and Recreation at the time, said it had
nothing to do with his department. This was in essence true
as withdrawal of passports is the concern of the Department
of Interior. However, in view of the fact that mr. Howe did
not have a criminal record and was not classified officially
as being.politically subversive, it was apparent that the
government felt the publicity that would be generated by Mr._.

Howa's visit to london would be embarrassing and possibly
detrimental to the increasingly tenuous position interna=
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tionally of White South African sport.

In 1974 there were further concessions under the multi-
national sports policy (cf. Chapter Six). Non-racial reac=
tion continued to be negative. In this instance Ebrahim
patel, secretary of the non-racial rugby union, SARU, stated
that concessions were not being made primarily in the interests
of the Black people in South Africa, or out of goodwill towards
Black people, but were piecemeal adaptations for overseas con=
sumption (Cape Times, October 16, 1974).

Until this point the concern of SACOS had been officially the
plight of the Slack sportsman in South Africa. Indications
were that removal of racial restrictions in South African
sport down to club level, would realise the co-operation of
SACOS and non-racial sports organisations with their White
counterparts. In 1975 there were signs that SACOS was seeking
greater change than it was possible to achieve in sport.
Norman middleton, president of SACOS, displayed political
undertones in a speech in July:

••• I cannot foresee a non-racial sports policy
within a segregated political system. To have a
non-racial sports policy means a definite change
in the political system of this country. You
simply cannot have the system of apartheid on the
statute book and expect sport to be non-racial.
(Sunday Times, July 13, 1975)

At the first Biennial Conference of the South African Council
on Sport in Durban in 1975, mr. Middleton refrained from
expanding on any possible shift in SACO's ideology, confining
himself to the problem of discrimination.

I am also of the opinion that the longer Inter=
national sportsmen and women come to the coun=
try and participate in a racially segregated
sport, the longer the racial situation will
exist and that the only time South Africa will
make changes in its sports policy is when it is
to be excluded from all international participa=

;,tion.

~~••• Th~ so-called Multi-National Games are being
.used to safeguard the White sportman's partiei=
pation in international sport. As you are
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probably aware, this new game known es mUlTI-
NATIONAL came into being in April 1971. It was
designed to make the international sports federa=
tions believe that South African sport organisa=
tions were in fact integrated ••••
(South African Council on Sport, 1975 : 10-11)

In 1976 further concessions were made in sport in South Africa,
when the government allowed sport between Black and White
sportsmen down to club level. Although it was not fully
integrated sport based on merit selection, which SACOS had
demanded as a precondition to co-operation, it was a major
concession. There was wide-ranging reaction amongst non-
racial organisations. Initially the non-racial cricket
organisation SACBOC appeared favourably inclined towards nego=
tiations with the predominantly White Cricket Association,
although certain conditions were stipulated: facilities at
grounds should be open, and spectators should not be segregated
(Odendaal, 1977 : 55). The non-racial rugby union, on the
other hand, were having no truck with the White South African
Rugby Board until such time as there was integrated rugby down
to club level, mixed trials, merit selection and Springbok
colours for all regardless of race (Cape Times, October 20,
1976). By November 1976 it was becoming obvious that the non-
racial organisations were not going to be content with the
latest concessions. Howa, who was vice-president of SACOS
stated: "If we are to play normal cricket in this country
the laws of the land must change, because we are living abnor=
mally. The Black sportsman can achieve his true potential
only if he has equal opportunities and facilities" (Cape Times,
November 6, 1976).

SACOS's demand for a removal of all race barriers had not in
1976 been officially aligned with a demand for political
change in South Africa, although as evidenced there were indi=
cations that SACOS might be heading in this direction. SACOS
also lacked the power and influence to bring about such
sweeping change, and until the end of 1976 had had to content
herself with be~ng 'the mouthpiece of non-racial sport in.South
Africa and the self-appointed conscience of sport per S8•

•
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This was altered at the beginning of 1977 when the Supreme
Council of Sport in Africa bestowed full member status on
SACOS. The Supreme Council represented the increasingly
influential bloc of Black African states, who spoke through
the council as a united African voice on sporting affairs.
The South African Non-Racial Olympic Committee, SAN-ROC, which
was in the vanguard of the anti-apartheid sports movement, had
formed a firm alliance with the Supreme Council on Sport in
Africa. Together they had formed an effective combination in
isolating White South African sportsmen. Their recognition
of SACOS was therefore significant. By giving full member=
ship status to SACOS they now had a direct input on South
African sporting affairs which meant that before this influen=
tial organisation would sanction South Africa's return to
international sport, they would require the approbation of
SACOS.

In a directive to SACOS, the Council said:

African sportsmen and sports administrators have
made great sacrifices for the cause of oppressed
sportsmen of South Africa. In return they do
not expect black South Africans to accept any form
of "normalisation" of sport within the "multi-
national" context. The only form of normalisa=
tion that is acceptable to Africa is non-racial
sport at ALL LEVELS free of all the administrative
trappings of apartheid.

All correspondence, applications, etc. to the SCSA
must come through SACOS supported by a covering
note by SAN-ROC. This clause was inserted not to
provide an automatic veto, but specifically to
prevent infiltration by stooges of Apartheid and
opportunists, whom it will not hesitate to expose.
(South African Council on Sport, 1977 : 95)

Through this development SACOS had acquired a degree of in=
fluence and power hitherto denied. This realisation by
SACOS, that international recognition had enhanced her status
and potential to influence, was reflected in a shift in her
ph ILo s oph y •

...... :;"».

~ ,. .~
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Hassan Howa, who was acting president of the organisation
following middleton's resignation over a conflict of principles,
stated in July 1977 that the non-racial sports organisations
had decided that they would not condone sport with llihiteorgan=
isations until there was what he termed 'normal sport'. Normal
sport connoted a removal of political and economic racial
restrictions (Rand Daily mail, July 14, 1977). This firmly
aligned SACOS with a political objective, which was ironic in
that SACOS had been fighting to rid sport of the involvement of
the South African Govern~ento

In explaining this shift in ideology, Howa (1978) claimed that
a change in societal apartheid generally had been an undisclosed
objective of the non-racial sports organisations prior to this
time, but the realisation that concessions were only being made
in sport and not in society per se, and the fact that Blacks
had been badly treated during the 1976 race riots, had necessi=
tated a change in overt policyo In addition SACOS had clearly
realised that while sport had not obtained change in the poli=
tical and economic infrastructure, it had wrought certain con=
cessions for the South African Black sportsmeno These con=
cessions had been derived through a policy of non-participation
with the llihitesuntil demands had been met. The extrapolation
applied by SACOS was that by.depriving the llihiteSouth Africans
their international sports contact, they had a lever with which
to apply pressure for changeo To cede the rights to this
lever over concessions in sport would have deprived Black aspi=
ration of the only weapon it had in the greater fight against
racism. While it may not have been honourable to continue the
escalation of demands, it was not unnatural that, having
obtained a small degree of limited sports freedom, the greater
objective, total freedom should be sought.

Mindful of the difficulties that Black political organisations
such as the African National Congress and the Pan African
Congress had encountered ,(Johnson, 1977 : 20-22), Howa, at the
October 2nd Biennial Conference of the South African Council
on Spo~t in 1977, sedulously avoided any reference to politi=
cal aspirations. Instead the Council remained within the
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parameters defined by sport. The Council, which now comprised
eleven national non-racial associations: the South African
Amateur Athletic Board, South African Amateur Body Building
Federation, South African Cycling Association, South African
Cricket Board of Control, South African Darts Board of Control,
South African Hockey Board, South African Soccer Federation,
South African Amateur Swimming Federation, Southern African
Lawn Tennis Union, South African Table Tennis Board, South
African Amateur Weightlifting Federation, adopted the following
resolutions:

. .
1~ We reaffirm the resolution passed at the inaugu=
ral Conference in 1973 that merit selection is pos=
sible only if all participants in sporting events
are able to compete with each other freely at all
levels, and the call made at that conference to
sporting organisations to reject any system or scheme
which does not offer equal opportunity, equal facili=
ties, equal training and equal experience at all
levels.

. .

2. illeconfirm our assessment in 1973 that a system
of multi-national sports events which has been
offered as a substitute for non-racial sport was a
negation of the principals of non-discrimination in
sport and congratulates those organisations which
refuse to participate in same thereby exposing to
the world at large the farcial nature of these
events. This meeting calls on those few sporting
bodies which insist on participating in such events
to accept that by continuing to do so, they are
perpetuating racism in sport and delaying the entry
of all sportsmen irrespective of colour, cast and
creed into international competition and asks them
forthwith desist from continuing to participate in
same.

3~ We condemn those business organisations that
sponsor and actively assist the continuation of
racially orientated sports bodies and deny assist=
ance to those bodies which stand for and campaign
for the participation in sports on a non-racial
basis.

4. In accordance with its stand against racialism
in sport, SACOS strongly condemns the South African
Professional Players' Golf Association (non-white)

_,and the South African Golf Association (non-white
amateur) in accepting subservient affiliation to

.~heir respective nati~nal white associations and
~~~participating in so-called multi-national tourna:

ments to ~hich SACOS is opposed.
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SACOS takes cognizance of the fact that all Black
Golfers in South Africa suffer inequatities in all
respects and stand uncompromisingly for equal
opportunity for all golfers irrespective of race
or colour. (South African Council on Sport,
1977 : 10)

Emerging from the conference was what the non-racialists
expected normal sport to be. The condition that they felt
was mandatory before contact with illhiteorganisations could
be entertained:

•••• Normal sport calls for the abandoning of
sectionalism and the removal of racism. Normal
sport is a call to all sport minded people for
the introduction of the ordinary norm as employed
and enjoyed the world over and to give the
aspiring candidate an opportunity to be selected
on merit, genuine merito Normal sport cannot be
diluted or watered down to multi-nationalism or
multi-racismo Normal sport is devoid of all
racism, even multi-racial is a misnomer.
The systematic compartmentalisation must go;
mixed play must commence at the lowest levels and
here we could start with the schools and then all
the clubs must become completely integrated;
finally the national codes must change for true
non-racialism. (South African Council on Sport,
1977 71, 72, 73)

The approach advocated "by SACOS at this point, the integration
of sport down to the grassroots level, viz., primary school,
although agreed upon in principle by the majority, still had
its critics. The most vociferous was the non-racial South
African Soccer Federation (SASF), which besides catering for
amateur soccer also had a professional organisation to nurture.
The problem that caused the conflict was the professional arm
of the SASF. As a commercial organisation it had to compete
against the predominantly Black professional soccer affiliate
of the rival South African National football Association
(SANFA). SAN FA had accepted multi-nationalism, whereas SASF
had not. SASF maintained that it would not compromise its
non-racial principles. The result was that the two organ=
isations competed for sponsorship and for spectators, thereby
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limiting the growth potential of the other organisation and
committing each professional organisation to possible insol=
veney. For this reason it is understandable that SASF wanted
dialogue with its rival as to the possibility of merging the
two bodies and forming a super league of proFessional teams,
which would have alleviated the fear for most soccer clubs of
insolvency.

SACOS refused to entertain the thought of dialogue until there
was normalisation of sport and then progressed in its demands
to a new non-racial plane by invoking a 'double standards'
clause which was to become part of the constitutions of all
non-racial organisations (Cape Herald, November 11, 1978).
The 'double standards' clause was to stop sportsmen playing
one sport under a non-r~cial organisation and then playing
another sport under a 'racial' organisation.

This development widened the schism that had occurred with the
SASF. The feeling was that with only eleven sports affiliated
to SACOS, a sportsman may have to sacrifice a sport he played
because it did not have a non-racial administration. The
SASF thought this unfair, and refused to adopt the double
standards clause in its constitution. The SASF also then
decided to have dialogue with the rival SANFA over the possi=
bilities of a merger of their professional organisations
(Citizen, October 30, 1978). This also was against the
express wishes of SACOS. When SASF failed to respond to
SACOS requests to discontinue talks SASF was expelled from
the South AFrican Sports Council (Cape Herald, November 4,
1978). Norman middleton, president of the South African
Soccer Federation, later reacted to this as follows:

SACOS say you can't play normal sport in an abnormal
society. We must now tell all our sportsmen to
stop playing sport because we live in an abnormal
society? (cape Herald, march 24, 1979)

The diVision that has entered SAtOS is attributable to two
-alem~nts:!" .th~ "m~derate "faction,' who have sport as their
primary concern, and a more radical element who envisage SACOS
as a v~hicle through which political and economic change "can
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be accomplished in South Africa. This faction has no inten:
tion of capitulating until there is a normal society, and they
have been critical of Howa for not taking a hard-line approach
on certain issues, in particular that of the South African
Soccer Federation (Cape Herald, March 24, 1979). As presi:
dent of this organisation Howa had tried to placate both
groups, although in 1979 it does appear that those of a more
radical inclination have the greater influence. Because of
this constant escalation of demands and its recent political
orientation it is difficult to ascertain what SACOS specifi:
cally requires of South African sport. Because it fears
being cast as a political organisation (Howa, 1978), it avoids
making any direct political demands. Therefore it is diffi:
cult to know what criteria it requires should be met before
co-operation would be forthcoming. With regard to sport,
non-racialism's most recent demands have been:

(a) All clubs must have open membership. Where
exclusion clauses are incorporated in club con:
stitutions, these must be removed.

(b) All clubs must participate in competitions
organised by single non-racial controlling bodies
at local, regional or provincial levelso

(c) A single national non-racial body must
control the sport nationally and represent the
country internatio~ally.

(d) All sportsmen and sportswomen must have
equal opportunities in private and public life.

(e) Sponsorship must be utilised in such a way
that all sportsmen benefit equally.

(f) There must be no restrictions placed on
clubs or other sports organisations in the
acquisition of private sportsgrounds and club
facilities, and all such facilities must be open.

(g)' Sports facilities must be provided to all
sportsmen without discrimination and on an equalbasis.

:-(h) Selection must be based solely on merit in
:~the composition of representative teams •

.:11) South Africa must be represented interna=
~~ionally by a single team selected on merit.
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(j) All school children must be free to attend the
schools of their choice and school sports must be
free from any restrictions based on race or other
abnormal consideration. (memorandum to the Inter=
national Cricket Conference 1979. Compiled by:
South African Cricket Board, 1979 : 6-7)

Although these demands imply the requirement of greater societal
change before co-operation from SACOS ensues, Howa (1978) has
stated that if there were a pledge by the White government that
sport in South Africa would become integrated over a two year
period, from the primary school level up, then SACOS would dis=
band; as Howa says, there would be no further need for it.
Until this stage is reached, SACOS will have legitimate cause
to continue campaigning for a normalisation of sport and the
organisation will continue to be used by those cognisant of the
concessions that might be obtained politically by such an
organisation.

Until 1979 SACOS's influence was rejected by the Minister of
Sport and Recreation, Dr. Koornhof (Argus, April 21, 1978).
However, the Minister of Sport and Recreation who succeeded Dr.
Koornhof in 1979, De Klerk, indicated that he would be prepared
to have dialogue with SACOS. The offer to date has been
refused by Howa who feels that until the laws which prohibit
free integrated sport are removed there is little point in his
organisation talking with the government (Argus, February 23,
1979). The position has been stalemated since June 1979.
However, there are signs that the. government is concerned about
political inclination of SACOS, and that a stricter line may
be taken in regard to its activities (Cape Times, may 22, 1979).
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CHAPTER TUlELVE

THE AFRIKANER BROEDERBOND AND DEVELopmENTS
IN SOUTH AFRICAN SPORT

The Broederbond is an organisation which came into official
existence in 1918 (Pelzer, 1979 : 6; Serfontein, 1979 : 11).
Its purpose, as described by one of the eighteen founder members,
was to "establish a kind of counterpart to societies and clubs
which, in those days, were exclusively English-speaking"
(Wilkins and Strydom, 1978 : 46).

It is in essence a cultural organisation peculiar to White
Afrikaans-speaking members of the population. O'Meara
(1977 : 166) described the exclusiveness that developed within
the Broederbond more succintly when he says that those who were
invited to join were chosen after careful and close scrutiny,
and were generally "financially sound, White, Afrikaans-
speaking, Protestant males over 25 of unimpeachable character,
who actively accepted South Africa as their sole homeland
containing a separate Afrikaner nation with its own language
and culture •••• ".

The combination of exclusiveness, secrecy (which has been
insisted on ostensibly to prevent personal persecution) and a
pervasiveness which had netted 11 910 members in 1977 (Wilkins
and Strydom, 1978 : 366) contributed to the belief that the
Broed erb and had moved away from iirs.·origLna l cul tur al def ini =
tion. The publ~cation of two books in 1978 and 1979, The
Super Afrikaners and Brotherhood of Power, by Wilkins and
Strydom and Serfontein respectively, did little to assuage the
belief that this organisation had developed a considerable
amount of power through being able to recruit members who were
in ~ominant influential positions in society.

c::.

:Df;-fi-cialBroederbond reaction 'has been tabled through Pelzer I s
book Die ·Afrikaner Broederbond: Eerste 50 Jaar (1979).
Pelzer maintains that the Broederbond was more of a think tank
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on South African affairs, and that although there were many
influential people favourably disposed towards the Broeder=
bond, that it has not misused this influence. Wilkins
and Strydom,and Serfontein, in their more dramatic publications,
maintain that the Broederbond, besides promoting think tanks;
also attempted to influence the development of White Afrikaner=
dom and ipso facto South Africans per se.

It is against this confusing background of power and influence
that the development of South African sport and the influence
of the Broederbond has to be considered. It is unfortunate
that Pelzer in his work pays little attention to the Afrikaner
Broederbond and the sports policy. From this it may be
inferred that sport was not particularly important to the
Broederbond, and that as a consequence their influence was
minimal. However, Wilkins and Strydom (1978 : 239-252)
produced in their publication documents which they allege show
that the Broederbond did have a considerable influence on the
South African sports policy. Although Wilkins's and Strydom's
book is written with a commercial motivation and a dramatic
style, which removes it from the objective taxonomy, a certain
credence has to be given to the documentation that they present
as official Broederbond material. In view of the fact that
Pelzer's book does not involve itself in discussion on the
topic of the Broederbond and sports policy, it appeared that
lliilkins's and Strydom's assertions should be considered in a
dissertation of this type, albeit against the background out:
lined above.

It will be recalled that until 1971 (cf. Chapter Six) the
South African Government had presented an intractable
demeanour in the face of growing sports isolation and demands
for the demolition of apartheid. Refusal was manifest in the
South African Government's decision not to allow maoris to
tour with the 1967 New Zealand rugby team, and in the cancel:
~~tion of ft pro~osed English (mce) cricket tour to South
'':''Áfric.a~-'because the 'team -was to include a Black. This
';;.~ritra~s:ige~ce"on the part 'of the South African Government was

.:..: .attracting attention in an increasingly sport-orientated world.
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In a circular dated June 2, 1970, the Broederbond displays an
awareness of the international campaign against South African
sport when it states: "The latest developments in interna=
tiunal sport show clearly that there is a persistent campaign
to isolate our country as much as possible" (Wilkins and
Strydom, 1978 : 242). The circular added that the Broederbond
felt that the real issue was not mixed teams and participation,
but the destruction of the existing order in South Africa.

Another memorandum was circulated in April offering advice and
guidance on South Africa's sporting malady. Accompanying this
circular was a document entitled "Sport and Politics" (Wilkins
and Strydom, 1978 : 243). This document was constructed by a
sports committee within the Broederbond, or more literally a
thinking committee concerned with the issue of South African
sport. Wilkins and Strydom (1978 : 407) report that among
other members of this thinking committee were Professor Pelzer
(author of the abovementioned book), Johan Claassen (a former
Springbok rugby captain), Kobus Louw (a former Springbok rugby
player) and ~.W. Opperman (who is now president of the South
African National Olympic Games Association).

The document discussed, inter alia, the increasing politicizê=
tion of world sport. This served as an introduction and
justification for a new slogan for South African sport:
multi-nationalism. multi-nationalism was a term apparently
derived to allay conservative fears within the Broederbond
that may have felt that sport was being used to promote inte=
gration. The term was taken to connote sport between sepa=
rate nations; there was to be no mixing with members of other
nations, whether on local provincial or national levels. The
impl~cation was that segregation in sport would remain the
status guo.

The point that is relevant in development of South African
sport i~ th~t the discussion of multi-nationalism preceded any
~~várnment announcement, and that multi-nationalism viewed"'-;lO .'.;., ••••

el~ngside "the hardline apartheid approach of the pre-1970 era
~~s én alteration in the segregation status guo of sports.
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in formulating South Africa's sports policy. That the Prime
Minister's announcement followed very closely (almost word for
word, suggest Wilkins and Strydom, 1978 : 245) the outline
circularised to BroedQrbond members, is indicative of the
influence the Broederbond had in securing its acceptance,
and/or the fact that those on the Broederbond's sport commit=
tee were top sports people themselves, who saw the inevitable
conclusion of South African sport in its present state, unlees
some compromise was struck. It is suggested that Vorster,
realising this, decided to act on the compromise which had
been proposed, in an attempt to improve South Africa's inter=
national sports positiono

Although the compromise attempted to placate the absolute anti-
segregationists within the Broederbond, by stating that multi-
nationalism would not lead to integration, there were those
who were not completely deceived and disapprobation was
accordingly expressed. Wilkins and Strydom (1978 : 246)
note that the following points expressing concern were made in
a circular during October 1971.

A.1 Concern Dver the correct implementation of the
'nation basis' of the policy.
4.2 Anxiety that the policy of separate devslop=
ment might become diluted because of sports 'conces=
sions'.
4.3 Vigilance must be strong against mixing after
sports games, mixed audiences, integration, mixed
participation on the local level, etc.
4.4 The fear that the sports policy opened the
door slightly and might be the thin edge of the
wedge.
4.5 The urgent necessity of strong control by a

- .~~ominated sport council.

Xh~ executive tried to allay fears about the new policy by
'Suggesting that members should activ.ely attempt -to gain con=
trolof sporting bodies, so that a greater degree of Afrikaner
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orientation could be initiated.
1973 (Wilkins and Strydom, 1978

It was a request repeated in
247).

In the interim the Sunday Times (may 21, 1972) reported that
Dr. Treurnicht, a noted right-wing Nationalist ideologue, had
been appointed chairman of the Broederbond drafting committee
on sport. It was suggested that this appointment was to
allay the fears of those within the Broederbond who felt that
the sports policy initiated by them might become a catalyst
for integration. In an attempt to allay these fears even
further, Dr. Treurnicht and Dr. Koornhof, a former secretary
of the Broederbond organisation, toured the country addressing
regional conferences on sports policy development (Sunday
Times, October 20, 1974)8

In August 1972 Dr. Koornhof succeeded to the post of minister
of Sport and Recreatione Dr. Koornhof did not make it clear
immediately in what direction he would lead. In June, 1973
(Sundav Times, June 24, 1973), Strydom suggested that the
Broederbond plan for South African sport was proceeding along
the lines expounded in the April 1971 circular. He reported
that two leading Broederbonders in sport, Rudolph Opperman,
head of the South African Olympic and National Games Associa=
tion, and Professor Hannes Botha, head of the South African
Amateur Athletic Union, had proposed that a committee be
established to investigate the establishment of a sports
council.

Claims that this would further implement action of the Broeder=
bond policy were denied by Professor Hannes Botha (Rand Daily
mail, June 26, 1973). HD claimed that the idea was entirely
his own and that the suggestion that it had been formulated by
the Broederbond was tridiculous'. further, said Professor
Botha, he had been working on this project for five years es
research for a doctorate, and it was therefore his initiativa.

~H~wev~r~ ~ince PrDfessor~Botha also served on Dr. Treurnicht's
·~ro~derbond·Committee on sport, it seems probable thét Profes=
~gr Botha could have introduced his idea of a sport council to
-the committee, who obviously approved it. Professor Botha
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was ther~fore technically correct in claiming that the initia=
tive was his and not that of the Broederbond. However, the
point that the plan had the ..approbation of the Bond, which in
effect made Professor Botha's plan also the Bond's, cannot be
overlooked.

Early in 1974 it became clear that a rift was developing.
strydom reports in the Sunday Times (October 20, 1974) that Dr.
Treurnicht was concerned about the direction of the sports
policy. He felt it could lead to integration. The momentum
which had been generated by the 1971 sports policy announcement
would undoubtedly continue unless Dr. Treurnicht could stem it.
There were growing demands from South Africa's White sportsmen
for further integration, and White public opinion had indicated
that it was in favour of more limited multi-national events
such as the 1973 South African Games (cf. Chapter Thirteen).
Given the apparent influence which the Broederbond had gained in
the area of sports policy, the position of Chairman of the

I
!
I
f

Broederbond became an important issue. If Dr. Treurnicht sue=
ceeded to the chair, the influence of this position could be
used to slow, if not stop, the gradual evolution which threatened
to develop through multi-nationalism. To continue the evolution
Dr. Koornhof needed the approbation of the Broederbo~d, or at
least willingness to be persuaded towards greater multi-
nationalismo Wilkins and Strydom (1978 : 249) attribute Dr.
Treurnicht's failing to become chairman to some earnest lobbying
by Dr. Koornhof.

f•!
I
!
i,

The failure of Dr. Treurnicht to gain the chair (he was not
available for election) did not signal a new era of enlighten=
ment with Dr. Koornhof in the vanguard. It could rather be
described as controlled progressivism, in which Dr. Koornhof
then set about cajoling further concessions;. always within
the ideological parameters of Verwoerdism and separation of
the races. An example of this was the circular dated march 3,
197~,'which stated: that "International sporting ties, especially
in.rugby .and .cricket, .have serious implications at this critical

-'';_' ._,' ... . .

stage. for "-gur .:country, regarding internati on aI trade,. national
trade, m~litary relationships and arnaments and strategic
industrié!l develcpment" (Wilkins and Strydom, 1978 : 249-250).
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The implic8tion was that change would be necessary in South
Africa's sports policy in order to prevent deterioration in
spheres which were more important to her health as a state.
Change was being justified in terms of other spheres of
influence which created the position that those w~o objected
did not have the larger interests of the state at heart. As a
'Super Afrikaner' one's objection could not be too vociferous.
Nevertheless Broederbond members were assured that any changes
such as mixed international teams were only a status in vogue
until the Black homelands became independent.

llihilethis piece of obfuscatio~ allowed the acceptance of the
demand by the French Rugby Union that their natio~al team be
allowed to play against a multi-racial team in South Africa in
1975, it did not succeed entirely in overcoming conservative
criticism. In 1976 (cape Times, July 19, 1976) Dr. Treurnicht
made a strong statement condemning mixed sport, and promising
to resign if further changes were made. In September 1976,
Or. Koornhof introduced his new sports policy which allowed
mixed sport at all levels (cf. Chapter Seven). In order to
widen the rift between the conservative faction and those
regarded as enlightened, Dr. Koornhof obviously needed to be
sure of the support of a group that had the potential to
influence, as the Broederbond_ did. This was forthcoming; in
a circular to Broederbond members dated October 5, 1976, it
was stated: "The executive confirms the point of view it took
in 1975 during meetings on the elimination of unnecessary
separation measures, that contact and/or liaison between the
different nations/national groups of the Republic must take
place not only on national level but also on local levels
provided it does-not endanger the identity of the different
nations" (lliilkins and Strydom, 1978 : 251). Justification
was sought in the fact that concessions such as these would
contribute to greater internal security and better race rela=
tions, both of which had been threatened by the racial distur=
bances and riots of 1976.1 Undoubtedly the Executive also saw
~he:~otehtlal·uf publicity internationally, which wo~ld assist
-ii,i-su'ggesting'that-E! greater flexibility was being adapt-ed by
t~~-~frikaner in the field of sport, and by implication ih
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race relations. To the outside world this, if accepted, would
be regarded as a positive development. South Africa needed to
reassure the world that from an investment point of view, South
Africa was a sound proposition. Sport therefore assumed an
ambassadorial role, in which capacity certain concessions were
necessary for the overall good of the country.

Such a development and its concomitant justification did not
placate all Broederbond members. Assurances were again
requested in 1977 that there would be no mixed teams. Wilkins
and Strydom (1978 : 251) report that strong reassurance was
forthcoming, and that there were indications that lines were
-being drawn on the question of mixed clubs.

There has not been a major policy statement on sport since,
although Dr. Koornhof has continued with concessions. In
August 1977 Oro Koornhof stated that there could be mixed
clubs, although it was against government policy, and in 1978
he stated that sports clubs could obtain international status,
thereby allowing limited social integration - yet another
departure from Broederbond policy.

In conclusion, it would appear that, faced with the possibility
of greater sports isolation in the early 1970s and the possi=
bIe harmful effects that this may have on other spheres of
South African life, the Broederbond conceived a plan which was
approved by the government. It was termed multi-nationalism,
and although it was stated that this connoted sport by sepa=
rate nations, and that it was as a concept absolute, further
change resulted, subtly encouraged by the Broederbond. It
would also appear that the Broederbond has determined that
sport should be inqreasingly left to the sportsmen, although
their various policy statements, like the government.s, have
stated that they are not in favour of mixed sport. In any
evaluation of South African sport, therefore, cognizance must
be given to the role played by the Broederbond. They appear
to~have initiated the multi-national concept which, while con=
t81ning sport within the separatist ideology, had the ultimate
~ffect of overcoming the inertia which was preventing a more
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flexible approach to the problem. The momentum which the
Broederbond initiated was promoted by liberal factions within
the Broederbond and the government, lead principally by Dr.
Koornhof. There were determined reactions by the more conser=
vative factions. This reaction had a negative influence on
the sports development, an influence which appears to be losing
ground with the movement towards leaving sport to the sportsman.

i
i

I
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

WHITE PUBLIC OPINION AND THE DEVELopmENT OF
SOUTH AFRICAN SPORT

It is proposed in this chapter to examine various surveys of
White public opinion and consider these within the developmental
context of South African sport. It is not an attempt to quan=
tify or field test any hypothesis, but to provide further in=
sight into another of the variables which have effected the
evolution of South Africa's sports policy.

Information has been derived from a number of sources: news=
paper surveys, surveys and opinion polls by private researchers,
and confidential client surveys conducted by independent market
research groups. Information supplied by the market research
groups was derived from a panel of consumers representative of
the White South African population. This was not a covert or
overt predilection on the part of the author, rather the product
of the realities of the South African situation: the White
section of the population is responsible for the constitutional
alignment of the country and it is from this section that any
change would have to be negotiatede Since this section decides
what form the ruling polity will adopt, consideration of White
attitudes and opinions was more relevant within the context of
this dissertatione It is also assumed that Black members of
the population would generally be in favour of change which
would reduce racial restriction in sport, although as evidenced
in preceding chapters, piece-meal adaptation is rejected by a
great percentage of Black sportsmen. Within these limitations
it was considered that the following information could make a

I valuable contribution to further understanding of the changes
j. in the evolution of South Africa's sports policy.
!
t .

South~Africa's sports policy has, as noted, been subject to
m~lti-fari'Ous prae sur ea 'during the last decade.' Some have
sought ~o Caffact change; others have sought to maintain the
stêtus guo. South Africa's apparent insouciance in the face
of growing international opinion in the late 1960's was largely
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a conditioning process which had established the idea ·of
separate development for the various races in South Africa as
the best solution for racial harmony. In 1969 market
Research Africa conducted an opinion poll, which established
that White opinion considered, inter alia, that the greatest
problem facing South Africa at that time was world attitude
and/or interference towards South Africa. Because of her
apartheid policy, only 6.6% of White opinion in 1969 wished to
see this policy changed or abolished. On the same question=
naire, the sample was asked about its attitude towards seating
of Non-Whites at sports events. In 1969 only 26% of Whites
sampled advocated integrated seating arrangements at sports
meetings (cf. Table 1, Question 2). Asked whether they were
for or against the policy of allowing Non-Whites to represent
South Africa at the Olympic Games, 60.3% were in favour of such
a development.

,
Table 1. SELECTED ASPECTS OF 1969 mARKET RESEARCH SURVEY

Question 1. What is your attitude towards the seating of
Non-Whites at sports events?

Only in one Different Any
part % parts % place %

Total 31 43 26
English/other 12 38 49Afrikaans/both 41 46 13

Question 2. Do you Agree/Disagree with the policy of
allowing Non-White sportsmen from overseas to
play sport against Whites in South Africa?

Total

Agree: Disagree Do not
with % with % know %
37.1 58.6 4.3
59 35 722 75 3

English/other
Afrikaans/both

Continued/ ••••. ...:. ,.
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Table 1. (continued)

Question 3. Are you for or against the policy of allowing
Non-Whites to represent South Africa at the
Olympic Games?

For the Against the Do not
policy % policy % know %

Total 60.3 35.5 4.2
English/other 79 17 5Afrikaans/both 48 48 4

This survey illustrated a clear dichotomy between English-
speaking and Afrikaans-speaking South Africanso The signifi=
cance of this is realised when it is considered that the
Afrikaans-speaking person is in the greater majority in South
Africa, and that therefore his opinion, or the majority opinion,
is more influential. In 1969 there was clear opposition to
integrated sport from this section, with opinion being divided
over the issue of Olympic representationo The greater
acceptability of Blacks in this sphere may be attributed,
inter alia, to the fact that the prospect of Blacks in a South
African Olympic team had been mooted in 1968. Rejection of
this concession internationally may have suggested that for
international acceptance Slacks were going to need to be a part
of any future South African team. Clearly, the majority of
White opinion was antagonistic to the idea of Non~Whites coming
to South Africa to play against White sportsmen. The reason
for this response may be found partly in the questionf which
tended to imply carte blanche participation by overseas Non-
White sportsmen ih South Africa.

A public opinion survey conducted by market and Opinion Surveys,
in february 1970, attempted to elicit a more specific response.
Replies indicated that 59.6% of the White population were in
faVour of sportsmen from New Zealand with maori blood visiting
S'Auth .Af,x_ica. But, this did not indicate a swing towards
ac~eptanGe~ :"9fWhi te/Non-Whi te competi tive participation in
South ~frican sport. A sizeable majority, 64.7%, were against
development in this direction. furthermore, 58.5% were against
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competition b6tween Whites and Non-Whites at athletic meetings
in South Africa. When the perspective was altered, and the
question orientated towards the inclusion of Non-Whites in
sports teams representing South Africa overseas, the response
varied accordingly: There were 42.8% in favour and 43.0%
against (cf. Table 2, Questions 1, 2, 3, 4).

Table 2. SELECTED ASPECTS OF 1970 mARKET RESEARCH SURVEY

Question 1. Are you for or against admission of players with
maori blood being included in a team which will be
visiting South Africa in the near future?f

I
!,

-_ - .-

Uncertain/ RefusalsFor Against Neither Do not know to answer
~ % % % %

Total 59.6 19.9 14.1 5.2 1.3
English 77.9 4.7 13.9 2.5 1.0Afrikaans 46.3 3008 14.3 7.1 1.5

Question 2. Are you for or against White and Non-White compe=
titive participation in all forms of sport in
South Africa?

.... _- - - - - .

Uncertain/ RefusalsFor Against Neither Do not know to answer
_L_ ~ ~ ~ ~

Total 18.3 64.7 8.6 5.8 2.6
English 37.7 37.6 14.0 8.7 2.0Afrikaans 4.3 84.3 4.7 3.7 3.0

Continued/ ••••

Question 3. Are you for or against the inclusion of Non-Whites
in sports teams representing South Africa overseas?

Neither for Undecid'ed/For Against or against Do not know% % % %
Total 42.8 43.0 9.3 3.3
EngliSh 70.5 .:_13.2 11.4 3.3
..Afl:'ikaans - 2'2.9 ·64.5 7.8 3.3

.... T
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Table 2. (continued)

Question 4. Are you for or against competition between Whites
and Non-Whites at athletic meetings in South
Africa?

,
I Neither for Undecided/K , For Against or against Do not kno~I % % % %'

Total 26.6 58.5 8.5 4.6
English 49.9 28.2 13.2 6.8Afrikaans 9.8 80.5 5.0 3.1

This questionnaire confirmed the premise that there was extreme
reluctance or. the part of the White population, particularly the
Afrikaans-speaking section, to be pressurised into mixed sport.
However, it is discernable that in the case of the Olympic
Games, as shown in the 1969 survey, and in the case of maoris
visiting with a New Zealand rugby team, they were prepared to
make specific concessions. At this point these concessions had
been carefully couched in Nationalist terminology which had
suggested, in the case of the maoris, a small temporary conces=
sian which was justifiable under the precepts of Verwoerdianism.
This suggested that the White public was prepared to accept this
rationalisation, and/or that it was sufficiently sports-
orientated to accept the need for concessions which might prevent
the complete extirpation of Olympic participation and competition
with a traditional rugby rival, in the sport which is a major
attraction for them. The idea that these two areas should be
isolated concessions and not lead to greater mixing in sport
was confirmed in 'a survey which appeared in Africa Today
(November/December, 1970, Volume 17, No.6). Herein the
suggestion was reinforced that public opinion was strongly
opposed to any inclination towards mixed sport. The inclusion
of Non-Whites in sports teams, which were to compete overseas,
was-also disagreeable to the majority. The acceptance of Non-
Whites in a New Zealand rugby team can.possibly be attributed
to~the fact t~at ~t was a minor temporary concessiori (cf~ Chap=
ter·Six). The possibility that this general antagonistic
attitude towards sports integration might lead to greater
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sporting isolation and therefore interfere with the sporting
future of South Africa's youth, did not in 1970 appear to be a
major consideration (cf. Table 3), and in this way it appeared
that the status guo was be~ng maintained.

Table 3. SELECTED ASPECTS OF 1970 'AFRICA TODAY' SPORT SURVEY

Question 1. Are you in favour of any kind of mixed sport in
South Africa?

Total
No %
90

Yes %

Question 20 Would you be opposed to the inclusion of Non-
Whites in teams to go overseas?

No % Yes %
Rugby 22.2 77.8
Cricket 25.2 78.4
Athletics 3604 63..6
80xing 380' 61.9

Question 3. Are you in favour of mixed trials for selection
of teams being held outside the borders of South
Africa?

No %
66.8

Yes %
33.2

Question 4. Are you in favour of the administrators of the
various South African sports getting together to
discuss the future of sport?

No %
18.3

Yes %
81.7

'Qij'estion 5. Have _you an Y' ob jec tions to the c omposi ti on of the
~ '::.'~-~.'. All Black (N.Z.) rugby team?

·No % Yes %
85.3 14.7

Continued/ ••••
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Table 3. (continued)

Question 6. Was the government right in forbidding the Negro
tennis player Arthur Ashe and the British Coloured
cricketer to visit South Africa?

No %
12.9

Yes .%
87.1

Question 7. Are you troubled by the possibility that South
Africa may be totally isolated in sport?

No %
58.6

Question 8. Do you think young people will accept it if
South Africa can no longer compete overseas?

No %

Question 9. Do you think if sports isolation continues for a
long time the pressure for non-racial sport will
grow?

Yes %
55.544.5

It can be concluded from the above that White public opinion
indicated that South Africa was not ready to accept mixed
sport. At this point the South African Government's concession
to the Olympic movament and to the New Zealand Rugby Union
appeared to be within the parameters of White acceptability.
However, it is obviously difficult to determine whether this
aituatiDn Qccurred as a result of governmental decision, or. \

wh.eth~.r governmental decision had been the result of' keen
- - . - - . -- .

~.p~1aisal of public opinion. There is a suggestio~ that at
this ~juncture the South African Government was at t emp t Lnq to
leodpublic opinion. This theory is supported by the evidence
that apparently justified the inclusion of MaGris in a New
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Zealand team, as not being a departure from the status guo
(cf. Chapter Six). This attempted justification gives rise to
the premise that such obfuscation was an attempt to ameliorate
what could have been interpreted as a deviation, albeit
temporary, from predetermined apartheid principles. The
favourable reaction to this concession to the New Zealand rugby
team, and Vorster's return to power in the early 1970 election,
may have disposed the National party towards taking further
initiative in making concessions in South Africa's sports
policy. It most certainly established a precedent, as all
subsequent announcements were couched in Nationalist termino=
logy which obfuscated the concession being made.

While the majority of White public opinion was opposed to mixed
sport, surveys conducted in 1971 indicated that it was eclectic.
The Argus (January 10, 1971) conducted a rather limited poll
which surveyed the attitude of sportsmen to integrated sport.
It indicated that sportsmen, especially the cricketers, were
generally mora favourably disposed towards mixed sport in South
Africa than was the White populationo However, thera was a
reluctance amongst sportsmen to make this commitment as indi=
cated particularly in the rugby players' survey (cf. Table 4).

Table 4. 'ARGUS' SPORTS POLL 1971

Question. Would you be prepared to play against or with Non-
Whites in South Africa?

~ No Undecided
Cricket 39 1Rugby 24 11 3Soccer 18 4
Tennis 9 2

On April 8th, the Argus group of newspapers (Argus, April 8,
1971) further revealed tha~ 260 of South Africa's top White
c~4cketers answered-YES to th~ question: "Are you prepared to
pl~y with or-against_Non-Whites at league level?" Ten said

~A ~. .... •

NO ~nd six were uncommitted. A further pol~, conducted by
Professor Hendrik van der Merwe of the Abg 8ailey Institute of
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Inter-racial studies at the University of Cape Town, was
reported in the Rand Daily mail (April 12, 1971). It was
reported that of 925 prominent South African sportsmen, 75%
favoured integration in sport. Die Vaderland (April 21, 1971)
conducted a similar poll amongst Afrikaans Springboks and ex-
Springboks. It was reported that the majority of Afrikaans
sportsmen were quite prepared to play against Black or mixed
teams, both inside and outside South Africa on a national level,
but that they were opposed to social mixing and integration at
club levelo

In April the Prime minister issued his statement on multi-
national sport (cf. Chapter Six). In this policy statement
Vorster extended the parameters of segregpted sport. However,
it was strongly underscored that this policy would not lead to
mixed sport and that essentially sport between the different
nations in South Africa would be permissible only at the inter=
national level (Horrell, 1971 : 314). Exceptions were to be
made in instances where international organisations demanded
integrated teams. When Vorster's statement is aligned with the
majority of White public opinion at the time, it can be ascer=
tained that the policy was considered tolerable within the
specifications propounded. Vorster had stepped forward but not
so far as to antagonise the majority of Whites. It did not
satisfy the outside world, but Vorster's primary consideration
could have been the electorate, with the appeasement of growing
world antagonism by the suggestion that some definite change had
occurred as a secondary consideration only.

Following Vorster's April announcement, market and Opinion
Surveys conducted another opinion poll (November, 1971). From
this data (cf. Table 5) it can be suggested that the South
African Government, in so far as White, and especially Afrikaans,
public opinion was concerned, was leading in the direction of
further sports integration. The reaction illustrated in the
survey~ confirms á Definite uncertainty amongst the White
-pb~ulation o~er this partic~lar line of development. There is

' ....... -."'furthermore a defini te reluctance indicated on the part of the
~ .. -

Afrikaans-speaking population to see any further involvement of
Blacks in South African eport.
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Table 5. SELECTED ASPECTS OF 1971 mARKET RESEARCH SURVEY

Question. If it would help South Africa to gain re-admission
to the Olympic games, would you be in favour of
mixed rugby trials to select a South African team?

Total
~

38.3
Yes %
47.7

Not sure %

English
Afrikaans

11 .6
63.5

80.4
25.5

13.2
8

11

The year 1972 was a period of consolidation for South African
~port and multi-nationalism, with open international sports
events becoming more numerous. In 1973 South Africa held the
South African Games, which epitomised the multi-national sports
approach and presented the White South African public with an
unprecedented occasion of mixing, albeit within carefully
prescribed parameters. The Games provided a platform on which
could be witnessed the act of limited integr2tion. market and
Opinion Surveys (may, 1973) surveyed their panel to ascertain
reaction to this event. Opinion was clearly in favour of
such a development (cf. Table 6).

Table 6. SELECTED ASPECTS Of 1973 mARKET RESEARCH SURVEY

Question. Do you feel there should be more/fewer opportunities,
such as the South African Games, in which White and
Non-White sportsmen can participate?

more % fewer %
Total 18.4

12.7
43.4

English
Afrikaans

The value of the Games as a platform for allaying extant racial
prejudices is obvious. The fact that the Games were an organ:
lElatiónaI- success undoubtedly contributed to this positive
-~eception~ The suggestion that White~ had to see integration
before they would believe in its viability, appears to contain
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a certain amount of validity in this instance, as there has been
quite a substantial swing of opinion from that expressed in 1971.
public opinion appeared to be more receptive to further develop=
ments in mixed sport in 1973 than in 1970 or 1971. The 1970
figures previously mentioned showed that there had been a swing
of approximately 30% towards a favourable acceptance of multi-
national sport. Important in this swing was the f~ct that the
Afrikaans-speaking section of the population was now more
favourably disposed towards multi-national sport.

The influence on public opinion can be ascribed inter alia to
open international sports meetings and the multi-national
South African games. They had obviously assisted in ever=
coming White reluctance to accept sporting contact with the
Black. Strengthening this premise were the results of a
further survey carried out by market and Opinion Surveys
(December, 1973), which indicated that 69.3% of the population
were agreeable to certain mixed sporting events taking place in
South Africa (cf. Table 7).

Table 7. SELECTED ASPECTS OF 1973(B) mARKET RESEARCH SURVEY

Question. Arthur Ashe played te~nis here and Bob Foster boxed
here. In your opinion, should we have more or
fewer such mixed sporting events?

more % Fewer % Not sure %
Total 69.3

B8
56.9

10.7
2.0

16.4

19.1

English
Afrikaans

9.0
25.8

It would appear, therefore, that public opinion was ready to
accept greater change. The government held back until
October, 1974, when Dr. Koornhof announced that international
b~dies .uould be permitted to hold multi-national rather than
~en .international events. Dverseas teams would no longer be
needed, ~hich meant that multi-nationalism had been sanctioned
.at .the nat ion all eve1 (Hor rell t 1974 : 395).
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market Research Africa conducted a nationwide survey early in
1975 for the Argus group of newspapers. Indications, in rela:
tion to sport, were that while there was an increasing tolerance
to the idea of mixed sport at club level, there was. no clear
demarcation either for or against such a development, and that
there was considerable uncertainty and notable opposition from
country areas. Results published in the Argus (march 5, 1975)
indicated:

1. 44% of Whites would agree to integrating sport at
club level.
2. 43% disagreed with racially mixed sport at club
level.
3. 13% had no opinion or refused to answer.
4. 63% of English-speakers favoured racially mixed
sport at club level.
5. 28% of Afrikaans-speakers favoured racially mixed
sport at club level.
6. The cities produced an absolute majority (50%) in
favour of the idea, while those in the towns and
platteland were adamantly opposed (77%).

The question that arises, and is unanswerable, is whether White
public opinion would have accepted greater and faster change
in the sporting situation. The government indicated by the
moderate course which it took in this regard, that it felt that
the public would accept only gradual controlled change. If
this was part of a carefully devised plan the end objective of
which was full integration, much merit could be ascribed to
such a scheme. Although Dr. Koornhof (1978) intimated that
this development .was part of a carefully devised step-by-step
programme, he did not specify what the end objective was, or
when he hoped the scheme would be fulfilled. ~n lieu of such
a scheme the app~arance was created io which the government was
making concessions as and when it thought they would be
~¢ceptable (cf. Chapter Six). The government appeared to be
.~~ary-Of a' backlash of a cons8rvativ~ opinion on concessions
\whichc-were introduced wi thout any justification. It was an
.::ap·tnionshared by the Argus (EditOTial, march 6, 1975):
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.~.

People outside this country might think that South
Africans generally are making a mountain out of a
molehill when it comes to mixed sport - after all,
what can seem more innocuous than people getting
together to play games? - but the Argus opinion
poll published,yesterday shows just how delicate
this issue is, and how deeply the Whites are divided
in their opinions •
•••• In this sort of situation, exactly the wrong
thing to do would be to rush in and try to force
mixed sport down everybody's throat all at one go.

Scholtz (1975 4) carried out a survey at the Afrikaans-speaking
University of Potchefstroom and found that 73% of students were
in favour of giving sportsmen of all races an equal chance to be
chosen for an international team to represent South Africa.
However, if the nationwide opinion poll published in the Argus is
taken as being more representative, and provided that there had
not been a gross change in public opinion, the sports policy
announcement of September 1976 faced considerable opposition,
although it was assured of acceptance from a large number of
sportsmen. From the surveys available, it would appear that the
government had decided to take the initiative and pressurise
White public opinion. The 1976 sports policy announcement allo=
wed inter-group competition at all levels in individual types of
sport. It preserved the essence of multi-nationalism, but con=
ceded that teams of players representing all racial groups could
participate in Olympic or specific international sports events
(Cape Times, September 29, 1976). This development was contra-
indicated by results obtained by Swart of the Institute of Urban
Studies at the Rand Afrikaans University. Swart's results,
obtained from a representative section of the population, esta=
blished that a majority of Afrikaans-speaking voters were against
multi-racial sport, and that while English or bilingual voters
tended to support multi-racial sport, there was a conservative
element who were opposed to it (Star, October 16, 1976). The
government's method of influencing public opinion was undoubtedly
the result of existing socia-political conditions. South Africa
had Just endured vi~lent raci~l riots and therefore it mai have
b~6n f~it-th~t further sp~rting concessions may ease racial ten=
'sibn~ So'uth Afric~n s'port had also once again become the
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cynosure following the protest of African states at the montreal
Olympics; which produced a backla~h of opinion contributing
further to South Africa's ostraci@m in the international sport=
ing community. The 1976 sports announcement, which introduced
limited integration in sport at club level, appeared to be more
a product of circumstances than a desire for definitive action
in the sphere of sport and raceo But from this point momentum
was allowed to develop in South African sport, and the initia=
tive was increasingly taken by sports associations (cf. Chap=
ter Eight).

Williams (1978), in a study initiated in 1976, made the
following observations about specific aspects of the social
milieu and life style of a group of top league rugby football
players. He found that while 85p2% of all first league
players could envisage a multi-racial South African rugby team
touring abroad, only 59.1% would give such a venture their
personal approval; 58.3% preferred games against separate
White and Black teams; 60p8% were against sharing their hotel
room with a Black player if the Black: (i) was participating
in multi-racial matches in South Africa; (ii) was a team mate
in a multi-racial South African side playing a touring team in
South Africa; (iii) was a team mate in a multi-racial South
African side touring abroad. When asked whether they would
be prepnred to share a hotel room with a Black team-mate in a
multi-racial South African side to playa touring team in
South Africa, 50% were prepared to do so. The percentage
increased to 59.9% if the Black team-mate was part of a multi-
racial side touring abroad. Williams notes that there was a
decided dichtamy according to language spoken. The ~frikaans-
speaking rugby player was generally opposed to such develop=
ments while the English-speakers (whO constituted 23.3% of
the sample) were at the opposite end of the spectrum, and
favourably disposed to such developments.

Williams (1978 : 27) perorates that according to the findings,
":it would appear that in local trial games comparatively few
_players were prepared to share a room with Black players, but
that their number increases in proportion to the status of
the game. Similarly, he says, players are far less prepared
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to share a room with Black on their home ground than they would
be on foreign soil.

In November 1976, it was stated that merit selection would
apply in South African rugby. Dr. Craven announced that teams
selected on merit would be chosen by a mixed selection committee
for the tour to New Zealand in 1978 and France in 1979 (Cape
Times, November 8, 1976). Such an announcement would have
enjoyed the backing of most top league rugby football players,
as suggested by William~'s study.

In October 1976, cricket had taken the initiative in a far more
dramatic manner and introduced multi-racial cricket down to
club level. One year later, in October 1977, Market and Opinion
Surveys conducted a survey for Professor L. Schlemmer of the
Centre for Applied Social Sciences, University of Natal. The
survey conducted for Schlemmer indicated that at the end of
1977 a sizeable majority was prepared to accept Whites and Non-
Whites together in sporting teams (cf. Table 8). However,
this is not significant by itself as it is necessary to ascer=
tain to which particular level this referred: local (club,
provincial) or national. The notable reluctance of Whites to
share their facilities also needs further investigation, in
order to ascertain what specific facilities Whites have reser=
vations about sharing with Non-Whites: club, municipal,
provincial or national.

. ~';.:: ~,;..: ~... : ~'..
--;".. ~

Table B/ ••••
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Table 8. SELECTED ASPECTS OF 1977 mARKET RESEARCH SURVEY

Question. Suppose policy changes regarding race-matters are
made in future, which of the following would be
acceptable or unacceptable to you?

(a) Non-Whites and Whites together in sporting teams:
Acceptable Unacceptable Uncertain

% % %
Total 73.6 18.9 6.7
English 92.1 4.0 3.4
Afrikaans 6007 29.2 9.1

(b) Admission of non-Whites to White sporting facilities:
Acceptable Unacceptable Uncertain

% % %
Total 55.7 2907 12.8
English 8007 7.6 11~2
Afrikaans 4003 45.1 13.9

From the data presented, it may be postulated within the pre=
viously described parameters, that public opinion has changed
markedly towards mixed sport (above club level) in South Africa
in the period 1969-70 to 1977. In 1970 public opinion indica=
ted that opinion regarding Non-Whites from overseas coming to
play sport against Whites in South Africa was not favourable.
Conversely, opinion did favour Non-Whites representing South
Africg at the Olympic Games. The first multi-national sports
policy in 1971 functioned very much within these defines.
However, it did prepare the way, either wittingly or unwittingly,
for greater integration. Open internationals a~d multi-
national events provided a platform on which integration could
be viewed. As a result sport became an agent for disseminating
poss~bl~ new values and at~itudes. For example, at the end of

. ,.

1973 the~e was-agreement, among 68.9% of the population, that~"-.- " ..- . ; .. - - .-" . ': ';

t.be~e ~~ho!oll:-dbe more opportuni ties, such as the South Afr Lean
~ ':_ ", ,; Ol" .. , ...... •

G~~s, .~!_i, ~,hich cUJhite and -Non-Whi te could participate.· Sport
at this juncture was still separate, and although public opinion
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sanctioned multi-national sport, greater integrated sport with
mixed teams was obviously not considered desirable.

In 1974 the government introduced sport on a wider national
basis. The government received crit~cism from its conservative
element, but public opinion indicated a definite readiness to
accept such proposals. It was not until 1976 that the govern=
ment appeared to lead public opinion in the direction of mixed
sport.

In 1977 the government stated that it did not condone mixed
clubs, but it mentioned that there was no law against such a
development. The government, in regard to public opinion,
appeared to have taken the initiative and influenced the White
section of the population into accepting greater change.
There was no adverse reaction to this development, although
opinion had su~gested a reluctance to accept such changes.
Sportsmen had displayed an attitude at variance with that of
the White population, and would probably have accepted greater
change, but cognizance of the attitudes of the White population
per se would appear to have been the greater consideration.
Further, the acceptance of changes made by the So~th African
Government, suggests that sport has functioned in a socialising
capacity particularly as regards the Afrikaans-speaking section
of the population.

In a survey carried out by Pretorius and Potgieter in February,
1979-in the Cape Peninsula, 68% of the 284 respondents were of
the opinion that sport could contribute to finding solutions as
to how people should live together in South Africa. However,
in spite of this positive outlook on the value of sport and the
expressed opinion, by 76% of the sample, that South African
sport would suffer as the result of lack of international
competition, 48% of the group were of the opinion that South
Africa should not change its political policy in order to regain
entrance into the internatinnal sports arena. There were a
con~iderable number of respondents (42%) who were of the opinio~
that"the South African political policy had already changed
sufficiently to warrant re-admission to international sport.
As in the case of other surveys, Afrikaans-speaking people were
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more conservative than the En~lish-speaking section of the
population. The English-speaking section indicated a general
willingness to accept greater integration from the time of the
first survey in 1969. It may be surmissed that the attitude of
the Afrikaans section inhibited a more expeditious evolution of
South Africa's sports policy. The government appeared to
realise that this section, which constituted approximately two-
thirds of the voting population, was prepared to accept more
than it was prepared to indicate. Subsequently the momentum of
multi-racialism has been allowed to develop.

Acceptance of later more positive developments begets the
question: would a more expeditious change in the sporting
status guo have been acceptable to White public opinion?
Extrapolating from the progressive acceptance of previous con=
cessions, an answer in the affirmative would appear warranted.
However, there are too many variables operating for the answer
to this question to be supported by anything greater than
conjectural evidence. It therefore remains a possibility only
that change could have been promoted at a faster rate in sport
in South Africa.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

SUmmARY AND CONCLUSIONS

INTRODUCTION

SUmMARY

CONCLUSIONS

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

FINAL STATEMENT

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation examined ths development of South African
sport in conjunction with its political and racial correlates,
particularly in the period 1970-1979. The examination was
undertaken in three sections. The first section was an orien=
tation to the main thrust of the study. Attention was given
to historical antecedents which may have influenced the develop=
ment of sport in South Africa. It was a section which supplisd
background material in an attempt to provide a continuity and
present the topic in its general con~ext. The second section
consisted of a chronological evaluation of events occurring in
South African sports. This section provided a more detailed
examination of events, supplemented with empirically obtained
data. The objective was to examine the phases in the evolu=
tion of South Afr~ca's sporting development from the beginning
of 1970 to the end of July 1979. The third section of the
study considered various influences which had operated during
this period. Attention was given to organisations, factions
and groups which were considered to h~ve had a significant
effect on the development'of'South African sport. In this
third 'section aac+i"inf'luence'''isconsióered as a separate entity,
ai~h{l-u'gh 'all' have had a'combined effect on the development of
s~Jfh~Af~'ican -.5 port.
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SUMMARY

There is confusion in literature concerning the early beginnings
of sport in South Africa. Indications are that it was informal
in nature and only took on organised form with the arrival of
the British in 1795. Black spoLt similarly had obscure begin=
nings, the dearth of literature in this respect being even more
pronounced. There were occasiDnal instances of Whites and
Blacks playing together, but this was not a typical characteris=
tic of early South African sport.

South Africa's Black people developed their own sports teams and
played mainly amongst their own race groups. This was a result
of the prevailing class consciousness of the British, which
excluded all except the most talented Boers from British clubs,
and the incompatibility the Boer felt with the Black people.
The result was development of 'racial' clubs that tended to cater
exclusively for one particular group, with some sports clubs
using religion as a means of demarcation.

While there tended to be a racial exclusiveness about the early
clubs, informal inter-racial contact was present. This tended
to disappear when the belief was encouraged through legislation
that the Black people were to develop as a separate nation.
The introduction of an official colour bar in the Mines and
Amendment Act of 1911 began the crystalisation of this idea.
White sports clubs in South Africa had in some cases become
founder members of international sports associations, and
because these associations recognised only one organisation per
country, Black sportsmen were denied access to international
competition.

By tho 1930s racial demarcation had fully permeated South
African sport, effectively denying the Black sportsmen equal
opportunity and equal facilities. Reaction by Black sportsmen
led to,several non~racial spcrts organisations being Founded in

.~.. ,

-St}uth Africa. Already in 1946 a request for affiliation WdS
. ma~-e i.~-o,theB rit ish Amat eur :Wei9htIif ter s byt heN 0n-Whit e
~~~th ~frican Association, but this was turned down.
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This demarcation was· carried further with the election to power
in 1948 of a Nationalist government which brought with it an
apartheid ideology that manifested itself indirectly in sport
through legislation such as the Group ·Areas Act, the Black Urban
Areas Consolidation Act and the Reservation of Separate Ameni=
ties Act.

In the fifties the dissatisfaction of Non-White sports organ=
isations with sports oppression increased in intensity, and in
1958 a non-racial South African Sports Association was formed
to further the interests of the non-racial sportsmen. There
was considerable opposition from White sports organisations and
the government. In 1963 the South African Non-Racial Olympic
Committee was formed to further the Olympic aspirations of
South African sportsmen.
exile in London in 1965.

This organisation went into self
Operating from this base, it set

about creating a worldwide awareness of the plight of the Non-
White sportsman in South Africa, co-ordinating and organising
prot~st movements against South African teams and persuading
sports associations and governments not to have sporting con=
tact with South Africa.

World opposition to the South African sports policy grew, and in
1964 South Africa was prevented from participating in the Olym=
pic Games in Rome. This was to signal the end of her partici=
pation in the Olympics, and from this point opposition to her
policy and her sports teams grew in intensity. South Africa
announced in 1968 that she was prepared to allow a mixed
national t~am to go to the 1968 Mexico Olympics, but it was to
no avail as South Africa was again refused participation. At the
beginning of 1970. there was a similar resistance to change in
South African sport, although a small concession did give rise
to transient hope when the South African Government deigned to
allow maoris to form part of a New Zealand rugby team in South
~frica. It was an unprecedented move and as such was the first, .

~eal concession to integrated sport, albeit temporary.

lil~AP:ril··1971 South Africa announced her multi-national sports
<T-"'_' ~ _

jólici~, which essentially connoted sport by and between sepa=ate
nations. It was in one sense a ~ajor policy change and in
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another sense insignificant. It was a major change in that it
presented White South Africans with a limited Black/White sports
confrontation. Surveys suggest that the majority of White
South Africans were opposed to this development, even in such a
restricted form. This form was defined as contact between
Black and White teams at Open Internationals. These were
events where overseas competitors or teams participated.
Exceptions were also made whereby certain sports whose interna=
tional organisations demanded integrated teams, were allowed
this right. These exceptions were the Olympic Games, the
Canada Golf Cup competition, the Federation Cup and Davis Cup
tennis competitions. This concession suggested that some
'attempt was being made to satisfy world opinion. However, the
government v~hemently denied that the changed sports policy was
a result of international pressure. Those who were pressing
for greater change were disappointed. They believed that the
policy was an extension of the old apartheid concept under a new
title. To them the changes were ineffective, because discrimi=
nation still existed after the policy announcement. In retro=
spect, however, it can be concluded that the policy was signi=
ficant, although not in the changes that it instituted, since
these were small concessions. The policy brought Black and
White sport to the llihiteSouth Africans. It attacked the
centuries-old prejudices in a hitherto unprecedented fashion.

In 1971 the government stringently denied that this sports
policy would lead to further integration. History has shown
that, in regard to this hypothesis, the government, wittingly or
unwittingly, was incorrect. The sports policy announcement of
1971 was the beginning of an evolution towards integrated sport.

The sports policy of 1971 created some confusion amongst the
international sports community as governments and sports asso=
ciations struggled to decipher the full implications of multi-
~ationa!ism. South Africa pressed ahead with multi-national
~.pr:;rtsmeeting s, exposing th e Whi te South Afr Le an pub lic to
f~~ther ~ulti-national events in 1912. By the end of 1972 the;:__:-.L" r ,

,conc,?pt ''Or 'multi-natiofi'slism was firmly rooted in South ,Africa's._; .1. 1. ~ -.

~po~ting structure. Opposition from world governments and
sporting organisations h~d not significantly decreased. The
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Games Black and llihiteparticipated side by side for the first
time: previous South African Games had been held for Blacks
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and Whites on separate occasions.

The Games created controversy outside South Africa. The anti~
apartheid movement SAN-ROC, in conjunction with the Supreme

.Council for Sport in Africa, campaigned ~igorously amongst
overseas sports associations, Olympic committees and governments
to withdraw their teams. This pressure, which was combined
with the threat of further sports boycott by sympathetic African
states, realised a mass withdrawal of official international
support for the South African Games. Of importa~ce in this
sphere was the withdrawal of approval for the 1973 South African
Games which had been originally bestowed by the International
Football Federation (FIFA). This deprived the Games of any
official overseas competition for the soccer programme. Theo=
retically, .under the terms of the 1971 sports policy, the soccer
competition was required to have overseas teams to quality for
inter-racial competition. Rather than cancel the competition,
a concession was made and the competition went ahead without
overseas cbmpetition, although in deference to possible antago=
nism to such a departure the soccer venue was moved from
Pretoria to JOhannesburg.

The Games went ahead, with athletes from thirty-three countries
participatingo Each was reunited with his or her country's
name once in South Africa, thereby allowing the essence of
internationalism to be retained.

The Games did create antagonism from outside South Africa.
An unstated objective appeared to be the placation of world
opinion by the shoulder-to-shoulder competition of Black and
White at the Games. That may have occurred if, as mentioned,
the amorphous concept of multi-nationalism had been allowed to
exist 'until the Gaiol6sstarted. However, the work of anti-
.apartheid and anti-South African sport groups removed much of
.tbo shroud .surrounding multi-nationalism and highlighted the
sports discrimination u!hich was extant. As a result, the
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Games were not effective as an international publicity state=
ment, since overseas reaction was largely negative. They were,
however, an organisational success.

The real significance of the Games, beyond allowing South African
sportsmen some form of international competition, was the crea=
tion of a platform on which White South Africans could witness
limited integration. It was a large venturé and the fact that

,it was acclaimed by South Africa's press and that it was free of
incident, provided further avenues for possible development.
An opinion poll taken after the Games testified to this premise:
68.9% of the White population were in favour of repeating this
performance.

That the Ga~es have not been repeated since 1973 tends to sup=
port the suggestion that the government is cognisant of the..negativism and antagonism created overseas, and, with considera=
tion of the costs of such a performance, has opted in the inte=
rim not to repeat it, although 1981 is currently being mentioned
as a possibility.

At the end of 1973 the government chose not to exploit the
goodwill developed within South Africa by the Games, when it
announced that the Games would not lead to concessions towards
multi-racial sport and that multi-national sport would remain
the status guo. Pressure from the outside world had not
decreased, although it was claimed that South Africa's sports
contact with overseas countries and sports persons had increased.
Figu~es generally pertained to individual unofficial South
African international sports contact, which was increasingly
becoming the lifeblood of South Africa's international sporting
life. At the beginning bf 1973 a non-racial sports organisa=
tion, called the South African Council on Spor~, was organised
within South Africa. (The precursor to SACOS had been the
ed hoc committee of National Non-Racial Sports Organisations,
which had consisted of eight non-racial sports organisations
dedicated to the achievement of non-racialism in sport.) The
.formation of SAC OS in 1973 lent formality to this associa,tion

,:and 'ga'\;'~ non-racialism a mouthpiece. SACOS became the sel r ;'." -: " .. ',

appointed conscience of South African sport •r-Ó;
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SACOS declared immediate opposition to the South African Games,
considering them racial and in keeping with the multi-national
sports policy to which they also objected. In 1973 the South
African Council on Sport required mixed sport down to club
level before it would consider co-operating with White sports
authorities. This co-operation was not forthcoming, and at
the end of 1973 SACOS had firmly declared its philosophy on
South African sport; antagonistic to multi-nationalism and
racial sport.

multi-nationalism began to develop greater flexibility in 1974~
Couched in Nationalist terminology, the October 1974 announce=
ment by Dr. Koornhof moved Black and White sport in South Africa
onto the unprecedented level of domestic contact. This was in
essence a compromise, since sport was to be allowed between
Black and White at the national level, but the Springbok
emblem was to remain the exclusive property of White teams
while the sports of rugby and cricket were to remain segregated.
There was to be merit selection of teams for all Olympic sports,
the Federation and Davis Cup tennis teams, the Eisenhower Golf
Cup team and the team for the Professional Golf Association's
championship.

Once again, in the terms of reference used by various groups
antagonistic to South Africa's sporting status, to judge the
movement of South African sport away from segregation, this
development was of little significance. The continued exis=
tence of discrimination in sport remained the contention.

However, the negative reaction of the conservative element to
the 1974 proposals illustrated that, within White South
African's frame of reference, multi-national sport at national
level was indeed considered a considerable deviation from the
status guo. Public opinion surveyed in 1973 had shown that
the majority of Whites were in favour of greater mixing in
~~Qrt; .~as~axemplified by the South African Games. Although
the_sp~rts policy announcement of 1974 in principle adhered to

~. , , • "!' .•• ~. •

~b~:pre~epfs ~f multi-nationalism in 1971, there can be no
. '." . .

doubt about its deviant potential.
matter of concern to verkramptes.

Obviously this was a
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By the end of 1974 the momentum initiated in 1971 had been
regained. Nonetheless South Africa's sporting isolation
continued to increase. This isolation, it was suggested by
sports administrators, was adversely affecting South Africa's
sports participants and consumers. South Africa had hosted the
1974 British Lions rugby team, the effect of which had been,
inter alia, to strengthen this premise by highlighting the
various inadequacies of South African rugby at the international
level.

The advancement of sport into 1975 registered further internal
opposition to additional developments in South Africa's sports
policy. It also highlighted the developing schism between
liberal and conservative factions in the Nationalist party.
The rift became more pronounced when the French Rugby Union
informed South .I\fricathat her national team would not tour
unless a match against a multi-racial team was included in their
itinerary. With the number of South African allies in the
international rugby world uncertain, there was the possibility
that if South Africa refused to accede to this request she might
lose one of her staunchest allies. Alternatively it presented
another problem. To accede to the request was to openly admit
to bowing to pressure and to advance South African sport into
the beginnings of multi-racialism. The Department of Sport
and Recreation and the South African Rugby Board had previously
stated that they would not capitulate to outside pressure, and
frequent promises had been made that multi-nationalism would not
lead to multi-racialism. The significance of 1975 was that it
saw the capitulation of both the South African Government and
the South African Rugby Board. It moved South African sport,
irrespective of how slowly, in the direction of integration,
and it widened the rift, initiated by the 1974 sports policy
announcement between the conservatives and the liberals within
-i;hepolity.

~he anti-apartheid movsments outside South Africa again regarded
,~. ... ~. - '-. .

~his ~evalo~ment ~5 minimal. Seen in terms of their overall
-;;;':.'.." -: . . ~'. ', . '. . ,. .

'iJbjeét"i-vé;'meri t sel action and equal oppor tuni ty in s port in............ .
-S~~th Africa; it was. The anti-apartheid movement in con=
junction with the Suprp.~e Council of Sport in Africa and a
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growing number of Western, African, and Third Wtirld states, had
continued to agitate for greater isolation of South African sport.
SAN-ROC had been unsuccessful in requesting Britain to reject
entry applications from individual South African sportsmen.
However, she was given recognition by the United Nations Special
Committee against Apartheid, which suggested that financial
assistance be given to SAN-ROC. At the end of 1975 South
African sport had advanced towards greater integration, but the
advance was dismissed by pressure groups inside and outside
South Africa as being of insufficient magnitude. As a result
there was no concomitant decrease in South Africa's sports iso=
lation.

The isolation that South African rugby had endured since the
1974 British lions rugby tour was ended in 1976. In spite of
much criticism, the New Zealand All Blacks rugby team undertook
a full scale tour of South Africa. The tour was interpreted
by African states as a condonement of apartheid, a conclusion
which precipitated the unp~~6~~ented Olympic boycott at the
XXIst Olympics in Montreal, Canada, in July 1976. ïhe boycott
was a protest at the continuing apartheid sports rêgime in
South Africa, and at the continuing support that South Africa
was receiving from New Zealand in her major llihitesport, rugby.
The Olympic Games was a forum unsurpassed in terms of focusing
world attsntion on these twin issues. South African sports,
excluded from the Olympic Games since 1964, appeared to have
little to lose through the publicity. This was correct within
carefully defined parameters. Nevertheless, attention was
focused by the boycott on South Africa's sporting policies.

-New Zealand was as a result subjected to pressure to withdraw
from the Games. failure to do so caused an international
analysis of New Zealand's sport politics. The significance of
this publicity in regard to South Africa, is derived from the
events which followed the Games. South Africa was subsequently
a!smissed f~om the federat~on of International football (fIfA),

. ,
;ha lÏlt~ri1ational Arne.teuI', Athletic .F'adera t Lcn , and the Ln t ar nas
~':1. ,- '. . _ ... -' ." .

·:1;.iQn?l-.~~at~ur -Swimming Feder~tion •
•~.l.; ..... , .. ' ~ ~;.. ....__ - _. • _ ,..;., _ • ••~._ •."
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New Zealand in turn was pressurised by the anti-South Africen
sport factions to adhere to United Nations Special Assembly
resolutions and revoke all sporting relations with South Africa.
Unless a commitment against sporting contact was forthcoming, the
African states threatened to stage a similar boycott at the 1978
Commonwealth games. In addition, New Zealand was to be deprived
of sports contact with African athletes until such time as she
officially altered her attitude towards sporting contact with
South Africa.

The reaction to the Olympic boycott by world sporting organisa=
tions and the vociferous criticism of South Africa's traditional
rugby rival, which criticism threatened that relationship,
undoubtedly contributed, along with the race riots, to a further
policy announcement on South African sport in September 1976.
It was announced that inter-racial sport would be permitted at
club level, but that the race groups should remain as distinct
entities: no mixing of teams would take place except in circum=
stances where there were specific invitations to mixed teams.
The 1976 announcement, as anti-apartheid factions and non-
racialists were quick to point out, did not approach the real
problem of segregation in South African sport; sports partici=
pation was still defined 2ccording to race groups.

The 1976 announcement continued the movement away from the hard=
line apartheid approach which had been characteristic of the
period 1948-1970. But the significance of the 1976 announce=
ment was, as with the previous announcements, largely ccnfined
to White South Africans. Herein it moved the White sport-
playing population towards a degree of integration hithe~to
unknown. The 1976 announcement expanded multi-nationalism to
its limits and left multi-racialism as the next .et.ep, Hence
.hile the development was accorded little significance beyond
South Africa's borders, within the context of South Africa's
sports~evolution it was again a significant development.

c~eo~um .crea t ad by the September announcement was continued in
-li,~i-·ted-slyle.by the South African Rugby Board in. December 1976,
wnen,th~y,announced that all national rugby teams would be
selected on merit, regardless of race, ~y mixed selection panels
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after mixed trials. This was progressive for rugby, although it
neither satisfied the non-racialists, nor adjusted rugby to the
level of integration allowed in South Africa's other White sports.

il,

At the end of 1976 a significant development in South African
sport was the accordance of full member status, by the Supreme
Council of Sport in Africa, to the South African Council on
Sport. This development accorded SACOS international recogni=
tion, the significance of which is derived from the fact that
in 1977 African sport under the SCSA became an influential
organisation in world sporto

With the prospect of financial gain through liaison with the
emerging African states, world powers were anxious not to anta=
gonise potential and newly-created African detentes. African
attitude to sport was therefore treated with respect and concern,
especially in relation to South Africa. The alliance of SAC OS
to this organisation, and the statement that any South African
sporting development would have to have the sanction of SACOS,
elevated this organisation to a new platform, a platfcrm which
assured her of a greater potential to influence developments in
South African sport. Before South Africa was accepted back
into the world sporting community the approbation of SACOS would
be necessary. Escalating its demands of White South African
sport in 1977, SACOS insinuated that this was going to be diffi=
cult to obtain. No longer would mixed sport at club level and
merit selection be sufficient to assure the co-operation of the
non-racial organisations with the White organisationso Before
this would be considered, sport in South Africa would have to
become non-racial or normal. This was interpreted as a demand
for the removal of restrictive race laws, equal opportunity in
financing, training, playing and coaching facilities, mixed
sport at the school level and unreservedly non-racial admini=
strative sports structure and clubs. In escalating their

,demands on South African sport, SACOS also committed the non-
-iacial":or_ganisations to a 'greater political orientation. This
~ésire'to utilise sport to further political objectives was
~~rther emph~sised in' 1977, when heads of state of the British
t'ommonweal th signed the Gleneagles Accord. This agreement
committed each state to an official dissociation from South
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Africa until there had been a revision of the apartheid structure.
The implication was that change in the sporting environment in
South Africa would not be acceptable to Commonwealth members:
it would need to be concomitant with political and socio-
economic revision.

South Africa gave no suggestion as to the dismantling of the
apartheid edifice per se, although the progression towards inte=
gration in sport did continue. Cricket had initiated the
development of a multi-racial league in 1976, and this continued
into 1977. Athletics instituted a multi-racial constitution
in 1977, although the vestiges of multi-nationalism remained:
the two affiliated Black organjsations were accorded what was
the equivalent of provincial status, although they had full
voting rights. After appointing a new president, the South
African Amateur Athletic Union proceeded to stage multi-racial
events down to club level, and awarded the Springbok emblem to
Blacks who qualified.

•I

The momentum which was generated by the predominantly White
sports organisations was given impetus in August 1977, when Dr.
Koornhof announced that clubs could integrate. Previous to
this announcement mixed sport had been permitted at club level
as long as the race groups retained their own identity in doing
so. The August statement permitted clubs to go ahead and
integrate if they so desiredv Dr~ Koornhof maintained that it
was not the wish of the government that this should happen, but
that the government would not interfere if clubs did. In terms
of South Africa's sports evolution it was another significant
development. Thera remained restrictions which prevented full
sporting integration as it is known in other parts of the world,
but the development was nonetheless progressive._

During 1977 South Africa's major sport, rugby, unsuccessfully
attempted to form one national body. At the end of the year the
~Solïth~frican 'Rugby _Union at t emp t ed to bring itself into line
:W~~h .the :Jj-evelopments ~of 'bther sports ~ by announcing that rugby
.~~+,1-91£··-w.o'uld:haye a greater degree cf integration. There would
. '~' mIxed' '(mid fi-nat.i.onal) rugb y from National to club Lev eL,
and a'merit' selected team would be chosen to represent South
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Africa on a tour to France in 1979.

At the beginning of 1978 further progress in South Africa's
sporte evolution was noted. White sports clubs were told that
application could be made for international status. This
status, if granted, allowed White clubs to entertain Black
officials and team members without applying for permission to do
so each time a mixed event was to occur. Under international
status, Blacks were to be guests, not members, of White sports
clubs, and dancing was forbidden. This development removed
much of the bureaucracy surrounding mixed sport, but it did not
remove the vestiges of multi-nationalism.

Opposition, internationally and internally, to South Africa's
sports policy remained. Nine European Common market countries
made a joint formal announcement which stated that South Africans
were not welcome to play sport in Europe unless the sport could
be shown to be fully integrated. The statement was not as
absolute as the one the year previously when the Gleneagles
Accord had been signed by Commonwealth heads of state. This
announcement left the door open for South Africa in the European
sphere of international sport.

The non-racial sports organisations continued objection to
South Africa's sports policy became more specific in 1978. A
Charter for Normal Sport stated that they considered the follow=
ing necessary before South African sport could be regarded as
non-racial normal or acceptable to them: non-racial national
and provincial sports organisations, unreservedly open clubs,
equal training coaching and playing facilities, no touring sides
to South Africa until non-racial sport was fully implemented, no
spectator segregation, non-racial school sport and the abolition
of restrictive race laws.

-Jsolation of South African sport continued in 1978 forcing the
.~~nist~r·.af~$port ~o suggest that the continuation of the
~'PQrtp -b,pycptt.urouLd cause an internalisation of South. African
~ _. .~ ,""ic, " : ..;._ _ _ -

::43:pQrt.=.,tD-uring19.78,. ;he total number of sporting asspciations
~,;' ',_ .... <;,:. ; t= ,~.':..!:,.-:'!J_" .r : ~ ~ , ...

'~r events'f~om -which South Africa was barred, excluded· or..
suspended internationally, rose to twenty-five. Twenty
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countries or sports organisations'refused entry to South African
teams on thirty two occasions during 1978. In 1979 South
Africa made another major advance in the normalisation of her
sport, by opening the Department of Sport and Recreation to all
races, making it the first fully integrated government depart=
ment. This department had until 1979 catered exclusively for
the White population. Under this new development finance,
techAical adVice, aid in training, sports administration, sports
organisation and sports promotion for all races would be catered
for.

At present there is no noticeable lessening of opposition to
South Af=ican sport. There are indications from the United
States, following a civil rights action against South African
heavyweight boxer Kallie Knoetze, that prominent South African
sportsmen m~y be increasingly harassed in international compe:
titions. To date, this has largely failed to materialise.

In 1979 South Africa finds herself largely bereft of official
contact at the international level in the major sports of rugby,
cricket, athletics, tennis and swimming. There has been a
progressive movement away from strictly segregated sport and a
movement towards non-racial sport, however, racial restrictions
do remain along with vestiges of multi-nationalism. The
removal of all race restrictions has been demanded as a precondi=
tion for the absolute normalisation of sport in South Africa
and, ipso facto, for international re-acceptance. However,
current indications are that only greater change on a political
socia-economic scale will ensure international sporting re-
acceptance for South Africa.

CONCLUSIONS

'Predicated by this research the following conclusions appear to
-:p;e .warranted:

(~J '-"SRort '-developed an -informal racial exclusiveness following
, .t ..' .. ~~ ~~. .

.::~'~":.-""tCo]~_1)n1.z-etiol) in ~S·out.hAfr ica •.... -".

..... ',.--:-' ._.

(2}'" Sp(j"~t "Ln -South P.frica was consolidated along' racial lines
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by British class consciousness, and by the religious and
cultural disposition of the Boers.

(3) Separate sport by different racial groups became an unof=
ficially accepted phenomenon before the official manifes=
tation of the apartheid doctrine following the 1948 elec=
tion to power of the National Party.

(4) The election of the National Party in 1948 gave overt
recognition to the idea of separate sport by different
racial groups, and in so doing committed the newly-elected
polity to an unprecedented involvement in sport.

(5) Legislation introduced by the Nationalist South African
Government committed sport in South Africa to a White
dominant/Black subservient relationship.

(6) Until 1970 South African sport, in the face of increasing
international and internal pressure, displayed an intran=
sigence to the demand for a change in her sports system.

(7) The establishment of internal and external pressure groups
was a significant development in the total evolution of
South African sport, as external and internal pressure
groups played a substantial catalytic role in the evolu=
tion of South African sport.

(a) The development of a liberal faction within South Africa's
ruling elite expedited the South African sports evolution.

(9) South African sport since 1970 has undergone gradual change,
moving away from the hard-line apartheid concept with which
it was associated in the 1950s and 1960s.

(10) The momentum generated by the movement away from apartheid
sport has been increas1ngly promoted since 1976 by liberal
factions within White South African sport. There has
been large-scale acceptance of multi-racialism, but vesti=
ges of multi-nationalis~ do remain.

(~i) Contemporary ~outh A~rican sport from club level upwards
~~n be described és ·~ulti-racial.

(12) ~Sport in South Africa is not yet integrat~d at school~
~eve1.· It is not free from racially restrictive legi31a=
tion and clubs are not ,unreservedly open to 811 irrespec=
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tive of race or c~6ed. Sport in South Africa is not non-
racial or normal as recognised in other Western multi-

*racial societies.

(13) In the face of increasing sports isolation, South Africa
has tended to emphasise its domestic sport.

(14) Isolation from international sports contact does not appear
to have adversely affected enthusiasm in South African
sport.

(15) International opposition to South African sport has
steadily increased at the official representative level.

(16) A greater international awareness of the South African
sports situation has lead to an escalation in demands made
on South African sport. In 1979 these demands reflect a
greater commitment to a political ideal than to a sports
one.

(17) The rise of African, Third World and Asian States to
international pre-eminence, concomitant with the promotion
of Black nationalism, has increased international pressure
on South Africa to change.

(18) There has been an international politicization of the
South African sports issue.

(19) There has been a politicization of South African sport by
internal non-racial sports organisations in South Africa.

(20) There has been a depoliticization of South African sport
by the South African Government.

(21) Non-racial sports organisations in South Africa display
quasi-political characteristics.

(22) Black South African sport has displayed ethnocentric quali=
ties which heve inhibited a unitary development in Black
sport •

.{23) Sport has had a socialising effect on White opinion in
...,. ~outh Africa. :Whi~e opi"ion in 1979 displays é greater

5-· r.eadiness :to accept 'Blacks in sport.

• Up until the day of examination.
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(24) Multi-nationalism has been a positive agent in th~ process
of socialising attitudes towards greater acceptability of
integrated sport in South Africa.

(25) Multi-nationalism has created a polarisation of Black
attitudes towards sport.

(26) Sport in South Africa, wittingly or unwittingly, has
functioned as a developmental platform in the field of
race r eLa t Lon s,

(27) Sport has been carefully separated by the South African
Government from South African society, so that it is not
in conflict with or a direct challenge to the existing
social order.

(28) Sport in South Africa is not the microcosm of society that
it may be in other societies.

(29) South African sport has achieved a dominant institution=
alised status of its own; displaying an increasing
propensity to disseminate rather than to reflect attitudes,
values and ideals.

(30) The social control mechanisms operating in the schools and
churches are not eroded by the processes pertaining to
sports integration.

(31) The sport/polity nexus in South Africa has tended to be
unilateral.

(32) It appears that sport has failed to elicit any major change
in South Africa's political infrastructure or the subjacent
political ideology.

(33) Sport has offered a challenge to the existing social order
in South Africa.

'(34 ) The successful development of sport has illustrated the
potential viability of integration on a larger scale in
:South Africa.

4~5j .Legisl~tion inhibits the. realisation of full integration
-, -.~.:<. 'r" "'_~in' ·é.port;~-:.- '. ,","~:'".::._.. ...w ...

.• r"!_ • »:

"'('~6)" ~"Whi\fe:at titudes suggest general opposition to unr-eserved
non-racial sport.
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(37) The Broederbond organi8ation has had a notable effect on
the process of sports integration.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

(1) It would appear, although it is statistically difficult to
corroborate, that isolation has had a perceptible effect on
South Africa's sports performance at the international level.

(2) The news media, although they have assisted the process of
integration by positive reinforcement, contribute negatively
by continuing to demarcate according to colour.

(3) It would appear that South Africa's sports policy has been a
series of actions and reactions; but there is also a sugges=
tion that it adhered to a covert controlled evolutionary
scheme.

(4) It would appear that non-racial sports organisations in South
Africa are providing Blacks with a vehicle for the develop=
ment of Black consciousness.

FINAL STATEmENT

To say that South African society is complex is to understate the
situation. Constructed with multifarious racial groups, religious
aects and traversed by numerous languages, it is not unnatural that
problems have arisen when the question of harmonious integration of
these diverse factions has been considered. The racial, religious
and language .disparities, among other thing8, has made harmonious
integration diffi~ult, although theoretically, not impossible.
However, the situation is further complicated by the growing socio-
economic disparities which has made the task of "fitting the reali=
ties of the problem into a theoretical integratio~al model more
difficult.

"i\n·.'Ell-t€xnativepos~i:bility., which is practised in South Africa,
.:.-"- oU •• " •

"_.:~~','~ti~~~~t'~t:ioon,:Of v arLous racial ,groups or nations. This
·;p~ctJ.~$e·;:t"!&s,_b·e~~sub jected to an increasing amount of. Ln ter na ,
::'ti~nal·,criticism. Objections mainly base themselves on the
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premise that all men must have the same basic human right, that
is to determine their own future. Although this premise is
not applied universally, South Africa has been selected for inter=
national cynosure. Considerable opposition to South Africa's
policy of separation has resulted.

South African sport, as an institution of South African societi,
has reflected the dominant ideology and has received concomitant
criticism. This criticism has led to international sporting
ostracism, which although not totally debilitating, has exerted
considerable pressure on South Africa to change her sports policy.

In South African sport there has been a gradual movament away
from the more strictly segregated approach which originally
characterised it and society in general. Racial barriers since
the begi~ning of the 1970s have been gradually removsd; sport
in South Afri~a in 1979 bears little resemblance to sport in
South Africa in 1970. All racial restrictio~s in South African
sport however have not been removed and objections to South
Africa'S re-acceptance to international sport continue to be
voiced.

It is clear that many of these objectio~s are motivated by a
desire other than the one for harmonious integration. Never=
theless there are those who genuinely seek a harmonious egalita=
rian South African society and see sport as having the potential
to assist in the a~hievement of this objective. Therefore while
sport in South Africa may have developed to the point where it is

possible for the many race, religious and language groups to com=
pete together, the issue has clearly become further complicated.
Sport has been subjected to a number of political influences,
making the issue of international sporting re-acceptance depen=
dent on political rather than sporting change.

It would appear that many people outside South Africa are cogni=
--'é-ant·of hoth the changes in South African sport and the politi=.. .

··~.ization.o_f t he sport Ls sus , but because or increasing pressure
~~6~ ~o~iet~~~reform in South Africa, and possible political
":'-economic'repercussions, which recogni tion of South African sport

threatens to bring abo~t, the issue of South African sport is not
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considered in its less complicated form. Until this complica=
tion is removed and sport is evaluated on its own merits, or
until there is greater societal change in South Africa, South
African sport appears destined to remain largely isolated from
world sport.

:,1" .,~.
. "":"i: __"'" .~ •. ~

.. -,' >. .... , • >

. .;..' -
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